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NOTICE

This report has been prepared for the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
by CH2M HILL and PEER Consultants, Inc., for the purpose of reducing
hazardous waste generation from DOD industrial processes. It is not an
endorsement of any product. The views expressed herein are those of the
contractor and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the
publishing agency or the Department of Defense.

Copies of this report may be purchased from:

National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161

Federal Government agencies and their contractors registered with the
Defense Technical Information Center should direct requests for
copies of this report to:

Defense Technical Information Center
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

This report was prepared by CH2M HILL, Inc., Reston, Virginia,
and PEER Consultants, Inc., Rockville, Maryland, under
Contract Number DAC A87-84-C-0076, dated August 17, 1984,
for the DOD Environmental Leadership Project (DELP) and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE). CH2M HILL was the prime Accession For
contractor. PEER was responsible for the preparation and NT-IS- QA&_ I

presentation of training workshops at the sites of the Projects of DTIC TAB
Excellence. Dr. Richard Boubel was the Project Officer for DELP, U1[
and Mr. Stan Lee was the COE Project Officer. Dr. Thomas E. Higgins
was Project Manager for CH2M HILL, and Dr. Brian P. J. Higgins was ......
Project Manager for PEER. Major contributions were made to this
project by Drew P. Desher, Randall Peterson, R. Benson Fergus, By _

J. Kendall Cable, Thomas R. Card, Brian R. Marshall, Daniel Bostrom, D t /
and Reid Dennis, of CH2M HILL, and Mary Savage of PEER. A-aI>.i

Avai L "
jDist SpLeHi:

e Sa t

Best Available Copy"
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

AGENDA

Tuesday, August 13, 1985

Location: VIP Area Conference Room, Building 225 (Main Hanger), Hill AFB

8:15 AM Welcome: BG Harold N. Campbell, Vice Commander, Ogden Air Lugistics
Center

8:30 AM Introduction

Moderator: Brian HIiggins, PEER Consultants

Participants introduce themselves - name, organization, and
responsibilities

9:00 AM Projects of Excellence Background and Purpose

Speakers: Richard Boubel, Defense Environmental Leadership

Project

Thomas Higgins, CH2M HILL

Coffee Break

10:00 AM Paint Stripping Project Description

Speaker: Bob Roberts, Project Developer

Videotape: Plastic Blasting Versus Chemical Paint Removal (U.S. Air
Force, 1984, 8 minutes)

11:15 AM Occupational Safety and Health Concerns

Speaker: LTC M.G. Moody, Staff Bloenvironmental Engineer, Hill AFB

11:30 AM Corrosion and Metallurgical Considerations

Speaker: Allen Budge, Corrosion Control Chemist, Hill AFB

12:00 PM Lunch Break

1:15 PM Videotape: Plastic Blasting Versus Chemical Paint Removal (U.S.
Technology Corp., 1985, 15 minutes)

iii

I
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

AGENDA (Continued)
,\, -l"

Tuesday, August 13, 1985 (Continued)

1:30 PM Tour and Demonstration of Paint Stripping Facilities

Hanger 236, Clemco Blast Equipment and Glove Box
Building 220, Chemical Paint Stripping
Building 223, F-4 Blast Booth
Solvent and Waste Solvent Storage Area
Building 220, Breathing Air Filters "

4:30 PM Adjourn for the Dayv

Wednesday, August 14, 1985

Location: VIP Area Conference Room, Building 225

8:30 AM Report of Hands-on Demonstration

Speakers: Bill Cain, Chemical Engineer, Oklahoma City ALC

Vicki Singleton, Materlals Engineer, Air Forace Storage
and Disposition Center, Davis-Monthan AFB

8:45 AM Project Requirements and Implementation

Speaker: Bob Roberts, Project Developer

Coffee Break '.

9:45 AM Project Overview and Production Benefits

Speaker: Brian Higgins, PEER Consultants

Discussion: All Participants

10:45 AM Impacts on the Industrial Wastewater Treatment Plant

Speaker: Allan Dalpias, Environmental Coordinator, Base Civil
Enginuering, Hill AFB

.5N
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

AGENDA (Continued)

Wednesday, August 14, 1985 (Continued)

11:15 AM PRAM Program

Speaker: Ken Vincent, PRAM Program Officer, Air Logistics Comm3nd,
Wriqht-Patterson AFB

11:45 AM Occupational Safety and Health Progress in Aircraft Paint Stripping

Speaker: Samuel Vigil, Industrial Hygienist, Hill AFB

12:30 PM Lunch Break

1:15 PM Videotape: Centralized Vehicle Wash Racks and Scheduled

Maintenance Facilities (U.S. Army Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory, 1984, 15 minutes)

1:30 PM Project Funding and Future Directions

Speaker: Richard Boubel, DELP

2:00 PM Hands-on Demonstration of Plastic Media Paint Stripping

Schmidt Blast Machine and Vacuum Nozzle
Paint Removal from Carbon Graphite

3:00 PM Tour of Metallurgical and Non-Destructive Testing Laboratory

Plastic Blasting Test Specimens
Surface Penetrant Testing
Eddy Current Testing

"4:30 PM Workshop Adjourned

"i. V ""

p.*i



PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

WORKSHOP RESPONSE SURVEY (tear out)

$

Why did you come to the workshop -what did you hope to learn? .. .. "

Which parts of the program were of most interest to you?

What additional topics should have been covered? .. ,

What problems do you foresee in developing the capability for plastic media
paint stripping at your installation?

Are there other process modifications with the potential tn improve
productivity ind/or reduce waste generation which you hope to see
implemented?

What methods of information/technology transfer do you think would have
the greatest chance for success in helping to spread process improvements
and new technologies?

Other Comments (Continue on Back) _.,__ _ _ _

Please Return to:

Name Brian Higgins
Organization PEER Consultants, Inc.

1160 Rockville Pk, Suite ?02

Phone Rockville, MD 20852

V

. • * . .



PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE August 13-14, 1985

PARTICIPANTS

Richard W. Boubel, PhD, PE, Project Officer
DOD Environmental Leadership Project
1717 H Street, NW, Room 202
Washington, DC 20006
Phone: (202) 653-1273 AV 294-1273

Stan Lee, Contracting Officer's Representative
U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville
ATTN' ED-PM
P.O. Box 1600
Huntsville, Alabama 35807
Phone: (205) 895-5803

Ralph Powell, Section Chief
Tom Byers, Engineer
Galen Seek, Paint Stripping Technician and Demonstrator
Facilities and Equipment
00-ALC/MABEB
Hill AFB, Utah 84056
Phone: (801) 777-2042/3534

Robert A. Roberts, Project Developer and Demonstrator
(Retired from 00-ALC/MABEB on August 3, 1985)
356 East Gordon #3
Layton, Utah 84041
Phone: (801) 546-3838 ..

Thomas E. Higgins, PhD, PE, Project Manager

CH2M HILL
1941 Roland Clarke Place
Reston, Virginia 22091
Phone: (703) 620-5200

Brian P.LJ. Higgins, PhD, PE, Workshop Manager
PEER Consultants, Inc.
1160 Rockville Pike, Suite 202
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Phone: (301) 340-7990

I.%
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE August 13-14, 1985

PARTICIPANTS (Continued)

BG Harold N. Campbell, Vice Commander
00-ALC/CV
Hill AFB, Utah 84056
Phone: 801-777-5111

Gene L. Mortensen, Deputy Director of Maintenance
O0-ALC/MA
Hill AFB, Utah 84056
Phone: 801-777-3816

E. Leon Jaeger, F-4 Liason
Aircraft System Program Management
0O-ALC/MMSRA
Hill AFB, Utah 84056
Phone: Al'. 458-6711

LTC M.G. Moody, Staff Bioenvironmental Engineer
T. Samuel Vigil, Industrial Hygienist
Willard Ferrell, Industrial Hygienist
U.S. Air Force Hospital/SGB
Hill Air Force Base, Utah 84056-5149
Phone: (801) 777-4551/4539/1180 AV 458-4539

E. Allan Dalpias, PE, Environmental Coordinator
Civil Engineering, 2849 ABG/DEEXX
Hill Air Force Base, Utah 84.056-5149
Phone: (801) 777-2065

Allen N. Budge, Corrosion Control Chemist
Dave Chase, Metallurgist and Demonstrator
Physical Sciences Laboratory
O0-ALC/MAQC
Hill Air Force Base, Utah 84056-5149
Phone: (801) 777-3644

Ken Vincent, Program Manager
PRAM Program Office
AFALC/RAX ...

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
Phone: AV 785-6201

vii
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING *.

HILL AIR FORCF BASE August 13-14, 1985 4

PARTICIPANTS (Continued)

Oscar Royce, President and General Manager L 4
Don Detersen, F-4 Blast Booth Construction Superintendent and Demonstrator
Royce Mechanical Systems, Inc.
2400 South 2050 West
Ogden, Utah 84402
Phone: (801) 731-1163

Nelson N. Hall, Chief
Restoration Division
U.S. Air Force Museum
Wright-Patterson AFP, Ohio 45433
Phone: (513) 255-6930

Mike Wa,,ne, Industrial Engineer
WR-ALC/MABEI
Robins AFB, Georgia 31098
Phone: (912) 926-4428

Ed Williams, General Foreman of Painting 4
WR-ALC/MABPA
Robins AFB, Georgia 31098
Phone: (912) 926-2144 AV 468-4930 or 2144

Dillon Logue .""' ""
Bioenvironmental Engineering Section
USAF Hospital
Robins AFB, Georgia 31098
Phone: AV 468-2248

2LT Mikael Spanberg
2854 CES/DEEX
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma 73135
Phone: (405) 734-3201 AV 884-3201

Charles Campbell, Chief
Aircraft Services Section
OC-ALC/MABPC
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma 73145
Phone: (405) 736-3074 AV 336-3074

viii .4 '
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE Auvust 13-14, 1985

PARTICIPANTS (Continued)

Bill Cain, Chemical Engineer
OC-ALC/MABEP
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma 73145
Phone: (405) 736-5986 AV 336-5986

Robert D. Dillon
Quality Control Laboratory
OC-ALC/MAQ/CC
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma 73145
Phone: (405) 736-2135

Wally Quaider, Environmental Engineer
HQ AFLC/DEPB
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
Phone: (513) 257-4920 AV 787-4920

Vicki Singleton, Materials Engineer
MASDC/XRS
Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona 85707
Phone: (602) 748-5502 AV 361-5502

Michael T. Coiro, Chief
Planning Section
MASDC/MAFM
Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ 85707
Phone: (602) 748-5096 AV 316-5096

Fred Steinkamp, District Manager
CompAir Kellogg, Inc.
P.O. Box 681
Parker, CO 80134
Phone: (303) 841-2508

DanielSkwozynski, Product Manager
CompAir Kellogg, Inc.
P.O. Box 159
Kingston, NH 03848
Phone: (603) 642-4233 ,,

ix L-



PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985 2.

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP PROJECT (nLP)

The Defense Environmental Leadership Project was initiated In January 1984 by
the Director of Environmental Policy for the Secretary of Defense to develop
innovative solutions to long-term environmental problems with policy and cost
implications. The purpose of the Environmental Leadership Project is to
improve DOD's national leadership position in environmental protection:

o To imp, a compliance
o To reduce wastes

DELP is responsible for the development and funding of this project on
industrial processes to reduce generation of hazardous waste at DoD
facilities.

Contacts: Andres Talts, MS, PE, Office Director
Richard W. Boubel, PhD, PE, Project Officer
Defense Environmental Leadership Project
1717 H Street, NW, Room 202
Washing ton, DC 20006
Phone 1202) 653-1273 Autovon 294-1273

OGDEN AIR LOGISTICS CENTER (OO-ALC)

The Ogden Air Logistics Center is the major tenant activity at Hill AFB. It

is one of five Air Logistics Centers of the Air Logistics Command. The
Center has worldwide logistics management and maintenance support
responsibilities for the Minuteman and Titan II missiles, Bomarc drone
missile, Maverick air-to-ground missile, and Emergency Rocket Communication
System. Ogden is also providing initial logistical support and system ** 4*

management for the Peacekeeper ICBM. The Center is logistics manager for all
conventional airmunitions, solid propellants, and explosive devices used , .
throughout the Air Force.

Ogden ALC performs worldwide system program management for the F-4 Phantom
and the F-16 Fighting Falcon. More than 300 fighter aircraft receive depot
maintenance, modification, and repair at Hill AFB each year. The ALC
Directorate of Maintenance has investigated improved methods of removing
"paint from aircraft and aircraft components for several years. The Center IA.

developed and tested the plastic media paint stripping process and recently
put into operation the first facility which was designed and constructed to -. _.,
use this process on entire aircraft, For these reasons the Defense
Environmental Leadership Project has selected the Plastic Media Paint
"Stripping Process at Hill Air Force Base as the Project of Excellence for the
U.S. Air Force.

Contact: Ralph Powell, Section Chief
Tom Byers, Engineer
Facilities and Equipment
O0/ALC/MABEB
"Hill Air Force Base, Utah 84056-5149
Phone (801) 777-2042/3534 --

X ." "- '



PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

AIR FORE LOGISTIC COMMAND
Headquartlers. Might-Patlerson AFB, Ohio

Commander

Wo mmR oblins A, Logisticsr Casiw Ohleiom. Cily Og9en Air Logistics Center Sacramento Air Lo .gistics Center San Antonio Aif Logistics Center
P46V~ AF9. Ga Air Logistics Center Hilt Ali, Ltath UcCieltari AFI3. Calif Kelly AFB. Tax

Tiniker AFS. Okila

II I-I
Logis*11tic Operatons Centier Logistics Usnagemet Systems AFLC international Aerospace Guidance and

VAV ttervon AF6. Ohc Center Logistics Center Metrology CManir
Y*-gN-Pvatteron AFS. Ohio V~righl-Patilerson, AFS, Obso Newark AFS. ONiO

Militar Abricreft Storage Air Force Acquisition Logistics Air Force Museum Air Force Contract Maintenance
end Disposition Center Center ftirghiPatterson AFS, Ohio Center
Deva-Monthen A.F8. Anz V~ejtrd Patterson AFS. Ohio Wright-Pateirswr AF8. Otuo

Lagstlics Suppoirt Centier. Cirtaloging and Standardization USAF Medicai Center 27SO~h Air Base Wing
Europe center VftN-Paenrson AFS, Onoo ftoght.Patteraon AF8. Orso

RAF Karie. . UK Baftt Creek. Mich.



PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS (continued)

CHIZM HTLI.

CH2M HILL is a consulting engineering firm with over 2,500 employees in more
than 40 domestic and foreign offices. The firm specializes in water and
waste management arid in all types of civil engineering, transportation,
industry, energy, and agricultural projects. CH2M HILL provides hazardous
waste investigation and remediation services to Federal, State, and local
governments, to the military services, and to private industry. CH2M HILL is
prime contractor to DELP for this project on industrial processes to reduce ;
generation of hazardous waste at DOD facilities.

Contacts: Steve Guttenplan, MS, Manager, Industrial Wastes
Thomas E. Higgins, PhD, PE, Project Manager
CH2M HILL
1941 Roland Clarke Place
Reston, Virginia 22091
Phone (703) 620-5200

PEER CONSULTANTS, INC. wwrsd

PEER Consultants, Inc., is a civil, chemical, and environmental engineering
firm which provides comprehensive professional services in environmental
sciences and engineering, water and wastewater systems, solid and hazardous..J

"1.iaste management, infrastructure analysis, and information and technology
transfer. PEER offices are located in Rockville, Maryland, Washington, DC,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Gary, Indiana. As subcontractor to CH2M
HILL, PEER Consultants is responsible for developing and conducting a two-day
training program for each of three Projects of Excellence as part of this
proje,ýt on Industrial processes to reduce generation of hazardous waste at.
DOD facilities.

Contacts: Lilia A. Abron-Robinson, PhD, President
Leon W. Weinberger, ScD, PE, Chief Engineer
Brian P. J. Higgins, PhD, PE, Workshop Manager 2
1160 Rockville Pike, Suite 202
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Phone (301) 340-7990 '
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KEY Ta NUMBERED FACILITIES IN2

WORKSHOP LOCATION MAPIL AI3OCEBS

East Area B* 0.Poe8577
NgB.g 402, Phone 7725.75771

Federal EmpbQyaaepssrxer CreditL" Bldg. 5075, Phone 825.3120

Bldg. 180, Phone 728')Bidg. 230, Phone 773.4666 B4d. 1294, Phone 825.2209
388th Tactical Fighter Wfing Hq- (CMDR) 3kdg. 1235, Ph"n 773.4304 Service Statio

Bldg., 120, Phone 73M I d2) FfrS Security Ban Bldg. 454, Phone 773-360@
Air Fore* Aid Society Bldg. 442, Plume 773 .B000® Social Actions

Bldg. 180, Phone 72367 0? Bldg. 1235, Phone 773.3872 Bldg, 396. Phone 73516(D
Airen'is Dbinig Hall Gerrity Muijrwal Ubrury St00epwnon Manoriul Theater

Bldg. 51%, Phone 73428,'FA. Bklg. 4.40, Phone 72533® D Bldg- 441, Phon. 777.3394r-79
American Red Cress Golf Center The~caerSudule, Phone 777.3(X)4

Bldg. 399, Phon. 732130? Bldg. 720, Phone. 825-180C)) Thoetosi Recreationi Center_
Base Exdiane Gymnasiumn Bldg. 4W0, Phone 73924C(91

04~. 430, Plmm., -7 227 Bldg. 520, Phone 7261 Trift Shop

Bd~dlet Office Ai Faun Camp Hobby Sh-p .. Bldg. 308, Phone 82S.10260D
Regitrateon Bldg. 534, Phone 721149(1 US Post Office
Bldg. 146, Phone 7 2601 3® Hospital Blg. 332, Phone 72509 CF)

BX Package Store Bldg. 5700D Visltors Cente
Bldg. W0, Phone 7323702? Ambulance Disptach 73233 Bidg. 553, Phon 723940-?

CBPO Custom.r Service Appipnfietesi 75224 Youth Activities Center
Bldg. 180, Phone 7697ý5 C2 Genrwal Wnormatob 77037 Bldg. 883, Phon 72410®

Ermergency Room 7528 Hq. 40h ir REucemosi !5W YU Itýww q.
Bldg. 475, Phone 72106(75) Household G(]ds Unit Bldg. 800, Phone 74741 k,37)

Child Cues Center Bldg. 84493'ý Det. 4, 40th Air Rescue and Reonvery Sq.
Bldg. 470, Phone 773.4298(:4" Inbound 75'335 Bldg. 1. Phone 73592 Q.51

CMv Enranaoir4~~ ODatbond 75252 Dot, .617th Weather Smdo
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1 January 1985

HOTELS/MtOTELS IN OGDEN AREA

# ROOMS REGULAR RATE MILITARY RATE
SINGLE DOUBLE SINGLE DOUBLE KITCHENNETTES

Aldnd Motel
116 N. Main
Clearfield, Ut
125- 2221 20 $26.00 $32.00 $24.00 $30.00 3

Big Z Motel
1123 W. 21 S.
Ogden, Ut
394-6632 32 $23.00 $25.00 $22.00 $25.00 4

Circle R Motel
5223 S. 1900 W.
Roy, Ut
773-7432 32 S26.00 $32.00 $24.00 $30.00 18

S120.00 $130.00

Colonial Motel
1269 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Ut
399-53851 32 S16.00 $20.00 $14.00 518.00 4

Far West Niotel
410 N. Main
Kaysville, Ut
544-3475 22 $22.00 $30.00 $22.00 S28.00 11

High Country inn
1335 'k-. 1200 S.
Ogden, Ut
394-9474 70 S33.00 $39.00 $29.00 S34.00 0

Lazy J ;.iotel
951 'J. Riverdale Rd
Riverdale. Ut
621-2990 17 $20.00 $24.00 10, l0g 6

Millstream Mtlotel
1450 W'shiragtonI Blvd. S18.00
Ogden, Ut to
394-9425 50 $24.00 $30.00 Same Same 14

Mountoin Viedel Motel
563 W. 24th St.
Ogde,,, Ut
394-1414 33 $22.00 $28.00 $20.00 $26.00 29

Ocden Mtotel
1503 Wric isington Blvd.
Oqde-r,, Ct
621-C31 6 $15.00 $18.00 $15.00 $18.00 6

1; , ' '1 ; '..*Vi,,,. Motel
1560 Nl. M.:s i
L.,sj Jr, * t.
;.;",-163: 14 $24.00 S212.00 S,,( Seie 5
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Rodeway Inn
5000 S. 1500 W.
Riverdale, Ut
627-2880 113 $44.00 $52.00 $30.00 $40.00

Tue - Fri All You Can Eat Breakfast With Room

Radisson
2510 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Ut $55.00 $65.00 $39.00 $45.00
627-1900 104 $79.00 $89.00 $49.00 $47.00

Villa Capri Motel
1100 S. Hwy 89
Kaysville, Ut
544-3439 25 $26.00 $30.00 Same Same 25

Wayfarer Inn
3750 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Ut
393-1885 8 $15.00 $23.00 Same Same 0

Flying J Motel
1206 W. 2100 S.
Ogden, Ut
393-8644 80 $32.00 $37.00 $27.00 S33.00 2

Hilton Inn
247 24th Street $42.00 $59.00
Ogden, Ut to to
627-1190 288 $77.00 $94.00 $32.00 $40.00 0

Holiday Inn
3306 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Ut
399-5671 - 109 $39.00 $44.00 $27.00 $35.00 0

Ogden Imperial
1956 Washington Blvd.
Ogden , Ut
393-8667 35 $25.00 $32.00 $23.00 $30.00 3

Motel 6
1455 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Utah
399-9261 72 $18.00 S22.00 Same Same 0

Travelodge
2110 Washington Blvd.
Ogden, Ut
394-4563 77 $29.00 $34.00 $24.00 $29.00 0

Red Baron Motel
0•25 Wdshington Blvd,
Ogden, Ut
621-8350 92 $25.00 $32.00 $21.00 $24.00 3

Putnam' s
234 24th Street
Ogden, Ut
627-1332 14 $25.00 $30.00 2
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I LL MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION DIVISION
William "Scotty" Wilson, Chief/73239
RECREATION SERVICES BRANCH
Michael G. Bryson, Chief/72651
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT BRANCH

January 195 Michael L. Goodsell, Chlef/77694

SECTION *DAILY HOURS OF OPERATION PHONE BLDG MGR/SUPV

Aquatic Section - Pool #1 Mon-Fri 0600-2100 777-4617 520 Connie Wages
Sat/Sun/Hcl 1100-1700

Pool #2 CLOSED
Pool 03 CLOSED

Arts & Crafts Center Mon CLOSED 777-2649 534 Lynda Sheltmire
Tue-Thur 1200.2000 777-9625
Fri 1000.1800

Auto Hobby Sat 0830-1800 777-3476
Crafts Sat 1000-1800

Auto Hobby Sun 1000-1800
"Wood Shop Sun 1200-1700

Bowling Center Mon-Thur 0830-2300 777-6565 525 Jim Kuralt
Fri 0830-0100
Sat 0800-0100
Sun 1100-2200

Snack Bar Mon-Fri 0900-2200
Sat 1030-2200
Sun 1100-2000

Carter Creek Opens approximately 777-2333 564 Wendell Collier'•'Reservations made at Ticket 29 Jun, Closes I Nov.
&Tour Office, 777-2892 .'',

. •. ~Child Care Center Mon-Thur 0630-1800 773-4298 470 Vera Kelson ,St10-00"'"
, ~Fri 0630.0100 777-6321 ',''.

Sat 1730-0100
Sun/Holidays CLOSED

Civilian Sports Loan Mon-Wed 0800-1630 777-2526 524 Val Voungberg

Thur-Fri 0800-1800
Sat-Sun 0800-1300

Class VI Store Mon-Sat 1100-1900 777-2169 308 Everett Roberts

FAMCAMP Open seven days a week 777-2333 564 Wendell Collier
Registrations made in 1 Apr through 31 Oct.
person at Billeting

Golf Course Mon 1200-Dusk 777-3272 720 Wayne Volk
(Weather permnitting) Tue-Sun 0800-Duak

Gymnasium Mon-Fri 0600-2300 777-2761 520 Jim Martin
Sat 0900-1800 777-2762
Sun 1100-1O000

Aerobica Exercise Mon-Wed-Fri 0600-0700 -
0900-10D0 1% %%" .

***Hillhaut, Lodge Ski season - approx 777-2333 564 Wendell Collier

For reservations, call 22 Nov - 15 Apr

the Ticket and Tour Office. Thur 1100-2000 (Lodge opens)
777-2"92. Fri/Sat/Sun 0700.2000

Mon 0700-1530
Tue-Wed CLOSED

Breakfeat 0700-0900o,,,
Lunch 1200-1400 ,"
Dinner 1600-1900

Hill Riding Club Available for members 24- 777-4832 Capt Roy Clapper
hours per day xix



Hill Rod & Gun Club Tue - Trap 1630-1900 777-5984 uetWlr
Thur - Skeet 1600-1800
Sun - Skeet 1200-1700

Library Mon-Thur 1000-2200 777-2533 440 William Nottoll
Fri-Sun 1000-1730 777-3833 TSgt

MWR Supply/sports Loan Mon-Wed 0800-1630 777-2225 524 Val Youngberg
Thur-Fri 0800-1800
Sat-Sun 0800-1300

MWR Information Line 24-HOURS DAILY 777..2004 180 Nadine Parkinson

NCO Club Dining Room Mon-Thur 0630-2130 777-3841 450 Dean Peterson
Fri 0630-2200
Sat 0730-2200I Sun/Hol idays 0830-2130

Cocktail Lounge Mon-Thur 1530-2340
Fri 1530-0040
Sat 1900-0040
Sun Specials Only

Casual Bar Mon-Thur 1530-2340
Fri 1530-0040
Sat 1100-0040
Sun/Holidays 1100-2340

Officers' Club Heritage Mon-Fri 0600-0830 777-2809 150 William Crum
Room 1100-1330

Mon-Thur 1800-2130
Fri-Sat 1800-2200
Sun 1100-1400

1800-2100

Cvrd Cashier Mon-Thur 08303-2100
Fri 0830-2300
Sat 1600.2300
Sun 1100-1400

CvrdWagnn Bar Mon-Sat 1600-Closing
Sun CLOSED

* Heritage Room Bar Accommwodates Dining Room
Golf Course Clubhouse Parties by retervation

*Restaurants Mon-Fri 0630-1430 825-1209 1235 Calston Scott
Mon-Fri 0700.1400 825-3213 507
Mon-Fri 0645-1700 777-6219 849
Mon-Fri 0700-1300 777-7515 1294mr24-hours daily 777-2043 230
Mon-Fri 0600-1400 777-9924 225 L

1750-2015 225

Thornton Recreation Center Mon-Thur 0900-2300 77-94 460 Cordell Ferry
Fri 0900-01 00,
Sat 1100-0100
Sun/Holidays 1100-2300

Retreat Snack Bar Mon-Thur 0900-2300 773-4951 460 Mary Crosson
Fri 0600-0100
Sat 1100-0100
Sun/Holidays 1100-2300

Ticket and Tour Office Mon-Fri 0900-2000 777-2892 460 Dee Nays
Sat-Skin 1100-1700 ,*

PHolidays CLOSED

Youth Activities Monk-Thur 1500-2100 777-2419 883 Jim Dobbs
Fri 1500-2300
Sat 1300-2300
Sun 1300-1800

Log Cabin Sun-Sat 0700-0100 777-3924 804 Cordell Ferry

Parties, receptions,
conferences, etc - for
reservations, call Ticket A Tour Office 72892,

'Becau1se hours are subject to change, please call the facility for, verification. '

**Carter Creek is located 105 miles from Hill AFB on the north slope. of the Ulntah Mountains.
(For military and family members and retired military and family members only.)

***Hillheus is located .8 Of A mile from Snowbasin Ski Resort, approximately 29 miles from Hill AFB,

'-X.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Welcome

Welcume to Hill Air Force Base for a Project of Excellence workshop on
Plastic Media Paint Stripping sponsored by the Department of Defense

Environmental Leadership Project. The purpose of this program is to
thoroughly inform selected Air Force decision-makers about a significant
paint stripping process modification which has tremendous potential for:

o Increasing productivity

0 Increa:ing quality control
o Reducing health risks to workers
o Reducing the generation of hazardous wastes, and

o Saving money.

The overall purpose of this training program is to assure adoption of
practical, cost and energy efficient, industrial process modifications to
reduce hazardous waste generation at DoD Facilities.

This two-day workshop will focus on the following aspects of this Project of
Excellence:

0 Background and Purpose
o Project Description
o Alternative Technologies
o Project Requirements
o Production Benefits

o Environmental Benefits
u Demonstrations and Tours

"This package of written materials is given to each participant for reading,
note-taking, and future reference. The front part of these materials
contains the Agenda, List of Participants, Descrlition nf Participating

,I?. .,,
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P,,ky, August 9, 19..

Training workshop planned
The Environmental Protection rently the most promising replace-

Agency office of the Department of ment for conventional solvent strip.
Defense has assigned CH2M Hill and ping of aircraft, Here, the process s.
PEER consultants to establish a change has proven itself to signifi- "" :""-
Defense Environmental Leadership cantly reduce production colts and
Project for the study of long-term en- manpower requirements, improve
vironmental Issues. mnoe eurmns mrv

worker safety, improve product qual-
For the past year, the DELP has ity, und substantially reduce the

been conducting a study of military generation of wastes.
industrial process modifications made
0 reduce the generation of hazardous Robert A. Roberts, project do.
waste. As the culmination of the veloper from the Directorate of Main-
study, a Project of Excellence was tenance here, will demonstrate the
designated for each of the armed nr'. new process. Mr. Roberts and other
ices and for the Air Force, the out- momberm of the directorate hove in-
standing project selected is the plastic
media aircraft paint removal process vestigated improved methods of
here. removing paint from aircraft and air-

craft components for several years.
DELP, through the consultants, is The center developed and tested thepreparing a training and demonstra- plastic media paint stripping process

tion workshop for this Project of Ex- and recently put into operation the
cellence to be held here Tuesday and first facility which was designed and
Wednesday. constructed to use the process on en-

Plastic media paint stripping i& cur- tire aircraft.

S1-la
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Organizations, and Location Maps for the workshop.

Each section corresponds to one or more of the scheduled workshop sessions,

demonstrations, and tours. Various audio-visual aids, such as slides ,

exhibits, and a videotape, will also be used. The program is structured to

proceed from an overview of the project to a detailed description of project

requirements and benefits and a hands-on demonstration. Sessions consist of

sit-down discussions in the mornings and on-site demonstrations and tours in

the afternoon.

The program is intended to be informal and flexible so that maximum interest

and information can be generated and transferred. All participants are

encouraged to ask questions and to contribute relevant observations from *. -.

their own experience for the benefit of the whole group.

Further information on any aspect of the program can be obtained from the

appropriate participants and participating organizations. Names, addresses,

and telephone number are listed in the front part of the training materials.

All participants are encouraged to send information concerning their past,
present, and future experience with measures to reduce hazardous waste

generation, both successful and unsuccessful, to the Defense Environmental

Leadership Froject, for everyone's mutual benefit. X.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Environmental Laws and Regulations

During the past 20 years the United states has experienced increased

awareness of the impacts of people and technology on the natural and social

or environment.

1-2.'"
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In the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Congress stated that:

"It is the continuing policy of the Federal Government . ., to
create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist
in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other
requirements of present and future generations of Americans." -%

Since 1969, Congress has passed and amended numerous laws to protect human

health and the environment. MaJo, environmental legislation includes:

1. The Clean Water Act (CWA),

2. The Clean Air Act (CAA),

3. The Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA),

4. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), and
5. The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and ':'•

Liability Act (CERCLA or "Superfund").

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is primarily responsible for

developing regulations to implement and enforce these laws. EPA regulations

appear under Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Many proposals for

new and revised regulations appear in the Federal Register as laws change and ,

as understanding of environmental and regulatory processes increases. State

and local governments frequently adopt their own laws and regulations for

environmental protection.

Many Federal, State, and local regulations require that those who :)

generate wastes or release pollutants to the environment obtain permits to do

so. Individuals, businesses, and public agencies are responsible for

complying with environmental laws, regulations, and permit conditions which

pertain to them. They should comply in order to protect the environment and

the health and welfare of society.

1"44N,
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1.2.2 The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - -

Section 1003 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976

states that: "The objectives of this Act are to promote the protection of

health and the environment and to conserve valuable material and energy

resources." Subtitle C of RCRA directed the EPA to develop and implement a

national program to manage hazardous waste. In response to RCRA, EPA has

established:

1. Criteria for the identification and listing of hazardous waste;

2. Regulations for genertors and transporters of hazardous waste; and

3. Regulations and permit requirements for facilities which treat,

store, or dispose of hazardous waste.

The regulations require extensive labeling, recordkeeping, and reporting

practices to control hazardous waste "from cradle to grave.".

Once hazardous waste is generated, it is usually difficult and costly to

manage. Management methods include recycling, treatment, and disposal.

Recycling and treatment often result in some residual hazardous waste which

still requires disposal. Disposal methods include landfilling, underground

placement, and incineration. Much hazardous waste is currently landfilled,

but secure landfills which meet EPA requirements for hazardous waste disposal

are few in number, difficult to site, and costly to operate. In addition,

there are many concerns about the long-term impacts and risks associated with

each method of hazardous waste disposal.

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 make RCRA more widely

applicable and more stringent in many respects (See Appendix 1.1 of these

trainirg materials). For instance, the new provisions include: a"

1. Bans on placement of bulk liquid hazardous waste in landfills, and

on certain other disposal practices;

2. Requirements for double-liners and leachate collection systems at

surface impourdments and landfills;

1-4
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3. Additional requirements for monitoring groundwater and taking

corrective actions where needed; .4.

4. Restrictions on a facility's permit life;

5. Authority to add conditions to a permit beyond those provided for

in the regulations; and
6. Requirements for generators and owners or operators of treatment,

storage and disposal facilities to certify that they have instituted a waste

minimization program.

As the management of hazardous waste becomes even more difficult and costly,

measures to reduce or entirely eliminate the generation of hazardous waste

become more attractive.

1.2.3 Federal Compliance With Pollution Control Standards

Executive Order 12088 (October 13, 1978) states that:

"The head of each Executive agency is reponsible for ensuring that
all necessary actions are taken for the prevention, control, and
abatement of environmental pollution with respect to Federal
facilities and activites under the control of the agency. The head
of each Executive agency Is responsible for compliance with '

applicable pollution control standards, including those established
pursuant to, but not limited to, the following" (See Appendix 1.2): .

1. Toxic Substances Control Act,
2. Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
3. Clean Air Act,
4. Noise Control Act, and
5. Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended (this includes the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 and the '.

Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984).

EO 12088 requires that each Executive agency cooperate with the EPA

Administrator and with State, interstate, and local agencies in the

prevention, control, and abatement of environmental pollution. It states

that:

"Whenever the Administrator or the appropriate State, interstate,
or local agency notifies an Executive agency that it is in
violation of an applicable pollution control standard, the

1-5



Executive agency shall promptly consult with the notifying agency .
and provide for its approval a plan to achieve and maintain
compliance with the applicable pollution control standard. This
plan shall include an implementation schedule for coming into
compliance as soon as practicable."

"Exemptions from applicable pollution control standards may only be
granted . . if the President makes the required appropriate
statutory determination: that such an exemption is necessary (a) in
the interest of national security, or (b) in the paramount interest
of the United States."

EO 12088 applies to all facilities and activities under the control of the

Department of Defense. Exemptions are not expected to be granted except

during mobilization or time of war.

1.2.4 DoD Policies Regarding Hazardous Waste

In May of 1980, the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense issued

Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum DEQPPM 80-5 to
provide DoD policy guidance on the disposal of hazardous materials. The

Defense Logistics Agency (OLA) was designated the responsible agency within

Don for worldwide disposal of all hazardous materials, except for those

categories of materials specifically designated for DoD component disposal.

DEQPPM. 80-5 (Appendix 1.3) and Chapter XXI of DoD 4160.21-M (Appendix 1.5)

assign DoD components and installations with the responsibility to "Where

feasible, minimize quantities of hazardous waste through resource recovery,
recycling, source separation, and acquisition policies." ,.'*1

I *

In August of 1960, DoD policy memorandum DEQPPM 80-8 affirmed that DoD policy

"To limit the generation of hazardous waste through alternative
procurement an operational procedures that are attractive
environmentally yet are fiscally competitive, (and) . . . to
reutilize, reclaim, or recycle resources where practical and thus

conserve on total raw material usage." (Appendix 1.4)

1-6
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In carrying out the intent of these policies, numerous studies have been
performed at DoD facilities which recommended modifications to industrial
processes to reduce the generation of hazardous wastes at the source, rather
than treating the wastes at end-of-pipe treatment facilities. Many of these
studies recommended process modifications with excellent cost/benefit
ratios. Several of these have been successfully implemented. However,
others have either not been implemented or were improperly applied.

1.3 The Defense Environmental Leadership Project

Military installations and programs have often had significant impacts on
the environment because of their location, size, and mission. In order to
encourage leadership in environmental protection the Department of Defense
has undertaken a major environmental program called the Defense

Environmental Leadership Project (DELP). A Project Office has been
established under the Environmental Policy Directorate of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense to study long-term environmental issues that have
important cost and policy implications. Project staff are examining both
technical and policy issues in order to significantly upgrade DoD's
environmentdl perspective and performance.

In addition to its many other activities, DELP has developed and funded a
three-phased project, of which this workshop is a part of Phase 3, to
encourage the development and implementation of industrial process
modifications which reduce hazardous waste generation at U.S. Army, Navy, 1.

and Air Force facilities. The goal of another DELP project is to develop an
incentive program so that commanders who adopt environmental protect ioi
measures which save government money can retain the money for other

activities. DELP is also developing methods to more realistically determine

the total costs of DoD hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal
activities.
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1.4 Project Goals and Procedures

DELP has been conductig this comprehensive three-phased project since mid-I I£
1984. A major goal of the project is to develop an in-depth analysis of
both successful and unsuccessful attempts to reduce hazardous waste.

Project procedures include:
1. Analysis of sites which have been previously studied for reduction

of hazardous wastes by either process modifications or change to alternative

processes, Sites include those where recommended modifications have been

successfully implemented, as well as those which showed potential benefits,
but where no action or inadequate action was taken.

2. Identification of management techniques that cause needed changes
to be implemented.

3. Integration of successful techniques into operational procedures
that will assure future adoption of practical, cost and energy efficient,
industrial process modifications to reduce hazardous waste generation.

•,4*

The analysis concentrated on a few processes that generate the greatest
proportion of DoD hazardous waste. The Defense Department operates
Industrial facilities to clean, repair, and recondition a wide variety of

military equipment, including airplanes, helicopters, ships, wheeled and
tracked vehicles, and other weapons systems and equipment. Metal finishing
operations are performed on military equipment and their components at more
than 100 DoD industrial facilities. Metal finishing operations generate most
of DoD's hazardous waste. These operations include:

1. Paint stripping,

2. Solvent cleaning,
3. Metal plating, and
4. Painting 

4'

Solvent wastes and toxic metal wastes from these processes are the principal i*" '

hazardous wastes at DoD facilities.

1-8X%--•
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This analysis of process modifications is being conducted under the
assumption that the technology to reduce hazardous waste generation is
already in existence. This particular DELP project was not intended to fund .'
technology research, development, or implementation. However, project
deliverables, including reports, training materials, ard three workshops, are

structured to promote technology transfer and to encourage wider use of

successful process modifications.

1.4.1 Phase 1: 40 Case Studies

During Phase 1 of the project, 40 cases of industrial process modifications

at Army, Navy, and Air Force installations were evaluated, and 18 cases were
recommended for further study during Phase 2. As shown In Table 1.1, process

modifications involving paint stripping, painting, metal plating, and
solvents represented most of the 40 cases. Addiitional cases involved

explosives manufacturing, jet engine test cells, fire fighting equipment,
fuel tank cleaning, and purchase and use specifications. Cases were
evaluated on the basis of costs, energy consumption, technical practicality,
management, incentives, and program monitoring and auditing. The primary
factor in evaluating the cases was not whether they had been successful, but

whether they were useful as examples of how such processes could be modified.

Many times, the success or lack of success of the modification can be
attributed not to the technology, but rather to the management, training, and
Incentive programs that were developed and put into place along with the
technology. The Phase 1 report (CH2M HILL, February 1985) identifies

managerlal techniques that stimulate acceptance and successful implementation
of the selected process modifications.

1 -g
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Table 1.1 Type and Number of Process Modifications

Evaluated in Phase 1,

Number of Modifications Evaluated

Type of Operation Army Navy Air Force Total-

Paint Stripping 1 2 1 4

Painting - 3 2 5

Metal Plating 3 9 1 13

Recycle of Solvents and
Other Organic Fluids 1 6 3 10

Explosives Manufacturing 4 - 4

Jet Engine Test Cell -

Fire Fighting Training

Fuel Tank Cleaning 1-

Purchase & Use Specifications - 1 1

Total 9 23 8 40

1-10
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Features of Successful Process Modifications :

Industrial modifications were generally found to be successful; however, some

modifications failed and others could not be adequately evaluated.

While there are specific circumstances and reasons behind the success or lack

of success of each modification attempted, two characteristics have been

integral parts of each of the successful process modifications and at least

one of these elements has been missing from the modifications that have been

less than successful. Very simply stated, in process modifications that were

successfully implemented, the end user was sufficiently motivated to make the

change and the technologies were "elegant in their simplicity." Factors

which have motivated personnel included improved production rate or quality,

reduced overall costs, decreased manpower requirements, and decreased

quantity of hazardous wastes to be disposed of. Technologies that were -

"elegant in their simplicity" were easy to operate and maintain, reliable,

and cost effective. Successfully implemented process modifications combined

effective technology and motivated personnel to significantly reduce

hazardous waste production by substantially changing the process,

substituting raw materials, or recovering and reusing waste by-products.

In gen.eral, a number of common features distinguished successful process

modifications from those that were not. These features are outlined below: 1.
1, Production people were enthusiastically and actively involved in

implementing successful process modifications. This usually required that

some incentive be offered by the modification, such as reduced manpower

requirements or simplification of the process. The change could not harm

product quality, and preferably was an improvement over existing processes.

2. A "champion," who strongly believed in the modification, ramrodded

the project, and overcame developmental problems and the inertia that

protects existing processes (especially those that function, although they

may produce undesirable wastes). i

1-11
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3. Care was taken to tailor the modification to the individual

facility. During design and installation, many operations personnel were

included to obtain their input and to inspire them to adopt the process

change.
4. Support was provided at a sufficiently high level in the chain of

command to influence production and environmental policy decisions.

Frequently, waste disposal and environmental protection had been viewed as

service functions, subservient to the mission of the facility, which was

usually production-oriented. Successful modifications usually required the

reallocation of resources from production functions to environmental

protection. Allocation of manpower slots for environmental protection was

particularly difficult to obtain.

5. The technologies tended to require "evolutionary rather than

revolutionary" changes. That Is, off-the-shelf equipment was adapted to a
new application, and special or complex equipment was avoided.

6. Successful modifications were straightforward and simple to

operate, thus requiring minimal training for personnel unfamiliar with the

technology involved.

7. Process reliability had to be high so as not to adversely affect -
production. Maintenance requirements were minimal.

8. At facilities where modifications were successful, true costs of
hazardQus waste disposal were appreciated by management, and were considered

in the decision to implement the modifications. At DoOl facilities, the

Defense Property Disposal Office (DPDO) takes hazardous waste, which must be

disposed of off the installation, without charge. This has resulted in a

disincentive to production people to reduce their generation of hazardous

wastes, since costs of waste disposal are not charged to production

activities. At some installations, industrial treatment facilities have been
sized to handle the existing waste flow. This has resulted in a disincentive

to reduce waste production.

1'-1.2.
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Phase 1 Evaluation Results

Table 1.2 (Table 13.1 from the CH2M HILL Phase 1 Report) shows the assessment

of each case, and indicates the 18 cases recommended for further study in

Phase 2. Cases were favored in which modifications were seriously attempted,

had a widespread application, and had the potential of effecting a

significant reduction in hazardous waste generation. Cases recommended for

further study in Phase 2 of the project are designated with an asterisk (*).

In all but two cases, the cases earning the highest score under an assessment "". -

model were recommended for further study. The two cases earning high scores,

but not recommended for further study (Case No. 24, Solvent Recovery at Kelly

AFB, and Case No. 22, Dry Media Paint Stripping, Alameda NARF), both failed

to offer sufficient information to warrant further evaluation. .,,.

Some process modifications were not implemented for immediately obvious and

overwhelming reasons, such as lack of money or manpower. For these cases,

little additional useful information would be obtainable for further

evaluation. Cases were favored in which the modification was seriously L

attempted, resulting in the production of reports or other information

suitable for further analysis.

Some of the cases involved wastes that would not be classified as hazardous

under EPA regulations. Since the purpose of this project is to evaluate

process modifications to reduce generation of hazardous wastes, these cases .

were considered to be less useful than those that dealt with hazardous .

wastes.

An assessment model was prepared to help evaluate cases for consideration for

Phase 2 of the project. This model contained the following five criteria:

o 1. Concrete Example: Was there a modification proposed, and is

sufficient information available (i.e. existing operation, reports,

conversations with personnel) to perform a detailed study of the

modification?

1-13
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EVALUATION RESULTS 011- -

CASE
NO. FACILITY, MODIFICATION CRITERIA (1) STUDY NOTES REPORT

A B C D E VALUE (2) (3) (4) SECTION -

1 Hill AFB, Dry Paint Stripping '1.0 1.0 1.0 1,0 1.0 10.0 S 0 3.'4.1
4 Robins AFB, Solvent Recycle 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 S 41 6.4.1

10 Pensacola NA RF, Spray R inse 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1010 S * 5.4.4
213 Pensacola NARF, Dry Paint Strip 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 S * 3.4.3
5 Tyndall AFB, Solventt Recycle 07 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 9.4 U b * 6.4.2

18 Anniston Army Depot, Plating 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 9.4 S * 5.4.7
68 Norfolk NSY, Solvent Recycle 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 9.0 S 8 .4,4

24 Kelly AFB, Solvent Recyc'e 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 9.0 N 9 6.4.5 %'~~I7 Norfolk NARF, Haptane Recycle 1.0 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0 8.8 U a, c * 6.3
22 Alameda NAR F, Dry Paint Strip 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 8.6 N k 3.4.2
23 Watervliet Army Arsenal, Modern Plating 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 8.4 S * 5.4. 10
G3 Lockheed(USAF), COPlating 1.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0 8.4 S 5 .4,11

18 Tobyhanna AAP, W~aste Treatment 1.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0 8.4 S 6 .4.6
27 Pensacola NARF, Water Primer 1.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0 8.4 S 4.4.3
39 Annistun Army Depot, Solvent Recycle 1.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0 6.4 S 0 .4.9
33 NARF's IVD of Aluminum 1.0 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.7 8.2 S 5.4.13
2% Hughes (USAF). Powder Coating 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 9.0 5 4.4.1
3 Lockheed (USAF), Painting 0.7 0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 8.0 U a* 4.4.2

40 Norfolk NSY and NARF, Shelf Life 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 8.0 U b * 11.4.1
*12 Charleston NSY, LICON Unit 1.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.7 7.8 L1 c, d, a, It 5.643

9 Pensacola NARFL, LICON Unit 1.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.7 7.8 U c, c,e9,It 6A4.2
14 Radford AAP, Pink Water 1.0 0.7 0."" 1.0 0.3 7.0 5 7.4.3
29 Pensacola NARr, Solvent Recycle 0.3 0.1 0.7 1.0 1.0 7.0 U m 8.4.6
34 Navy, Electrostatic Paint 0.5 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.7 8.4 U es 4.4.3
30 Pensacola NARF, Machine Coolant 1.0 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.5 6.2 U a. 1 6.4.10

13 Radford AAP, NOx Control 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.3 b.6 U d, h 7.4.1
15 Milan AAP, Pink Weter 0.7 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.3 5.6 S 7.4.4

20 Alameda NAR F, A inse Controls 0.3 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.7 5.83 U If) 5 .4.9 -

25 Holston AAP, NO Treatmeant 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.3 5.8 U d, h 7.4.2
38 Navy, Fuel Tainki deaning 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 1.0 5.6 U a 10.4.1
28 Pensacola NARF, Epoxy Paint 0.3 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.5 5.2 U f, d 4.4.3

C-31 Mare Island NSY,Plating 0.3 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.5 6.2 S 5.4.11 '

19 Alameda NARF, CN Rinse Changes 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.3 4.6 S 5.4.8
35 NAS's Fire Fighting 1.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.7 4.6 S 0.4. 1
36 Chrarleton NSY, Refrigerant 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.3 4.2 S 6.4.7 ,-

17 Anniston Army Depot, Wet Paint Strip 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 N 1 3.4.4
21 NARF Dry Jet Engine Test 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.5 3.6 S 8.4.1

32 NR'~trvrMC 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 3.0 N I 5.4.12
37 Norfolk NSY, RefrigerantH ecycle 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.3 2.8 U c 0.4.8
11 Pensacola NAR;, Cond. Recovery 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.0 N g 5.4.5

FOOTNOTINTO TACLI 13.1
III Key to evaluation of oodilficallins
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2. Waste Reduction: To what extent would the proposed modification,

if successful, affect a significant reduction in waste generation at the

facility?

3. Waste Generation, At the average facility using the industrial

process, how much waste is produced that would be affected by the proposed

modification?

4. EPA Hazardous Waste: Would the affected waste be classified as a

hazardous waste under EPA regulations? (For a detailed description of EPA

hazardous waste regulations and definitions, see 40 CFR Part 261 --

Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste.)

5. Potential Use: How widely is the process used in the Armed

Services? Would the process modification have widespread application?

Notice that the five criteria do not Judge the success (or lack thereof) of a

given modification. The five criteria were used in Phase 1 to determine
which cases would be most valuable for further study in Phase 2. They were

also used in Phase 2 to select three Projects of Excellence for the Phase 3

workshops.

The evaluation of whether or not a process modification was successful was
separated from the determination of its value as an example for further

analysis. To determine if a modification was successfully applied, it was

determined whether or not the modification had been implemented as proposed,
proved cost-effective, and was sustainable or capable of being carried on

indefinitely. Modifications that met these criteria were classified as

successful (S). Those process modifications fuund not to be successful (U)

failed for a variety of reasons, which are explained in footnotes (a through

m) to Table 1.2. Those modifications for which insufficient inforrtion was

available, or for which implementation was too early in progress to evaluate,

are designated with an N; and the rationale for this designation is also

explained in footnotes to Table 1.2.

1-15
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The 18 cases recommended for further evaluation included 13 ti t were
successful and 5 that were not. By service, there were 3 Army, 6 Air Force.
and 9 Navy cases, approximately proportional to tho distributinn of the

original 40 cases.

By industrial process, 7 of the cases involved modifications to plating

operations, 5 were for modifications to painting or paint stripping, 5 were
for modifications to recover solvent, and 1 was to modify purchase and use
specifications to reduce disposal of items whose shelf life had expired.
Selection of these cases fulfills the objective of the contract to "...focusa ~on a few processes that generate the greatest proportion of Dot) hazardous
wastes ...

Among the 18 cases, there were numerous candidates for the three "Projects of
Excellence" to be selected during Phase 2 of the project. L

1.4.2 Phase 2: 18 Case Studies

During Phase 2 of the project, 18 case studies were further evaluated and
three Projects of Excellence were selected. Since it was extremely difficult
to obtain information about Case No. 23 (Modern Plating System at Watervliet

Army Arsenal) and Case No. 40 (Purchase and Use Specifications), they were
replaced with two additional Army case studies at the beginning of Phase 2.
rhese process modifications are the Centralized Vehicle Wash Racks and
Scheduled Maintenance racilities at Fort Lewis and Fort Polk (Case Nos. 41
and 42).

The 18 case studies ,were ranked according to their study value and
application success as shown in Table 1.3 (Table 6-1 from the CH2M HILL Phase
2 Report). The three top-ranked cases were selected for Phase 3.

I'.. 11-16
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1.4.3 Phase 3: 3 Projects of Excellence

As a result of all the evaluations the following three case studies were
selected as the most appropriate to fulfill the overall goals of this
project:

1. Plastic Media Paint Stripping at Hill Air Force Base, Ogden, Utah.
2. Innovative Hard Chrome Plating at Pensacola Naval Air Rework

Facility, Pensacola, Florida. '1
3. Centralized Vehicle Wash Racks and Scheduled Maintenance Facilities

at Fort Lewis, Washington.

Plastic media paint striping at Hill Air Force Base was selected for the

following reasons:
1. Widespread DoD adoption has the potential of reducing the costs of

operation by at least $100,000,000 per year, a significant internal incentive
to production and management people to implement this change.

2. Adoption of the process would eliminate one of the major liquid
hazardous waste sources in the armed services.

3. Its applicability is widespread, potentially applicable at every
military installation.

4. The process is easy to operate and involves adaptation of
conventional technology.

5. From a production standpoint, manpower requirements are
sign4ficantly reduced, product quality is improved, and production costs are

sigi • 'Icantly decreased.

The zero discharge chromium plating system, developed at Pensacola NARF by
the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL) at Port Hueneme, likewise
combines the incentives of production improvement with reduced hazardous
waste production. The process is also widely applicable. From a production
standpoint, rejection rates are drastically reduced, plating rates are
increased, and fewer plating baths are required to plate the same number of
parts. In addition, frequency of plating bath dumps has been reduced and
industrial wastewater treatmient has been simplifled.

1-18



INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES

To Reduce Generation of
Hazardous Wastes At
DOD Facilities

Initial..

Evaluation,.,,.,�or ol:(::r rn.
(40l ll'U,

TIraning PROJECTI OF01'LKC

(2 ,-) O'l rllOC :: :1

Progrmsa Alt 7 I-awas Army EX~LNavy*

Case Distribution
Categor Phau@ 1 Phase 2 POE

(40) (18) (3)
Paint Stripping 4 2 1
Solvent Cleaning 10 7 1 1-,
Plating 13 6 1
Painting 5 3 -

32 18 3

Elegant rIts Simplicity

* Plastic Media Paint Stripping
* Solvent Recovery Stills
* Vehicle Wash & Maintenance
*Spray Rinse System
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The central vehicle' washracks and vehicle maintenance facilities at Fort 2
Lewis, Washington, were selected principally for their segregation of

exterior vehicle washing from vehicle maintenance and engine compartment

cleaning. Conventional cleaning with cold water, solvents, and detergents on.

open pads resulted In a significant contamination of stormwater. The

modification uses off-the-shelf high pressure hot water cleaning equipment for

engine compartment cleaning, eliminating the use of solvents and greatly ,

reducing the volume of waste requiring treatment. The overall system has .

also greatly reduced the manpower requirements for vehicle cleaning.

Significant cost savings are projected compared to the previous operation.

During Phase 3, two-day workshops are being developed and given at each of

the three sites. The workshops are designed for decision-makers in each of

the three services, including managers, engineers, and operators who are

responsible for similar military industrial processes at other facilities.

The goal of the training programs is to give firsthand knowledge of highly

successful process modifications and an understanding of why they have been

successful, so that participants will be even better equipped to take the

lead In adopting similar process modifications at their own facilities.

1.5 General Recommendations for Successful Process Modifications

Based on the case study analysis in Phases 1 and 2 of this report, the

following recommendations were made for enhancing the likelihood of success

for future process modifications:

1. Identify the potential advantages and disadvantages of including

the costs of hazardous waste disposal in production budgets so that they will

be used in production decisions.

K 2. Investigate the possibility of providing incentives for hazardous

"waste reduction efforts (e.g., returning money not spent on disposal to the

base recreation and welfare fund).

.'-2
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3. Include production people In the design effort; since they will be
left to operate the modified process, they need to feel that it is theirs.

4. Ensure that environmental effects are considcred as important as

production when conflicts between the two arise. It may be desirable to make

environmental rating one of the evaluation criteria for the base commander.

5. Ensure that adequate funding is provided to support wider adoption

of proven process modificatio ns.
6. Ensure that appropriate adaptations are made to all technologies

(even off-the-shelf systems) before transferring them to facilities where

they have not been tested; thus, each technology will be "tailored" to thei Individual facility.
7. In view of the typically high turnover rate among operations

personnel, ensure that a sufficient numbeý, of personnel are trained to
provide back-up operation when necessary.

8. Ensure that the data collected to predict costs and benefits of a

particular technology are accurate, valid, and sufficient.

9. Ensure that design personnel devote sufficient time, after

equipment installation, to inspecting the system for proper operation and

maintenance.

10. In considering locations for future demonstration studies, select .:

only facilities where the responsible personnel are enthusiastic about the

study.

11. In conducting future demonstration studies, ensure that sufficient

manpower is assigned and that the personnel are adequately trained, well

supervised, and not fully commmitted to other projects.

12. Whenever possible, make adaptations to off-the-shelf equipment with

a proven record of reliability rather than selecting specialized or

complicated equipment.
•',,,

Again, welcome to Hill Air Force Base for the Project of Excellence Workshop

on Plastic Media Paint Stripping. The remaining sections of these training
materials discuss numerous technical, environmental, and economic aspects of

this highly successful project to reduce hazardous waste generation from

paint stripping operations at DoD facilities.

K. 1-21
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Presented by Richard Boubel, Project Officer, DELP
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DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP
4. PROJECT

INAUGURATED JANUARY 1984

I..REPORTS TO THE DIRECIOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY, OASD

PURPOSE

0 TO IMPROVE COMPLIANCE

ui TO REDUCE WASTE
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PRESS RELEASE ,,*.. .

DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL LEADERSHIP PROJECT
b-h..'.

Environmental protection is a multi-billion dollar DoD effort. Non-
compliance with environmental laws and regulations will adversely impact DoD
operations, resources and Congressional support. DoD is the largest federal
generator of hazardous wastes, and the public, news media and Congress view
environmental protection from hazardous wastes as a high national priority.
Environmental protection cannot be avoided or ignored. The nuclear power
industry, for example, used the best engineering, planning and economic
ultimately crippled the industry.

The environmental leadership project was initiated to provide DoD a needed
resource for long-range planning and policy development. The project has
undertaken 18 tasks which can be grouped broadly under "compliance" and ,
"waste stream reduction". Compliance is necessary to avoid crippling our
installations and production base, and waste stream reduction will reduce
disposal costs and future disposal-related problems.

The leadership project approach of planning to avoid problems will ensure
least cost compliance. Resources not required for environmental protection
are freed for other Defense programs. Effective planning and management are
used to identify and solve problems before they become more costly., Environmental protection need not be complex and costly, if handled properly.

The project team is dealing with some tough environmental issues -m problems
like groundwater protection, solvent recovery, regional hazardous waste
treatment, hazardous waste storage construction criteria, environmental
audits, and low-level radioactive waste disposal. These and future issues
will improve significantly DoD's national leadership position in y-,1
environmental protection and avoid the pitfall of non-compliance.

a.
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESS MODIFICATION TO
REDUCE HAZARDO;JS WASTE GENERATION

o PHASE I - STUDY OF EXISTING INFORMATION

o PHASE II - IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF A FEW DOD
INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES

o PHASE III - SELECT ONE PROCESS FROM EACH SERVICE §1:-
AS A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE

9,,."

DOD NEEDS AN INCENTIVES PROGRAM FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE
REDUCTION/RECYCLING

o TO PROVIDE UP-FRONT MONEY FOR WASTE
REDUCTION PROJECTS.

o TO RETURN BENEFITS TO THE INSTALLATION
COMMANDER.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL, PRODUCTIVITY
ENHANCING CAPITAL INVESThENT (PECI) PROGRAM

1-24 I
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of Defense (DoD) is pleased to report, once again, on the
status and achievements of the DoD Productivity Enhancing Capital Investment
(PECI) Program. In addition to providing specific information on this
program, this report will describe the relationship of the PECI Program to
many other DoD productivity initiatives, ranging from established programs for
employing modern industrial and management engineering techniques to the
Department's relatively new emphasis on work force motivation and efficiency
reviews.

The Department is very proud of its efforts. Since the initiation of
the PECI Program in 1977, a broad range of avenues for productivity
improvement have been investigated and pursued. Many have become institution-
alized in DoD management practices. Others are promoted as "self-help" tools I
whereby managers can cope with the demands of increasing technology and
constrained or diminished resources. The Department recognizes that if it is
to be effective in maintaining a strong and ready Defense force, It has a
commensurate responsibility to do this in the most efficient manner -- a .
process which means getting the greatest return from the dollar and manpower
resources provided by the American taxpayer. DoD's PECI Program is a very
necessary effort to this end with a demonstrable impact.

Initially started as a means of capitalizing on small dollar quick
return investment opportunities, the PECI Program has since evolved into a
broad strategy for productivity Improvement. As presently structured, it
involves three distinct but directly related funding strategies -- the
Productivity Enhancing Incentive Fund (PEIF) for small dollar quick return
equipment projects; the Productivity Investment Fund (PIF) which focuses on
larger long-term investments with a payback period of four years or less; and
Component Sponsored Investment (CSI) funding which complements the OSD-
sponsored PIF but is more flexible to react to goals and priorities of the
individual Military Service or Defense Agency. Projects financed through each
of these funds are selected competitively on the basis of *'-eir economic
merit and an assessment of their technical and operational potential.

Together these three funding strategies have invested a total of $605
million over the past four years to acquire modern technologies and
facilities. The savings from these investments are expected to total over
$3.0 billion by 1990, through either direct reductions in Defense budget
requests or by allowing DoD managers to plow back savings and thereby
accomplish increased missions or attack critical backlogs within fixed
resource limitations. Equally as important, these PECI funds have become a
cornerstone in many of the Department's other productivity Initiatives by
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providing ready and dedicated financing for opportunities identified through "I,

the Commercial Activities, Efficiency Review and Work Force Motivation
Program. PECIs have also served as an avenue to foster infusion of high
technology projects into the Defense operatioral mainstream. Funds have been
provided for such wide-ranging projects as DoD's Lngistics Applications of .q> ."" -

Automated Marking and Reading Symbols (LOGMARS) project involving the use of
machine r.adable bar coding in logistics activities and the -Installation of
technologies developed through the Manufacturing Technology Program in the
repair of sophisticated weapons systems. Modern equipment has also been
procured for the Defense laboratories, enabling them to greatly improve the V..
testing of new materials and systems at significantly lower costs.

Statistics on the PECI Program dre impressive. Visible support by top
noD management, a sharp focus on high-payoff investments, and an ultra-
conservative level of funding have resulted in a continuing increase in the
expected level of returns from PECIs. Savings to investment ratios for the
fast payback PEIF investments have grown from approximately $10 to $1 for
Fiscal Year (FY) 1977 investments to $13 to $1 for FY 1983 investments. Many
of the individual investment projects return about $15 for each dollar
invested during their average nine year life span. The larger PIF
investments, because of their longer expected life, have shown a much greater
growth in expected savings. First funded in 1981, the savings to investment
ratios have dramatically increased from 6 to 1 In that year to 14 to 1 for
projects included in the FY 1984 Budget request. Projects now in the FY 1985
Budget reflect a ratio of 22 to 1, with an expected Internal rate of return
of over 80 percent.

In addition to the tangible benefits from PECIs, which include expected
manpower savings of over 17,500 spaces, these investments have also produced
a variety of intangible benefits such as improved work methods and
conditions, increased ability to cope with complex and mounting workloads,
and motivation for innovative productivity enhancing actions.

The program complements DoD's Asset Capitalization Program (ACP) in
Industrially funded activities and planned modernization efforts across the
Department. More importantly, it recognizes and acknowledges the fact that
the Department's g~eatest asset is the initiative shown by its people. PECI
has received the full support of Defense management at all levels. With its
present maturity, it is deserving of the support of the Congress for it
represents concrete evidence of DoD's ability to achieve tangible economies
through a judicious investment policy.

Contact: Mr. Richard J. Power, Director
Defense Productivity Program Office
2 Skyline Place, Room 1404
5203 Leesburg Pike

Falls Church, Virginia 22041-3466
Phone: (703) 756-2346
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2.0 FROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Project of Excellence for the U.S. Air Force is the concept of replacing
conventional military painL stripping with plastic media paint stripping to %I

improve productivity and greatly reduce hazardous waste generation. There

are many ways in which this concept can be applied. This section describes

the paint stripping process, the magnitude of the existing problem,

alternative approaches to plastic media paint stripping, and how this concept
is being applied at Hill Air For'. Base.

I2.1 Paint Stripping Process Description

Paint stripping is the process ot removing paint and coatings from surfaces

in preparation for recoating. Complete stripping is often necessary for

inspection of underlying materials and for adhesion of new paint and coatings H
to existing surfaces.

In conventional military paint stripping, sprays or baths containing acidic

methylene chloride solutions, phenolic solutions, or hot alkaline sodium k.

hydroxide solutions are used to dissolve and loosen old paint. After

scraping, the resulting solvent-paint mixture is washed away with large
volumes of water, producing significant quantities of hazardous waste. The
process is labor intensive, dirty, and may overload waste treatment

facilities.

In plastic media paint stripping, small plastic beads with rough edges are '""

air blasted at the painted surface causing the coating to dislodge. I he
plastic media is separated from the loosened paint particles by sieving, and

the beads are recycled. Generation of wet hazardous waste (solvents and

paint sludge in water) is completely eliminated. A small volume of dry waste

is produced, which is classified as hazardous due to its metal content.

2-1
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2.2 Magnitude of the Problem.,

Paint stripping operations are performed at virtually every DoD Industrial I, .4

facility across the United States. To illustrate the magnitude of the
problem of hazardous waste generation from these operations, previous studies
have estimated that each naval shipyard generates about 9,000,000 gallons of
paint solvent waste ech year. Approximately 20,000 gallons of solvent-laden
wastewater is generated for each military aircraft which has paint removed
using conventional methods.

The Department of the Air Force, including the U.S. Air Force, Air National
Guard, and Air Force Reserve, has nearly 10,000 aircraft of all types

currently In service, as shown by Table 2,.. The average age of all aircraft
as of September 30, 1984, was slightly more than 13 years. With an average
time between Planned Depot Maintenance (PDM) of about five years for many
aircraft, plus requirements for unplanned maintenance, there could be . need
to strip paint from 2,000 or more aircraft per year.

Table 2.1

NUMBER AND AGE OF SELECTED AIRCRAFT
IN THE U.S. AIR FORCE, NATIONAL GUARD, AND RESERVE

(September 30, 1985)

.AIRCRAFT NU1BER AVERAGE AGE
A-7 382 11.2
A-1O 670 4.5
B-52 264 24 +
C-130 723 19.4
C-131 747 23.6

F-4 1621 16.4 ,',

F-15 697 5.3
orF-16 723 2.5F-121 339 13.4 ',

T-37 615 22.2

T-38 820 18.5
ALL TYPES 9462 13.2

"Source: Air Force Almanac, May 1985.
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*The first C-5B being assembled ataLockheed-Georgia Co,, Marietta, Ga., .
entered the final assembly stage in
April and haes been painted in. the new
"European I" camoufiage pattern of a

gray background and shades of green
and oiive trim, This replaces the gray-
and-white paint scheme on many
C.SAs, The C4SA fleet will be In the
new paint by 1988.

In~ paintinlg thes first giant C.5B~JM-

AI 97!o-cied used fif ty-six gallons%..0oVjirimer, ninety-five gallons of gray,
and forty gallons of varying shades of
green, The first C-5B will be delivered b
to the UJS Military Airlift Command In
Ducember, Production will peak In4
early 1987, when a new Galaxy will
roll out the plant door every ten work-
Ing days, The fiftieth end lest aircraft
Is scheduled to be delivermd Ini the

%Ifirst quarter of 1989.r~

Sporting the now European I casmouflage paint scheme, the fuselage of the first
Lockheed C-So military transport rPilla out of the company's huge paint hanger.
De livery to the UIS Military Airlift Command Is scheduled for December.

AIR FOR~CE Magazine I May 1985

2-3 ,'
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separated from vehicle washing operations. The media should also be

protected from precipitation and condensation.

Equipment and facilities for plastic media paint stripping currently range in

size and complexity from small portable blast machines with one hose and no

media recovery to the F-4 blast booth with five hoses and automatic media It's
recovery at Hill Air Force Base. Several types of abrasive blasting

equipment, with and without media recovery, are described in the, ,

manufacturers, literature in Appendix 3. Glove boxes with vacuum recycling 1" "%V

can be used for small components. Appendix 2.3 describes how the basic F-4

blast booth module could be used for more aircraft, larger aircraft, and
ground equipment.

Alternative approaches for plastic media recovery include the following:

1. Manual collection with brooms and shovels on a flat surface. *

2. Manual collection to a central pit or trench with convevor or

vacuum recovery.

3. Mechanical or pneumatic collection over a large area, such as the

live floor of the F-4 blast booth.

4. Blast nozzles with recovery systems.
5. Glove boxes with recovery systems.

Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages which depend on the

application. Each technology for plastic media paint stripping presents
tradeoffs between capabilities and costs.

2.4 Process Variables and Constraints

Operators of plastic media stripping equipment must be skilled enough to

avoid damaging the surface from which paint is being stripped. In fact, the
greatest drawback to this technique is the difficulty in selecting and

controllinq the variables for each application, including bead hardness,

roughness and size, motive air pressure, standoff distance, application

2-5



angle, nozzle size, feed rate, etc. This task is especially difficult with
fiberglass resin surfaces. The type of resin which is present usually cannot
be pre-identified. Damage to the fiberglass surface is possible if the wrong j
media or method is used to strip the coating.

* ' The key parameter for successful use of plastic media blasting is hardness -

the paint must be softer than the plastic media, which in turn must be softer
than the surface underneath the paint coat. For many military paint
stripping applications, this relationship does not exist. For example, epoxy
and urethane paints are harder than aluminum surfaces and dry blasting is not
applicable. This problem could be alleviated by presoftening the paint with
a solvent and allowing the treated surface to dry prior to blasting.

However, this use of solvents defeats the advantage of dry blasting and could
not be carried out with a live floor recovery system.

There are several measures of hardness as shown in Table 2.2. Moh's scale
has been used to describe the relative hardness of substrates, paints, and

abrasive materials involved in paint stripping. Table 2.3 compares the
* relative hardness of abrasive materials (on the right) to paints and

substrates (center) and to Mohis hardness scale of 1 to 10 and the minerals

which are now commonly associated with the scale.

Table 2.2

HARDNESS SCALES FOR MATERIALS

HARDNESS SCALE MATERIALS
INDENTATION BRINELL METALS AND ALLOYS
REBOUND ROCKWELL PLASTICS
SCRATCH MOHS MINERALS

CUTTING
ABRASION

2-6I
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Table 2.3

HARDNESS OF MATERIALS (MOHWS SCALE)

10 DIAMOND
SILICON CARBIDE

9 CORUNDUM

8 TOPAZ OR BERYL ALUMINA ZIRCONIA
7 QUARTZ PORCELAIN .7

"TOOL STEEL GARNET
6 FELDSPAR SILICA

ANODIZE GLASS
5 APATITE TITANIUM STEEL

4 FLUORITE MAGNESIUM TYPE III L-.
"PAINT, FIBERGLASS POLYPLUS Z

3 CALCITE RESINS, KEVLAR POLYEXTRA
ALUMINUM AGRI-MEDIA

2 GYPSUM

1 TALC

Experience at Hill AFB has suggested the following Moh's scale values for
materials typically encountered in aircraft paint stripping:

Material Moh's Scale Hardness
Anodized aluminum 5.4
Steel, stainless steel, titanium 5 .- 5.

Magnesium 3.8
Fiberglass, molded dense resin* 3.5

Paint 3.3- 3.4
Fiberglass, hand laid less dense resin* 3.2
Kevlar* 3
Alclad, dead soft aluminum 2.73

• Polyester resins are softer than epoxy resins
Note: Composite materials are damaged if the resin is eroded and L,,

the fibers, such as fiberglass, nylon, or carbon graphite,
Sare exposed.

2-7,



The manufacturer's literature in Appendix 3 lists the following hardnesses

for the three types of plastic media currently available:

Plastic Media Moh's Scale Hardness

Type III 4.0
Polyplus 3.5 .

Polyextra 3.0 L

*Ideally, each material could be ranked higher an Moh's scale than every other
material which it can scratch or abraid. However, a number on Moh's scale

does not necessarily reflect other characteristics of materials, such as

cohesive and adhesive strength, elasticity, malleability, durability, and

thickness. In addition, materials may have a range of hardness values rather

than a unique number. Resistance to abrasion also depends on the force and
length of time with which abrasive materials are applied.

Quality control tests and measurements are required to determine whether

specific blast media and application methods are appropriate for specific

paints, coatings, and substrates. The data base on plastic media paint

stripping is expanding rapidly as the process is tested and implemented at
more locations. Efforts are being made to incorporate this information into
the appropriate technical orders for aircraft maintenance.

2.5 Project History

Table 2.4 summarizes the history of aircraft paint stripping at Ogden ALC
from construction of the Corrosion Control Building in 1957, through research

arid development of plastic media paint stripping beginning in 1979, to

construction of the F-4 blast booth in 1985. More details concerning the

development of the project are given in the references contained in Appendix 2

and in many of the other references listed in the Bibliography.
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Table 2.4

PROJECT HISTORY

1957 CORROSION CONTROL FACILITY BUILT

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PAINT REMOVAL
1979 R & D WORK BEGAN ON BLAST MEDIA

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
PLASTIC BEADS

AIRCRAFT COMPONENT TESTING
JUL 1983 PRAM PROJECT APPLICATION

F-100 FIRST PLANE STRIPPED & PUT ON DISPLAY L

JUN 1984 CONTRACT AWARDED FOR F-4 BLAST BOOTH
JUL 1984 CONSTRUCTION BEGAN OF F-4 BLAST BOOTH

PAINT REMOVED FROM FIRST F-4 USING PLASTIC

MEDIA
MAY 1985 FIRST F-4 STRIPPED IN BLAST BOOTH

DEDICATION OF NEW FACILITY
F-102 STRIPPED FOR HERITAGE MUSEUM

AUG 1985 DELP WORKSHOP ON PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT 5;.

STRIPPING

1986 ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS TO CORROSION
CONTROL FACILITY

ki Most of the new facility was funded by the Air Force PRAM Program. PRAM
stands for "Productivity, Reliability, Availability, and Mantailnability.",
PRAM fundr. are available for one-of-.-kind research and development projects
which are likely to contribute to one or more of these four goals at Air
Force installations. A comprehensive report on the whole PRAM project will
"be completed when the F-4 facility is turned over from development to
production.
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2.6 The F-4 Blast Booth at Hill Air Force Base

The purpose of the new facility is to remove paint from F-4 aircraft. The '

facility, as shown in Figure 2.1, Is a prefabricated steel building with the

following components and accessories:

1, Access doors
2. Observation booth (added since drawing was prepared)

3. Plastic media supply system

Plastic ,media storage hopper

Air compressor and refrigerated drier
Blast generators
Blast hoses and 14ghted nozzles
Small parts blasting area

4. Plastic media recovery system

Support and recovery floor

Flex connectors "

Manifolds
Main recovery pipes
Dust collector .

Classifier
,M•'

Rotary feed valves
6. Ventilation system

Fresh air supply inlet
Heating coil and fan
Downdraft registers

Dust collector
6. Utility services

Transformer
Electrical control panel

Utility air
Central Vacuum
Wall and ceiling lighting

(No water)

2-11
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7. Safety Equipment

Emergency lighting

Halon fire suppression s.,:3tem
Fire extinguishers

Grounding wires

Aircraft supports

Scaffolding

Personal protection equipment

aF'rsonal safety equ4 pment includes the following, as discussed in Section

6.0:

During blasting

Breathing airline hoods

Coveralls

Leather gloves

Safety shoes

Ear Protection

During cleaning of beads and dust

Dust respirators
Coveralls

Goggles

Major components of the F-4 blast booth are discussed below.

Blasting Booth

The blast booth has four doors. The main access door, spanning the entire

width of the booth, is located on the west end. The door is a standard
horizontal hinged split overhead hanger type door. The south side of the
booth has a standard overhead roll type door for' equipment access and a
standard personnel access door. A similar personnel access door is located 1
on the north side of the booth. Each of these doors is connected to a

"2-14



warning device cons'sting of a red strobe light mounted at the ceiling which

is activated in the event that someone enters the booth during blasting.

Opening any one of these doors can automatically shut down the blast air

supply to the nozzles.

Fire protection in the blast booth is provided bh a halogen gas suppression __,__

system mounted at the ceiling. This system is used because the blasting and

bead reclamation system requires dry conditions, preventing the use of a

water sprinkler fire suppression system.

Lighting in the booth is supplied by twelve lights, recessed in the booth .4

walls, as well as overhead lighting to eliminate most shadows.

The blast booth includes a suspended ceiling and finished internal walls to

minimize dust buildup. Due to the downdraft nature of the dust suppression l 21-
and bead reclamation system (live floor and overhead return air), very little •.'

dust will be in suspension in the air. Because the dust is of an inorganic

material, air flow and dust level monitors should not be required in this

Facility, and have not been included. Should OSHA rule they are required,

they can easily be added.

The blast booth has a live floor. The floor is made of removable grates
overlying a series of troughs. Fine wire mesh covers the troughs to catch

oversized debris and prevent plugging of the holes at the bottom of the
troughs. The troughs, or plenums, are connected to vacuum equipment, dust

collection, and bead recovery systems.

"The live floor system covers the entire flocs" area of the blast booth, wall
" to wall. The floor's air duct system is designed to provide equal suction

o ver the entire floor area. This allows blasting areas to be used

simultaneously throughout the booth, under normal blasting pressures, without
loss of suction force in any particular area. This system prevents "dead"

areas, a feature not found in other live floor air systems.
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Dust separatlion and collection equipment is located outside the building and

consists of screening equipment mounted on top of a dust collector. J-,

Reclaimed plastic beads are returned to bead storage hoppers in the building

by steeply inclined chutes through the wall of the building. Dust is

discharged from the bottom of the dust collecto:- into sealed drums outside

the building.

Equipment Room

The equipment room occupies about one-fifth of the building and is locat.d at

the east end. It is completely Isolated from the blasting area and does not k.
Include access doors to the blasting area. This has been done to keep dust
out of the equipment room and inadvertent access to the blast area Ny

untrained personnel who may be working in the equipment room. A

control/obervation room has been built into the wall dividing the blasting

area and the equipment room with the access door Inside the equipment room.

The observation room allows supervisors and visitors to watch the blasting

procedure without having to enter the blasting area.

Two major pieces of equipment are used in the blasting booth: the blasting

system and the work platforms. These were especially designed for the Hill
Air Force Base stripping facility, but existing equipment may be modified for
use with plastic media. The equipment and modifications are described below.

Blasting System

The blasting system consists of five 10 cubic feet vessels each with Its own

set of controls and gauges which can be preset and locked. Each vessel is

connected to a pipe running along the north or south wall of the blast booth.

There are five separate and Independent blasting hoses, each having a half-

inch nozzle strategically placed to cover the entire blasting area. The

plastic bead storage hoppers are located Inside the equipment room and are

mounted above the blasting system machines.

2-16
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A single 100 hp air compressor supplies blast air to all five blasting

machines and produces a maximum blasting pressure of 40 psi to each nozzle.

The air is filtered and dried. The weight of each of the blasting hoses is

carried by overhead counter-weighted mechanisms. This reduces operator

fatigue, and prevents the hoses from dragging on the deck or fouling the

equipment being blasted.

Work Platforms

Specially designed, wheeled work platforms have been built to provide access

to all surfaces being treated. The wheels are sized to operate over the I
floor grating and include locking mechanisms. These platforms are made of

industrial grade floor grating and have handrails. Parts of the platforms

have been covered with rubber cushions to prevent damage to aircraft

surfaces.

Modifications to Existing Equipment

A live floor can be easily installed on top of an existing concrete hanger .

floor. The live floor structure is only 6 inches deep. Mounting on an

existing floor would require shallow ramps from the existing floor level to

the top of the live floor grating.

If an existing Glove Booth is to be modified for use with plastic material,

the booth should be thoroughly cleaned of all existing blasting materials.

An adequate dust collector must be connected to the booth so that the

hazardous waste can be collected For disposal. Light-weight leather gloves

placed over standard glove booth rubber gloves will increase service life.

It is critical that air withdrawn by the recycling system in the glove booth

be balanced with air flow from the nozzle to ensure proper operaton and to

-W minimize dust leakage from the booth.

,. :. ,-
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Existing sand blasting equipment can be used for plastic blasting with the

following modifications (Tech Order 1F-4C-3-1-6, Roberts, February 1985):

1. Install a standard pressure control valve in the inlet air supply

line at the inlet air line connection point. The valve size will match the

inlet air line size for pipe diameter. This control valve is necessary to

provide a nozzle pressure of 40 psi or less.

2. Install a standard one-way air flow check valve between the air

regulator and the inlet to the blast pot. The check valve will be the same

diameter as the inlet air supply line. This check valve is required to

prevent material back-flow into the pressure regulator during operation.

3. If the existing Dressure pot has a round bottom, install a standard

air operated vibrator on the lower side of the pot. This is required to

ensure a constant flow of plastic into the blast hose. NOTE: If the

pressure pot has a 60 degree cone, the vibrator is not necessary.

4. Install a light-weight blast hose - preferably with nylon nozzle

connections. Ensure that the hose is designed for blasting and has an

integral ground. A standard weight sand blast hose is not necessary for use

with the plastic media. Standard bronze hose fittings are not necessary for

use with blast media.

5. Install a permarient magnet in the return plastic media flow path.

This will trap any small steel shavings which are removed from damaged screw

heads. Removal at this point will prevent contamination of the recycled

pldstic Hasting material with steel particles. These steel particles, if

allowed to remain in the plastic material, will cause damage to the aluminum

surfaces during future blasting operations.

2-18
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Capital Costs

The construction contractor's original bid for the plastic media paint
stripping facility at Hill Air Force Base was as follows:

STRUCTURE Costs (1984 $)
Prefabricated Building 78,000 [..,.

Electric Transformer 28,000 V"'

Subtotal 106,000

EQUIPMENT
Blasting Machinery 12,500
Live Recovery Floor 300,000
Air Handler and Classifier 120,000
Fire Extinguishing System 41,000

Subtotal 473,500
Total $679,500 v

These costs include materials, equipment, and labor. The live floor
represents almost 50% of the capital investment. The price of the floor
probably reflects some development costs and therefore may be smaller for
subsequent installations. Since this was a prototype facility in which many
innovations were made as construction progressed, the overall cost is
apparently around $1,000,000. Future modular design packages for similar
facilities have been proposed. Costs could be about $750,000 per module and
vary depending on number of modules and unique mission requirements and site
conditions.
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Operation and Maintenance Costs f ts c yw ile b

Operation and maintenance costs for this facility wI' include labor,

materials, energy, waste disposal, and maintenance. Preliminary data for the

F-4 facility includes the following:

Time Rate Total

Labor 48 hrs/aircraft @ $35.56/hr • $1612/aircraft

Materials (Beads) 200 lbs/aircraft @ $1.73/lb * $346/aircraft

Energy Use (Refer to the presentation by Bob Roberts

Waste Disposal on the following pages and to AFLC Form 177
Min Section 5)Maintenance -

Labor comprises a large portion of the operating cost. As the operators

become more proficient at their tasks, the manhours required to strip an

aircraft may decrease. All of these cost estimates are based on early 1985

costs at Hill Air Force Base.

4 4
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

aam, ,o_

Presented by Bob Roberts, Project Developer
a...;a ,.

PURPOSE ".

TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC INFORMATION RELATING TO PRAM PROJECT 00-143 .a ,
AT HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UTAH

AREAS IDENTIFIED: ,d,""

BACKGROUND

OBJECTIVES

* PROJECT TASKS

• IMPLEMENTATION

* SCHEDULES

* FACTORS b "

ECONOMICS rIl

# ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS

"* SUMMARY •-'.

OBJECTIVES

TEST EVERY KNOWN SUBSTRATE FOR EFFECTS OF BLASTING

' ESTABLISH NOZZLE PRESSURE LEVELS AND PLASTIC MEDIA SIZE

DEVELOP TECHNIQUES FOR FAINI REMOVAL FROM LARGE/INTRICATE SURFACES

* ELIMINATE CONTAMINATION HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH CHEMICALS

MEET THE OSHA/EPA REQUIREMENTS

* IMPROVE WORKING CONDITIONS

6 DECREASE TIME

"IDENTIFY PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH BLASTING

2-21
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BACKGROUND

CHEMICALS ARE THE PRESENT "STATE-OF-THE-ART" FOR PAINT REMOVAL , •'"

CHEMICALS ARE EXPENSIVE ($585,000 EXPENDED AT HILL AFB IN FY 83)

OBI-ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS AND SAFETY HAZARDS

* CHEMICALS DO NOT REMOVE ALL PAINT - HAND SANDING REQUIRED

* SEWER CONTAMINATION ABOVE EPA ALLOWABLE LIMITS

EPA DEMANDS CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT , -

CHEMICAL PAINT REMOVAL IS TIME CONSUMING

CHEMICALS NEED HEAT TO WORK - HEAT MEANS ENERGY CONSUMPTION

CHEMICALS DESTROY CONCRETE FLOORS

LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATER ARE REQUIRED FOR RINSING - ALL CONTAMINATED

CHEMICALS ARE WORK INTENSIVE

% -
p.,

PROJECT TASKS

OBTAIN AUTHORITY UNOER "PRAM" TO VERIFY PROCESS :., ,•/

BUILD A FACILITY WITH "PRAM" MONEY

PROVIDE A STATEMENT OF WORK FOR PROCUREMENT ACTION 4.

IDENTIFY THE ITEM AS "EQUIPMENT" NOT A MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

PREPARE DOCUMENTS FOR PROCESSES/PROCEDURES - TECH DATA

DEFINE THE TASKS TO BE ESTABLISHED

PROVIDE MILESTONES

ESTABLISH A CONTROL/REPORTING SYSTEM
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IMPLEMENTATION

PROVIDE ARMY/NAVY/AIR FORCE ACTIVITIES WITH SPECIFICS

PERFORM CONCURRENT TESTS WITH ALL AGENCIES

COMPLETE TEST PHASES AND VERIFY PROCEDURES

VALIDATE TECH DATA

OBTAIN AUTHORIZATION IN APPLICABLE TECH ORDERS L,..

IESTS - TESTS - AND MORE TESTS

RESPOND TO "DEVIL'S ADVOCATE"

MEET MILESTONES FOR DEVELOPMENT

IL
I.•,. .•,

SCHEDULE '.""

OBTAIN PRAM AUTHORIZATION

TRANSFER FUNDS FROM ASD TO AFLC

"STATEMENT OF WORK TO PROCUREMENT

AWARD CONTRACT

START CONSTRUCTION

" MAINTAIN SURVEILLANCE,

r CONCURRENT TESTING

ON-GOING DEMONSTRATIONS

BLAST A COMPLETE F4 AIRCRAFT

PROVIDE REPORTS
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FACTORS kt W

* TESTS ON F4 COMPONENTS VERIFIED BY METALLURGICAL LAB AS SAFE

* TECH ORDER 1-1-8 AND 1F-4C-3-1-6 ALLOWS BLASTING

* TESTS INDICATE REMOVAL RATES OF 1.5 TO 2.5 SQ FT PER MINUTE

PLASTIC MEDIA AVAILABLE THROUGH GSA

' BLAST EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM AT LEASE 3 DIFFERENT MANUFACTURERS

* REFURBISHMENT OF EXISTING FACILITIES A REALITY

* CONTINUATION OF TESTING PROGRAM - HONEYCOMB - COMPOSITES - ETC,.,,,,.-

"S * AMORTIZE RATES ARE PHENOMINAL

ALMOST TOTAL ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL HAZARDS

* SAVINGS IN sMANPOWER- MATERIALS- ENERGY

SAVINGS ..

C O 8 T C O M P A R I SO N

CHEMICAL VRS PLASTIC BLAST

CHEMICAL PLASTIC

HEATING/STEAM $ 938.00 $ 0.00 H'
ELECTRICAL 231.00 127.00
INDUSTRIAL WASTE 2,462.00 0,00
MATERIALS 5,335.00 346.00
LABOR 11,546.00 1,321.00
FLOW DAYS 7,343.00 1109.00

TOTALS $27,855.O0 $2,8 o.3.UO

SAVINGS PER AIRCRAFT: ($27,855.00) - ($2,843,00) a $25,012.00

ANNUAL SAVINGS: (215 AIRCRAFT) X ($25,012,00) " $5,377,580.00

2-?4
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ECONOMICS - II

PRoDUCT ION COMPARISO Sa ~r

END ITEM C;HEMICAL TIME BLASTING TIME

RUDDER 3 HR 36 MIN 15.6 MIN
INBD U/E FLAP 2 MRt 48 MIN 21.,6 AIN w,,:

SPOILER 40 MIN 14.4 MIN
OUTBD L/E FLAP 2 wtR 48 MIN 18.6 MIN ""J"'

AILERON 6 HR 28 MIN 32.4 MIN

WINGFOLD 8 Hp 45 MIN 54.1 MIN

STABILATOR 9 HR 49 MIN 55.2 MIN

COMPLETE F4 (PROTOTYPE) 341 HR 39 HR

P-8 PUMPER FIRE TRUCK 52 HR 4 MR

D-50 PICKUP 4U MR (SANDING) I HR 20 MIN

1/2 TON DODGE RAM PICKUP 60 HR (SANDING) I HR 55 MIN

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS

° DUST COLLECTORS MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO RECYCLE BLASTING MATERIAL

° 50 FPM AIR WILL ELIMINATE DUST PROBLEMS

* NO WATER POLLUTION :..

° VERY LITTLE WASTE HAZARD

BURN POWDER AS FUEL I
PLATE OUT CHROME

* OSHA/EPA REQUIREMENTS CAN BE ACHIEVED

VERY LITTLE PEOPLE PROBLEMS
2.-25



SUMMARY

* OSHA/EPA DEMANDS THE REMOVAL OF CHEMICALS

* PLASTIC BLASTING IS AVAILABLE NOW -NO DEVELOPMENT

* GOVERNMENT APPROVAL EXPECTED IMMEDIATELY

* MONEY SAVED CAN BE USED FOR FOLLOW-ON DEVELOPMENT IN:

LAZER

FLASH LAMP

ROBOTIC APPLICATIONS

* EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS AVAILABLE

~ *. MONETARY SAVINGS ARE REAL

P ~ ~ ~ ~ I 4 &ic*- war
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?4A

k ~ 1284 ANNUALPROTE-CTION, BUMrL••''

Assitant of the
AssitantSezm~ry of 3iSC

"~~TON~~MAN POWER, INSPLIO'
AND LOGISTiCS

ABOUT THE COVER

REMOVING PAINT PROM AIRCRAFT HAS SEEN A COSTLY AND MESiY JOB SINCE THE

BEGINNING OP AVIATION, WORSE, USING OUR OLD METHODS WE PRODUCED ABOUT

20,000 GALLONS OF HAZARUOUS WASTE WHEN STRIPPING AN AIRPLANE,

THE COVER PHOTO SHOWS AN AIRMAN AT HILL AIR FORCE BASE REMOVING PAINT USING

A NEW PLASTIC BEAD BLASTING PROCESS THIT PRODUCES ONLY 100 POUNDS OF DRY

WASIES, WHEN THE NEW SYSTEM IS PUT IN PLACE THROUGHO'IT THE DEPARTMENT, IT

WILL AVOID GENERATION OF MILLIONS OF GALLONS OF HAZARDOUS WASTE AND SAVE k
OVER $100,000,000 ANNUALLY IN OPERATING AND WAOTE DISPOSAL COSTS,

THE NEW PROCESS WAS DEVELOPED BY THE HILL AIR FORCE BASE WORK PORCE, IT'S

A PRIME EXAMPLE OF HOW WE ARE WORKING TO SAVE MONEY AND REDUCE HAZARDOUS

WASTE GENERATION, 
%

"EXCERPTED FROM PAGE 3 OF THE GENERAL REPORTi

"REDULING THE AMOUNT OF WASTE WE GENERATE IS ESPECIALLY WORTHWHILE,

ONE INNOVATION WE ARE PARTICULARLY PROUD OF IS A SYSTEM PERFECTED BY 'WORKERS

A. AT HILL AIR FORCE BASE' THAT REDUCES WASTE FROM AIRPLANE PAINT STRIPPING BY 99.,

IMPLEIMENTING THIS SYS1EM ACROSS THE DEPARTMENT WILL ELIMINATE THOUSANDS OP TONS

OF HAZARDOUS WASTE AND SAVE OVER $100 MILLION ANNUALLY." ? ,•:.:.,, 2-27 •,



FORMULATION FOR COST SAVINGS

HEAT I N G/S T E AM

SBUILDING 223 - PLASTIC BLASTING. -4

HEAT RECOVERY AVAILABLE FROM AIR COMPRESSOR & DRYER 500,000 BTU/HR

(.90 ITIzIu4) X (1,375 CFM) X (60 F - 6 F) " 66,825 BTU/HRCFM F

(:. 'HEAT LOAD E'JILDING 223

(2Q_.•/Hl) •,X(3QQO FT PEPINF;ER) X(OF,6.L
F E. 46,225 BTU/MR WALLS7EFT I FHR

BTU ..

"( x FT) (;a ( * 1i4i,210 STU/HR ROOF <1
19 BTU

TOTAL LOAD - 127,320 BTU/HR

(500,000 BTU/HR) - (127,320 BTU/HR NO HEAT PEOUIRED

FORMULA1ION FOR COST SAVINGS

HEATING/STEAMI'

LUILDING 220 - CHEMICAL STRIPPING "

"CUBIC FEET PER MINUTE FRESH AIR
(130 FT/LG) X (39 FT/HI) X (100 FT/MIN/FLO) - 507,000 CFM

"AVERAGE YEAR/ROUND AIR TEMPERATURE - 51 DEGREEs F .".."

" COST OF STEAM FOR HEAT , $5.59 PER MILLION BTU's

ANNUAL COST:
(.90 LLyLHfi) X (507,000 CFM) X (70 F -Sl F) X -M) x )$201,600.0CFM F DAY YEAR 1 MIL STU

* COST PER AIRCRAFT

L5 AIRCRAFT $938.00

2-28
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FORMULATION FOR COST SAVINGS

E LE CT RI CAL
COST PER KILOWATT HOUR - $0.05

BUILDING 220 - CHEMICAL STRIPPING
EQUIPMENT:

(8 SUPPLY FANS) X (25 HP EACH) - 200 HP

(16 EXHAUST FANS) X (7½ HP EACH) - 120 HP

320 HP

* ANNUAL COST:
(3457 NH) X (320 HP) X (16 HR/DAY) X (260 DAYS/YEAR) X$O,05/KWH) $ S49,634.00

COST PER AIRCRAFT: AIRR6AF..T $
15AIlRCRAFT 23

* BUILDING 223 - PLASTIC BLASTING
EQUIPMENT: PRIMARY AIR 150 HP

SECONDARY AIR 25 HP
AIR COMPRESSOR 150 HP

REFRIG DRYER 15 HP

340 HP

* COST PER AIRCRAFT:
(37457 Wp) X (340 HP) X (10 M6-) X ($OO5/KWH) = $127.00

HP ACFT

FORMULATiON FOR COST SAVINGS

I N U S T R I A L W A S T E

"* BUILDJING 220 - CHEMICAL STRIPPING EFFLUENT * 210,000 GAL/DAY

* TOTAL INtDUSTRIAL WASTE PLANT EFFLUENT * 600,000 GAL/DAY

* ALLUAL COST OF CHEMICALS TO OPERATE INDUSTRIAL WASTE PLANT $912,500.00

* ANNUAL COST OF SLUDGE DISPERSAL/TRANSPORTATION -$600,00000

TOTAL YEARLY PLANT COSTS $1,512,500.00

CHEMICAL STRIPPING SHARE OF COSTS:

G DAY X 100 
.35%

• COST PER AIRCRAFT: (0% " $2,62,00 "° "
* Al ISLC 5RA1F T I

BUILDING 223 - PLASTIC BLASTING

dO INOUSTRIAL WASTE EFFLUENT 0.O0 .00

~ ffi -2-29



FORMULATION FOR COST SAVINGS

M AT ER!I A L

BUILDING 220 - CHEMICAL STRIPPING

CONSUMPTION -468 "GALLONS PER AIRCRAFT

COST PER GALLON -$11,140

COST PER AIRCRAFT:
(468 GAL) X ($11.40) -$5,335.00

OBUILDING 223 -PLASTIC BLASTING

CONSUMPFTION - 200 POUNDS PER AIRCRAFT

COST PER POUND - $1.73

COST PER AIRCRAFT:
(200 POUNDS) X ($1.73) -$346.00

* FORMULATION FOR COST SAVINGS

L A BO R

FY 85 RCC APPROVED RATE $33.86 PER HOUR

*BUILDING 220 - CHEMICAL STRIPPING

ENGINEERING STANDARD FOR F-4 296 HOURS

ENGINEERING STANDARD FOR COMPONENTS !a.jOU~s
TOTAL 341 HOURS

*COST PER AIRCRAFT: (3411) X ($33.86) - $11,546.00 ~I,

BUILDING 223 - PLASTIC STRIPPING

F-41 BLAST STRIPPING NTEST" RESULTS 39 HOUR$

Z~. * COST PER AIRCRAFTi (39 HRs) X (033,86) - $1,321.00*~
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FORMULAIION FOR COST SAVINGS " ....."

AI RCRAFT FLOW DAYS

(DERIVED FROM USAF COST 2 PLANNING FACTORS - AFR 173-3)

F-4 UTILIZATION RATF 0,68 HRS/DAY

F-4 LIFE CYCLE COST - $3,086 PER FLYING HR

COST PER FLOW DAY " 0.68 HRS/DAY X $3,086 PER/HR $2,098 PER FLOW DAY

' CHEMICAL STRIPPING,.

3.5 X $2,098 • $7343 PER ACFT $7343 X 215 ACFT $1,578,745 YEAR

PLASTIC BLASTING:

.5 X $2,098 - $1049 PER ACFT $1049 X 215 ACFT * $ 225,535 YEAR

ANNAUL SAVINGS = ($1,578,745) - ($225,535) - $1,353,210

2 1I
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' 
3.0 ALTERNATIVE PROCESS MODIFICATIONS 

"-'

3.1 Wet Chemical Paint Stripping - Solvent Recovery and Reuse

Activated Carbon ., "
Centrifugation, Filtration, Ultrafiltration, and Reverse Osmosis
Distillation
Solvent Technology Recommendations

3.2 Advanced Paint Stripping Alternatives

Lasers
Flash Lamps
Water Jets
C02 Pellets
Cryogenics
Salt-Baths
Burn-Off Systems
"H o t C a u s t ic s ,

"Presentation by Tom Higgins, Project Manager, CH2M HILL

I 44
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3.0 Alternative Process Modifications ,o

3.1 Wet Chemical Paint Stripping

Major reductions in the amount of waste solvent generated by wet chemical

stripping processes can be achieved by reusing the solvents. Solvent reuse

prolongs the life of paint stripping solvents and minimizes the use, and

waste, of fresh solvents. Though not implemented, estimates at Ogden Air

Force Base indicate over $60,000/month could be saved if a solvent reuse

program was used (Walker, Maj. T.3., et al, 1984).

Solvent Recovery and Reuse

Many technologies are available for reusing and recovering solvents. These

processes separate solvents from contaminants, i.e., paint. The most

promising technology, which can be applied to almost all DOD facilities, is

distillation. Solvent recovery using distillation can be done in four ways:

on-base recycling, off-base contract recycling, sale to off-base recyclers,

and manufacturer take-back. Other commercially available recovery

technologies which may be applicable to a particular process are

centrifugation, filtration, ultra-filtration, reverse osmosis, and activated

carbon. These recovery technologies are described below.

Activated Carbon .,

Activated carbon is used to capture solvent vapors. The vapors are adsorbed

onto the surface of the carbon, then steam is used to strip the adsorbed

solvents off the carbon. The solvent can then be recovered from the steam

condensate.

4,,
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Centrifugation, Filtration, Ultrafiltration, and Reverse Osmosis 4.,

These technologies are appropriate for emulsion-type solvents used in

machining processes but are not usually used for recycling cleaning solvents.

Centrifugation and filtration are used to remove metal chips and other

contaminants from machining process allowing the machine solvent to be

reused. Most modern machining equipment can be supplied with built-in

solvent recycling systems.

Ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis are used primarily to separte water from

the emulsified oil streams. These processes are very waste stream specific

and are not commonly used.

Distillation

Distillation relies on heating a solvent enough to vaporize It and then

condensing the vapor. The condensed vapor, or solvent, is reused. The

contaminant, which does not vaporize, is discarde:. If the boiling point of

the solvent is high (over 2000 F), the distillatiorn is usually done under a

vacuum to minimize thermal decomposition of the solvent. Another technique

used for high boiling point solvents is to inject steam into the solvent and

form an azeotropic mixture that has a lower boiling point. The water and

solvent condensate is then separated by gravity. There is usually a 10:1 to

15:1 volume reduction of waste to be disposed of when recycle by distillation

Is used compared to stripping operations that do not recover solvents. , ,

Distillation systems that can distill solvent quantities ranging from 0.5 to

100 gallons per hour are commercially available. The smaller systems are

self-contained, off-the-shelf units that can be installed in any sheltered

area with electrical power and cooling water available. The larger units are

generally more complex and require steam. The capital cost is generally

about $5,000 plus $1,000-per-gallon-per-hour capacity. For example, a 50-

3 -2



gallon-per-hour still will cost about $55,000. Generally the payback period

for a still purchase is between 6 months and 2 years. The normal life-time
of a still is about 20 years. Table 1 lists the major suppliers of self- •. .

contained solvent distillation apparatus.

Table 1

SUPPLIERS OF SELF-CONTAINED DISTILLATION APPARATUS

Solvent Process Equipment Manufacturers

Detrex Chemical Industries, Inc., Detroit, Michigan

Baron-Blakeslee, Melrose Park, Illinois

Corbane Industries, Inc., Louisville, Kentucky

Vapor Engineering, Inc., Pensacola, Florida

Phillips Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Illinois
Gardner Machinery, Charlotte, North Carolina,,,."" 1...,..:

Finish Engineering, Erie, Pennsylvania

The operating costs of a distillation apparatus include labor, energy,
cooling water, and maintenance parts. Normally, the biggest expense is

labor.- These stills require a moderately trained operator to attend them
about 10 percent of the time they are in operation.

In order for recycling to be effective, solvents should be segregated. If
two or more solvents are mixed, the still will probably not be able to

separate them. Solvent segregation is probably the major obstacle to
implementation of solvent recycling.

An alternative to purchasing a still is to use an off-base recycler to

distill solvents. This can be done in two ways. The first way is to

contract with the off-base recycler to distill and return spent solvents. ,,..The second way is to sell the solvents to the recycler. The best method ,,'

•[:,, ~ ~3-3.,,..= ":' *



depends on the availability of a local recycler, the type of solvent recycled

and the economics of on-base versus off-base recycling. Normally, it is
preferable to use an on-base still because of cost, control, and convenience

reasons.

Manufacturers will take back some solvents for reprocessing for free or for a L
nominal fee paid by either the manufacturer or the user. This is usually an
attractive way of disposing of used solvents.

Solvent Technology Recommendations L

The most promising process for recycling cleaning solvents is on-base

distillation. It has proven to be a net cost saver and easy to implement and
operate at several locations. It does require careful solvent segregation.
Also, some recycled solvent may not meet original specifications and may have
to be reused in less sensitive processes. There may be instances where off-
base recycling or manufacturer take-back may be a better solution. These
have to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. ,

One of the key elements to successful solvent recycling is management

support. Successful recycling requires extensive coordination and

cooperation with solvent purchasers, solvent users, and the solvent
reprocessors. Traditional disposal procedures, such as disposing of all

solvents in a single container, have to be modified to maintain solvent
segregation. Solvent cleaning procedures may have to change as well because

recycled solveots may not meet the specifications of the oriqinal solvent.

3.2 Advanced Paint Stripping Alternatives

New paint stripping technologies continue to be developed by industry and the ..
military for special applications, increased productivity, lower costs, and '

reduced waste generation. These advanced technologies are in the R&D ",.

3-4 '',"
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development stage or used only for special applications and have not been.,tý

applied commercially. They may be feasible alternatives in the future;

therefore a brief description of each process is provided.

Laser Paint Stripping

Laser paint stripping has been tested using a pulse C02 laser. An infrared

frequency laser beam was used to vaporize (presumably to C02 and H20) paint

from a test surface, leaving virtually no material residue. Hazardous waste

generation was eliminated. The laser was not effective in removing pore
deposits, and there is a potential problem with damage to aircraft

electronics. There is also concern about flammability with laser stripping.

Though inexpensive to operate, the laser is expensive to purchase, requires

robotic control to obtain the necessary precision and is extremely

complicated to operate and maintain, requiring highly skilled operators. ,

Though promising, this technique for hazardous waste reduction is still in

the testing stages. It has not yet beer implemented in place of conventional

solvent stripping at any DOD site.

Flash Lamp Stripping

Flash lamp stripping is similar to laser stripping, but uses high energy

quartz lamps to vaporize paint. Unlike laser stripping, flash lamps will not

harm aircraft electronics. However, this technique is difficult, requiring

extensive operator training. In Navy tests, this method failed to remove

barnacles from the bottom of ships, and produced loud, annoying "bangs" when

operating. In spite of these problems, the method Is being tested because of

its potential for tremendous reduction of hazardous waste generation.

Mr. Mike Halliwell, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, believes that flash lamp

and laser stripping have equal probabilities for success.

3-5



Water Jet Stripping

Water jet stripping uses water under high pressure to remove paint. This

method was tried but discontinued because it caused damage to some aircraft

surfaces. The method was used successfully for paint removal from a landing

gear, but has not been permanently implemented.

C02 Pellet Stripping

C02 pellet stripping involves stripping by blasting with pellets of CO. dry

ice. The high pressure required to strip paint from aircraft was greater

than that allowed for aircraft skin surfaces (Roberts, R.A., 1984). An

advantage of this process, warranting further research, is that the carbon

dioxide vaporizes and does not contribute to hazardous waste generation.

Cryogenic Stripping "

Cryogenic removal of paint by freezing in liquid nitrogen and physically

"knocking" the paint off, has been tried but Is not yet workable or cost

effective. In addition, the process required total immersion in liquid

nitrogen, which limits application to smaller parts (some work is being done

In which liquid nitrogen is poured over entire aCrcraft). However, the

effect of extremely cold temperatures on aircraft electronics, rivets, bolts,

etc., is not yet known.

Salt-Bath Paint Stripping

Equipment is commercially available to strip paints in molten salt baths

operating at a temperature of 900 0 F. This method Is used in the automotive

and appliance manufacturing industries. Items to be stripped (normally

steel) are immersed in the molten salt bath (mixture of sodium hydroxide,

sodium or potassium nitrate, sodium chloride, and catalysts). This process

3-6
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is not compatible with most military applications because it cannot be used

on the materials military equipment is constructed of - mainly aluminum, non-

metallics, and alloys.

Burn-off Systems

High temperature flames, ovens, and fluidized beds are commercially used to

literally burn the paint off - mostly from steel surfaces. This technology

"is not compatible with most military applications because its use is limited

to steel parts.

Hot Caustic Strippers

Hot caustic solution stripping is used commercially, and equipment is readily

available, Hot caustic baths, typically at temperatures over 2000 F, are very
effective in removing caustic sensitive paints. Many coatings used by the

military, such as epoxies, are both caustic and heat resistive. This system

is limited to paint removal from steel parts because the caustic corrodes

many materials, including aluminum. This technology Is not compatible with

most military operations. '

41
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

Presented by Tomn Higgins, Project Manager, CH12M HILL

Alternatives
9 Solvent Stripping & Waste

Treatment
a Reduce Waste Volume
* Recover Solvent & Reuse
* Alternate Paint Removal

Techniques

WASTE TREATMENT

BIOLOGICAL OXIDATION

METHYLENE CHLORIDE
ARSTRIPPING

CHEMICAL OXIDATION

Reduce Waste Volume
* Paper on Floor (Norfolk)

* Troughs & Drums (Pan Am)

* Squegee

* Use of Decals ~* *

Limitations 
*

e Waste More Concentrated
a Does Not Reduce Air

Emissions
9 Waste Water Still Produced
9 Labor Intensive
* Decals Not for Military

Aircraft

3-8 
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End of Pipe, Carbon Adsorption Treatment Process

Oil Absorption Air Stripping

-4

End of Pipe Chemical Oxidation Treatment Process
Chemical Oirdmtion

Oil Absorption-

AltIIt
*Stripping

4, ,

lb
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Recover Solvent & Reuse

* Filtration (HILL AFB)

+ Potential $60,000/Month
Saving

-Labor Intensive y.

- Lo3s of Effectiveness

Alternate Paint Removal
Techniques

* Plastic Media Blasting
* Sand and Glass Bead
Blasting 4 "
• Rice Hulls and Walnut
Shells
* Dry Ice Blasting
* Pulsed C02 Laser
s Flash Lamp Stripping
* Cryogenic
* Water Jet Blasting
a Burn-Off Systems
e Hot Qaustic Strippers

Plastic Media Blasting

+ Most Promising ..

+ Cost Effective

+ Operational ,.,.

+ Commercial

3-10
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Sand & Glass Bead Blasting

+ Dry Process

-Damages Aluminum &
Deficate Parts

Media Shatters Producing

Dust
Respiratory Problems

Rice Hulls & Walnut Shells

+ Dry Process
+ Suitable for Soft Metals

- Subject to Biological
Growth

- Produce Dust
Respiratory Problems
Visibility

- Not Recycled ;:.
- Increased Haz Waste

Dry ice Blasting

+ Dry Method
+ Media Volatilizes
- Costs
- Effectiveness Questionable

Pulsed CO2 Laser Stripping

+ Dry Method
+ Effective
- Experimental

- Expensive ($10 Million)
- Needs Robot Control
- Potential Damage to

Substrates and Electronic
Components

3-11



Flash Lamp Stripping
+ Dry Process

+ Not Harmful to Electronics4
- Noisy

- Slow & Cumbersome
- Not a Sight Process
- Air Pollutants? A4

Cryogenic

+ Small Units Co**mmercial
-Not for Large Areas

Water Jet Blasting

+ No Solvent
- Reliability L

- Potential Substrate
Damage
Oper~rator Safety?

Bum-Oft Systems
+ Dry

-High Temperature Not
Suitable for Alumuinum

Hot Caustic Strippers
-Not Effective For Epoxies

- Corrosive to Aluminum,
Zinc, etc.

- High Temperature
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4.0 PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

Mechanical Paint Removal System: Special Report on Plastic Impact
Cleaning Media, R.A. Roberts, 1984.

Interim Report on Stripping Paint from the First F-4E Prototype at Hill
AFB on 31 July 1984, R.A, Roberts, 21 January 1985.

Interim Report on Stripping Paint from the Second F-4E Prototype at Hill
AFB on 20 May 1985, R.A. Roberts, 20 May 1985.

Stripping Paint from the Third F-4 Aircraft, the First RF Series at Hill
AFB on 3 July, 1985, R.A. Roberts, 17 July 1985.
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4.0 PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

M E CHAN I CA L P A I N T RE MOVA L S YSTE M

SPECIAL REPORT ON

PLASTIC I MPACT CL EAN I NG ME D I A

PREPARED AND SUBMITTED BY

ROBERT A. ROBERTS
00-AL•Id MABEL

i HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UT

840056

AUTOVON 458-SM 2_!-,42.

p COMMERCIAL (801) 777-3534

NOTE:

-" aALL TESTS PERFORMED FOR THIS REPORT WERE THE RESULT OF ACTIONS TAME IN
PREPARATION OF THE SUBMITTAL OF A "PRODUCTIVITY - RELIABILITY - AVAIL-
ABILITY - MAINTAINABILITY (PRAM) PROJECT FOR THe ,Er~HANICA'. REI.iOVA.L OF
PAINT FROM THE F-4 4,IRC-AFT, IESTS WERE CONDUCTED MLOM JAN 1981 THROUGH
APRIL 1983.
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2
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3
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3
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EQUIP.%ENT LIMITATIONS

TEST RESULTS

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE BLASTING TECHNIQUE 6
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7"

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PLASTIC BLASTING 7
S, COST OF EQUIPWrT AND SUPPLIES

RECOVERY OF BLASTING MEDLA 8

DISPOSAL OF REMOVAL PRODUCTS 
a
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9
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P R E F A C E

The technique used most to remove protective and decorative coatings
from aircraft is based upon the chemical action of stripping compounds against
topcoat and primer materials. This technique is expensive and timerconsuming,
releases undesirable fumes into the work area, creates hazardous working con-
ditions for personnel and results in removal products which are difficult and
costly to dispose of without danger to the environment. Because of these
adverse conditions, alternate methods of paint removal are required to meet
these ever tightening restrictions by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The method described herein, covers the use of a relatively new product defined
as "Blast Cleaning Media" manufactured by U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corporation,
Putnam, CT 06260, and now available under GSA Contract No. GS-005-56068. This
material is a soft (Xohs 3/3.5) abrasive cleaning plastic with sharp angular
surface characteristics that have excellent cutting qualitities for the removal
of paint systems. The distance between the work piece and the blast nozzle can
be varied to provide the capability of removing a single layer of paint or as
many as 14 coats of paint down to the bare metal. This material will not mar
nor peen the substrates and is effective for the removal of carbon, grease, oil
and dirt deposits.

The advantages of using the plastic media over the other types of organic
blasting compounds (walnut shells for example) is that it is more aggressive
and therefore requires less operating pressure to accomplish the same function
(most tests were performed at 40 PSI delivery pressure at the nozzle). The
plastic material does not break up readily and therefore produces less dust.
It can be stored without deterioration, and can be dried and reused if it does
inadvertantly become wet without adverse effect. Because it is man-made, it
is consistant in both size and hardness and does not vary from batch to batch.

There are many mechanical paint removal proposals within industry which
are in the development stage. Laser, Flash Lamps. High Pressure and CO2 to
name a few. Eacn of these proposed methods have proved that it is feasible
to remove paint by mechanical means without damage to the substrate. The basic
problem with these proposals is that there is a consideraDle time and money
required to provide an operable product/process. The proooseo Plastic Blasting
method is available now, the equipment is categorized as "3ff the shelf" and
the function of blasting is already approved in the tecn data. This plastic
blasting method could well fill the five-year development gap we are looking
at right now for the methods outlined above, and could maKe it possible for us
to meet the EPA standards for 1984.

There were limitations to the plastic blasting method, but in all cases,
the limitations were far more desirable than the present chemical method and
the follow-on operation of finishing with sandpaper or buffing pads. The
blasting method is generally faster, cleaner, safer and therefore produces
effective cost savings over the present methods. It cannot be used on honey-
comb, soft fiberglass or plastics but will work on hard fiberglass and composite
surface.

The plastic blasting method is not a cure-all, but it is available on an
Irrrediate basis and works well enough to warrant further and complete testing.
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INTERMEDIATE REPORT

on

MEGIANICAL COATING-REMOVAL TECHNIQUES

by

Robert A. Roberts
Hill Air Force Base, Utah

Ogden Air Logistics Command

INTRODUCTION:

Paint coatings are applied to aircraft surfaces to prevent corrosion
and for aesthetic appearances; however, these coatings must be removed period-
ically during the repair and/or refurbishment cycles of the aircraft for
several different reasons. Poor paint condition, deterioration, excessive
coats of paint, and different types of paint overlayed on the same surface.
The removal techniques now used require the application of chemical stripping
compounds which are costly and have undesirable safety and environmental
effects. An alternate removal technique is required. Therefore, as part of
a designated P.R.A.M. program, these preliminary tests were performed in
order to obtain the authorization necessary for the PRAM submittal, with the
ultimate goal of obtaining the necessary funds required for the second phase
of the test program - the stripping of large aircraft components with the
plastic media.

OBJECTIVES:

The objective of this program was to identify and develop a mechanical
tecnnique for removing aircraft coatings efficiently and economically. The
technique was to be an improvement over the existing walnut shell, or other
organic blast materials presently authorized through Air Force TO 1-1-8 and
TO 1F-4C-3-1-6. The tecnnique was to be non-polluting with increased safety
for operating personnel. The material was to be recoverable for reuse to
provide cost savings in material and had to meet the EPA standards for pollution.

SCOPE:

The scope of the test program encompassed the mechanical removal of coat-
ings from aluminum, steel, magnesium, titanium. fibre-composite and fiberglass:
the coating systems were a comoination of polyurethane, enamels. epoxvs and
acrylic and nitrocellulose lacquers. These "top coats" were over epoxy poly-
amide, rain-erosion and Koropon primers. The process would involve working with
surfaces which had as many as 14 coats of intermixed paint, one on top of the
other.
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BACGROUND BASIS FOR THE PROGRAM:

A considerable amount of time and money has been expended to develop
paint system which are tightly adherent to aircraft surfaces. A complete
conversion prokram is in effect to change from lacquer to polyurethane on
the F4 aircraft. With the F4 being in service for approximately five -years
between the Planned Depot Maintenance (PDM) operations, there is the possi-
bility of excessive coats of paint, lacquer over poly (or vice-versa) and
paint deterioration, all of which makes it mandatory to remove that paint
system and apply new paint. The toughness of the paint makes the removal
both difficult and costly, and in addition to the chemical removal, there
is often a requirement to sand the stubborn primers from the surface. The
final obstacle is the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) who keep tighten-
ing the restrictions for chemical disposal through normal industrial sewer
systems.

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM:

The approach followed in this test program consisted essentially of
three steps, (I) Identification of a media which would accomplish the mechani-
cal removal of paint, (2) Test to evaluate the feasibility of the use cf that
material, and (3), To perform extensive tests on the selected media and to
establish a technique for its use. The first step established the basis for
the research, the second step eliminated the use of several types of media and
their related techniques that were impractical, and the third step investigated
the use of the selected material for as many applications as were deemed
feasible.

BASIS FOR RESEARCH:

The basic problem with any Air Force program is obtaining the necessary
funds requ'.red to see chat program to completion. Funds were necessary to
provide special equipment and facilities capable of performing the function of
paint removal in a controlled area. The "Productivitv-Reliabilitv-Availabilitv-
Kaintainaoility (PRAM) program was selected because the Plastic Blasting Media
is new and has never been used to perform the paint removal function. As a new
item, it would meet the criteria for the PRAM wnicn would provide the funds on
an immediate basis without submission oi a Military Construction Program. The
PRAM has been approved for the first testing phase and is now ready for submittal
for phase two wnich will provide an item of equipment large enougn for the paint
removal operation for a complete F4 aircraft.

LITERATURE SURVEY:

Test documents, which were a result of Government funded test projects for
the mechanical removal of paint from aircraft were reviewed. For the most part.
the literature dealt with the evaluations of existing media, such as walnut shells,
nut and fruit pits and rice and wheat hulls. In most cases, the blasting method
was discarded because the abrasive quality of the materials did not meet the
paint removal requirements. The Battelle Test, performed in 1979 with High Pres-
sure Water and Carbon Dioxide pellets seemed to be the most promising at that
time. The pressures required for these operations was greater thrn that allowed
on the aircraft skin surface and therefore were not continued. Other abrasive
blasting techniques reported were largely too aggressive for use with fiber-
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composit"s md thin metl substrates used on aircraft, as veil as the honey-

comb surfaces which could be delsainated with excessive blast pressures.

most of the tdsts performed were not sufficiently aggressive or were too-

small scale for application to aircraft coatings. A few of these items

reviewed contained information on paint removal which was of interest to this

test program, but mostly has provided background data. , -

CONCEPT - GENERATION:

The function of paint removal by blasting was addressed without limita-

tion. No constraints were established other than something which would cause

damage to the varied substrates. The commercial field was accessed for a

material which would accomplish the end function better than what had been

available in the past. The discovery of the plastic media produced by U. S.

Plastic and Chemical Corporation provided the basis of the test program shortly

after the first test blasting operation. The previous testing with the aggre-

gate materials was discontinued and the tests were directed towards the use of

this new media which was soft but aggressive at the same time - provided a

relatively safe operating atmosphere, was reusable and relatively inexpensive.

This media answered most of the test parameters and was available on the

come rcial market.

INVESTIGATION OF CANDIDATE TECHNIOUES:

With the discovery of this newly developed Plastic Media, the previous

testing with walnut shells was discontinued, and all efforts were directed to-

ward developing a technique for the use of the plastic. The preliminary in-

vestigative process proved that the plastic did the same amount of work quicker,

with less dust generated and at a much lower delivery pressure.

INITIAL TESTS AND EVALUATION:

The primary purpose of the initial tests were twofold: First to prove
that the new plastic media met the pre-established requirements of the program,

and second, to gain the approval of the PRAM project review personnel at OO-ALC
level. The plastic media was capable of removing paint from the many varied
surfaces, and the areas where it would not work were defined. The initial tests

proved that the other methods were not economically feasible with the present

state-of-the-art development. Test coupons were prepared by the Chemical
Laboratory who provided these coupons in recorded materials and weights in order

to determine the damage and weight loss after blasting through metallurgical
analysis. The test coupons, in anodized aluminum, alclad aluminum, hardened

aluminum, raw steel and cad placed steel were pretreated in accordance with the

requirements of TO 1-1-8 and were primed and painted (poly over epoxy). In

addition, doors and panels, removed from operations F4 aircraft during their
PDM program at the Depot, were used to determine the effects of the blasting

media on actual sections of the F4 aircraft with aged, multi-coated and dete-

riorated paint systems. Each of the initial tests were performed on the test
coupons and then the same test was performed on the actual aircraft part. All
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blasted coupoo.s-were delivered to the Metallurgical Laboratory for analysis
for the official report. This first report wan received with great expects-
tions, buc seeera.l of the teat parameters showed chat soft metals (aiclad)
was moved on the Pl.rface (although no metal loss was detected). It was
decided that additional testing would have to be performed to vertfy the metal
movement and to teat the new blast method against the present method of paint ...-

removal at the depot.

PLASTIC BLASTfWC:

Commercially produced Plastic Media in the 12/16 screen/mesh size was
obtained from U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corporation. This material was loaded
into a standard-off-the-shelf Vacu-Blast machine, Model Nr A-I UTILITY VACU-
BLAST for the test program. The Vacu-Blast machine was used because it was
available for immediate use along with a locally manufactured Glove Blast Booth.
The Vacu-Slast machi.ne operates on standard shop air and the nozzle delivery
pressure is totally adjustable. It was soon discovered that the best operating
pressure at the nozzle was 40 PSI (lower pressures worked poorly, while the
higher pressures did not seem to work any better and therefore did not warrant
the effects that high pressures have in blasting). All further tests were
performed at 40 PSI. The nozzle dianmeter was I inch with a carbide lined nozzle
which when measured after the test. showed no sign of wear whatsoever. The
stand-off distance (workpiece to nozzle) varied with the type of paint to be
removed, the amount of paint or the type of work being performed. The test
coupons were blasted at a distance of 2 inches to provide a measurement factor
to base substrata damage on during the test cycle. Examples of distance and
the work performed are: From a distance of 6-8 inches, a single top coat or
decal/stencil could be removed without affecting the paint underneath. The
closer the nozzle to the work, the more paint was removed and in a less amount
of time. The one exception was the DeSoto Koropon Epoxy Primer which has been
on the surface for approximately 17 years. This material was very difficult to
remove and ýs also the same material which must be sanded off the surface when
chemical stripping is performed. The tests proved that it was possible to leave
this tough primer in place bv discontinuing the blasting when this surface was
reached. It was also found that this surface could be repainted easily with
no ill effects because there had been no chemical attack to the surface.

0 The "green" paint was easily removed with no relative abrasion to the base
metal. The Alclad was intact vith very little damage, the anodize showed no
abrasion at all and the hardened aluminiu showed spotty impact marks. 1he steel
showed no abrasion marks whatsoever. All tests were again performed on the

green" coupons so that metal loss could be mesurad during the final analysis
in the metallurgical laboratory.

AB RAS, IO

During the test program described above, a similar test was conducted using
* , chemicals to remove the paint and then followed with the standard depot abrasion

method of wire brushing and/or sanding to resiove the stubborn paint to bare metal.
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Each operation was conducted on an actual section of the aircraft and then
repeated oan the test coupons. In all cases, the chemical/sanding method
shoved from 40 to 400 times the metal loss during the verification weighing.
The blasting method did show an abrasion of the soft alclad surface, but
later cests shoved that this surface provided a more tenacious surface to
paint to, proving that the blasting method was more beneficial. than-destructive.

EQUUMENT LIMITATIONS:

It was discovered that the higher supply pressures at the nozzle did not
improve the effectiveness of paint removal. The geometry of the equipment was
such that the maxi•um velocity in the Jet stream was probably reached at the
supply pressure of 40 PSI. Althaugh the Plastic Media did become more aggressive
at the higher pressures, the end results were not proportional to the increase
in pressure and the nozzle was easier to handle and control at the lover pressure.
All tests were performed in a locally fabricated "glove box" type blasting booth.

TEST PRESULTS:

The test results for the standard coupon specimens were basically as ex-
pected. The paint was removed in a relatively short period of time which
verified that the plastic method of paint removal would be effeccive for chat
type of work. Other test items were submitted to the test blast with the
following results.

Hand Laved-up Fiberglass: This material resisted the attack of the plastic
blast until the paint surface was discurbed. At that time, the blast continued
through and damaged the fiberglass surface. The analysis for this typo of an
operation was therefore negative and would not Ue suggested for use.

Dead Soft Aluminum: This type of material is used in the F4 aircraft as
the cooling unit for cue air conditioner. The paint could be removed from the
suriace with a stand-off of 6-8 inches, but anything closer than chat would
penecrate the surface and cause a fast breakdown on this soft and thin metal.

AIM-9 Missile Nose Cone: This item consisted of an optical glass nose
section connected to presuure set-up fiberglass which was bonded to aluminum.
The plastic blast method removed paint from the fiberglass with no apparent
damage, cleaned the aluminum and showed no deterioration of the optical nose
piece. The aluminum flash coating on the fiberglass section was not retained
"however, so the test results received varied acceptance. The test was decidely
a success - the process could be used to perform the psint removal function of
this item.

••oxv Cast Fiberglass: The media removed the paint from the surface to
any deg%** required. This would be an acceptable method of removing paint from

. composite surfaces due to the initial surface hardness during the fabrication
of the composite. It was also discovered that backing off on the stand-off
distance would produce varied results - like removing a single top coat of paint
and leaving the primer in place.
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Dirt/Greas Rmoval: Casting sections of the F4 landing gear were
blasted to see if they could be cleaned without solvents of any type. The
test was a codplete success with all dirt/grease being removed from all
crevices with no apparent damage to the painted surface. Again, it was the
difference in the stand-off distance that accomplished the operation. During
this test, dirt, old dried grease and paint were removed from a swivel bearing
surface. The blasting removed all of the dirt, grease and paint and did not
effect the operation of the bearing. As further proof, a bearing was sub-
jected to packing with the plastic media and all that happened was that a like
remount of grease was displaced. No abrasive action took place on or in the
bearing surfaces.

VariRamp Louvers (F4): These louvers are made of magnesium and have a
titanium screen wired in place with stainless steel wire. Cleaning time by
hand was 1.3 hours each. There are 12 louvers on each F4 aircraft. A special
test was conducted to see if the chemical removal time could be shortened. The
items were placed in a tank of paint stripper and allowed to soak for a period
of 5 minutes - they were rinsed with water and then the paint blasted off while
the paint was still soft. Removal time for blasting was less than 4 minutes
for each item. A continuation of this method will be accomplished on larger
end items during the next testing phase.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE BLASTING TECHNIOUE:

The tests have easily removed all types of paint surfaces. The lacquer
was reoved the easiest, followed by the polyurethane and then the epoxy. The
Koropon epoxy coatings were the most difficult of all, requiring multiple po-ses
across the surface. The output pressure was increased in increments of 10 PSI
with very little result. It is believed that the hardness of the aged Koropon
epoxy primer (applied in 1966) was harder than the Plastic Media, and therefore
required the multiple pass effort for removal. A typical time phase was one
minute to remove polyurethane paint from a 4 x 6 inch coupon. The same area
covered with Koropon took 4 minutes and even then, all of the primer had not
been removed from the surface. (A harder, more aggresive Plastic Media may
solve this problem and will be evaluated in the next testing phase.)

The damage to the substrate was negligible in all cases after the 40 PSI
pressure had been established. Even the dead soft aluminum showed little sign
of damage when the blast nozzle was held the nominal 6-8 inches from the sur-
face. Soft aluminum shows the impact of the sharp edges of the plastic, but
tests have proved that this provides a surface with a better "tooth" to paint
to and provides a finish product that does not indicate the blasted surface.

In retrospect, single pass removal of paint cannot be considered the
criterion for effectiveness, chemical stripping itself is not totally effective,
as it generally requires more than one application of stripping compound to re-
mova both topcoat and primer. Sometime, mechanical means must be used in con-
junction with the primer to remove all of the paint to bare metal. It is this
mechanical means, whether it be scrapers, aluminum wool, fine wire brushes or
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flap brushes, generally causes so"e metal loss during the process. It Is
this mealaZ loss that can be eliminated with the use of the blasting type
method and the plastic media compound.

if only the topcoat is to be removed, allowing the primer to remain in
place. the Plastic blast method io totally acceptable. With the use of chemicals,
the primer paint is generally attacked in smem manner, and even though it is

bringi some of the stripper out and causes painting defects. The old primer

seems to have the ability to hold some of the stripper to cause this effect. In
cases where It is unnecessary or undesirable to strip the aircraft to bare metal,*
and In order to decrease tho time required to accomplish the ~job. the plastic
blast method is acceptable. The stripping compounds presently In use are not
selective in their action, but attack the topcoat and primer indiscriminately.

V Once they are applied to a coating system, their depth of penetration cannot be L -.
controlled. Plastic blasting on the other hand can be totally selective in the
number of coats removed. or the depth of the removal operation.

EFFICIENCY OF THE TECHIQ4IUE:-

In the stripping operation observed at Hill Air Force Bass, 6 shifts were
required to remove the major portion of the paint from an F4 aircraft and three
drums of non-phenol stripper were used. The number of workmen varied among the
different shifts, but the time standards are based on a five man crew. The
total man-hours for chemical paint removal averaged 300 hours. At that point
in time. the remainder of the paint left on the aircraft, which could not be
removed with the stripper, 'was removed using orbital sanding devices with 180/320
grit sandpaper. This operation consumed an additional 270 man-hours.

* ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PLASTIC BLASTING:

The tests performed to date do not provide the data necessary for a true
* ~econom~ic analysis. The tests were performed on equipment which was sized for
*the test program, not for an operational facility. The proportional increase

in capability is illustraced by the initial blasting tests performed with a .

3/4 inch nozzle blasting machine using walnuts as the media. This machine was
capable of removing the paint from an F4 wingiold (approximately 350 square

* feet) in less than 15 minutes. The tests with the new Plastic Blasting Media
have proved that it is possible to reduce the tine by approximately 35 percent
while eliminating the health and safety hazards previously associated with walnut -;

blasting procedures. This indicates that the same amount of area can be stripped
of paint with the PBK in approximately 10 minutes. The second phase of the

* ~testing program will provide suitable sized equipment for use on large aircraft *
* components. This second phase will verify the increased time savings which have

been estimated to date.

COST OF EQUIPMENT AND SUP'PLIES:

The plastic blast media used was donated by U.S. Plastic and Chemical
Corporation who provided enough quantity in each of the screen sizes to accom-
plish the test base Information. The final selection of the media in the 12/16
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screen asoz was based on the ability to remove paint and the amount of material
which could be recovered. The "Glove Booth" used provided a gravity flow to
the vacuum &*oist return line to the Vacu-Blast main hopper. This provided
total reuse of the material considering that the particles of plastic which
were reduced to dust size were taken off into the dust bag unit. The cost of
the equipment is a relative item. The size of the unit regulates the cost,
and the number of units used at one time increases that cost proportionally.
It is estimated that a small blasting system can be set up operationally for

under $7,000 which will handle end items with a maximum size of 18 x 36 inches

(flat stock). The cost of the blasting media, as per the '.983/84 GSA Supply
catalog, Contract Nr GS-OOS-56068 is $1.73 per pound; and Is covered in their

. pecial item numbers: HIS-G-5985 and NIS-G-7191. 5350 Class.

RECOVERY OF BLASTING %)A:

The "A-1 Utility Vacu-Blaster" used has a vacuum return system which
allows the blasting media to return to the delivery hopper for reuse. It was
discovered that approximately one pound of the media had to be added to the
machine for each hour of operation. The loss of this media was due to the _

breakdown of the media to finer sized particles and being diverted to the dust
collection system of the blasting equipment. We believe that under the correct

type of conservation proqram, that this finer screen grade material could be ,,

used to perform the blasting on delicate and criticaL areas (such as electronic
module boards) and thac the loss would be categorized as a total loss when it

was finally as fine as powder. This would be another total testing program
and wili not be addressed herein other than this recomendation.

DISPOSAL OF RF-4OVAL PRODUCTS:

All paint systems removed as a result of the blasting operation were dis- Ct-
posed of as solid waste. N4o residue was left on the blasted surface other
than a slight dusting film which was easily removed with a blast of low pres-
sure air (30 PSI). It was discovered that the paint particles removed during
the blasting operation were retkrned with the blast media through the recir-
culation system and actually aided the removal of paint. In all cases.
disposable product was in the form of dust collected in the blasting machine's
dust bottle. This disposal operation was accomplished after spproximat'.y 6
hours of intermittent operation with a two quart dust bottle.

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS:

To qualify as an acceptable alternative to chemical stripping, a coating

removal technique must not generate environmental or safety problems that
cannot be solved technically and economically. The importance of this require-
ment increases as the effectiveness and efficiency of the removal process
approaches that of chemical stripping. Elimination of the use of chemicals
"was the projected goal of the mechanical blasting operation. The Plastic Media
proved to be more efficient than waluut shells, eliminating the basic dust
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"probless and the.sxpiooive hazards associated vith the use of walnuts.
Being able to use lover operating pressures reduced the personnel safety
factors asne.lted with breathing air and protective equipment. The Plastic
Media material vill not sustain bacteria during storage and will not form
mildew or mold. Each of these were contributing factors for the selection
of U.S. Plastic Media. Regular clothing with the use of a breaching air hood,
gloves &ad an apron were adequate protection durinS the test period In the
open hangar area, with no after-effects noted for any of the personnel perform-
Lug the test. Zn actual production operation, the dust collector system vill
not contaminate the environment and will meet all of the EPA standards for

operation of blasting equipment.

CONCLUSIONS: p

Of the coating removal techniques investigated In this test program,
only the plastic blasting held any promise for aircraft depaintlng applications.
The walnuts produced more dust that was considered allowable for the type of
work being accomplished. There was a greater resuability factor with the
plastic because it did not break up as readily as the walnuts, and this there- t7,i
fore produced a lower consumption ratio. The elimination of agriculture
inspections, storage problems, moisture contamination and the reproducibility
of the media without fear of changing or altering the hardness, all contributed
to the selection of the plastic blast media. The pulse-laser, flash lamp, solid
C02, extreme high water pressure and other hydro methods are all proposals which€~~ouid work into a non-chemical method of stripping paint from aircraft surfaces. ~~
All of these however, age not available and will take time for the research

and development necessary to make them cost effective to use. Walnut shells
have been used for years for blasting end have been proved effective. The
addition of the Plastic Media to this method has increased the stripping ability
and it is a method that can be used immediately without new design of equipment
or facilities.

The plastic blast is a "today" method of improving the system of paint
removal which will meet the EPA restrictions for contamination and disposal,
while using the machine technology of today in the off-the-shelf blasting
equipment which is available from several manufacturers.

"RECOMtKMDATTONS:

The first phase of the tests required for submittal of a PRAM project has
been successfully accomplished. All metallurgical reports support the process
of paint removal without damage to the substrate on the F4 aircraft. In
addition, the pro-softening of the paint surface with chemicals and then re-
moving that softened paint with the plastic blast is a logical progression for
the next phase of the test program. This would produce a solid waste which
could easily be disposed of in land fill operations without contamination to
our water supply and will eliminate the costs involved in cleasing chemically
contaminated water. The recent EPA restrictions on the amount of organic solids
allowed to enter water streams makec this a very viable method to consider. The
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preliminary tests for this type of operation have been accomplished and would
fit logically Izto a larger aircraft component test pattern.

Phase 11 of the 1M subittaL covers the extension of the program by
procuring a larger blating machine and providing a 75 foot square space to
accompliab the test program. The approval from the F4 Engineering Managm•ent
organization (MOT) for the use of the plastic media allows the PRAM project
to be submitted to higher headquarters for allocation of the necessary funds
to continue the program. The plastic media has been accepted by GSA/FSS as a
suitable substitute for walnut shells to accomplish blasting operations, and
is noa, under GSA HItS Contract No. GS-OOS-56068, and is considered by GSA to
be functionally similar to products specified under MIL-G-5634C. The material
Is available for use, the equipment is available for use, all we need to do is
to put it all together to provide an operational production facility for the
removal of paint from the major F4 components.

The plastic media is also capable of removing heavy soils from inaccessible
areas where it would be difficult to impossible to use chemicals, or where
chemicals would be considered unsafe in private industry for the removal of
grease and dirt from internal combustion engines, deburring without surface
distortion, removing encapsulated compounds from electronic components/modules,
deflashing plastic parts and the preparation of electrical leads for the re-
moval of resin smear. This test program is the first considered for paint
removal from aircraft and this method is now being considered as the inter-
mediate step for paint removal to meet the EPA requirements while the exotic
methods are being worked through their research and development phases.

It is recommended that a facility be allocated for the accomplishment of
the designated "Phase II" of the PRAM program and that funds be made available
for the procurement of equipment large enough to handle large surfaces. This
complete facility would be considered as a production blast operation and would
easily support the present Planned Depot Maintenance workload for the removal
of paint from the F4 component parts. Processes must be developed for the use
of this equipment and the new plastic blast media on specific aircraft parts,
and when the system successfully removes paint from the components, the PRAM
Phase III for removal from paint from complete aircraft can be accomplished
in the same facility using the same equipment.

C-f- 7/ 10 0 C6% 95- J C-49-7' C4' 4 t
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IAEC HA N IC AL P A INT R E MOV AL P ROC ES S

TNTERIM REPORT ON

Stripping Paint From the First F-4E Prototype at Hill AFB, Utah on
31 July 1984

Prepared and Submitted on 21 January 1985
By

Robert A. Roberts
00 /ALC /MABEB

Hill Air Force Base, Utah
84056-5149

AUTOVON 458-3534/2042
Commercial (801) 777-3534/2042

NOTE,

The removal of paint from the first prototype F-4E Aircraft was part of the
sacond stage of the "Productivity-Reliabili~ty-Availability-Maintainability
(PRAM4) Project Number 00-143
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TEST REPORT

TITLE
Paint Removal From F-4 Aircraft Using The Plastic Bead Blast Process.

AIRCRAFT PROCESSED
F-4E Serial Number 68-0345, 35th TFW, George Air Force Base, California.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the test was to strip the paint from a complete F-4 aircraft
using the Plastic Bead Blast process; to determine the adequacy of the
process and to define the problems associated with this method of paint
removal.

FACILITY
The northwest bay of building 236 was used to perform the prototype test.
This building 'is the maintenance fuel dock, therefore the floor drain had to
be sealed and all of the fuel associated equipment within the bay had to be
covered,

EQUIPMENT
Four blast machines were contractor provided as follows: CLEMCO-1.5 cu. ft.
with 5/16 inch nozzle: CLEMCO-10 cu. ft. with 1/2 inch nozzle: PAULLI &
GRIFFTN-10 cu. ft. with 1/2 inch nozzle and CAB-7 cu. ft. with 3/8 inch
nozzle. All machines were adjusted to 40 PSI outlet pressure at the nozzle.
The CLEMCO-1.5 and CAB-7 were loaded with 16/20 mesh size plastic material
and the CLEMCO-10 and PAULLI & GRIFFIN-10 were loaded with 12/16 mesh.

PERSONNEL
Seven personnel were assigned for the blast operation, two of which were
trained in the Plastic Blasting Process.. All seven personnel plus the (
Project Director rotated between the blasting operation and the "sweep and K -
shovel" recovery method which was required to keep the machines loaded.

AIRCRAFT SELECTION
The aircraft selected had the original Koropon epoxy primer and an average
of eleven coats of paint. These consisted of lacquer, epoxy and polyurethane.
This was the first complete stripping action since the original paint in
1968. The paint was peeling, flaking, and chalking and had been oversprayed K '
in the field without feather sanding. The paint finish met most of the
repaint criteria as established in TO IF-4C-3-1-6.

AIRCLAjFT PREPARATION
The aircraft was washed with Alkaline soap and delivered directly to
building 236, byparsing the disassembly operation, leaving the engines,
wingfolds, stabilator, and tail cone in place. Aircraft jacks were in-
stalled and the landing gear raised. The aircraft was a nominal 6 foot 6
inches off the floor to provide easy access to the belly. The canopy, nose
radome, engine intakes and exhaustwere taped and covered with barrier ,' .*

paper. All drain holes were plugged with plastic cap plugs and odd shaped
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access holes, such as the varn-ramp louvers, were plugged with soft
polyethylene plastic foam and covered with 3M507 Tombstone tape. A 1/4 inch
blast nozzle was used to spot identify every plate on the aircraft to record
the locatlon of those plates covered with "ALCLAD" for special blasting with
the 16/20 sized media.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
All personnel within 25 feet of the blasting operation were required to wear
ear plugs, goggles, protective paper hoods, dust masks and paper coveralls. -
Personnel performing the blasting operation were supplied with fresh breath-
ing air blast hoods, ear plugs, coveralls and gloves. Barrier ropes were
erected to cordon-off the area for visitor observation.

BLASTING OPERATION
The blasting operation started at 0915 hours with all four machines in the
blasting operation. The CLEMCO-1.5 and CAB-7 were used to blast strip the
paint from the plates identified as ALCLAD, the fiberglass FIN cap, radar
windows and formation light units. The anodize coated aluminum, steel,
stainless steel, magnesium and titanium were all blast stripped with the
12/16 sized media. The blasting operation continued through the nch
period with blast personnel working a staggered shift to maintai at least
two of the machines in constant use. At 1330 hours the air supply to the
blast machines became contaminated with water and the complete operation
came to a standstill until the water could be blown out of the air lines and
the wet media removed from the machines. This caused approximately four
flow hours delay in the total operation schedule. The complete operation
was timed by engineering standards personnel who recorded the actual nozzle-
nn time for blasting. The final report showed 39 actual blasting hours.
The aircraft was completed at 2210 hours, for a flow time of almost two
shifts. The lost time due to water and the time required to shut the
machines down during the loading operations accounted for the additional
flow shift over the original estimate of 30 hours/one shift.

PROBLEMS
The untrained personnel used the wrong angle of deflection and blasted the
protective tapes off the openings. This allowed the blast media to enter
the aircraft in large quantities.

The soft polyethylene foam was a poor selection for plugging odd shaped
holes. The blast media was allowed to enter the internal surfaces of the
aircraft through improper and poor fitting plugged areas and the soft foam
was blasted away.

All four of the blast machines should have had 1/2 inch nozzles installed.
The blast rate of the 5/16 nozzle was less than 1/4 of the 1/2 inch nozzle.
This caused additional nozzle-on time over the original estimate.

r5
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The 3M507 Tombstone tape was inadequate because it did not stick well enough
to the aircraft surface unless a sub layer of cloth duct tape was applied.
A better mastic is.required for production use.

A special water separator or refTigerated air dryer is required to eliminate
the problems associated with water contamination.

The area behind the vari-ramps was extremely difficult to blast due to the
restricted angle of attack. The four foot external area inside the forward
end of the engine intakes fall into this same category.

The time expended on the belly of the aircraft was almost double that of
vertical and horizonta4 upper surfaces. The stand-off distance of the.
hand-held nozzle was too close whtch defeated the spread design of the
nozzle. This close angle was also extremely fatiguing for personnel.

The original assessment of the aircraft was in error in the hole plugging
category. There were many holes which were not plugged, and as a result,
approximately 20 pounds of the blast media was initially removed from the
internal sections of the aircraft during the plate removal shakedown opera-
tion.

DEFICIENCIES - FINDINGS - RECOfMMENDATION ..

The plastic face p.late in the blast hoods is a detriment. Special hoods
with glass face plates must be made available for this type of blasting.

A request'has been submitted to 3M to change the mastic on.the 507 tape to
make it stick as well as the duct tape.'

A special unit has be~en designed and fabricated by Royce Mechanical Systems
for blasting the belly of the' aircraft. The unit has been-desIgnated as the
RAR-100 "Blastmobile".. This unit will allow.personnel to blast the belly
from n comfortable positio'n and the correct distance from the surface. .

The standard "sand blast hose" is too heavy for the plastic blasting opera-
tion and is very fatiguing. Special hoses have been ordered from Germany
which perform the function at half the weight.

Special extension nozzle inserts have been fabricated for blasting the inlet
housing to the engines and the restricted space between the fuselage and the
varl-ramp.

Special mechanial plugs 'ave been designed and fabricated to plug the holes
(air conditioner Inlet-73, Door-69, Door-Gun vents, etc.) to eliminate major
media ingress.

A special cover has been designed for the canapy to eliminate taping times
and to protect the canopy during the blast operation. Foam weather strip-
ping wfll be used to provide a better sei in the canopy jamb area.
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The sbility to see is a critical requirement. Special flourescont portable
lights will be used to provide additional light as required. The new
facility is designed to 200 foot candles of light at the six foot working
level. .. .

Access to the aircraft was a problem. The special hi-lift unit worked well
but was very difficult to maneuver. Special F-4 maintenance stands have
been designed and fabricated (Up-Right Scaffold Company) to provide access
to the complete aircraft from both sides at the same time.

Continuing tests have been performed on the effect of the 12/16 size media
on ALCLAD coated aluminum surfaces. As a result of these tests, the com-
plete facility has been converted to 30/40 size blast media. The only
difference noted with the use of this finer material is that the stand-off
distance has been shortened. The resultant blasted ALCLAD surface is
acceptable for painting without sanding or buffing.

Ingress of the blast media into the aircraft was the only major problem.
The M-31 20MM gun was easily cleaned as was the air conditioner unit which
had been removed from the aircraft due to excess media contamination.
Special extension tubes have been designed and fabricated to assist the
standard air-vac unit in the removal of the plastic from "hard-to-get-at"
areas (inside flaps, etc.). The vacuum along with low pressure (30 PSI) air
was all that was necessary to remove the plastic.

The fuel, hydraulic and pneumatic systems were tested after the aircraft had
completed the PDM depot cycle. No contamination of these systems was
identified. Standard precautions for plugging open lines seem to be adequate.

A total of 390.8 hours were recorded for cleaning the blast media. Of this
75 .percent or 293.1 hours were covered through the normal PDM cleaning prior
to closing access doors. The additional cleaning time attributed to the
blast media therefore was 97.7 hours. This additional timt should be
reduced drastically with the use of positive mechanical plugs. A review of
the "CYBER" control documents will be accomplished to define the actual

., cleaning required after blasting which is not part of the present cleaning
operation.

The first prototype F-4 was successfully blasted, (in 39 hours) no major
deficiencies have been recorded which resulted from the blasting process.
The second prototype will be disassembled prior to, blasting so that the
process will fit into the present CYBER operations. All major components
removed during the disassembly operation will be blasted along with the
aircraft to record a full aircraft blasting time allotment.

STATUS OF PRAM PROJECT 00-143
The original plan divided the program into three stages:

Stage 1 was the removal of paint from aircraft component parts. For the
past Rix months, this has been a successful operation within both O0-ALC/MA'
and MAN.
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Stage 2 was the removal of paint from the leading edges. This operation'
was changed to a full prototype F-4 aircrAft blast stripping so that a
greater learning curve could be established, first using aT. aircraft with
all components (including engines).in place, and the second the standard
partially disassembled aircraft as they are presently input into the planned
depot maintenance program.

Stage 3 was scheduled to be a full aircraft stripping operation with all
of the information programmed into that operation which was learned during

the first two stages. The completion of these three stages was scheduled to
be completed concurrent with the completion of the PRAM Blast Booth, for the A

logical step into production aircraft blasting.

As of this writing, the PRAM Blast Booth is,75.percent complete and should

easily meet the 28 February 1985 turn-key date. There are 360 test coupons
(3 x 6 inch) in different types of metal with different finishes. These
coupons are being evaluated by the Metallurgical Laboratory. at 00-ALC to
provide test data for 00-ALC/MMS and MME for final approval of the blast
srripping process.

In order to continue with the planned PRAM program, a "request for waiver"
will be forwarded to RQ-ALC/MAX to lift the present ban on stripping com-
plete aircraft. The present PRAM program is at .a standstill awaiting
approval of the waiver. ,

The second prototype F-4 will be blasted under the control AF and AF959
"work control document" which will be converted to tech data after a suc-
cessful blasting operation. This document will also be used to establish
the correct blast procedures in the CYBER for continued production blasting.
The second prototype will be bias,i.stripped in building 2ý6,using the same

basic process and precautions as the first F-4.

SUMMARY:

The first prototype F-4E blart .operation was a qualified succ ess., The.
nircraft was totally stripped in 39 hours without damage to any of the

substrate. The programmed time to accomplish the same operation with
chemicals was 341 hours. There was 120 pounds of dry-waste after the
operation was completed. This waste was tested for contaminates and did
contain 12.2 PPM Chrome (from the Chromate Primers), a small trace of lead

(from pigment in lacquers), and a very small trace of Cadmium (from protect- L
ed steel). The waste was packaged in a plastic lined steel drum and pro-

cessed accordingly. The identification of the problems associated with this
prototype was a valuable tool in the continuation of the PRAM Program, and

does place the program in the correct prospective in accordance with the
original plan of operation.

The new PRAM facility (identified as Building 223 at Hill AFB, UT) is

scheduled for completion on 28 February 1985. The accomplishment of the
scheduled rests comply with the completion date of the facility. It is in

the best interest of the Air Force that the tests continue as scheduled.
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FINAL PAINTING:

F4E Serial Number 68-0345 was released from Flight Test on. 14 January 1985
and delivered to the painting and preparation facility (Bldg 220). The
aircraft was washed with alkaline soap, rinsed, brightened, do-smutted and
"conversion coated without any abnormal problems. There was no evidence of
plastic media in faying, form-in-place seal or in butt joint areas. The
surface accepted the cloth wash/wipe rags without adverse effect and the
aircraft was cleaned and prepped for painting in less time than the normal
aireraft stripped with chemicals. Part of this "less time" notation was due
to the fact that the gummy type residue from chemical strippers was not
evident and the total surface of the aircraft was generally smoother. In
addition, many of the compound curve areas on this aircraft vwre blast
stripped to bare metal which is not generally accomplished during chemical -,

stripping due to the time consumed for that type of operation. This made it
easier for the painter type people because of the reduced amount of sanding
required to make this aircraft ready to accept paint.

The painters requested that the internal area on the underside of the wing
under the dive brake and the outside ribs of the flaps and ailerons be
blasted so that the 'touch-up' operation with red or white paint could be
accomplished without feather sanding. They also requested that the attached
section of the formation lights be blasted to eliminate the necessity of
sanding this very thin fiberglass section.

The final acceptance was the profilometer test. The O0-ALC/MAQM
Metallurgical Lab used a Gould Surfanalyser, Model ADP 22, Number 4261. The
machine was self calibrated to 125 microincheas with the Calsure Certified
Roughness Standard at the test site. The average surface reading was 171
to 209 microinches tested at the trailing edge of the wing, the flap,
leading edge flap and upper wing surfaces. These measurements were verified
against a flap which was painted at the bench which had a surface roughness
range of 165 to 1.85 microinches. To further verify the test readings, the
surface of an F-4 aircraft which had been scheduled for chemical stripping
was measured. The average surface readings were 145 through 179 for an
operational aircraft. The final analysis of the roughness test for
camouflage painted aircraft -proved that this aircraft finish was no
different than the chemical stripped aircraft produced at Hill Air Force
Base.

The DCM at George Air Force Base in California will be advised that 68-0345
is the first prototype operational F-4 aircraft in the Air Force inventory
which has been stripped with the new blasting process. He will be requested
to monitor the finish on this aircratt and report any anomalies during the , AA

first year of operation.
*. -

N .
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ADDTTTONAL SUPPORT DATA

For thbse who receive this report and are not aware of some of the previous
problems associated with the Plastic Bead Blasting, the following is submitted:

-The aluminum surfaces of aircraft are coated with two vastly different
materinls: ALCLAD and ANODIZE.

"ALCLAD" is the physical coating of the mother substrate with pure
aluminum which is from 1 1/2 to 5 percent of the thickness of the mother
metal. This adds weight to the mother metal but does not provide any
additional strength. An example, for a finish given thickness, such as

.032, the thickness of the mother metal would be .026 with .003 pure alumi-
num on each side to make up the toqtal of .032. The pure aluminum provides a
cathodic coating to protect the mother metal from the products of corrosion.

"ANODIZE" is an electroletic coating applied to the outer surface of the
aluminum only, and which produces a hard coating and isolates the aluminum
from the products of corrosion. It adds no appreciable weight to the mother
metal and somqwhat increases the strength of the mother metal by increasing
the hardness of the outer surface.

When either of these two finishes are damaged or the surface is going to be
painted, the standard process of Phosphorizing (brightening), desmutting and
finally conversion coAting (alodine) is performed to ensure an adequate bond
surface for paint.

The original objections voiced against the blasting process was that the
blasting would make the "ALCLAD" surface extremely rough and therefore would
not produce an operational or acceptable finish. The follow-on testing
program established that the 12/16 plastic media originally used was too
rough, and the final test showed that the 30/40 media produced an exceptional
finish which Actually provided a better surface for the paint to stick to.
All production F-4 blasting will specify the 30/40 material to ensure the
surfa"ce finish is acceptable.

IV

r -
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PLASTIC MATERIAL BLASTINCG-PMB

IN'TERIM REPORT ON

STRIPPING PAINT FROM THE SECOND F-4E PROTOTYPE AT HILL AFB, UTAH

20 May 1985

PREPARED AND SUBMITTED ON 20 MAY 1985
BY

ROBERT A. ROBERTS
O0-ALC/MABEB

HILL AIR FORCF BASE, UTAH
84056-5149

AVTOV%•; 458-3534/2n42
COM2wFRCIAL (801) 777-3534

NOTF:

T7F PEMOVAT. OF PAINT FROM THE SECOND PROTOTYPE F-4E AIRCRAFT IS PART OF THE
THIRD A'D FINAL STACE OF THE "PRODUCTIVTTY-RELIABILITY-AVAILABILITY-
MATINTAYABPT.ITY (PRAM) PROJECT NUMBER 00-143.
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Test Report:

T I TU, ii' ~-
Paint Removal From F-LE Aircraft Using The Plastic Material Blasting (Pm?)
Process

- A c FT PR�O.OCESSF
Y- 6-F Serial Number 68-0448, Destinntion Pfter PDY - St Louis ANG

The purpece of this second test was to verify the PMB process in the newly
constructed blast booth designed specifically for this procedure.

a. To determine the adequacy of the equipment.

b. To record the p3int removal rates using five blast hoses.

c. To establish the best nozzle pressure for paint rerroval.

d. To verify the use of specially designed mechanical plugging devices.

e. To verifv the use of the "Blastmobile" for blasting the belly.

f. To validate and verify the facility.

FAC'i.ITY'
The new blast booth iq identified as Building 223, located adjacent to the
southeast corner of 'Building 220 in the Maintenance Directorate (east area '-,--.

,)If 'Tll AFF). Dual occupancy was granted by the contractor prior to actual
scheduled completion date (5 June 1985) so that this test could be performed,
and to provide tine for any required modification to the blast booth.

FQUIPMENT'•N
"The blast booth is a complete entitv. It is 45 feet wide by 75 feet longS and Is 20 1/2 feet high to the drop ceiling. The booth has a complete L A
wall-to-wall floor recovery system which operates on rhe pneutmiati/vacuum,
prirciDal. The floor contaiis 88 each ? x 4 inch steel tubes elth deflector
plat•s which gudee the spent plastic media to over 6700 holes for moving the
plastic material through the tubes to the classification system. The
classification system consists of two vibrating screens which mechanically
reparate the reusable plastic mrdia from the dust. The plastic hopper is
capable of storing 6,000 pounds and is located directl,, over the five Pauli
6 Grif in sevep cubic ft blast machines, each with a 75 foot hose and 1/2

inch blast nozzle. The dual air system moves the air from the ceiling t,
the floor through registers. All. air is returned Through the floor to the
booth through two dust collectors. The mechanical plastic material classi-
ficatlon system can handle up to 1500 pounds of plastic material/dust per
hour for complete recovery und reuse of the blasting material.

10OTE: For the purpose of this test, two nozzl's were set at 30 PSI and the
"ýther three were set at 1,0 PSI. The purpoe of this :s to obtain paint
rpmoval rates at the two diff#rent pressures and define the best nozzle

n- ,laFt1, prpssure. The Worlk Cnntrcal Documentt (WCP) (AF Fomn 959) describes
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bth areas which were blasted with the different pressures - the amended
ver•ion of this WCD is submitted as Attachment #1 to this report. The
updated versinr Is Attachment #2 (to be used on the next aircraft).

PEhRwehNFTo
Eight personnel were designated for the blvsting operation. Five of these
people were provide, d by the Aircraft Division production aircraft strippinr
shop (MAiPSim), two having previous aircraft blasting training and the other

three minimal training. This provided one person on each of the five hose~s
at all times. Two Master Sergeant from TAC and AWRES volunteered their
services for this test program and acted as relief blasters. Neither of
these two people had any previous blasting experience. The eighth person
WAS this writer. One additional person from OO-ALC/MMSRA, assisted in the
operation by moving hoses and helping the blasters in general. L

AIRCRAFT SELECTION
The aircraft selected by OO-ALC/MMSRA was scheduled to be transferred to the
St. Louis ANG (where the first blasted aircraft is now located). F-4E
Serial Number 68-0448 had the original koropon epoxy undercoat and had 11
coats of top-coat paint consisting of epoxy, lacquer, acrylic and polvure-
thane types of paint. This waq the first stripping action for this aircraft
since the orIginal paint Job in 1968. The paint was peeling, flaking and
chaulking and the top four coats had been overaprayed in the field without
thp application of primer between the topcoats. This was a prime example of
the type and condition of the paint systems existing in the field. It was a
very difficult aircraft to strip because of the koropon epoxy primer. .

AIRCRAFT PRFPARATION

The aircraft was delivered directly to Building 223 from the disassembly
operation. In order to eliminate the possibility of water contamination In ..

the'blist booth, it was not washed before stripping. The major components
were removed and forwarded to the cleaning facility (Bldg 220) for washing [•JA
prior to routing for blast stripping. The aircraft was placed on four jacks
with a Jack and keel adaptor under the keel. Pole jacks were used to hold
th aux-air doors in the up position. The aircraft was raised to a nominal
height of six foot six inches to the underside of the wing,, The landing
pear was not retracted and the speed brakes were removed because the DWI'.
reauested that the landing gear wells and the speed brake wells be stripped ,
as parrt of the exterior of the aircraft. The canopy and all major access
holes were sealed with the special plugs/covers designed for that purpose.
3M555 blasting tape was used to protect all areas where special plugs were
not practical, and to cover the formation light lens. All drain holes were
plugged with "wood golf tees" or plastic cap plugs as required. The radome
And the aft access to the engine bays were covered with barrier paper with
3M blasting tape and duct tape. The canopies were opened and the cockpit
area was draped with plartic film held in place with duct tape.

PERSONNEL PROTECTION EOHIPMFENT
All personnel performing the bl1sting operation wore ear plugs, paper
coverallr., work gloves and breathing air hoods. Persnnel not involved with
the blasting nprration wore paper coveralls, paper hoods, goggles and dust
ms1R'. Visitors were roquired to view the operation from the observation
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booth. After lunch, the blast personnel were issued cloth coveralls becailse

the pnper coveralls were getting ragged as a result of the plastic
bnurcelack off the aircraft surface.

BI.AST1NC OPERATION
The blasting operation, as defined In the attached AFLC 959 (Atch Ps]) VWor1
Control Document, was followed foy the paint removal process. The two boseF
or the right side of the blest booth (numbers I and 2) were regulated at 40

PSI nozzle pressure, as well as hose #3 which was used to blast the belly.
Noses numbers 4 and 5 were set at 30 PS:. This pressure was maintained
throughout the blasting process. The difference in the removal rates was
noted when the personnel stopped for lunch. The upper right side of the
aircraft was completely stripped while the left side had a portion of the
fuxelage and the wing which were still covered with paint (approximately 2"
scuare feet). Approximately two thirds of the belly was stripped. The
operation had started at 0815 with the lunch break starting at 1045 hour'.
The reason for the early lunch break was a problem associated with the
installed classifier vibrators which required 90 PSI air for operatior, but
due to the use of the fifth hose, were only received 40 PSI and therefore
not operating correctly. This unforseen malfunction of the vibrators caused
an overioad condition within the classifier which caused the rotary valves
to jam with plastic media and caused the recovery system to become Inoperable.
The classifier was manually unloaded and the plastic media was transferred
directly into the hoppers without being cleaned. This uncleaned plastfc
media cause a dusty condition during the blasting operation. This emergency"
media trarsfer operation was repeated throughout the blasting period (until
1515 hours) when the aircraft was completed. It was discovered that the
problem was caused by a lack in communication with the painting personnel in
the adjoining building (Bldg 220) as follows: A backup air supply is
connected to the blast booth from Building 220 to provide air supply in the
event that a malfunction existed with the blast booth compressor. This
backup air system became operable with tle use of the fifth blast hose And
caused an air pressure drop in the air supplv for aircraft painting. When
this happened, the painting personnel !id not have enough air pressure for
painting and shtt off the innerconnect air to the blast booth. The result
was the drop in atr pressure as described above. The obvious solution is to
operate the blast booth with four hoses the way it was originally designed
and maintain the fifth hose as a system backup. Even with this major
problem, the aircraft was stripped in a total of 25.4 man hours or less than
one flow shift. An additional problem was noted with the recovery system in
the blast booth floor. It was discovered that the paint was comirg off the
aircraft In large flakes due to the lack of primer between coats. These
flakes were sliding between the floor trash screens and the guides and
closing the media recovery access holes. The last problem identified with
the booth was the turbulent air flow caused by the blast hoses disturbing
the down-draft air flow, and the dust clinging to the walls.

PROBLEMS - DEFICIENCIES - FINDINGS - RECOMMENDATION
The untrained personnel again proved that an actual aircraft blast operation
was not the place to learn the process. These people blasted on the fiber-
glass antennas too long and caused irrepairable damage. They also damaged
the formation lights (fibePgla•; ) and they took longer to remove the paint
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from the same surfaces as the experionced blasters. A precision plastic
blaster must be familiar with the aircraft and the varied surfaces before
actual blasting Is allowed.

The only problem associated with the blast equipment was an obstruction in
the number 2 hose nozzle. This was a result of the last-minute modifications
to the storage hopper. A special trash screen will be Installed over the
outlet of both rotary valves to prevent reoccurances of this problem.

The difference in paint removal rates between the 30 and 40 PSI settings
proved that all of the machines should be operated at 40 PSI. The lower
presstire also made it necessary to Met closer to the surface to remove
paint. In many cases, this was not practical because of the stand-off
distances that were required in specific areas which could not be reached
without providing, additional maintenance stands.

In general, the mechanical plugs were satisfactorv. Several of the plugs
were not Installed correctly due to inexperianced personnel. Some of the
plugs were not necessary because we found that by removing an access plate,
we could clean the area quicker than it took to plug the access holes into
that area. We also found that most of the areas that gave us problems were .
areas in which the access covers were removed during normal PDM. The next
test aircraft will have special procedures written to remove these access
coverp during the disassembly operation and have them temporarily replaced
with four screws/bolts to provide easy access for the post cleaning operation,
Additional covers are being fabricated to protect areas which were draped ,. ,Y
with barrier paper and some of the plugs are being modified so that they
work more efficiently. The plus or this one is that all of the cavities
under these access plates would be washed with soap and water as part of the
final wash operation, making the aircraft cleaner and eliminating the use of
much of the 1.1.1 Trichloroethane during the PDM cleaning process.

The "HBastmobilp", the unit which was designed to provide the right altitude
for blasting the belly of the aircraft - with wteels so that the person
hblsting could move about with ease, was a basic failure. The "Colt"
reclining automotive seat was the right distance from the surface to be
blasted with the reclining adjustment made it perfect for the job but that
is where the good parts end. The unit was too long, the swivel wheel In the
front would not turn, the non-swivel wheels in the back vere a mistake, and
the person using the unit (myself) spent more time dragging it sidewards
"than It was worth. A complete design change has been suggested whi:h should
make it totally usable for the next test aircraft. The major design changes

"" suggested is the installation of special non-directional ball wheels and
shortening the front extension.

The Validation & Verification (V&V) of the facility had to be postponed and
will be performed during the next test aircraft because of the problems
asociatpd with air, recovery, and classification of the booth. These major
chanrges and additions should make the facility meet the requirements as

• specified in the Statement of Work (SOW). Tn addition, a fund citation lhs
been provided to add A staging area (cover) for small parts directly south

Sof the small parts receiN'ing door. This will allow an area large enough for
drvinp qrd ger -rl decontaminating parts pri.or to blasting so that water and
snow is not brought into the facility during inclement weather.
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The cursory time study performed by the Engineering Time and Motion people
in Attachment 3 to this report. This study Is provided to show what can he
done with the use of five hoses with one half inch nozzles and enough people
to perform a continuous blasting operation - and having enough standb,
people to disregard breaks and rest time for operating personnel. The major
intent of this test was to check the facility output to the maxImur. on P

continuotis run hasis, not to establish a speed run. These times will not be
used as the official time until a total of five F-4 aircraft have been
stripped and timed. The average of these five operations will be used for
the final Engineered Time Standard. The CYBER document will not be changed
until this has been accomplished. Additional time was expended after the
washing operation which is not listed on the time study because it wqs
catagorized as "inspection time/post cleaning". The present proposal is to
establish a "Post Cleaning Operation" after the blasting has been completed
to remove the access covers and blow the plastic media out of the cavities
prior to the washing operation. The first run at this proved to be very
AueeesAful with a comparison between this aircraft and the first prototype.
The amount of plastic found in this second prototype was less than a tenth
of what was left in the first aircraft.

We did discover that a "Hose Handler" person is required to provide help,
aide and assistance to the blasting personnel in handling the awkward and
heavy blast hoses, especially when the blast operator is working the top of
the fuselage and trying to drag the blast hose at the same time.

There should'be an increase in the blasting time for the next aircraft
because of the reduction to four hoses, the inclusion of the hose handler,
and performing the operation at a nominal rate; (allowing breaks, etc) at
the same time, with the removal of the access plates, we expect to see a
reduction in the cleaning time. The overall time, therefore should be
somewhat the same. We still believe that it will be possible to plug and
blast strip an aircraft the size of the F-4 in one shift and perform the
post cleaning and washing operation the second shift, maintaining the
original estimates of producing a complete aircraft in one flow day.

The barrier paper and blast tape on the aft engine bay doors will he replaced
with the manufacture of a set of metal plugs. Metal covers (6) will be used
to cover the formation lights instead of using blast tape which is s time
consuming operation and does not provide the necessary edge protection.

The air problem with the vibrators will be solved by rerouting the air lines
and providing dedicated air to the vibrators. The vibrators have also been
Increased in size and capacity to operate at their designed mid-range
instead of a continuous maximum output.

The problem associated with the recovery floor trash screens has been solved
with the installation of a new trash screen with a six inch overlap between
each screen. This will prevent entry of the paint chips because it has
seeled all of the access holes.

Severpl accesq p1preq (101, 102, 103 for Pxample) will be removed during the
diCn..Aemhlv operation, nnd re 4 ,,gtn1led 'Yith A mInimum number of screws.
Thpqr p1ntre will be removed during the post cleaning operntion to remove
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the Ingreq-, of plastic media in areas which cannot be seale~d. These sAme.
areas will be washed with soap and hot water during the washing operation.
Each of these areas will be identified in a 959 Work Control Document for
the disassembly operation for the next test aircraft.

Several anti-static compounds have been tried on the walls along with
different types of wax. To date, it appears that the new "Turtle Clear Wax"
does the best job in keeping the dust from sticking on the walls. A blow-
down operation will be identified after each aircraft stripped in the blast
booth to prevent dust buildup. The wax on thi walls makes it easier to
remove the dust with an air nozzle. This problem will be worked throughout
the five aircraft test program until it is solved.

Special air diverters are being installed to help solve the air flow problem.
An additional axiel flow fan will be used to bring fresh air into the booth
and to increaqe the air flow to remove airborne dust. When the air flow
problem is solved, BIO will be requested to make a flow study to verify that
the booth meets the OSHA/AFOSH requirements for air flow for this type of
blast oppration.

In accordance. with the Bureau of Mines explosibility study of 20 March 1985,
the study specified that a 64 mesh screen be used to remove the fines which
were within the explosive index. In order to exceed this requirement, the
classifier has been equipped with a 50 mesh screen for plastic media/dust
separat ion. 1 .

The 3M555 blast tape proved to be ineffective for providing the edge protec-
tion recuired for fiberglass. 3M has responded with a new blast tape
product which has a better adhesive and has a thicker core. The new material
will be used on the next test aircraft. 

.. '

During the blast operation, the untrained personnel destroyed several of the
radome antennas due to over blasting. All of the antennas will be protected C
with blast tape on the next test aircraft and blasted with the whip hose and %4 -

small noz-le after the aircraft has been completed. This should eliminate
this problem.

The wood golf tees and plastic plugs were not ac successful as anticipated.
The blast eff ,.ct eroded and weakened the golf tees to the extent where they -7
were easily broken during removal. The plastic cap plugs flange area eroded
off which mmde them very difficult to removs. The next test will use
plasric golf tees and the cap plugs will be filled with sealant and allowed
to cure before use. i%

The fiberAlriss CAnopy covers worked very well. The cockpit was draped with
plastic sheeting which kept the plastic out of the cockpit. The only
ingress problem was through the canopy hinge areas. Thesp areas will be A, .
s.ealed on the next aircraft with RTV sealant.

The aluminum maintenance stands designed and fabricated for the blast
operation, provided access to all upper areas of the aircraft except the
painted area above the aft fuselage section. A possible solution is the
installation of a step platform within the stand in this area. Design
action will be initiated.
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SUMARY
The production of the second F-4 prototype proved that the blast booth aM'

associated equipment is capable of stripping a complete aircraft in a single
shift, and that the basic design of the recovery and classification systPms
will meet the requirements of the Statement of Work. The Work Control

Document (AFLC Form 959) has been improved with each test blasting of an

aircraft and will soon be ready for submittal to OO-ALC/MMSRA for incluslo:i

to TO IF-4C-3-1-6. The booth will be turned over to the production facility

as soon as the final test aircraft is completed and the blast booth is

verified as a safe facility by the Fire Dept (DEF), Safety (SEG) and Bio-Med

(SGB).
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" AMEMENT M0 ATMCHE) INTIEM REPORT ON BLAST STRIPPING SECOND F-4 AIRCRAFT

"1. ON 5 JiE 1985, TME THMIRD F-4 AIRCRAFT WAS BIAST STRIPPED. THIS WAS F-4G
"SERIAL NUMBER 69-7587, 20E FIRST F-4G FROM USAFE, BY DIRECT R•QUEST FROM . . .

, TIE LSAFE CMWME, GERAI.L URTLS.

2. USINDG InF~aTION GAIM) FROM1 THE SECON AIRCRAFT, ACES PLATES, DOORS
S AND ONTROL SURFACES WHICH CONTAINED LARGE AMOUNTS OF BLAST MEIA AFTER
"TIAT BLAST STRIPPING (PERATION, WME REMOVED ON TIIS AIRCRAFT PRIOR 0 T!HE
BLASTING PROCESS. THIS PROVED TM BE VERY SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE IT PROVIDED
"ACCESS M0 ALL OF TIE PROBLEM AREAS AND MADE IT EASY M0 CLEAN THE OONTROL
SURFACES (AILM ONS, FLAPS AND RUDDER) AFTER T•'Y WERE STRIPPED. THE TOTA,,oL
BLASTING OPERATION, INCLUDING THE COMPOIENT PARTS, TOOK APPRCVMATELY 25
HOURS TO REMOVE ALL OF THE PAINT. AN ADDITIOhkL SHIFT, USING 3 PEOPLE WAS
AILLOHZD M PLUG AND SEAL THE AnCRAFT, AND ANOTHER SHIFT WAS ALLIOWED M.
BLOW DOMN THE ENTRAPPD PLASTIC MEDIA AND PERFOR)M THE SOAP WASHING
OPERATION. IT WAS THE ONCENSUS OF THE PEOPLE PERFORMING THE TSK THAT
"THESE TIMJS WU IMPROVE WITH THE TRAINING CURVE.

"3. WITH THE RECEIPT OF TIE HO-AFW APPROVAL MO PLASTIC BLAST STRIP ALL F-4
AIRCRAFT AT 'WIE DEPOT, OO-AICMMSRA IS IN T1E PROCESS OF PROVIDING THE
INCESSARY TO DATA MO MEET THE FACILIT U IURN-OVER SO THAT TIE AIRCRAFT
DIVISION CAN START PRODUCTION BLASTING IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE BLAST BOOTH.
HAS BEEN TANSFERED MUMTE AIRCRAFT DIVISION. THE "CYBER" DOCMN WILL
OONTAIN A COMPLET. DZILE PROCEDURE FOR ALL t'DS F-4 AIRCRAFT.

4. SEV AL MODIFICATIONS HAVE W ACCOMPLISHED ON THE BLAST BOOTH M0
IMPROVE aR ELrMINATE THE PROBLEMS TuLINED IN THE SEOOND INTERIM REPORT

'' DOoCMENT. THE RECOVERY SYSTEM HAS BEEN EXPANDED AND AN ADDITIONAL DUST0W BELDIMINATION SYSTEM HAS BEEN INSTALLE. IN-PROCESS TESTS HAVE INDICATED THAT
'IHE SYSTEM WILL MEET TE REUIREMENTS OF THE STATEMENT OF WORK. M'E FINAL

,,,,* TEST ON THE RF-4 SHOULD VALIDATE THE OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS OF THE BLAST
BOODI.

"5. A FIMAL REPORT WILL BE INITIATED AFTER COMPLETION OF THE RF AIRCRAFT M,
PROVIDE ALL INTERESTED PERSONS WIH ENOUGH DETAILID nMMTION M0 START
TIME PLASTIC MATERIAL BLASTING OPERATION AT TIEIR OWN F2ILITIES. POINT OF

'.-• ',' ,-

CONTACT MR COPIE or THIS REPOT wiLL BE oo-ALC/MAsBE, HLL APB, UTr 84056-
5149. ALf0-'VON 458-3534/BDB ROBERTIS.

___ _00.,ALC/M "

pyI
Robert A. Roberts

" ~~~Program 1181afolr "" -

IV.-458.2042 Plastic lead ulastlmg 4-30
:'"'101.777-3!24 ____'___.,' ..'"Lia2

a I I l I I |~ ~~ ~ I) * . •- I..
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Figure 4-2. F-4 aircraft stripped by conventional solvent methods. Note
the difference in surface appearance. The shiny aluminum indicates the an-
nodized aluminum surface was damaged when paint was scraped off. Also
note the brownish areas where the paint remains. This aircraft will be re-
taped and stripped again.,%
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I4

Figure 4-3,, Building 223 Hill AFB PRAM plastic media paint stripping
K: facility. On the left is one of two air ventilation dust collectors. The rollup

U door provides access to the mechanical equipment room. The main access
door is located at the opposite end of the facility.

Vb I

Figure 4- Equipment Room. Plastic media storage hoppers mounted
above Paulli and Griffin blasting machines.
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Figure 4-5. Plastic media stripping off-4 aircraft (floor level view).

Figure 4-6. Plastir, media stripping of F-4 aircraft (viewed from above).
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Figure 4-7. Plastic media stripping peels the paint from the anodized alum-
~1 mumn surface without damage to the surface,

10.

Figre -8.F-4 aircraft component mounted for stripping. Stripping right
edge started.
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Figure 4-9. F-4 aircraft component stripping completed,

.j.

7, 
[ ,:I ,

Figure 4-10. F-4 aircraft plastic media stripping completed. First full-
scale test of system required five workers approximately 4 online hours to
com pletely strip the aircraft. ,4-35•.! 
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PLASTIC MATERIAL BLASTING

STRIPPING PAINT FROM THE THIRD F-4 AIRCRAFT, THE FIRST RF SERIES

AT HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UT

3 JULY 1985

PREPARED AND SUBMITTED ON 17 JULY 1985
BY

ROBERT A. ROBERTS
00-ALC/MABEB

HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UTAH
84056-5149

* .. .

AUTOVON 458-3534/2042
COMMERCIAL (801) 777-3534

NOTE:

THE REMOVAL OF PAINT FROM THE FINAL F-4 PROTOTYPE IS PART OF THE THIRD AND FINAL
STAGE OF THE "PRODUCTI V ITY-RELIABILII Y-AVAILABILITY-MAINTAINABILITY (PRAM)
PROJECT NUMBER 00-143.
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Test Report:

Paint Removal fromr RF-4 Aircraft Using the Plastic Material Blasting (PHI)
process.

AIRCRAFT PROCESSED:
RF-4 Serial Numý.er 64-1069

LPURPOSE:

The purpose of this test was to verify the PIM process In the newly constructed
PHB blast booth designed specifically for this procedure:

a. To determine the adequacy of the modified equipment. - :

b. To determine the adeq,,acy and fit of the special plugs required to
prevent ingress of the plastic media, and to protect special camera windows.

c. To verify the use of the modi.ied "Blastmobilc" with the modified
swivel wheels.

d. To validate and verify the blast booth.

FACILITY:
The new blast booth, identified as Building 223 is now in the third
modification/change for air flow and dust control. Special exhaust vents were
installed in the ceiling (6 places) to create an air flow for dust control.
This modification was not as successful as desired and did not control the eddy
currents and air flow patterns within the blast booth.

EQUIPMENT:
The low-pressure air flow system was not in operation for this test. A phasin,-
problem generated in the wiring to the motor, and thr. motor burned out. The
contractor attempted to change the motor, but was unable to procure a
replacement unit with th- same base mounting features. The entire aircraft was
tberefore blasted without the use of the dust control or low preasure air flow
system. The special vents which were installed in the m.jor air recovery system

was classified as a success. The next test operation will verify the use of
both of these systems working together to provide a basic dust-free working area
wit,.in the blast booth.

The Blastmobile did not voL-k as expected. The tread on the four swivel wheels
was not wide enough to operate as required over the floor grate. The
blastmobile is now undergoing a modification which will provide a special non- ... :
directional ball wheel which will satisfy the requirement. This will be testbd
during the nex: test phase.

Number five blast pot did not operate due to a malfunction in the "spear valve"
area. It was found that the valve was not seating correctly and therefore was
not providing an air-tight seal during operation. Actiot is being taken to
correct this seating problem with the pot manufacturer.
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The air compressor stopped operating during the last four hours of the test.
This was caused by an excessive build-up of dust on the compressor filter which
had occurred before the new compressor air inlet had been installed within the
compresor room. A standard cleaning operation on a daily basis will prevent ,•.

this from happening again,, (lesson learned!)

MATER I .L
The use rate of the plastic blasting material has not been determined to date.
After blasting a 6 x 6 truck for the Air National Guard in Salt Lake City, (in

* 45 minutes), all of the couponents parts from 64-1069 and the complete aircraft,
the main hopper was half full. This was the highest use rate to date wi'h no
concrete explanation. Tha next test will be made with the blast media in the
20/40 mesh size in the "Special Mix" category. The plastic manufacture has
compounded this special mixture at the request of Republic Air Lines, as a
result of a test performed at their facility which showed an extended life cycle
of rhe blast media. .

PERSONNEL:
Four personnel were used for this test. Three of these weire trained in complete '
aircraft blasting, the fourth had been trained in component blasting. A fifth
person was used in the blast booth as a "hose handler" and general assistant to
the blasters. An additional person was assigned to the equipment roo to keep
the equipment operating correctly. This will. be the minimum number of people ..
required to perform all blast operations in the future.

AIRCRAFT PREPARATIUN:
N The same plates were removed from this aircraft during the "disassembly" stage

as were removed from the last aircraft tested. These are the same plates which
will be identified in the Tech Order, (1F-4C-3-l-6), as a standard oporation.
Again, RTV sealant was used around the cracks in the canopy, the RAT door and
the Flare doors. This did not work as well as before and allowed plastic media
to get: into most areas (except the cockpit) we were trying to protect. The next
protective measure will be the use of duct cloth tape cut to one half inch
width, which will make it necessary to clean the paint manually from these one
half inch areas. A new blast tape, manufactured by the LARMART Corporation, was
tried and proved to be very successful because the gum on the tape was stronger
than any other type tested to date. Further tests will be made with this
product in the attempt to find a blastirg tape which will perform to the total
requirements.

PFI.SONNEL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT,
Tuo of the blast personnel wore the standard 3M Blast Hood , r this operation.
This hood has a 120 degree '-iewing area and is easier to see than the Bullard . ,
999 Series hood provided with the blast booth. More of these units are on order
to provide blast personnel with a choice of protective equipment.

BLASTING OPERATION: H
The aft section of the engine bays doors was blasted first - this is the area on

the sircraft which contains titanium. A small amount of low-order sparking was
obsezvod during this operation. With relatively no dust in the blast booth, the
chance for explosive sparking was non-existent. This total operation was
performed for the benefit of the visiting personnel, therefore the blasting was
"stopped every hours so that progressive photographs could be taken of the
operation. After four hours, 80 percent of the aircraft was stripped, and then
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the air compressor started to cu': out. The aircraft was completed the following
Monday (8 July 1985) with a total blasting time of 21 hourn, Lesson lerued is
not to start a job like this before a four-day holbday and .x-t•t to get it done
on timel This lack in continuity also created problems in the cleaning area.
The aircraft was washed on "Graveyard" shift by personnel who were not familiar .-

with the additional problems associated with a blasted aircraft. As a result,
several of the doors which should have been removed were left in place,
resulting in a lot of plastic media being left in the aircraft when it was
delivered to the PDM lines.

PROBLEMS - DEFICIENCIES - FINDINGS - RECOMMENDATIONS:
Using better trained people was an asset to the operation. However, we used all
of our trained people on day shift and did not have anyone to follow the
operation ou swing shift. If the personnel had been available, the aircraft
could easily have been completed during the second shift (after the screen on
the compressor had been identified and cleaned). The aircraft would have been -"

ready for the cavity opening operavion the third day and would have been
thoroughly cleaned before it had been delivered to the PDM lines.

"The installation of the fifth blast machine/hose proved to be a wise decision.
With number 5 machine out of operation, the programmed function was accomplished -.
with the installed equipment and still meet the estimated aircraft stripping

* rat-,e.

"The cockpit sealing operation, using the RTV sealant material, worked very well.
The advantage of this material is that it cures on the outside and the inside
remains soft after a day of curing - thus making it easy to remove after the
"blasting is completed. When the material is allowed to remain on the surface
for four days, as was the case with this aircraft, removal of the cured RTV is
extremely difficult. Lesson learned is that planning and programming is very

important.

The Validation and Verification of the facility had to be postponed again
because of the low-pressure motor problem. The total change to the air flow

. system being accomplished as a result of this last failure should eliminate all
of the air flow/dust flow problems. This will be accomplished with the next
test blasting with an F-102 Aircraft from the HAFB Heritage Foundation. The
scheduled completion date for the blast booth is still 31 July 1985.

All of the problems associated with plugging vent and drain holes is still in an
on-going test stage and will continue until the minor problems are solved.

SUMMARY: .

This test proved again that the blasting operation is the next state of the art
method for aircraft paint stripping. The complete operation is still in the 30 r:iI
hour category and it will improve with time. The "Pre-Finai" inspection was
performed in the blast booth with 25 line items to be worked out before contract
sign-off. These items are in the final stage of completion and it looks like '.
the contractor will meet the 31 July 1985 completion date.

NOTE: The booth fire suppression system (Tharmatic Halon 1211) will be upgraded

to meet the National Fire Code and the complete system will be tested to see if
it will pass the fire coda requirements. If this does not work, a wats?
sprinkler system will be installed along with the halon system.
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5.0 PRODUCTION BENEFITS

Memorandum for the Record: R.W. Boubel to P.S. Daley, Evaluation of Dry Vs.
Wet Paint Stripping, August 1, 1984.

Table 5.1 Plastic Bead Blasting Results

Table 5.2 F-4 Direct Cost Comparison (Projected), Chemical Vs. Drystrip

,Pable 5.3 AFLC Form 117, Economic Evaluation of the PRAM P-4 Blast BoothProject

Transcript of Videotape, Plastic Blasting Versus Chemical Paint Removal
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5.0 PRODUCTION BENEFITS

The following page contains an economic justification for converting all DoD
facilities from wet chemical paint stripping to dry media paint stripping.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 '.::iarize production and other benefits identified during
initial prototype testing oF plastic bead blasting prior to construction of

the F-4 blast booth. Initial results for the F-4 facility are presented in

Sections 2 and 4. A comprehensive report on the PRAM project will be
completed when the facility is turned over from development to production.

AFLC Form 177 (Table 5.3) is an economic evaluation of the PRAM project.

Two videotapes which compare plastic media paint stripping to conventional
chemical stripping are available. The first videotape was prepared by DoD

personnel to show initial results with plastic media paint stripping at Ogden

Air Logistics Center and North Island Naval Air Rework Facility. The second
videotape was prepared by the supplier of the plastic media, U.S. Technology

Corporation, from the first videotape. Neither include the new F-4 facility.
Both videotapes were shown during the workshop. A transcript of the second

videotape is given in the remainder of this section to illustrate the
production and environmental benefits of converting a paint stripping

operation from chemicals to plastic media. ,..

. X
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August 1, 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

TO: Peter S. Daley

FROM: R. W. Boubel
SUBJECT: Evaluation of Dry vs Wet Paint Stripping as per your

request of August 1, 1984 ..

ECONOMIC JUSTIFICATION OF CONVERTING ALL DOD FACILITIES FROM WET
CHEMICAL PAINT STRIPPING TO DRY MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING.

COST ESTIMATES

WET DRY
ITEM PROCESS PROCESS

MANHOURS 3,360,000 1,426,000

CHEMICAL PAINT STRIPPER 7,000,000 GAL - 0 -

WASH WATER 100,000,000 GAL - 0 -

DRY WASTE - 0 - 500,000 LB

OPERATING COSTS

MANHOURS $136,516,800 $67,698,380

SUPPLIES 30,960,000 4,400,000

WASTE TREATMENT COSTS 8,000,000 1,500,000

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS $175,476,800 $73,598,380

OPERATING COSTS
SAVINGS (WET - DRY) $101,878,420
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Table 5.1

PLASTIC BEAD BLASTING RESULTS

(All figures based on initial prototype testing. Final figures will
Almost certainly vary.)

,:.~~ C 0 N 0 M I C S ,:,,

MANPOWER 1/10th AVERAGE TIME REQUIRED BY CHEMICALS

SHAZARDS EL'MINATION OF CHEM'CAL HAZARDS TO WORKERS

MATERIAL $585K va $24K FOR SA•E AMOUNT OF WORK

ENERGY ONE HALF OF PRESENT EXPENDED (SAVE $300K)

POLLUTION ELIMINATION OF SEWAGE CONTAMINANTS ($22K)

PRODUCTION INCREASE CAPABILITY BY 100% ON 7-4 STRIPPING

UTILITIES SAVE 20K GALLONS OF WATER PER AIRCRAFT *,

CAPABILITY SYSTEM CAN STRIP MOST SURFACES (INCLUDING COMPOSITES
WITHOUT DAMAGE TO SUBSTRATES)

SPRODUCTION COMPARI SONS

END ITEM CHEMICAL TIME BLASTING TIME SAVINGS

RUDDER 3 HR 36 MIN 15.6 MIN $27.9K
INBD L/E FLAP 2 HR 48 MIN 21.6 MIN 19.7K .'¶"R",

SPOILER 40 MIN 14.4 MIN 4.3K
OUTBD L/E FLAP 2 HR 48 MIN 18.6 MIN 20.1K
AILERON 6 HR 28 MIN 32.4 MIN 97.2K
WTNGFOLD 8 HR 45 MIN 54.1 MIN 131.5K
STABILATOR 9 HR 49 MIN 55.2 MIN 74.7K

TOTAL SAVINCS $375.8K/year

PROTOTYPES

P-B PUMPER TRUCK 52 HRS 5 MRS,•,.%
COLEMAN TRACTOR 40 ERS 4 MRS
F-1oo AIRCRAFT 300 ERS 37 HRS
F-4 AIRCRAFT 341 HRS 39 HRS
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Transcript of Video4 ,pe
Plastic Blasting Versus Chemical Paint Removal

Source: U.S. Technology Corporation
328 Kennedy Drive
Putnam, Connecticut 06260
Phone (203) 928-2707

U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corporation introduces the plastic media dry
stripping system, a revolutionary new technique designed and developed
specifically for the aircraft maintenance industry. The U.S. system will
enable the user to remove virtually all surface coatings and build-up from
aircraft components, assemblies and bodies while greatly reducing If not
completely eliminating the use of hazardous chemical cleaning agents. The
U.S. dry stripping system will

o eliminate most chenical pollutants
o eliminate most air pollution
0 eliminate water contamination ..
o reduce personnel exposure to chemical hazards
o reduce maintenance manhours
o reduce consumption of toxic chemical solvents
o reduce expensive energy requirements, and
o reduce costly aircraft downtime

Periodically, surface coatings and other build-up must be removed from
aircraft during their normally scheduled repair and refurbishment cycles.
Whether these are military, commercial, business or private aircraft, fixed
wing or rotary, all must be carefully maintained and constantly inspected for
the onset of corv~osion.

The technique currently used to remove most protective and O'corative
coatings from aircraft is based on the application of hazardcJs, oftien toxic,
chemical strippers. This method is expensive, time consuming, and dangerous
to both man and the environment. The use of chemical strippers poses
significait problems. Their use releases dangerous fumeq into the work area,
creates h1.zardous work conditions for personnel, and results in waste
products wnich are difficult and extremely costly to dispose of.

As you can see, chemical stripping is a labor intensive operation Lhat ..
demands a lot of hands-on brushing, scraping, and scrubbing to help the
chemicals break the paint bond between the various coatings. Oftentimes it L-
is a long, slow process. On this F-4 wingfold for example, a total chemical"'.'
stripping time of 8.3 hours is required for a satisfactory job. To protect
the workers in this environment they are required to wear special air-
breathing equipment, peotective coveralls, boots, and gloves.
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"Water is constantly sprayed on the dripping chemical mess as it slides
off onto the floor, damaging and eating the concrete. Tremendous amounts of
water are needed in an aircraft stripping operation - up to 20,000 gallons
may be required for just one stripping procedure on a plane the size of an
F-4 - water which must be carefully treated prior to release back into the -.

einvironment. •- . -'

Due to the many variables associated in removing paint from an aircraft,
such as coating depth, number and type of coatings, length of service, and
compatibility of the coatings to thp chemical stripper, more than one type of
stripper may be required to do the Job and often just chemicals alone are not ;.
sufficient. Usually it is necessary to follow up with a mechanical scraping
or sanding operation to take off whatever the chemical solvents were not able
to totally remove. This scraping and sanding process is injurious to the
substrate, often removing much of the protective alclad and anodized
coatings.

Fortunately, however, there is a better way. A system which provides an
immediate, off-the-shelf :.: !ution to the ever-increasing problems and hazards
that are inherent with the use of chemical strippers. Becoming known as dr..
stripping, the main component of this revolutionary new concept in aircrafl
maintenance is a synthetic, lightly abrasive, plastic media, developed by
U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corporation of Putnam, Connecticut. Carefully
manufactured, controlled, and sized, this material is available in three
different ranges in several distinct sizes. The granular, angular shape of
the individual particles enables the material to quickly and efficiently
clean with a unique shearing, chipping, and cutting action that rapidly
removes surface contamination and build-up. Particle shape and durable
composition permit maximum productivity at low particle velocity.

The media has proved remarkably successful in a number of aircraft paint
removal eva'uations due to its unique characteristics. The first aircraft to
be completely dry stripped using this system was an F-100 Super Saber from
the Hill Air Force Base Heritage Foundation in Logan, Utah. The entire plane
was stripped clean in less than 25 hours compared to the standard chemical
time of 296 hours. After the dry stripping treatment the plane was repainted
and put on permanent display at Hill Air Force Base.

This successful large scale application evaluation led to the dry
stripping of other military aircraft, and authorization for extensive test
programs to determine applicability of this process to other potential uses.
Recognition of the benefits that could be realized by the dry stripping
system was rapid and acceptance was quickly gained for use on the many
components that must be cleaned as they are periodically removed from

aircraft for various inspections and checks.

This is a typical scene of the state of the art technology that was .
employed to strip component parts prior to the advent of the plastic media
dry stripping technique. In comparison to this hazardous, filthy mess the
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dry stripping technique is clean, efficient, non-hazardous, and simple to
use. Comparative time studies indicate that a 10:1 time savings ratio exists
in contrast to the standard chemical stripping times.

The dry stripping method is in production use in a number of aircraft L
maintenance facilities. The following demonstration of component cleaning
was performed at the United Airlines Maintenance and Repair Facility in San '.
Francisco, California.

0 This component is a DC 10 high strength steel landing gear linkage.
The BMS 10-11 epoxy paint is easily and rapidly removed.

o This is a 737 aluminum wheel half. The Boeing Primer BMS10-79 is ,, ,
quickly removed from the base metal.

o This is a JT-90 titanium fan blade. The anti-galling compound is ,
rapidly removed. The rubber seal may not require removal unless
damaged.

o This JT8B fan discharge case was painted with a very tenacious
primer known as Super Koropon but was stripped completely clean
even in difficult access areas.

o This actuator assembly from an F-18 presents a particularly
dramatic time savings. The standard chemical stripping time
allotted for this component is 2.5 hours. With the dry stripping i
system this component was totally cleaned in a remarkable 1.5
minutes. The need to disassemble and later re-assemble the
component was eliminated.

0 This next sequence shows the removal of paint from the internal
sections of an aircraft wing where there are complex structures,
half secticns, riveted cross members and reinforced sections. The
media works well in all these areas. If he so chooses, the
operator can remove only the carbonized dirt that has accumulated
over the paint and not take the paint off. Or the operator can go
all the way down to the primer and further to the anodized

".- protection, which is golden color, without causing any damage to
the anodide. No corrosion to these complex structures can be
caused or initiated by this simple mechanical stripping process.

Due to ;uch tremendously effective application on smaller components the
next evolutionary step in the dry stripping process was evaluation on larger,
off-aircraft sub-assemblies such as the wingfold from a United States Air
Force F-4. On this particular wing the top layer of paint has been dry
stripped off the underlying yellow primer while leaving the primer completely
intact. The black strip that is being removed is a polysulfide sealant which
is virtually impossible to remove with chemicals but comes off easily under
the impacting media stream. The dry stripping system is currently employed
in a full production facility at Hill Air Force Base to remove paint off
these F-4 wingfolds. This function formerly took 8.3 hours to perform
chemically and is now coapleted in an average of 45 minutes with the plastic
stripping method.

S-13
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Testing at the North Island Naval Air Station in San Diego, California
has shown that the dry stripping technique is compatible with most of the
sophisticated composite materials that are being increasingly incorporated in
modern aircraft construction. Careful application has led to successful
performance on Kevlar, fiberglass, carbon graphite, and honeycomb. Present
generation chemical strippers cannot be used because they'll attack and
weaken the bonding agents and resins that comprise the various composite
formulations. Until the advent of this dry sti ':r;ing process the only
alternative was hand sanding which inevitably caused significant damage to
the underlying substrate. With dry stripping it is possible to remove paint
from a composite surface as easily as this with no harm to the integrity of
the substrate. Paint removal from these various substrates is rapid and non-
damaging. As you can see the dry stripping technique works well on advanced
aerospace alloys such as magnesium and titanium, and works equally well on
these composite sections that are from an F-18 fighter.

Preliminary cost analysis studies have indicated that tremendous savings
can be realized by the proper utilization of this dry stripping technique.
Coupled with the equally important concern for environmental controls and
pollution abatement, the aircraft maintenance industry is expanding the
application of this process on not only components but on the entire airframe
and fuselage as well.

The United States military has been particularly active in researching
methods of removing surface coatings by non-chemical means. Through this
program the Air Force, Army, and Navy have recently completed tests on whole
aircraft stripping, but have provided a clue to the enormity of savings that
can be realized with complete up-scale utilization of the dry stripping
system.

As mentioned earlier the first military aircraft to be totally stripped o,

with the plastic media was an out-of-service F-100. A job that normally
requires 296 hours to do chemically was performed in 24 hours 50 minutes with !,•the dry stripping process. The next plane to be dry stripped was a United

States Navy F-4. To ready the plane for the stripping operation the nose,
canopy and afterburners were masked. Tape and platic plugs were used to seal
openings and drain holes. The plane was completely stripped in 43 hours, a
startling comparison to the chemical depalnting rate of 349 hours, a job
performed in 12% of the presently accepted norm. Appearance of the plane was
considered to be superlative after completion of the dry stripping process.

The plastic media dry stripping process is not the answer to every
single surface coating removal requirement. However, properly utilized, the
system offers immediate labor, material, time, equipment and energy savings
in the many applications for which the process is appropriate. For instance,
recent military studies show that up to 90% of the costs associated with the
current chemical stripping of mlitary aircraft could be saved by the
utilization of this revolutionary new technique. •
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The dry stripping system looks to have equally dramatic impact on
reducing hazardous waste production. It is the stated objective of the
United States Department of Defense that by year end 1986 all chemical r
solvents will be eliminated from the waste products generated by DoD
facilities. The implementation of the dry stripping technique projects to be
a major factor in meeting this goal. Military estimates that are cited in
this Department of Defense Environmental Protection Sufimary indicate that
aircraft stripping wastes could be reduced by a factor of 75 to 99% with the
use of the dry stripping system.

The dry stripping technique is gaining acceptance in areas outside the
aircraft industry as well, in areas that all share a common concern - mainly,
how to remove surface build-up in the most environmentally acceptable, most
economic manner possible. This includes applications for subway, bus and
railroad car cleaning, nuclear power plant decontamination, shiphold
depainting, auto body treatment, and ground support equipment maintenance.

The plastic media dry stripping process offers an immediate opportunity
to meet the ever increasing demands that are being forced on the modern
industrial world, a world that is finally beginning to act on the inevitable
dangers being created by the wide-spread use of environmentally unforgiving,
dangerous, chemical pollutants. The dry stripping technique will not only be
kinder to the world we live in, it will also provide a multitude of economic
savings. There is an answer. It is available now. It works successfully,
The savings are real.

,

W
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6.0 HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING

6.1 Occupational Health and Safety

Worker Exposures
Solvents
Dust
Noise

Safety Concerns

6.2 Environmental Considerations

Wastes Generated by Wet Chemical Stripping
Solvent/Paint Residue
Washwater
Volatile Emissions

Wastes Generated by Plastic Media Stripping

6.3 Environmental Regulations and Compliance

Environmental RegulationsHazardous Wastes

Wastewater Pretreatment
Toxic Air Emissions
Health and SafetyVolatile Organic Compound Emissions

6.4 Pollution Control Costs

Wastewater Treatment
Hazardous Waste

Letter from S. Vigil to B. Higglns: Health and Safety Aspects of Changing
Chemical Paint Stripping to Plistic Media Paint Stripping

Memorandum from R.H. Gorringe to Galen Seek: Heavy Metals in Bead Blast
Media

Presentation by Allan Dalpias, Environmental Coordinator, Hill AFB
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6.0 Health and Environmental Considerations for Plastic Media Stripping

Plastic media stipping has two major advantages compared to wet chemical

stripping. Both advantages result from the fact that no solvents are used in

plastic media stripping. First, workers are not exposed to solvents. Many

solvents used in wet chemical stripping are acutely toxic or carcinogenic or
both. Plastic media does not have these characteristics. The second

advantage is that no waste solvents are generated from the plastic media

stripping process. This significantly reduces the load on wastewater

treatment facilities.

A disadvantage of dry media stripping is that it produces dust. This is true

for all blasting media, Including plastic beads. Dust inhalation can cause

serious health problems for inadequately protected workers. However, plastic - .
media will not support microbial growth, reducing the risk of allergic
responses associated with inhalation of dust with biological components.

Plastic media has another advantage over other dry media suitable for

stripping aircraft. Dust from stripping with rice hulls, walnut shells, and
other vegetable matter is explosive. Plastic media itself is not explosive,K

although the stripped paint particles are explosive. Mixing some plastic

with the stripped paint reduces this danger.

6.1 Occupational Health and Safety .-%

Worker Exposures Y.

Workers in paint stripping facilities are routinely exposed to solvents,

dust, and noise. These exposures present a risk to the workers' health.

Solvents

Wet chemical stripping exposes workers to a variety of solvents. Table 6.1
lists some characteristics of solvents commonly used in paint stripping

6-i
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WE WALL STREET JOURNAL FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1985

EPA Studies Solvent,
Methylene Chloride;
Cancer Threat Cited

Bu a WALL STREET JOURNAl. Staff Reporter

WASHINGTON - The Environmental
Protection Agency has begun a study of
whether to regulate methylene chloride, a
solvent used in Daint stripping and aero-
sols, after finding that it may cause cancer
In humans.

EPA officials said that in laborator,
tests mice developed lung and liver can-
cer, and rats developed benign tumors
from inhaling the chemical.

According to the agency, 584 million
pounds of the chemical are produced annu-
ally in the U.S. and another 44 million
pounds are imported. The EPA said U.S.
producers are Diamond Shamrock Corp.,
Dow Chemical Corp., LCP Chemical &
Plastics Inc. and Vulcan Materials Co.

The agency figured that nearly one mil-
lion workers may be exposed to the chemi-
cal, and that workplace exposures "are
generally high." The chemical is used in
commercial metal working; paint manu-
facture, application and stripping; the pro-
duction of polyurethane foam and printed
circuit board, and chemical processing, the
EPA said.

Consumers are exposed to it primarily
through insecticides, paint-removal com-
pounds, aerosol hairsprays and antiper-
spirants, according to Charles Beck, a su-
pervisor in Diamond Shamrock's el 'tr*,,
chemicals division. The chemical also t
used to remove the caffeine in producing
decaffeinated coffee, he said.

Paul Cammer, executive director of the
Halogenated Solvents Industry Alliance,
said previous studies had failed to show a
cancer threat from the chemical. He also
said some scientists have questioned the
reliability of findings in laboratory experi-
ments using the type of mice used in the
latest study. The alliance, he said, is fi-
"nancing further laboratory studies.

The EPA's review is designed to culmi-
nate in a decision by next fall to regulate
the chemical, to refer it to another agency
for regulation, or to conclude it doesn't
pose an unreasonable risk. The review was
first reported in the Washington Post.

In Birmingham, Ala., Herbert A.
Sklenar, president and chief operating offi-
cer of Vulcan Materials, said that methy-
lene chloride is "a significant product in
our chemicals division," but that it ac-
counted for less than 57c of the company's
1984 consolidated sales of nearly $1 billion.
He said Vulcan Materials is the
second-largest U.S. producer of the chemi-
cal. but he declined to be more specific.

Charles Sturgeon, president of Vulcan
Materials' Chemicals Division, said, "We
don't believe the study was properly con-
ducted. (The results were) not consistent
with other studies that have been done" by

6-4 independent as well as by industry organi-
rations. He said the Halogenated solvents
Industry Alliance, of which Vulcan Materi.
als Is n memmber, nlready bas mTd1' Its
views known to the EI'A.
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processes. The table also shows exposure limits.

Vapor inhalation is the major worker exposure mode. This is reflected in the k

exposure limits which are expressed as ambient air concentrations. The

limits consider both local and systemic toxicity. If a chemical causes

narcosis, eye or skin Irritation at a low concentration, the limits are based

on that concentration. Systemic toxicity, such as liver or central nervous

system image usually Involves higher concentrations.

Dust

Dust is a suspension of solid particles in air and is produced by paint

blasting operations. The composition and size of the dust particles depend

on the surface being blasted and the blasting media. The particles' size

affects their deposition. Small particles may be inhaled by inadequately .71

protected workers, resulting in respiratory tract damage. Generally, the

damage may be categorized as follows:

1. Irritation of air passages, resulting in constriction of the

airways. Edema often occurs and secondary infection frequently compounds the , .

damage.

2. Damage to cells lining the airways, resulting in necrosis,

increased permeability, and edema. This edema is, in general, intraluminal
(within the airways) rather than interstitial (within the cells of the

airway).

3. Production of fibrosis, which may become massive and obliterate the '-C.

respiratory capacity of the lung. Local fibrosis of the pleura also occurs,

restricting the movement of the lung and causing pain by irritating the

pleural surfaces.

6-5
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4. Constriction of the airways through allergic responses. Allergic

alveolitis is a common response to inhalation of simple compounds, as well as
organic mAterials capable of producing specific allergic responses.

5. Oncogenesis leading to primary lung tumors.

The added pulmonary stress of cigarette smoking increases the risk of serious ,'.
disease from occupational exposure to dust.

Inhalation of dust from blasting with corncobs, rice hulls, or other

vegetable matter may result in an allergic response. The reaction is caused

by a response to the vegetable matter itself, or to fungal spores or bacteria

associated with the media. An example of an allergic response is farmer's

lung. The disease is characterized by fever, malaise, chills with aches and

pairis, and weight loss. Severe difficulty breathing or a cough may also

occur with lung damage.

Noise

Wet chemical stripping processes require ventilation, steaming, and sanding

equipment. The equipment generates noise. Plastic medib, blast hoses produce

noise-when the beads are ejected. Both processes expose workers to excessive

noise levels. For this reason, earplugs are mandatory for workers using both

processes at Hill AFB. In addition, workers' hearing is tested annually as

part of a hearing conservation program.

The brain interprets sounds, unlike electronic instrumentation. To take this

into account, noise measuring instruments require a set of filters. Three

different filters are used to measure noise levels on three different scales;

the A, B and C Scales. The A scale curve corresponds roughly to the ear's

response in the range from 0 to 65 dB. OSHA noise exposure limits are based

on the A scale and are given as dBA levels. Continuous noise exposure limits

are listed in Table 6-5.
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Table 6-5

Sound Levels in dBA Duration Per day
(slow reponse) in Hours

90 8 •1
92 6
97 3 :

100 2102 1l105 1110o

115 ¼ or less

As an example machinery noise, a 150 cubic feet air compressor generates

about a 100 dBA noise level.

Limiting the length of exposure and allowing the ear to rest between

exposures helps prevent hearing loss. The use of earplugs (or earmuffs)
drastically reduces workers' noise exposure.

Safety Concerns

OSHA has expressed a concern that dust generated from stripping operations
poses as a possible explosion hazard. Dust from plastic media stripping
contains approximately 15% plastic and 85% paint. This produces an explosive
hazard equal to coal dust.

An OSHA standard (29 CFR 1910.94) states "organic abrasives which are
combustible shall be used only in automatic systems . . ." This standard
requires that combustible organic abrasives be used only in unmanned blast
rooms. These regulations were written because of problems associated with

stripping paint with vegetable organics such as walnut shells, rice hulls,

6-7



apricot pits, and corn cobs. These agricultural abrasives are more prone to

cause an explosive environment, compared to the relatively low explosibility

exhibited by plastic media (see Table 6.2). Although plastic media is
technically an organic material (since it is a carbon compound), it is

unclear if OSHA regulations are applicable.

A conflicting American National Standard (ANSI 29.4a-1981) allows the use of

organic material in manned grit-blast booths when combustible dust
concentrations (less than 200 mesh) do not exceed one-fourth of the minimum

dust explosive level. The Navy has proposed to the Department of Labor that

dry media stripping using plastic beads should be regulated by the ANSI

standard instead of the OSHA standard. The Navy believes the ANSI standard
is more stringent than the OSHA standard, provided a continuous airborne dust

concentration monitoring system and an airflow measuring system is installed

in each blast booth using organic material. The Navy recommends a monitoring

system in the blasting ar-ea fitted with an alarm and an automatic shut-down
device that is activ-Led when the 200 mesh airborne dust concentration

reaches 15 percent of the lower explosive limit of the organic material being

used. An airflow device would shut the blast system down when the flow of

air through the booth dropped below 100 ft/mmn for both downdraft and

crossdraft ventilation. If the air flow rate in the booth is maintained at a
minimum of 50 feet per minute, there is no possibility of producing an
explosive air/dust mixture. Additionally, tests indicate the addition of

plastic dust to the collected paint dust reduces the explosive hazard.
I, "

The Department of Labor is currently reviewing the regulations and will ..

determine which provisions apply. It is believed that plastic media paint

stripping will be allowed as long as adequate measures are taken to minimize

hazards. 0.
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Table 6.2 Explosive Properties of Dry Organic Media

Property Plastic Media Walnut Shell ,..,

Polyextra Polyplus Type III

Explosibility Index 5 0.2 -0.2 10

Ignition Index (OC) 440 530 -530 430 K..
Minimum Explosive 0.045 0.085 0.09 0.04

Conc. (oz./ft 3 )

6.2 Environmental Considerations

DOD facilities are using plastic media stripping to reduce hazardous waste

generation. This process makes no contribution to wastewater treatment

loads, unlike wet chemical stripping. It does produce a solid waste,

consisting of paint chips, which is considered hazardous because of its metal

content.

Wastes Generated by Wet Chemical Stripping

Wet chemical stripping facilities are the source of three pollutants;

solvent/paint residue, wash wastewater, and volatilized solvent. The

solvent/paint residue is collected separately from washwater at some

installations. Normally, it is drummed and sent to a licensed hazardous

waste disposal site. Wash wastewater, which contains paint and solvaint, and

dissolved chemicals, is treated before discharge to a waterway. Volatilized

solvent concentrations in the work area are minimized by ventilation.

Solvent/Paint Residue

When strip baths are used, components to be stripped are immersed in tanks i. .. !

containing solvent. The solvent is allowed to work, the stripped parts are

6-9
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removed from the tank, and washed with water. The stripping baths are .

replaced periodically, normally once or twice a year, and the hazardous

waste, solvent/paint liquid and sludge, is disposed of at a hazardous waste

disposal site.

The hazardous and toxic characteristics oV the wastes generated at stripping

facilities vary considerably. The hazardous constituents in the stripped K.
paint determines the disposal method. Hazardous constituents in paints can

include chromium, cadmium, and lead. Additionally, the paint stripping

solvents affect disposal methods.

Washwater

Concentrated waste water from stripping baths and surface scraping contains Z4

solvent and paint residue components with the associated hazardous

characterisitcs. However, the diluted wastes from washing contain highly

variable contaminant concentrations depending on the type of paint and

solvent used, the amount of solvent used, and the volume of wastewater used, r .

Table 6.3 presents typical reported concentration ranges of hazardous

characteristics found in paint stripping wastewater.

Table 6.3

Paint Stripping Wastewater Characteristics

Constituent Range ,.,.,

pH value, unit 6.2 - 8.0*

phenols, mg/i 17.7 - 45.2

methylene chloride, mg/1 3.8 - 219.2

chromimum (hexavalent), mg/1 0.10 - 1.12 I.

total chromimum, mg/i 0.164 - 1.187

cadmium, mg/1 0.024 - 1.09

lead, mg/i < 0.001 0.02

*(caustic stripper wastewater pH ma.y be :-10)
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Wash wastewater is usual iy chemically treated in on-site waste treatment

facilities to remow:. some pollutants (mostly metals), then discharged to

municipal wastewater treatment plants for additional treatment, followed by

discharge to waterways. Some facilities discharge chemically treated water .

directly into waterways. The on-site treatment plants generate sludge, a

hazardous waste, which is transported by drum or bulk loads to hazardous

waste disposal sites. Some stripping facilities have no on-site chemical

treatment system and discharge untreated wash wastewater directly to

municipal wastewater treatment plants for treatment.

Volatile Emissions

Air pollutants from volatized solvents generated by stripping are difficult

to quantify. Emissions from wet chemical stripping include the volatile

organic compounds in the solvent, mainly methylene chloride and phenols.

Little information is available about ambient air concentrations in the work

space, mostly because these emissions are not yet regulated by the EPA or

local agencies. There is a need to quantify these emissions to comply with

OSHA requirements which specifically concern safety. The EPA is required to

develop limitatons for toxic air emissions in the future which will probably

affect solvent stripping operations. Currently, solvent stripping areas are

ventilated with large volumes of fresh air to remove harmful vapors. The

ventilated air is normally discharged to the outside air where dilution and 1

dispersion of the solvent vapors occurs. ..,,,..

Wastes Generated by Plastic Media Stripping

The only hazardous waste produced by plastic media stripping is the dry

stripped paint residue which amounts to 120 lbs per F-4 aircraft and the dry

spent plastic media which amounts to 200 lbs per aircraft -- only 34 tons per

year. The savings in hazardous waste products is 1,016 tons annually, a 99.9

percent reduction, compared to wet chemical stripping. 7 rm

I.'i
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During the paint removal process, small amounts of lead from the paint

pigments, cadmium from screws and bolts, and chrome from the chromate

primers, collect in the dust. These metals are present in concentrations ''A

which place the dust in the "Hazardous Waste" category. Dust waste disposal

is prescribed in EPA standards for solid waste materials.

6.3 Environmental Regulations and Compliance

Painting, paint stripping, and solvent cleaning and degreasing are common to

L virtually all DOD facilities. Significant pollution and waste disposal ____

problems are created by these processes. Environmental regulation plays a
key role in how wastes are managed and, in some cases, dictates what paints,

solvents, and miscellaneous chemicalc may be used. Solvent process wastes

form three principle groups: hazardous wastes (liquids, sludges, and solids),

wastewater (discharge to municipal treatment waters or waterways), and air
emissions. Environmental regulations covering the generation, handling,

treatment, and disposal of the waste materials are established by Federal,

State, and Local regulatory agencies. Most of these regulations are based on

EPA standards and guidelines. In many cases the regulations and agency

authority overlap, are different, and can be conflicting. As an example,
California has 13 State agencies which regulate hazardous waste The

discussion of environmental regulations which follows uses EPA regulations as

the basis for defining the environmental and regulatory magnitude of the

problem.

Environmental Regulations

Hazardous Wci;tes

Almost all paint, paint stripping, and solvent cleaning and degreasing wastes

are considered hazardous wastes by EPA cr'teria. For paints containing heavy

metals, the EPA toxicity test (40 Code of Federal Regulations 261.24) may

P.
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apply. This sets maximum concentrations for heavy metals including cadmium

(1 mg/1), chromium (5 mg/1), and lead (5 mg/1). Solvent and paint wastes are

classified as hazardous if they are ignitable (40 Code of Federal Regulations

261.21). Solvent and paint wastes are listed hazardous wastes by generic

definition (40 Code of Federal Regulations 261.31), which includes spent

solvents, and specifically, trichloroethylene, xylene, toluene, methylene

chloride, and methyl ethyl ketone. Some state regulations classify all paint
and solvent waste as hazardous unless proven otherwise. Therefore most, if
not all, wet chemical stripping and painting facilities produce hazardous

wastes. These wastes must be handled, treated, and disposed of in accordance
with Federal, State, dnd Local regulations.,, .

Wastewater Pretreatment

The EPA has established "National Categorical Pretreatment Standards" which F. i
limit wastewater contaminate concentrations which can be directly discharged

to waterways and discharged to publicly owned wastewater treatment plants.

Painting, paint stripping, and solvent cleaning and degreasing wastewaters

are specifically included in the EPA standards for metal finishing facilities

if the facility processes also include any one of the major metal finishing

operations - electroplating, electroless plating, anodizing, coatings,

chemical etching and milling, and printed circuit board manufacturing (40

Code of Federal Regulations 433). Since almost all DOD facilities which
include painting and solvent cleaning processes also perform one or more of

the six specific metal finishing operations, the metal finishing pretreatment

standards apply. The discharge limitation affecting painting and solvent
operations is the "Total Toxic Organic" (TTO) limit. The term "TTO" means

the total summation of all toxic organics listed (40 Code of Federal

Regulations 413.11). The list includes common paint solvents, stripper

compounds, and cleaning solvents, such as trichloroethane,
tetrachloroethylene, dichlorobenzenes, creosols, toluenes, phenols, and

trichloroethylene. The final TTO limitation for discharges to publicly owned

6-13
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treatment works becomes effective July 15, 1986 for other metal finishing

categories (interim TTO limitations may apply to certain cases). The TTO
limit will be a daily maximum of 2.13 mg/l. The EPA recommends a long-term

effluent TTO average concentration of 1.08 mg/l as a ,asis for design and
operation in order to comply with the maximum limit. Direct discharge

limitations are more strict with a maximum daily TTO of 0.58 mg/l. State and
Local regulatory agencies implement these regulations. Many local municipal
treatment plants set more stringent standards, as do States, for direct

dischargers. For example, Texas has set a 0.3 mg/l TTO limit for NAS Corpus

Christi direct discharge, and Norfolk Municipal Wastewater Plant has set a 2
mg/l phenol limit for NAS Norfolk. Disposal of painting and solvent waste .

waters will become more costly and require more sophisticated treatment
systems to remove hazardous contaminants as regulations- limiting toxic

discharge are tightened. On-base wastewater treatment systems installed to
meet these requirements will produce hazardous sludges which will require
hazardous waste disposal.

Toxic Air Emissions

Air emissions regulations which will specifically regulate air emissions of
hazardous materials are being developed by EPA in the "National Emission

Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants" (NESHAP) program. Presently, there
are no national air emission standards based on environmental considerations

for the types of solvents used in painting and solvent cleaning. In the

EPA's NESHAP program, regulations are being developed to control toxic air
emissions. EPA has only started the program, so policies, program direction,
and regulation standards are not yet developed. However, priority pollutants

(toxic pollutants given consideration for developing wastewater and hazardous
waste regulations) will probably be evaluated first to determine if air
emissions limits are needed. The priority pollutants common to painting and _,_

stripping operations include trichloroethane, phenols, toulene, methylene I
chloride, and trichloroethylene. The NESHAP regulations will probably
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override any existing regulations. For example, existing regulations for

paints limit the total volatile organic content of paints, whether the

Nvolatile compounds are toxic or not. The NESHAP regulations may specifically

limit a compound, such as toulene, in the paint formula or from use in

solvent cleanup and stripping solutions unless air pollution control

equipment is installed. An example of expected EPA actions is provided in a
report which discusses possible listing of methylene chloride on EPA's "Fast-

Track" list of potential toxic air pollutants which would be reviewed on a

fast track basis to determine if regulatory standards are needed (Dwyer P.

and Dunphy, J.F., May 8, 1985).

Health and Safety

OSHA regulations and standards regulate worker safety and must always be '"

considered when chemicals are involved. OSHA regulations prescribe health
and safety requirements for using and handling paint, solvents, and stripper

"chemicals. Regulating worker exposures to toxic organic compounds used in

painting and solvent processes is the responsibility of OSHA. OSHA has set

maximum exposure limits to most solvent process chemicals. These limits are

usually met by providing adequate work area ventilation and fresh air. One

of the new OSHA programs now being implemented is the "Hazardous , ... .

Communication Standard", commonly referred to as "right-to-know" standard.

These regulations require additional time and expense by DOD facilities to

comply with regulations where hazardous chemicals are used. The OSHA Hazard

Communication Standard mandates, for the first time on a national level, that

chemical manufacturers must evaluate the possible hazards for their chemicals

and adequately communicate the information to users of the chemicals.

Employers are required to keep employees informed of the OSHA rules, informed
of any operations in their work area where hazardous chemicals are present,

and trained in the health and safety aspects of working with each chemical.

All employers are required to have the Hazard Communication Program in effect ..

by May 25, 1986.
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Volatile Organic Compound Emissions

The current EPA air emission standards are a result of the Clean Air Act of
1977 mandating all States to meet "National Ambient Air Quality Standards"

(NAAQS). Implementation of EPA recornended paint volatile organic compound
(VOC) lower limitations are only a small part of each State's program. The

purpose of the NAAQS regulations are to control "photo chemical reactive"
volatile organic compounds identified as smog producing organics. VOC

compounds exempted from the regulations include certain volatile organic
compounds, such as methylene chloride and 1,1,1-trichloroethane, because of
negligible photochemical reactivity. Development of "compliant paints" which
meet the EPA recommended standards was based on these standards.

To comply with the new regulations, paint formulations were changed by

substituting exempt solvents for controlled solvents, decreasing solvent
content as in High-solids coatings, and developing new low solvent formulas ".N'"'

as in water-based coatings.

These regulations are intended to control smog producing organics and are not

designed to control the toxic hazards. The previously discussed NESHAP
regulations that will require toxic air pollutants may completely change
current paint, paint stripper, and cleaning solvent formulations. EPA limits
VOC compounds in paints to 420 grams/liter (3.8 lbs/gal). California set
stricter limits which other states may follow as NESHAP "State Implementation
Plans" are developed to meet EPA's NESHAP compliance deadline of December 31,
1987. .

In summary, it is becoming costly to comply with regulatory requirements for
using hazardous materiais. The requirements are more stringent than those
the military and industry has historically followed. They will
comprehensively regulate all aspects of hazardous materials handling and

- disposal. Painting and solvent rleaning processes use many of the hazardous
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materials that are now or will be covered by the regulations. Complying with

the regulations is costly in terms of training, recordkeeping, and other

direct costs. Additionally, significant costs to retrofit facilities to

comply with the regulations may be required. In some cases the costs may be

prohibitively expensive at a specific location and operations may have to be

moved to a more environmentally acceptable location. Some present practices
may be prohibited, requiring alternative substitutes to be found.

Implementing programs to reduce hazardous wastes will not only reduce the

problems involved with hazardous waste handling and disposal, but will also

provide better and less costly compliance with general environmental, health,

and safety regulations. K>

64 Pollution Control Costs

Paint stripping operations in the Navy produce an estimated 300 million

gallons per year of wastewater and 9 million gallons of hazardous waste (Law,

A.L., and Olah, N.J., 1984). Similar volumes of wastes are generated in Army

and Air Force facilities. The combined volume of paint stripping wastes from

Army, Navy, and Air Force facilities is estimated to be over 1 billion

gallons of wastewater and 30 million gallons of hazardous waste annually.

Direct wastewater disposal costs are estimated to be $2 million annually

(based on average municipal disposal fees of $2 per 1,000 gallons) and direct
hazardous waste disposal costs are estimated to be $30 million annually

(based on average hazardous waste disposal cost of $1/gallon). When all

costs associated with handling and treating the wastes are included, the

actual costs are many times greater than the direct disposal costs. As new ,.. :•

and proposed future ragulations are implemented, direct waste disposal costs

will increase, and could easily double or triple in the near future.

Wnstewater Treatment

Solvent stripping operations use large volumes of wash water which must be

chemically treated before discharge. Plastic media stripping uses no water.
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For F-4 aircraft, the wash water waste amounts to approximately 200,000
gallons per aircraft. Wastewater from wet chemical stripping must bepretreated before discharge to municipal treatment plants. Pretreatment

programs must consider all waste inputs and treatment systems must be
developed to meet effluent criteria. Hill A.F.B., Ogder,, Utah, recently
completed an engineering study and cost estimate evaluating alternatives to

meet the new pretreatment standards for toxic organic compounds (Radian
Corp., 1985, Case, Lowe and Hart, Inc., 1985). The principle waste sources
contributing toxic organic compounds were identified as the painting and
paint stripping operations. The pretreatment system design included

filtration, air stripping, and carbon adsorption to remove toxic organic I
compounds from the wastewater. The estimated system construction cost is
$2,777,750 and annual operating costs are estimated to be $1,028,000. These

costs are in addition to the existing on-site treatment plant which remove,.

metals and other conventional pollutants. k,.

Thirty-five percent (210,000 gal/day) of the 600,000 gallons per day of
wastewater treated in the existing on-base industrial waste plant is
generated from solvent stripping operations. 20,000 - 30,000 gallons of
water is used to wash off the stripper and paint residue for each stripper
application. Several applications of stripper are normally required. Water
is also used to wash floors and general area maintenance which all
contributes to the wastewater flow. Annual cost of chemicals to operate the k
industrial waste plant is $912,500. Reducing the waste flow by 35 percent is
estimated to reduce treatment chemical use by an equal percentage and save
$319,375 arnually. Additional savings in maintenance and operational
expenses, such as equipment repair and replacement, and labor, for the
industrial waste plant will also probably be realized. Assuming these,
annual operation and maintenance costs amount to 60 percent of the estimated
$2.3 million capital cost of the new plant. The 35 percent decrease in flow
to the pretreatment facility should reduce these costs by 15 percent. The
operation and maintenance cost savings will be $207,000 annually. The total
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estimated annual chemical and operational cost savings are $526,375 (see
Table 6.4).

Hazardous Waste

The existing Hill A.F.B. wastewater treatment plant produces approximately
3,000 tons of sludge per year which is 10 percent solids by weight. The

*sludge is classified as a hazardous waste because of its metal content. The
sludge is transported by truck -to California where it is disposed at a

*licensed hazardous waste disposal site for a total cost of $200/ton. The
waste water containing solvent and paint residual generated from solvent
stripping F-4 aircraft is estimated to contribute 35 percent of the total
sludge produced from Hill A.F.B. Therefore, solvent stripping contributes

* approximately 1,050 tons of the total 3,000 tons produced annually, The only .

hazardous waste produced by plastic media stripping is the dry residue
consisting of paint chips (120 pounds per aircraft) and spent plastic media
(200 pounds per aircraft) -- only 34 tons per year. The decrease in
hazardous waste production is 1,016 tons annually, a 99.9 percent reduction,
and $218,000 savings In annual disposal costs. Refer to Table 6.4 for
savings estimates.

.1.1
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Table 6.4

Savings Comparison*
Plastic Media vs. Solvent Paint Stripping

Annual Cost

Item Savings Savings

Hazardous waste Generates 1/100 the waste $ 218,000
sludge which requires
hazardous waste disposal

Wastewater Pollution Eliminates generation of $ 526,375
210,000 gallons per day
of wastewater which must
be treated in an on-base ,,
waste treatment plant
before discharge to the
City municipal treatment
plant

Materials Eliminates the use of $1,$)91,340
chemical solvents/
requires minimal use of
plastic media to make up
for worn out media

Total Annual Pollution Control Savings
for 215 F-4 Aircraft $1,835,715

* Quantity and cost saving estimates are based on stripping
215 F-4 aircraft annually.
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S DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE HOSPITAL HILL (AFLC)

HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UTAH 84056

,TTN ~ SGB (Mr. Vigil/71078) 9 Jul 85
A T T N GF i

DOD Environmental Leadership Project, Plastic Media Paint Stripping, Hill Air

Force Base

Mr. Brian P.J. Higgins, PhD, PE N/4

"Training Program Manager
1160 Rockville Pike, Suite 202
Rockville, Maryland 20852

1 1. In your letter dated 7 Jun 85, and our telephone conversation, you

requested information concerning the health and safety aspects of changing

from chemical paint stripping to plastic media paint stripping. This office

will provide separate safety and health information along with a little

history of each operation.

2. Building 220, Aircraft Cleanin and Disassembly, was constructed and was

put into operation In 1957. The aircraft hanger featured a unique mechanical

ventilation system, the design of which was years ahead ot the state of tne

art."

3. Chemicals of various types were and are being used to clean or strip paint

from aircraft or aircraft component parts. Presently such chemicals as PD-6dO

Type I1, alkaline base soap, and various types of paint strippers are being "'',,

used at Bldg 220 (reference Attachment I for list of chemicals and their :..,

specific use).

4. InBuilding 220, the aircraft cleaning and paint stripping hangar and

small parts paint stripping shops are large open areas with good mechanical

exhaust and make-up ventilation systems that remove chemical vapors from the

work areas (reference Attachment 2). The make-up air enters through the

entire west wall, moves across the entire cross section of the hangar, and is

exhausted at the east wall by 16 exhaust ventilation fans. Air flows through
the entire hangar at a rate of 500,000 cubic f3et per minute. The small parts

paint stripping shop has three combined exhaust hoods that remove all chemical
vapors during small parts paint stripping operations.

"5. All employees are provided and are required to use coveralls, rubber
gloves, goggles, face-shields, rubber boots, respirators (dust, cartridge
type, and airline hood) and, when needed, rubber coveralls witn hood while

using or handling chemicals.

A 'F-CC - £ifeline of the Aerospace C"rn"
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h. Breathing air shall be connected to a filter system which removes
water, oil , odor, organic and carbon monoxide. Breathing air snail be
connected to a carbon monoxide warning device.

10. Noise readings taken inside the abrasive blasting area indicated levels
which ranged from 91 to 95 dBA. Ear protection is required.

S ~11. All employees will be provided with Occupational Physical Examination4
No T7-23, which entails:

a . Biological indicator.

b. Audilogram.

c. Complete blood count. .

d. Chest x-ray.

e. Urinalysis.

f . Pulmonary function.

g. Visual acuity.

h. Skin examination.

12. The following Air Force Regulations and Standards are applicable to these
two operations:

Hazard Regulation or Standard ~ ~

Hazardous noise exposure AFR 161-35
Personal protection equipment AFOSH Std 127-31

*Respiratory Protection Program AFOSH Std 161-1
Industrial ventilation AFOSH Std 161-2

*Permissible exposure limits for Chemical OSHA 1910.1000 and
substances AFOSH Std 161-8

Exposure to inorganic lead AFOSH Std 161 -16
Standard Ocro.pational Health and Aerospace AFR 161-33 and

Medicine Program AFOSH Std 161-17

*13 If additional information is required, contact Mr. T. Sam Vigil at
telephone number 801-777-1078.

T. SA14 Z'ýILAsst. Chief 2 Atch
Bi'oenvironnmental Engineering Svcs. 1 Bldg 220 Chemicals

2 Fxhaust Ventilation System
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ATTACHMENT 1

CHEMICALS USED BY CLEANING & DISASSEMBLY BLDG 220

SOLVENT: PD 680 type 11. It 'is low grade kerosene and is used for washing
down engines and enginei plumbing. You must use goggles~,
coveralls and-gloves. It has a flash point of 1380 1', and a
TLV of 500 PPM. In confined areis use breithing airline
respirators.

CLEANING MIL-C-87936 is an alkaline water base soap and MIL-C-43616 which
COMPOUND: is a solvent emulsion typo soap, Thay are both used for washing

aircraft and small parts. You must wear goggles, rubber gloves, ~
coveralls and respirat~r with orqanific type filtert.
MIL-C-43616 has a flash point of 1900 F, and a TLV of
500 PPM. I

P.AIýNT MZL-R-25134D, methylene, chloridel6ese, used in stripping small ,-

REMOVER parts that are painted wiith I cqueti rn must use goggles,
LACQUER coveralls, rubber boots and rubbei gloves. if area is not " \ .

properly ventilated, use respirator with or;ai tyefle. it
has no flash point and the TLV i.s l0Q-PPM.'r

PAINT B&D 5075-NP, is an acid basp stripper used for stripping
STRIPPER: aircraft. Care must be used to make'sure you do not get it on

skin or clothin'g. The acid will give a burning sensation of the
skin and discolor it for a time. Rubber boots, goggles,,ruý,,
gloves, acombination acid and organic type cartridge '~ihe

Uused, or an airline h$Ad respirator with rubber suit. IcIt has no y
flash point and the TLV is 100 PPM for methylene chloride. VQ

PAINT Turco 5873 is a non acid paint stripper to be used on high ~
STRIPPER: strength steel, and magnesium parts. You must wear goggles,

coveralls, rubber boots and rubber gloves if you do not have
proper ventilation use a rem.2o- vi9-wAL an organic and acid type
cartridge respirator.

HOT TANX Eldorado N1R P2230, MIL-R-83693 is used to claan paint and grease
STRIPPERt from small parts that are impractical to strip by hand. it is

also used to remove paint from large item. that require longer
exposure to stripping compounds to remove the paint. You must
Use goggles and rubber glove. when placing items in, or removing
items from the tank. The effect.. of this stripper is ~
narcosyonthesis, dizziness and possible loss of consciousness.
Emergency and first aid procedures: Remove person to well
ventilated area. If in eyes rinse area with cold water and

ozaMmedical aid. r,
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DEPAIITMENT Oý'- THE AIR FORCE
HEAU QUAR1ERS OGDEN A IR LOGISTICS CENTER (AFLC)

HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UTAH 8405b-5149c

"MAQC (72302)

Heavy Metals in Bead Blast Media (85-1622-83)

MABEB (Galen See3c)

1. Samples came from a water trap of bead blast dust. Since our
dry bead blast residue proved to be EP toxic and therefore,
hazardous waste, these samples were submitted to determine
correct disposal procedures. The water in the trap can bedecanted so we determine the EP toxicity on the liquid and the ',%•- ,

Ssolid separately. Then the solids were digested and analyzed for
total metals. Results in parts per million follow:

Liquid Solids Solids
(EP Toxicity and Total) (EP Toxicity) (Total)

,v Cr (total) 3.5 9 192
Cd 0.2 23 68
Pb 0.7 1.7 209
Cr (VI) 4.4

2. Based upon the analysis, the liquid portion may be decanted
off and disposed of in the industrial drain. Solids should be
retained Pnd turned in as hazardous waste.

R. HAL GORRINGE, Chief
Chemical Laboratory
Director;te of Maintentance
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PROJECT OF EXCELLENCE PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AUGUST 13-14, 1985

Presented by Allan Dalpias, Environmental Coordinator, Hill AFB

INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT'K.
HISTORY

YEAR DESIGN FLOW y

1956 PLANT START UP .33 MGD

1960 PLANT MODIFIED .6 MGD

1971 PLANT MODIFIED 1.0 MGD

1979 PLANT MODIFIED 1.5 MGD

INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER GENERATORS

1 08T "Yo\\\\ THR,

k* V

-... ,'

41 9TH MA , ,
388TH OTrHER y;
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"INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
ANNUAL FLOWRATES

250-

200

150

100
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

YEAR

INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
CURRENT OPERATIONS

024 HOUR-7 DAYS PER WEEK OPERATION

*PROVIDES TREATMENT FOR:
*OILS AND GREASES
*HEAVY METALS
*CYANIDES K!
*ACIDS AND BASES

*SERVES:
*MAINTENANCE DIRECTORATE
"*388TH TACTICAL FIGHTER WING
"*419TH TACTICAL FIGHTER WING
*6514TH TEST SQUADRON

*CIVIL ENGINEERING DIVISION
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S

INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT
CURRENT PRETREATMENT STANDARD VIOLATIONS

POLLUTANT PERCENT VIOLATIONS

TOTAL TOXIC ORGANICS GREATER THAN 90%7

CHROMIUM 15,1.

SILVER 11.5"

LEAD. 9.0%

CADMIUM 1.8%0

NICKEL 0.8%
CYANIDE 0.5%

PLASTIC MEDIA PAINT STRIPPING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

*ENHANCES PUBLIC RELATION EFFORTS WITH THE"

STATE OF UTAH AND THE FEDERAL EPA. .= .k"

*WILL REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF HAZARDOUS, WASTE

GENERATED AS REQUIRED BY THE 1984 AMMENDMENT

TO THE RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT.

*REDUCES THE LOAD ON THE INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER .
TREATMENT PLANT

*REDUCES THE WASTESTREAM FLOW
*REDUCES TOTAL TO)XC ORGANIC LOADING •744
*REDUCES SLUDGE HANDUING COSTS
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7.0 Demonstrations and Tours
7.1 Full-Scale Prototype for Plastic Media Paint Stripping of Fighter

Aircraft (Building 223)

7.2 Modular Equipment for Plastic Media Paint Stripping of Aircraft
and Components (Building 236)

7.3 Conventional Paint Stripping (Building 220) '

7.4 Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility (Building 575)

7.5 Defense Property Disposal Office (Building 55) ,

7.6 Metallurgical and Nondestructive Test Branch (Building100, Bay E)

A %
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APPENDIX 1.0 POLICY DOCUMENTS CONCERNING DOD HAZARDOUS WASTES

HAZARDOUS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

APPENDIX 1.1

The 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments:

A Bold Experiment in Hazardous Waste Management

Bud Ward Christopher Harris
The Environmental Forum Zuckert, Scoutt, Rasenberger and Johnson
Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C.

The 1984 amendments by Congress to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act hazardous waste continued unabated.

(RCRA) resulted primarily from a sense of frustration with EPA's apparent lack of progress EPA's National Survey revealed that far

in addressing the myriad problems associated with hazardous waste management. The more hazardous waste was disposed of
in surface impoundments, in under-

amenments were also a manifestation of Congress clear sene of prpose In wanting to steer ground injection wells or landfills than

a radically dIfferent course at much greater speed. Whether this bold experiment works remains through incineration or other methods

to be seen. EPA appears to be committed to carrying out both the letter and spirit of the Haz- of treatment. In fact, less than one-

ardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984, but no one should underestimate the magnitude fourth of the nation's hazardous waste

of the task. treatment capacity was being used, ac-
cording to the EPA study.

Third, concern over groundwater
"Cradle to grave." related factors converged in the early contamination became widespread

The term gained currency in the en- 1980s to set the stage for the revolu- throughout the early 1980s. The public's
vironmental field in the mid-seventies. tionary changes that Congress pre- awareness of groundwater contamina-
"From beginning to end," it was meant scribed. tion increased dramatically as a result of
to imply... and all in between. No voids First, it became increasingly clear to investigations of the environmental and
or loopholes, the Congress that far more hazardous health problems associated with haz-

The "cradle to grave" approach was waste actually was being produced each ardous waste sites under the Compre-
what Congress had in mind when in year in the United States than previ- hensive Environmental Response,
1976 it passed the Resource Conserva- ously had been estimated. In 1980 while Compensation and Liability Act (com-
tion and Recovery Act. By enacting EPA was working to develop imple- monly known as Superfund). Superfund
RCRA Congress believed it was "closing menting RCRA regulations, and as sites were blamed, in large part, on the
the loop," that is, extending to the land Congress in 1982 began to consider failure to require operating hazardous
the kind of regulatory safety net previ- reauthorization of RCRA, estimates waste sites to comply with the most
ously extended to air through the Clean were that some 11 billion gallons-40 basic safeguards to protect groundwater.
Air Act and to water through the Fed- million metric tons-of hazardous At the same time leaks from under.
eral Water Pollution Control Act. wastes were produced each year in the ground storage tanks that caused the
Among the reforms mandated by that U.S. By mid-1983, however, the esti- contamination of drinking water
Act was the requirement that generators mated amount of hazardous waste pro- supplies in dozens of communities re-
comply with a comprehensive manifest duced in the United States increased to ceived national media attention.
system, a method by which hazardous about 40 billion gallons annually-150 Fourth, as Congress investigated the
wastes would be traced from the point of million metric tons-a nearly fourfold integrity of hazardous waste landfills, it
manufacture through to their ulti- increase. In mid-1984, EPA's final came to the conclusion that there is no
mate-and presumably safe-disposal "National Survey of Hazardous Waste such thing as a "secure" landfill (par-
or destruction. Generators and Treatment, Storage and ticularly for liquid wastes) and that

However, the theory and practice Dispoasl Facilities" calculated that the virtually all conventional landfills ulti-
didn't quite match. And the public's amount of hazardous wastes generated mately will leak into subsurface soils and
awareness of that fact (prompted in part each year in the U.S. in fact totaled more groundwater. Congress also learned that
by Congressional scrutiny of the RCRA than 71 billion gallons-264 million an even greater danger is posed by sur-
program) ultimately lead to the enact- metric tons. The actual quantity was face impoundments because they re-
ment in 1984 of a dramatic overhaul of widely acknowledged to be higher since ceive much larger quantities of waste
the entire RCRA waste management various categories of hazardous waste and because four out of ten impound-
system. Looking back over the past few (such as the amount produced by the so ments have no liner. (Very few have
years it is Apparent that a number of called small quantity generators) were been equipped with double liners.)

not included in the survey. Proponents of the 1984 RCRA Amend-
, 19$L-*,, P,,,,- Co nt , A-.t,,,6 Second, reliance on land disposal of ments were convinced that continued
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overdependence on these methods of months after enactment, In a unique Leaking Underground Storage Tanks
land disposal created an unnecessary Congressional strategy known as the
risk to human health and the environ. "hammer," Congress mandated that the It is worth mentioning that the Haz-
ment, particularly since cost-effective land disposal bans will take place auto- ardous and Solid Waste Amendments
methods of treatment were available. matically if EPA misses the statutory were not limited to hazardous and solid

Driven primarily by these consider- deadlines for acting on its own, wastes. The new law also creates a major
ations, but also clearly influenced by the Section 202 of the 1984 Amendments new regulatory program to control leaks
political controversies surrounding EPA specifies that for new, replacement, or from the uncounted hundreds of thou-
mismanagement of the hazardous waste expanded landfills permitted after No- sands of underground product storage
programs during the first two years of vember 8, 1984 EPA's minimum ac- tanks around the country. As a result, it
the Reagan Administration, Congress in ceptable technology standard must is quite possible that the underground
1984 succeeded in doing what it previ- provide for at least two liners as well as storage tanks regulatory program could
ously had been unable to do since the for a leacha.s collection system above be as large as all other elements of the
December 1980 passage of Superfund: and between the liners. RCRA program.
that is, enact a major piece of environ- In Section 215 Congress went beyond In passing the new regulatory pro-
mental legislation. In fact, President the issue of addressing merely new sur- gram, Congress was acting on informa-
Reagan's November 8, 1984 signing of face impoundments and extended ad- tion, compiled by the Congressional
the Hazardous and Solid Waste ditional control requirements also to Research Service, that probably some-
Amendment; , f 1984 constituted the existing impoundments. Specifically, where between 75,000 and 100,000 tanks
final step of .ae most comprehensive Congress established detailed techno- are leaking into the groundwater, sur.
revision of any environmental law since logical retrofit requirements-double face water, or subsurface soils and that
the 1977 rewrite of the Clean Water liners and leak detection, or their another 350,000 will be leaking in the
Act. equivalents, along with groundwater next five years. However, the actual

existing monitoring requirements-as number of underground storage tanks in
Land Disposal Provisions- the minimum standard, Unless these the United States is unknown, as is the
The Heart of the New Law impoundments are allowed an exemp- number of tanks actually leaking. Given

tion through a limited variance, the that many tanks are believed to beDespite the enormous scope of the impoundments have four years in which nearing the end of their expected 15-20
1984 amendments, it is not difficult to to comply; otherwise they can no longer years life spans, estimates are that a
single out the set of provisions that form receive, store, or treat any hazardous great many more tanks will begin leak-
the keystone of the new statute. As ex- wastes. ing over the next decade.
pressed in the provision setting forth its
finidings and objectives, Congress de-
clared that certain classes of land dis-
posal facilities are not capable of assur-
ing long-term containment of certain
hazardous wastes. To avoid substantial
risk tohuman health and the environ-
ment, Congress said reliance on land
disposal should be minimized or elimi-
nated, and it said land disposal, partic-
.ularly landfill and surface impound-
ments, should be the least favored
method for managing hazardous
wastes.

To accomplish this purpose, the 1984
amendments provide EPA with unusu-
ally detailed instructions on cutting
back on land disposal. Section 201 re-
quires EPA by November 1986 to pro-
mulgate rules to prohibit land disposal
of dioxins and solvents unless the EPA
Administrator affirmatively finds, "to
a reasonable degree of certainty," that
the prohibition on land disposal of those
wastes is not necessary to protect public
health and the environment. Eight
months later, all "California list" wastes
(arsenic, cyanide, mercury, lead, halo-
genated organics and several other
hazardous wastes) are banned from land
disposal unless the Administrator makes
the same type of finding.

The law also gives EPA rolling dead-
lines of 45, 55 and 66 months by which
it must adopt rules or make similar "not
necessary" findings on land disposal of
all remaining listed and identified haz-
ardous wastes, with EPA to decide the
first third of the wastes within 45
months, another third within 55 months
and the final third by the end of 66
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HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT In passing Section 206, Congress wasconcerned that EPA regulations did not

require facilities permitted under RCRA
Congress in Title VI mandated kg of waste per month must, by August to address all releases of hazardous

adoption of a new regulatory program 1985, properly identify the wastes being wastes from all solid waste management
applying to tanks (and connected pip- transported off-site for treatment, units at a particular facility. "A facility
ing) that store at least 10% of the total storage or disposal. While requiring that which is causing, for example, ground-
volume of their "regulated substance" the wastes be properly manifested, the water contamination from inactive units t
underground. The program is to apply new law states that generators in the could, therefore, seek a permit under
to petroleum products and hazardous 100-1000 kg/month range need not RCRA for active units and receive the ;
substances designated under Super- comply, at least initially, with the more permit without having to clean up the
fund. complex requirements such as waste contamination," Senate Environment ' '

To assist EPA and the states in de- testing. Under the law, EPA is to corn- and Public Works. Committee Counsel ,
veloping a nationwide inventory of un- plete a study of small quantity genera- Steven 3. Shimberg has written.
derground tanks, owners of under- tors by the end of March 1985, and by Under the new law, permits must re- L
ground tanks have until May 1986 to March 1986 it must adopt rules for small quire "corrective action for all releases - ,
notify a designated state or local agency generators in the 10G-1000 kg/month of hazardous waste or constituents from "
of the existence of each tank as well as range. If the Agency fails to promulgat e any solid waste management unit at a
its age, size, type, location and uses. rules by the end of March 1986, small treatment, storage, or disposal facility
Similar information is also required for quantity generator wastes as of that date seeking a permit (under Subtitle C) re-
tanks which have been taken out of op- must go only to hazardous waste treat- gardless of the time at which waste was
eration since January 1, 1974. ment, storage, or disposal facilities placed in such unit." L

On the regulatory front, EPA is permitted under Subtitle C of RCRA. Writing in Legal Times of Washing-
charged with promulgating leak detec- ton, attorneys James A. Rogers and
tion, prevention, and corrective action Burning and Blending Dorothy A. Darrah of Skadden, Arps,
regulations for underground storage
tank owners. EPA's regulations, which Another regulatory "loophole" that Slate, Meagher & Flom in Washington,
will apply to new as well as existing caused Congress a great deal of concern D.C., have stated accurately that Section

tanks, must be "sufficient to protect was the exemption for facilities burning 206 "is designed to remedy the situation

human health and the environment" hazardous wastes for the purpose of in which a landfill owner attempts to

and they may take into account differ- "energy recovery." The practice of demonstrate to EPA that contamination
ences in climate conditions, tank use blending of hazardous wastes (such as in groundwater emanates from 'old'
and age, hydrogeology, and other fac- PCBs or chlorinated solvents) with (pre-RCRA) disposal and that therefore

tors. EPA also has authority under the heating oil for subsequent sale to un- remedial action required as part of a

law to adopt rules on insurance or other suspecting customers had become a se- RCRA permit is inappropriate." Ac-

forms of financial responsibility for rious potential health problem in New cording to Rogers and Darrah, under

corrective actions and for compensation York and New Jersey, and Congress was EPA's current regulations, an owner

to third parties for bodily injury or in no mood to allow it to become a na- need not clean up plumes of contami-
property damages. tionwide health threat. Of particular nation under a facility when those

Title VI also prohibits the installation concern to the Congress was the possi- plumes are attributable to wastes dis-

of "bare steel" tanks (i.e. those without bility-and even likelihood-that more posed of prior to the effective date of

adequate corrosion protection) unless and more hazardous wastes would be EPA's groundwater cleanup (corrective '.'

properly conducted soil testa show that burned in boilers and other heat recov- action) requirements. "Congress now ,-

the resistivity (the corrosion potential) ery facilities precisely to avoid RCRA has deemed this dichotomy unaccept- ,,,"

of the soil is 12,000 ohm/cm or greater. regulation and the costs of treatment or able," they wrote. Rogers and Darrah see

Although the Administrator is autho- disposal. in the Section 206 provisions "enormous

rized to modify this prohibition, it is not To address the "burning and blend- implications for the many industrial

likely that it would be made less strin- ing" problem, Congress mandated that sites with subsurface contamination
gent. EPA be notified by facilities blending resulting from pre-RCRA activities. Thehazardous wastes with fuel for distri- new section appears to say that any

bution or marketing for energy recovery, permit issued (by EPA or an authorized
Small Oluantly Generators EPA has until November 1987 to adopt state) must require the cleanup of

When EPA promulgated its RCRA standards for transporters and facilities problems at all areas on the site even if

regulations in 1980, it exempted "small burning fuels containing hazardous the source of the pollution would not
quantity generators" twastes. In addition, purchasers of such itself now be regulated as a hazardousup to 1000 kg of" hazardous waste per fuels must be notified of the hazardous waste unit under RCRA because the

month) from most RCRA requirements. makeup of their fuels. Certain exemp- materials disposed of are not hazardous

This regulatory decision in effect al- tions from the rules are provided for wastes or because they were placed there!
lowed those generators to dispose of petroleum coke and for de minimis before RCRA, or both."
wastes directly in sanitary landfills or quantities of hazardous wastes. Onsite However, in order to avoid delays in
into sewers, practices not generally re- petroleum refinery operations are spe- the permit process, Congress provided
garded as safe. This "regulatory loop- cifically exempted from the labeling that permits may be issued with corn-
hole," as gritics described it, also ex. requirements. pliance schedules for corrective actionin cases where the corrective action
empted small quantity generators from Continuing Releases-The "Mini- cannot be completed prior to issuance of
having to notify transporters that the Superfund" the permit.
wastes being transported were in fact
hazardous. Section 206 of the 1984 Amendments, Imminent and Substantial

In respon'e t', EPA's unwillingnem to "Continuing Releases at Permitted Fa. Endangerment and Citizen Suits
impose any suhstantial requirements of cilities," has been described as a
small quantity generators, Congress in "Mini-Superfund," as something of a Although RCRA is fundamentally a
tha- 19.,4 Amendments m andated that "sleeper" within the overall Amend. regulatory scheme for addressing haz- '....

an',,ni' prlucing between 100 and 1000 ments. 9-3 ardous waste problems, it also provides • -
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HAZARDOUS WASTE MANACEMENT Moreover, citizen suits cannot be used
to challenge the siting or permitting of
hazardous waste facilities.

EPA under Section 7003 with the ability citizens the right to force clefn-up of
to obtain injunctive relief against any hazardous waste sites. Thus, as a result Conclusion
person contributing to an "imminent of a major expansion of the existing cit-
and substantial" endangerment created izens suit provision (7002), any person The numerous and, in some cases,
by the handling, storage, treatment, may bring an action to abate an immi- drastic revisions that Congress made to
transportation or disposal of any solid or nent and substantial endangerment in- RCRA resulted primarily from a sense
hazardous waste. According to a 1979 volving the management or disposal or of prest in addressin the m ad
report by the Subcommittee on Over. solid or hazardous waste. of progress in addressing the myriad
sight and Investigations of the House Although Congress placed substantial problems associated with hazardous
Interstate and Foreign Commerce enforcement authority in the hands of waste management. The 1984 amend-
Committee (the Eckhardt Report), ordinary citizens, it took steps to assure ments were also a manifestation of
Section 7003 was designed to provide that the citizens suit provision was not Congress' clear sense of purpose in
the EPA Administrator with "overriding used to prevent or delay Superfund wanting to steer a radically different
authority" to respond to situations in- clean-ups or interfere with ongoing course-and at much greater speed.
volving a substantial threat to public RCRA enforcement efforts. Therefore, Whether this bold experiment works
health or the environment regardless of a citizen may not sue 1) where EPA has remains to be seen. EPA appears to be
other remedies provided in RCRA. commenced, and is diligently prosecut- committed to carrying out both the let-

Since 1979, the Department of Jus- ing, actions under Section 7003 or Sec- ter and spirit of the Hazardous and Solid
tice, on behalf of EPA, has filed ap- tion 106 of Superfund; 2) where the Waste Amendments of 1984, but no one
proximately 90 Section 7003 actions. State has commenced and is diligently should underestimate the magnitude of
(One of the first of these was against the prosecuting an imminent and substan- the task.
companies responsible for the improper tial endangerment action under Section
disposal at Love Canal.) Yet, despite its 7002; 3) while the Administrator or the
extensive use, the wording of Section State is actually engaging in a removal
7003 was not free from ambiguity, and action under Section 104 of Superfund
a number of courts have ruled that its or has incurred costs to initiate a Re. Bud Ward is Editor of The Envi-

ronmentaf Forum, a monthly maga-reach is limited. medial Investigation/Feasibility Study zine published by the Environmental-Taken together, these adverse rulings (RIFS) under Section 104 of Superfund Law Institute (ELI) in Washington,
held that a Section 7003 action could not and is diligently proceeding with a re- D.C. Christopher Harris, previously
be used to compel a non-negligent offsite medial action; and 4) where the Ad- the lead House counsel on the 1984Hazardous and Solid Waste Amend-generator to help in the'clean-up of a ministrator has obtained a court order ments, is an attorney with the law
waste site where its wastes were dis- (including a consent degree) or issued an firm of Zuckert, Scoutt, Rasenberger
posed of. Although other court decisions administrative order under Section 106 and Johnson in Washington, D.C.
gave Section 7003 a much broader of Superfund, or Section 7003 pursuant Ward and Harris are coauthors of

tthe to which a responsible party is diligently Hazardous Waste-Confronting thereading, Congress was worried that tChallenge, a new book to be pub-Government's principal enforcement conducting a removal action, RIFS or lished this spring by ELI.
tool was being misinterpreted and seri- proceeding with a remedial action.
ously weakened. Section 7003 was re-
written and, although the revisions were
labeled a simple "clarification" of ex-
isting law, the House Energy and Com-
merce Committee left no doubt that it
intended to legislatively overrule the
adverse holdings:

"These amendments are intended to
clarify the breadth of Section 7003 as to
the persons, conditions and acts it
covers.... JA~nyone who has contributed
to the creation, existence or maintenance
of an imminent and substantial
endangerment is subject to the equitable
power of Section 7003, without regard to
fault or negligence. Such persons
include, but are not limited to. past and
present generators (both off-site and on.
site) .. past and present owners and
operators of waste treatment storage or
disposal facilities and past and present
transporters ... Thus, !or example, non-
negligent generators whose wastes are no
longer b!ing deposited or dumped at a
particular site may be ordered to abate
the hazard to health or the environment
posted by the leaking of wastes they once
depstited or caused to he deposited on
the site "
Ha",ing made sure that the imminent

and guhstantial endangerment provision
could be used as originally intended,
Congreq; also provided to individual 9-4
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g ~Title 3-The President*

Executive Order 12088 October 13, 1978 .

Federal Compliance With Pollution Control Standards

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and
statutes or the United States of America, including Section 22 of the Toxic
Substances Control Act (15'U.S.C. 2621), Section 313 of 'he Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1323), Section 1447 of the
Public Health Service Act, as amended by the Safe Drinking Water Act (42
U.S.C. 300j-6), Section 118 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.SZ.C
74 18(b)), Section 4 of the Noise~ Control Act of 1972 (42 U.S.C. 4903),
Section 6001 or the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 6961),
and Section 30 1 of Title 3 of the United States Code, and to ensure Federal

V compliance with applicable pollution control standards, it is hereby ordcred as
follows:

1 - 1 Applicability of Pollution Con trol Standards,

1-10 1. The head of each Executive agency is responsible for ensuring that
all necessary actions are taken for the prevention, control, and abatement of
environmental pollution with resPect to Federal facilities and activities under
the control of the agency.W with1-102. The head of each Executive agency is responsible for compliance

wihapplicable pollution control standards, including those established pursu. j
ant to, but not limited to, the following:

(a) Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.).
(b) Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 v

(c) Public Health Service Act, as amended by the Safe Drinking Water Act
(42 U.S.C. 3oof et seq).)

(d) Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 7401 vi seq.). L
(e) Noise Control Act of 1972 (42 U.S.C. 4901 ci seq.).
(1) Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.). :.
(g) Radiation guidance pursuant to Section 274(h) of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended (42 IU.S.C. 2021(h); see also, the Radliation Protec.
tion Guidance to Federal Agencies for Diagnostic X Rays approved by theL
President on January 26, 1978 and published. at page 4377 Of the FEDERAL
RzrIsTZR on February 1, 1978):'

(h) Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as amended
(33 U.S.C. 1401, 1402, 1411-1421, 144 1-1444 and 16 U.S.C. 1431-1434). *,.

U.(i) Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended (7 4

1-10-, "Applicable poluio control standards" means,. tesame substa-.

I.'tive, procedural, atid other requirements that would apply to a private person.

1-2. Agency Coordination.

1-201. Each Executive agency shall cooperate with the Administrator of'
the Environmental Protection Agency, hereinafter referred to as the Adminis-

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 43, NO. 201-TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1978
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47708 THE PRESIDENT

trator, and State, interstate, and local agencies in the prevention, control, arid
abatement of environmental pollution.

1-202. Eich Executive agency shall consult with the Administrator andwith State, interstate, and local agencies concerning the best techniques and".X-'

3• methods available for the prevention, control, and abatement of cnvironmen-
tal pollution. ,

1-3. Technical Advice and Oversigh•.

1-301. The Administrator shall provide technlical advice and assistance to
Executive agencies in order to ensure their cost effective and timely compli,
ance with applicable pollution control standards.

1-302. The administrator shall conduct such reviews and inspections as 4
may be necessary to monitor compliance with applicable pollution contiol
standards by Federal facilities and activities.

1-4. Pollution Control Plan.

1-401, Each Executive agency shall submit to the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget, through the Administrator, an annual plan for the !
control of environmental pollution. The plan shall provide for any necessary
improvement in the design, construction, management, operation, and mainte.
nance of Federal facilities and activities, and shall include annual cost esti. '"i""
mates, The Administrator shall establish-guidelines for developing such plans.

1-402. In preparing its plan, each Executive agency shall runsure that the
plan provides for compliance with all applicable pollution control standiards,

1-403, The plan shall be submitted in accordance with any other instruc. '.."
tions that the Director of the Office of Management and Budget may issue, ' '

1-5. Funding, 4-

1-501, The head of each Executive agency shall ensure that sullicient " '"

funds for compliance with applicable pollution control standards are requtested
in the agency budget.

1-502. The head of each Executive agency shall ensure that funds appro.
priated and apportioned f'oi the prevention, control and abatement of environ. ,'.
mental pollution are not used for any other purpose unless permitted by law
and specifically approved by the Ofice of Management and Budget,

1-6, Compliance With Pulliltion Control.

1-601. 'Whenever the Administrator or the appropriate State, interstate,
or local agency notifies an Executive agency that it is in violation of an l' ,
applicable pollution control standard (see Section 1-102 of this Order), the %
Executive agency shall promptly consult with the notifying agency and provide .
for its approval a plan to achieve and maintain compliance with the applicable
pollution.control standard. This plan shall include an iriplementation sched-
ule for coming into compliance-as soon as practicable, ni.p ..r..ntation'sc"ed

1-602, The Administrator shall make every effort to resolve conflicts
regarding such violation between Executive agencies and, on request of any
party, such conflicts between an Executive agency and a State, interstate, or a
local agency. If the Administrator cannot resolve a conflict, the Administrator
slhall request the Director of the Office of Management and Budget to resolve
the conflict. ,.,

1-603. The Director of the Office or Management and Budget shall
consider unresolved 'conflicts at the request of the Administrator. The Director
shall seek the Administrator's technological judgment aqd determination with ,
regard to the applicability of statutes and regulations. r IJ
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THE PRESIDENT 47709

1-604. These conflict resolution procedures are in addition to, not in lieu
or, other procedures, including sanctions, for the enforcement of applicable
pollution control standards,

.1-605, Except as expressly provided by a Presidential exemption uril.,r
this Order, nothing in this Order, nor any action or inaction under this o)rder,
shall be construed to revise or modify any applicable pollution ori 4
standard.
1-7. Lirniieation on Exnnpliowu.

1-701, Exemptions from applicable pollution control standards may only
be granted under statutes cited in Section 1-102(a) through 1-102tr0 if' the
President makes the required appropriate statutory determination: that such ~
exemption is necessary (a) in the interest of national security, or (b) in the
paramount interest of the United States.

1-702, The head of an Executive agency may, from time to time, recom-.
mend to the President through the Director of the Orrice of Management and
-Budget, that an activity or facility, or uses thereof, be exempt from an applica.
ble pollution c~ntrol standard,

1-703. 7'he Administrator shall advise the President, through the Director
:1 of the Office of Management and Budget, whether he agrees or disagrees with

a recommendation for exemption and his reasons therefor,
1-704, The Director of the 0f1ice of Management and Budget must

advise the President within sixty days of receipt or the Administrator's Views,

1-8.Cmeal Po~ of eac

3-801, The hedo ahExecutive agency that is responsible for the
construction or operation of Federal facilities outside the United States shall
ensure that such construction or operation COMplites with the environmental
pollution control standards of general applicability in the host country or
jurisdiction. 

rme17193isevkd1-802. Executive Order No. 11752 of Decme 7 93 srvkd

;low,
I THE WHITE HOUSE,

October 13, 1978.

CFR Doe. 78-2940b Filed 10-13-78; 3:40 pm]

EDrTomIAL Nor,: The Presidentsi statement of Oct. 13, 1078, on signing Executive OrderL ..

12088 and his memorandum ror the heads or departments anid agencico, dated Oct. k3, 1978, on ,-

Federal compliance with pollution control standards are printed In the Weekly Compilation of
PresidentiAl Documents (vol. 14 , no, 4 1).

4AX4
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APPENDIX 1.3 i.- .2
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SCRETARY OF DEFENSF ,

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

.t MAY 1980
MANPOWER. A

RESCRVE AFFAIRS

AND LOGISTICS

Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum
(DEQPPM No. 80-5)

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY FOR ENVIRONMEN", SAFETY AND OCCUPATIONALHEALTH, OASA (IL&r,':, ","•:
DEPUTY UNDER SECRETA,\'V OF THE NAVY-,-,.,
DEPUTY FOR ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY, SAF/IMIQ
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY

SUBJECT: Departnent of Defense Hazardous Material Disposal Policy

PURPOSE: This is to provide Department of Defense (DOD) policy
guidance on the disposal of hazardous materials. This memorandum
supercedes DEQPPM 79-4, "Department of Defense Hazardous Material
Disposal Policy," of December 17, 1979.

BACKGROUND: DOD possesses large quantities of hazardous materials,
. both new items and waste products, that must be disposed of in .n

environmentally acceptable manner. The Resource Conservation , 'i
Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) and the Toxic Substance Control Ac.':,f
1976 (TSCA) require that DoD update its disposal policy regarding '

*• hazardous materials.

In 1974, DOD designated the Defense Supply Agency, subsequently
renamed the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), to be responsible

"" for the disposition of items identified as unsalable because
the material has no sales value . . . (except) refuse and trash. . .
(and) items . . . restricted by law or military regulation." Some
of the materials reassigned to DLA were hazardous, but the overall
hazardous material disposal responsibility was not specifically
addressed in the 1974 policy.

In December of 1979, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Energy, Environment 'and Safety (DASD-EES), in coordination with
the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, Supply, Maintenance,
and Transportation (DASD-SM&T), issued Defense Environmental ..
Quality Program Policy Memorandum 79-4 (DEQPPM 79-4) which pro-
vided urgently nended guidance on hazardous material disposal. VW
After the policy was issued, representatives of the military
departments, DLA, and OASD(MRA&L) agreed to refine further DoD "N
policy. This DEQPPM 80-5 includes the refinements which those
representatives recommended. For purposes of this memorandum,
the term DoD components refers to the military departments and
all defense agencies except disposal operating entities of
DLA. Other torms used in this policy are defined in Tab A.

POLICY: DoD policy is to dispose of hazardous materials in an
environmentally acceptable manner:

9-8
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9 DLA is designated the responsible agency within DoD for
worldwide disposal of all hazardous materials, except for those
categories of materials specifically designated for DoD component "
disposal (Tab B). Specific DLA responsibilities for disposal of
assigned hazardous materials are in Tab C.

* DoD components shall dispose of those categories of hazardous
materials listed in Tab B. In addition, the DoD component shall ____

support DLA disposal actions as specified in Tab D. 4 .

* The DASD(EES), in coordination with DASD(SM&T) and other
OSD offices as necessary, shall formulate, implement, and monitor
policy for disposal of hazardous material and shall decide any
unresolved issues which may develop, including the reassignment
of resronsibility for disposal of specific categories of hazardous A
materis" when circumstances warrant.

e No other changes are made to the respective disposal mission
responsibilities of the DoD components or DLA.

IMPLEMENTATION: This memorandum is effective immediately and should L 4
be implemented as rapidly as possible.

a DLA shall make optimum use of existing disposal capabilities
and resources.

e DLA shall program for the additional resources required todischarge its responsibilities under this memorandum.

e DLA is directed to organize immediately and chair an inter-
service task group to plan actions and milestones for the full
implementation of this policy and submit their report to DASD(EES)
within 120 days from the date of this memorandum.

* The task group will develop and promulgate a hazardous
materials data call to identify current and projected hazardous
materials disposal workload, as well as the actions and methodology ,.4
identify, in as much detail as possible, the technical support and

assistance which can be provided DLA in its efforts to insure expe-
ditious disposal of hazardous materials in an environmentally safe
manner. The task group will identify those additional resource
requirements which, if made available to DLA, can be effectively
applied to expedite hazardous materials disposal during FY 80 and
FY 81.

Z.

SPaul H. Riley George Marienthal.
Deputy Assistant Secretary ot Defense Deputy Assistant Secretary •. :•2;
(Supply, Maintonance and Transportation) of Defense

(Energy, Environment and Safet; ,y-.
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Enclosures:
Tab A - Definitions

*Tab B - Materials Assigned to DoD Components
for Disposal

*Tab C - Responsibilities of DLA for Disposal
of Assigned Hazardous Materials

Tab D - Responsibilities of the DoD Components
in Support of the DLA Disposal of Hazardous
Materials.

MR/Read in g/EES
P. Haviland/ds/57820/6MaySO

( ' G ,.J
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TAB A .

DEFINITIONS

Material is hazardous when, because of its quantity, concentration,
or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, it may: (a)
cause, or significantly contribute to, an increase in mortality or
an increase in serious, irreversible, or incapacitating reversible
illness; or (b) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to
human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored,
transported, disposed of, or otherwise managed. ,4

For the purposes of this memorandum, hazardous materials do not
include those radioactive materials that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission controls. Licensees shall be responsible for the
disposal of those materials per 10 CFR 20. [ ,

Hazardous material may be defined as personal property consisting
of items, scrap, and waste:

Items - All unused, used, or contaminated property or
combiiations of property, (unused, used, mixed or
contaminated) which can be identified by a' national
stock number, manufacturer's part number, mili.tary
specification number, or locally purchased property
with a locally applied stock number. Also, that
property which by military regulation requires
application of a local stock number prior to
disposal. V

Scrap - Used or unused property which has no value except for
basic material content.

Waste - Used or unused property, residues, by-products, sludges, [.,-
and other materials, which have no known utility and
must, therefore, be discarded.

Conforming storage is a facility or location which conforms to
regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency and other
regulatory authorities governing the storage of hazardous materials.

The generating activity is an organization or element authorized
to turn-in property to the Defense Property Disposal Service.

9-11
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a TAB B

M~aterials Assigned to DoD
Components for Disposal

DoD components shall be responsible for disposal of the following
categories of hazardous materials which have not been assigned to
DLA:

1. Toxicological, biological, radiological, and lethal chemical

warfare materials which, by U.S. law, must be destroyed. Disposal of %
the by-products of such material is the responsibility of the DoD
component with assistance from DLA.

2. Material which cannot be disposed of in its present form
due to military regulations, e.g., consecrated religious items and
cryptographic equipment.

3. Municipal type garbage, trash, and refuse resulting from
residential, institutional, commercial, agricultural, and community'
activities, which the facility engineer or public works office
routinely collect.

4. Contractor generated materials which are the contractor's ,.-.
responsibility for disposal under the terms of the contract.

5. Sludges resulting from municipal type wastewater treatment
facilities.

6. Sludges and residues generated as a result of industrial
plant processes or operations.

K. 7. Refuse and other discarded materials which result from
"*' mining, .dredging, construction, and demolition operations.

8. Unique wastes and residues of a non-recurring nature which
research and development experimental programs generate.

9-12
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TAB C

Responsibilities of DLA
"for Disposal of

Assigned
Hazardous Materials

Specific DLA responsibilities in this area shall in ide, but not
necessarily be limited to, the following:

1. ,Accomplish documentation for DLA disposal actions as required .
under laws and regulations.

".2. Initiate contracts or agreements for disposal.

3. Accept accountability for all hazardous materials except
those categories specifically excluded in Tab B, which have been
properly identif.ed, packaged, labeled, and certified in conformance
with established criteria.

4. Accept custody of hazardous materials within the following
guidelines:

9 If DLA possesses conforming storage at the defense property C ,.
disposal offices (DPDO), DLA will accept physical custody at the time
"it accepts accountability.

* If DLA does not possess conforming storage at the DPDO,
"and the generating activity has conforming storage in support of k _
"mission requirements, the generating activity will ietain physical
"custody$ and DLA will accept accountability.

* -In those instances where neither DLA nor the generating
activity possess conforming storage, the activity with the "most L 2
nearly" conforming storage will accept or retain physical custody .,
and DLA will accept accountability.

* DLA will be responsible for the long term programming
* of military construction funding for conforming storage in support '.

of its disposal mission. k,1

e If DLA and the component involved cannot mutually agree
on the best procedure for storage and handling pending final disposal,
the Issue shall be referred at once to OASD(MRA&L) for resolution.

5. Provide any required repackaging or handling of hazardous U

materials subsequent to acceptance of accountability from the
generating activity.

6. Establish an inventory control system for the types,
quantities, and locations of available hazardous materials for
which DLA is responsible in the event that some other activity
right be able to use a particular material as a resource.
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TAB C
S2K

"7. Provide feedback to the military departments and defense
agencies on the costs associated with disposal in order that this
information might serve as an economic incentive to mninimize waste
generation.

8. Contract for disposal technology not available in-house or
from the DoD components.

9. Minimize environmental risks and costs associated with !. ,..
"extended care, handling, and storage of hazardous materials by
accomplishing disposal within a significantly compressed disposal
cycle. Initiate actions and projects within DoD and in conjunction
with federal civil agencies and industry to realize this objective
and expedite final disposal.

10. Devise a system by which the time of turn-in will be highly
visible on hazardous materials to insure proper application of
resources to dispose of these materials. DLA should insure that
sufficient disposal capability is programmed to preclude extended
delays in the hazardous materials disposal process.

: 11. Establish and maintain an analysis and information distri-
bution capability to:

o Evaluate the impact and applicability of current
technological advances on UoD hazardous material disposal procedures
and inform the DoD components of these .developments on a continuing
basis.

o Assure that the DoD components are apprised, on a
"continuing bhsis, of any federal, state, regional, and local
regulations being developed to control hazardous material disposal.

12. Become the DoD focal point to recommend to DASD(EES)
matters of policy and guidance for hazardous material disposal.

13. Establish procedures relative to assigned responsibility'
for hazardous material disposal. Unresolved issues will be for-
warded to OASD(MRA&L) with appropriate comments.

14. DLA shall program to carry out their responsibilities
"throughnormal budgeting channels.
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TAB D

Responsibilities of the DoD Components ,.'.'-.

in Support of the DLA Disposal of .
Hazardous Materials

1. Where feasible, minimize quantities of hazardous waste
through resource recovery, recycling, source separation, and
acquisition policies.

"2. Provide available tec~hnical and analytical assistance,
including R&D support, to DLA to accomplish disposal, if requested.

3. Provide &ll available information to DLA, as required, to

complete environmental documentation, e.g., environmental impact
statement associated with disposal.

4. Properly identify, packagL label, and certify conformance
with established criteria prior to tr:-.sfer of accountability to
DLA. Subsequent repackaging or handl.*.g is the responsibility of
DLA.

5. DoD components will retain custody of hazardous materials
within the following guidelines:

a If DLA does not possess conforming storage at the DPDO,
and the generating activity has conforming storr=-e in support of
mission requirements, the generating activity w%.! retain physical
custody, and DLA will accept accountability.

In those instances where neither DLA nor the generating
activity possesses conforming storage, the activity with the "most
nearly" conforming storage will accept/retain custody.

* If DLA and the component involved cannot agree on the
best procedure for storage and handling pending final disposal, the
issue will be referred at once to OASD(MRA&L) for resolution.

* When a DoD component retains custody of a hazardous
material, this hazardous material shall be kept on the accountable
records of DLA. V7•

6. When requested, the DoD components will assist DLA by
providing information and comments on federal, state, regional,
and local regulations being developed to control hazardous material
disposal, e.g., ability of particular installations to comply and ,.,
impact on DoD. The DoD components will. alert DLA to any local
situation which could impact on hazardous materials disposal.

7. DoD components shall program to carry out their responsibilities .
through normal budgeting channels.
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APPENDIX 1.4
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, 0 C 20301

MANPOWER,

RESERVE AFrAIRS

"AND LOGISTICS

DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY PROGRAM POLICY MlEMORANDUM (DEQPPM) 80-8

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 'IL&FM)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (MRA&L) k
DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (MRA&I)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (RD&L)
DIRECTORS OF DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: RCRA Hazardous Waste Management Regulations

PURPOSE: This is to provide additional policy guidance to implement
within the Department of Defense the hazardous waste management
regulations of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
of 1976.

BACKGROUND: On May 19, 1980, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) published implementing instructions to Subtitle C of RCRA

which established a federal program to provide comprehensive
regulation of hazardous waste. When fully implemented, this program
will provide "cradle-to-grave" regulation of hazardous waste.

The Department of Defense is an entity responsible for determining
when a material becomes a waste subject to RCRA Regulations. Applying ..
the criteria set forth in Subparts C and D of 40 CFR Part 261 further
qualifies the waste as hazardous at which point the RCRA Regulations

*• become effective. Also, RCRA establishes standards for generators
and transporters of hazardous waste that will ensure proper record-
keeping and reporting, the use of a manifest system to track ship-

V' ments of hazardous waste, the use of proper labels and containers,
and the delivery of the waste to properly permitted treatment, storage, "-v.,
and disposal facilities. To ensure that these facilities are designed,
constructed, and operated in a manner which protects human health
and the environment, the regulations promulgate technical, admini-
strative, monitoring, and financial standards for them. EPA will
use these independently enforceable standards to issue permits to
owners and operators of facilities.

Also in May, 1980, Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy
Memorandum 80-5 was published to provide DoD policy on the disposal *"

of hazardous materials. That policy designates the Defense Logistics
Agency as responsible for the disposal of all hazardous materials
except those that specifically remain the other DoD components'
responsibilities.
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POLICY: The DOD pol.cy is:

* To limit the generation of hazardous waste through alterna-
tive procurement practices and operational procedures that are
attractive environmentally yet are fiscally competitive,

* To reutilize, reclaim, or recycle resources where practical
and thus conserve on total raw material usage,

e To exhaust all other actions mandated by Federal statutes or
regulations prior to identifying the material as discardable,

* To dispose of hazardous waste in an environmentally acceptable
manner according to the disposal policy established in DEQPPM 80-5, ii

e To implement within DOD the hazardous waste management
regulations that EPA published under Subtitle C of RCRA or that
states enact under EPA authorization,

• To consider all unused hazardous materials as not regulated
under RCRA until a decision is made to discard them, and

o To insure that all used hazardous materials are safely ',v.
handled, accounted for, and controlled by internal DoD documentation.
The internal controlling documentation will be applied to all move-
ment among DOD activities and will reflect all data elements pre-
scribed for auditing purposes and for shipping manifests as required "
by EPA or the states. The DoD component/entity assigned disposal
"responsibility by DEQPPM 80-5 will ad~tse the using activities as
to which "used" hazardous material must be controlled as a hazardous

* waste.-

ACTION REQUIRtED: DOD components will:

o Reduce hazardous waste generation to the maximum extent
practical,

* Reutilize, reclaim, or recycle resources where practical, and

o Implement EPA hazardous waste management regulations.

As part of that implementation, any DoD installation that generates
or transports hazardous waste or owns or operates a facility that
treats, stores, or disposes of hazardous waste will notify EPA
regional administrators as required. Each installation will obtain
one EPA identification number. That identification number will be %A

used for all subsequent reports and permit applications required
for the installation.

Also, any installation which owns, operates, or proposes to own or
operate a facility that treats, storer, or disposes of hazardous
waste will apply for a permit from EPA or the state. That
application is in two parts:
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Part A, which defines the process to be used, the .
design capability, and the hazardous waste to be handled,
must be submitted by November 19, 1980.

a Part B, which contains more detailed information intended
to establish that the facility can meet the technical
standards that RCRA promulgated, must be submitted at a
date that the regional administrator sets.

The installation commander will sign the permit application as the
facility owner o and the operational manager of the permitted facility
will sign the permit application as the operator. DLA or other
tenants will sign as operation manager for all functions for which
they have been assigned responsibility under DEQPPM 80-5. Each
installation that requires a permit will submit one EPA Form 3510-1
for the installation (Form 1 - General Information) and an EPA
Form 3510-3 for each permitted facility (Form 3 - Hazardous Waste
Permit Applicat.6on).

Implementation of the comprehensive hazardous waste management program
mandated by RCRA requires maximum cooperation of all activities on an
inatallation. The installation commander is responsible to ensure
compliance with all RCRA requirements for the installation. The .
installation commander is responsible to notify, to apply for permits,
and to report to EPA or the state, as required, for all installation
activities, including tenants. The individual facility operational
managers are accountable for conducting their activities in accor-
dance with RCRA. Those facility managers, including supporting
property disposal activities and tenant activities, will provide
necessary documentation to the installation commander for permit
application, will provide to the installation commander reports
required by EPA or the state, and will ensure compliance with RCRA
regulations and permit requirements at that facility. All reports
to EPA or the state will be co-signed by the installation and
facility operator or their designated officials.

For facilities that DoD owns but does not operate, the DoD component
"that owns the facility is responsible as the owner for purposes of
the permit. For example, on an Army governument-owned, contractor-
operated plant, the contractor may be the applicant for the permit,
but the local Army commanding officer is still responsible to
ensure compliance.

DoD components will use the Disposal Turn In Document (DTID) or
a bill of lading, as appropriate, modified to meet the EPA require-
ments, for the shipping manifest. The shipping activity, either
servicing property disposal activity or facility operator, will
manifest any shipment of hazardous waste off the installations in
accordance with RCRA. The responsibility for tracking the manifest
terminates at the permitted facility destination for that shipment;
however, the shipper must obtain a copy of the completed manifest to
show arrival at that destirnation. For shipments among DoD components,
whether on the same installation or between installations, the
turn-in activity's responsibility terminate3 upon receipt of a
signed copy of the Disposal Turn In Document (DTID) or the govern-
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ment bill of lading which serves as the internal manifest between
the generator, the servicing DPDO, or other permitted receiver.

Each DoD component will take immediate action to identify all
resources required to achieve full compliance with EPA and state
regulations. Those resources will then be addressed, within
program decision memorandum approved overall component resource
levels, in future budget submissions.

An installation that requires permits for more than one program
(RCRA, Safe Drinking Water Act, Clean Water Act, and Clean Air
Act programs) is encouraged to consolidate its application, if
possible, under EPA's consolidated permit program.

In special circumstances, and where it is mutually agreed among the
installation, tenant, and EPA/State, exceptions to the above
policies will be documented by the DoD component concerned and
forwarded to DASD(EES) for approval. .tI ',

The DASD(EES), in coordination with DASD(SM&T) and other OSD offices
as necessary, shall monitor policy implementation for RCRA hazardous
waste management, and shall decide any unresolved issues which may
"deve lop.

This memorandum is effective this date. Progress toward implementation
of this memorandum and the RCRA hazardous waste regulations will be
included in the environmental management-by-object ve (MBO) semi-
annual reports.

George Marienthal
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Energy, Environmont and Safety)

Deputy Assistant aecret y of Defense
(Supply, Maintenance and Transportation)
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APPENDIX 1.5 CH 7, DoD 4160.21 -M

CHAPTER XXI

HAZARDOUS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

A. GENERAL material is the responsibility of the DoD install, ainut
wiAt assistance from DLA. ,

I. The purpos of this chapter i to provide DoD in w astcfm L
stallations and DLA personne w.t guidance for (2) Matrial which cannot be disposed oj in it.,
handling, procssing, end disposing of Iarde present form due to military regulations; e.g.. A Pe.

property, in acodance with appliable environmet, munition, Explosives and Dangerous Artiri,..,? •
tal and other p~inenm laws and regulations. (AEDA), controlled miedical items. This categ,'-it

t,"nd o ewould include those instances where mnittury regubla..
S. The DoD policy is to store and dispose of all tions require '.e obliteration of all ?aurkinga thdot

hazardoua property in an environmentWy acceptable could relate an euess material to its operational in., .
manner in accordane with applicable environmental gram. Once the appropriate actions are taken to m,,,•.
and other pertinent laws aad regulations. the military regulation, the ,esulting maatcrial could

S. For definition. see Attachment I and Chapter II, then be turned in to the swr-iring DPDO.

this mnanual. . (3) Municipal-type gtu'lssi. trosh, arid rfi,.,#, ,
resultingfJimt residential, instit uionul, onimmetrrnid.

B. RESPONSIBILITIES agricultural, and community activities, which cMt b,' .
disposed of in a state or locally permitted sauitot'!

1. DoD installation responsibilities are as.t'oJlbws: landji.L

a. Wherefeasible, minimize quantities oj' hazard. (4) Contractor generat,-d materialec which ,•, r
ous property through resource recovery, recycling, the onmractor's responsibility fiwr dispus, i utud"r tihe
1ourcut separation, and acquisition policies. termis of the contract.

b. Provide available technical and analytical (5) Sludges resulting froui rnunicipul.t!o :-..

assistance, including research and development sup. waste-water treatmtent JGwilLitis.
port, to DLA to accom•lish disposal, if requrshted. (6) Slidges and residues generaird as i res;lt !,I

c. Provide all available information to DLA, as re- industrial plant processes or operations. Pro(.rly0
quired, to complete environmental docnunentation" ident(ied industrial process sludges and residues
e.g., environmental impact statements associated upith which are not commingled tr a product of ai, it.
disposal. dustrial waste t reatmentjbr'ility tare thr ri.usn•ibitehi. '-

ty of DLA. DLA does owt take idludgy's iri residwn
- d. Properly identify, package, label and certif front waste water treatment Jiilities. ULA does t'ak,'

conformance with, established environmtntal and sudges and residues from industrial proce.ses toit
transportation criteria prior to transier of'accoisnt. have not been commingled. For ca ample, sludges it nil
ability for hazardous property to DLA. rsidues from industrial process "A" nust be colleted 0

e. When requested, assist DLA by preavidiag silbr. and stored separately from sludges ane residars L,
mation and comments wifederal, state, regional, afnd remdting Jfont industrial priocess "B". Each pi•toss •
local regulations being developed to control hazardous may result in sludges and residues that contain a mPi. u-
property disotsal; e.g., ability of particular instaUlla ture of ingredients and contaminants but the sludts
tion to comply and impact on DaD. Alert DLA to tiny and residues from each process noust be nellected and
local situation which could impact hazardous proper- stored separately and not commingled.
ty disposal. (7) Refuse and other discurd,' d material whi ch

f Retain physical custody of hazardous proprty result from mining. dredginy, construction, tnote
within the guideline pr(ovided in parograph C, this demelition operations.
chapter. (8) Unique wastes and residues (oya nanr-,,r.

g. Provide for disposal of the following categories ring nature which research and dewlt4pnient %.r.
of hazar•ous property: perimenital programs generate-.

(1) Toxicological, biological, ruadkiolical, and S. The DLA respomsibilitiev are as Jilltm,
lethal chemical warfare materials which, by U.S. law, a. Accomplish decumentation (inwluding r•noits, o .
must be destroyed. Disposal of the by.products of suc/h AWbrDLA disposeal attions as rripuiirv, under appliald,t,

XXI-9
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CH 7, DoD 4160.21-M

ueironmet al and other pertinent laws and regua-. m. Maintain #uI ,,,11a1lsi., ,ud iuflriftim-,
tic%& distribution capabilily oJ" current hvchnoiigicual ad.

6 Initiate contrafrt. or ~ag a for DLA lences4 fil Dit) hazar(dous prlupcr'er fhikimstl pru-

dispood actiate . cedures find ,rimde, DoD intstailati.fi.' o" i-'h dr'.
Velupiacevtp,w, it rpoutinuipty besis. Ad,#ioiMal.y, e,.

a Accept accountabilityfor all hazardous proper- .sre that DoD installations are apprised of aniy
ty. ecept those categories under respouibility of DaD federul, state, rewru4,l,, and local regulations being
SWuLo (paragraph BI above) which have been developed to c(mtrol hazardous property disposal
I InM1.1y idetTied, padcag label4• and cert•'sd in n. Servera the W. DaD Jfal point to rer•,ntrnd to
accordae with eviron l and tran ation ASD atterv tpaolicy and guidance fin" hazurdo m,6
aws and regulation&. property disposa.

d. Accept sludge and reridues from industrialpr tat htav no bwsm ngti~etd e.g.,d'lso. Esabishpt'cedure• relat or' to tss%.rtd
po cmesVW am ot eenammigde e~., ludear respionsibilily for hazardous pruiprrty disimsal.

and revidue. frot industrial process "A" t be col- Unresolved is.vues wpill bifi rwarded to OASD with ap-
Wt and stored separately fromt sludges and residue
resulting from industrial p "B'. t

e. Accept custody ofutaardous property within the
guidelines provided in paragraph C. this chaptr.. RESER VED

D. TURN-IN PROCELDURES (GENERALi
f Progra• for construction of Jwag acilities in

support of the DLA dispoMI missio%. DaD installat ions and DLA ore resprnsible.fur cont-

g. Proride finy requirnd relpa'kiq9inpq or hilallitni idilu'e wi'hth. eitiuir' tal ,d uther twrtiitrt leus
oJ'hazardus property subvquentel tu iti 'epta rt• ofU '-. ' Off#/ Itttb[ r i,1' . I lt le'Ir (it fe.istire E'd '1r11 IDl ti

couasabilityfrom tOe turn-in activity. ; r ,pliolife,' turiIII.iI t'tirsties find l)t)I.;s Uile:

A. Etablish an inventory control system for the I. Pr,,pIAai. srehedui. t111 coordinate hazardous

types, quantities, and Loations ofjavailable Aaza nious pr.1'rt0 I f u Eril-.Ls.

property for which DLA is responsible in the event 2. Prcess tureit-irs thuazardfous prolped' a.xJ'lluu's:
that mae other activity might be able to use particular I
property as a rMeour.e. .lehtijiratlm

i. Proide an economic incentive for DcD instalua. (I1 NSN.ideet ified hazardous prolprt t.
tions to segregate and minimize waste generti••t by: tr) The turt-ir 'artititM uill ir'rridu the.tolhrme.

(1) Providing JedJback to inilitary departiuttets in!J upise eurn-in i ,,NSN-id,'eti•led hai:rdu•s prqp('r.
and defen agen on the costs associated with ty Itc tIe" DP)O:
destructioncof HW. i. Valid NSN.

(f) Providing 100 percent reimbursement to DoD
installationu with qualVifed recycling progranms Jfir M 2. N pd ll he xupplg

hazardous wastes sold by DLA for reycling in amrd, ye
aim ith ADlD poliy. .1. Chfefti f 1 wo1 f klzt,,ilrius c41,.

j. Contract for disposal teA ogy n l able ale timinu,,ts. ued nte namnw of ru/tirdous cvl-

within the DaD. tll i10 rut.',.

k. Minimize entiruniental risksi and 1 4. Antwuie of hazllous and bonoatdcrdous

ausociated with the extended care, handling., amt" thneiatmie.rs based itl user's kofwlcge or tbstiy ntj.

storage of hazardous property by tccomplishing or parit. peir million as applicable .
disposal within a signifcantly compressed digisptl r
cycle. Initiate actions and prtr.iets within Did) mpul il (b) When nwcessary. the DPDO) will:
conjunction with federal. state and boil agencies aind 1. Search HMIS (ilS/or other dtata sources
industry to realize this objective and expedite Jfiudl Jfir chemilol natws o)'huzturdous cuomponets.

S. Search HAILS fJr tr•,iportctisin ,iul
L Operate a atystiem to etsure thlt itsuftittl other d, ta mas required.

disposal capability is programmed to prealude ei-
tended delays in the hazardous property disposal proe. . 3, COntrac yuanuJ'Cturer .br dita us re.
us. quired.

XXI-2
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CH 7, DoD 4160.21 -N
(s) LSN/FSC~dautfWi property. The co~~tainere "mat be able to wit hstand Ptwrinal

(00 The tiu,.win activity uWiU prmxvidethefolliw. handling or Wh tumi~na will be rejected.,
ing for turni-its of haiardow property to the LDPDO: fe) DoT specoifid containers are reiquire.6d t

1. Chemnical namea Ofaadu wm~es storage and movement! of hazardous woaitu. Them-%
wastes may also be accumu~lated in bulk in RCRA per.

R. Cemicl tutneof hzardus cn. iited facilit ies,taminant. and noun names Iqf nonhazardous con-
tamiania(a) DoT apscifiM containers are not requ ired, ti,

turn-in to the DPDO qf anything other than the Iiw.S. Amounit. of hasardoue and noha ardous rdu wastes. The transporting agency does hur, I
ooniaPd7ntts. based on user' knowledgeo or testing9 Qf responsibility to comply with DoT eurwitIi

Ow UM expressed in a range ofvontarat by percentage transport owr public highways.
or parte per million as appliciable. .

(b) he PDO ~ .(.) Whe4 hazardous property turned in jut
dirpoeal is packaged in the original military coot-

1. Accepf amousttability of property iden, tai mere, the turn-in activity will protoide the DPDO
tifle in the aboiw manner. I with, a atwlfction ae to th true condition/ireWibilityd

S. Aocept phia o n cra of tOe oointaineam The certýtSoaiioii uWi be placed eit
with ~hy pcustopdy, hi Block Y of the DTID by th turn-in acit tity an d if-III

codain (one q0thejbllum'ny mialarnim.-n
d. Assign prope DoT shipping descr-iption Jp wihbT4Vk

to item reoet~d frovn on-site or/for property that 4 ?0S
received in..place and is 6~t transported overpublic

highway..(h) Packaging equiscl.evverds DuT i9 C'HvN
4. Assist tvrimin pctivity in determining 1019

roper i yMt~nion as ompab~itie. permit. (r) Packaging is niubstandard to DoT 4&o CYR~
5. ejct ur~i ivae pope ie~tijcai1 170-189 (this im not acceptable for haza~rdous uwtu411

is accordance with the abmv is not providd H"o ofet caro rpry &r~n)
(S) DaD property in ybreign rountpies u ler14.(S) PCBs, An analysis of PCB conetation am rituriemi shaii be' packaged inii rcaordanve with thr hih* *termnined by a sciet~iosUy "cepabie ana~lytical cousntry's entoiromnmental luiw.i and/or slates. oIVilre'E'I

method woiU accompany th DTID usnless the property
has a vandnfacturer's label or nameplate that in.
diooae the presence of PCBs; e~g., goerie~. or comnmer c. Labelinfg,
OWa name. The analysis will indicate the amnount qf (1) Htuirau'doi property will bw labrled ill rv 1.
PCB in pail.i We million (ppm) or in the jbIo wing Jornanve withi est ab iaehedenioaaetluu
range": tr~ration laws iand roeslalinurm

Leee tan 50ppm(i) P`CB marking requirements are as po~
b. 50.99 ppm uribed by th EPA in 40 CFR 7U1.46. Iioripm utitun aiut.

ing S0 pmi or ~iourv PCB mnust be vita ricd, wiith the u-i.0. ISM ppm or more to iyPBI jbne .'.

-individual analysis ise required for eac ite. ite So pp or mmr PCB, "Immit he marked.
I, och a. capacitors which do not have viim phing, or amra. cL Dipowel rurn.Int Doruenin (DTFIDj.
.wing part. and are oolaled by the mani~acturor and
ar# emited tocontain PCBu wW be turned inR as U rylr ta oteDD ilbPCB itemWi(5hout is done so with a propery prepared OTID. Stanadar~d
DPDS may "cet batch testing reewlfts olmineral oil procedures fitr Prepar(At On of 4 DTWD arefiowed fIt.

DoD 4140.1 I-M ML.S TRIP, lot aiddi~tion. aetuert "HH % A.di~crcOn a caae-y~rasie bawie. Houweer, apprtnind in blok C jftais'Cain is hguurjoua "wuerial ar "HW"..
for batch teting Will be Obtained from DPDS prior to, ~ i~ we

luckagig haado usma itigrequrmn. hr hyue
Paiagn.(t) The DTID will benaodOW eto datIi4y intern al

(1) Property turned in to th DPDO must be in State/EPA required shipping viani~feats will be useed Iit
containiirs that are non-Leakng avid eafe to handle. addition to the mMdiVe DTID for trtaneporting has..
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ardow wastes. Iformation required on the, (.) Bkwoc.& Enter totaw quantity of hajardou• .s,
StaWEPA manjfeet muL be completed by the turn-.i waste by units of uweghi or volume (include• packap,
activity whni timnporting hAWUrdm *w• l , ets t.ffxi, ig).
and owr pUbc hmAuiq~yv to a serrieimqj DPDU. ()korhD Iw elndn~~~:i ad ow pubic hgh~tt, t n •t'ies# DDO,(3) Block 8 of the DTID wilU be signed and dced.

(a) Block A -"Shipped From!: add telephone by the DPDO and returned to the turn.in activity
number and EPA idn cction, number. Ialations uAin 5 working dayo from rocipt, The signed copy of
qu&iWng as RCRA defitned "email quantity the DTID wiun eve as valid reopt of dccountabi.ty
pneatror." will enter "emal generator elusion" in for Me hwMardous property by the DPDO,
leu of the EPA id tcation number.

(b) Block B-"Shtp To": add toionume~ R E. TURN.IN PROCEDURES (SPECIFIC).

and EPA identVfoatio number. Detailed guidae gaovrning tun.in as weU ow L"
(a) Block U- "Freight Classification handling and pro•esing of epeifwT hasarou proper. plop"4

NownoW ureT : add Hasard Class (*uzmu isa ty im contained in Chapter VI, thi anual.
alpha oAsrad#Nr end uAm character (I alpha, 4
Lnumer id oj ion number as ,hown in DoT 49 F. IMPLEMENTATION OF RCM.

€• a'•- w~x. . Permits. ,
(t ,For n.s h, a, The instaltation commander is upieb to
1.For non-NSN haslrd u•Iw • aste itemi ensre compliance with all RCRA reuirement, for

meter the word 'Waste, sad the iem' proPer .Aippi, Mthe itallatin. The insta.1ation commander is a,'.
name as shown ini DoT .49 CPR 179 and as mueft respornsible to no~fti to apply for pemnit., and to
dcriptiw iw/ormation a pouaible in Biocka W and report to EPA or the slate, as required for all in-
X, aud/or wAAok additionl docu ration. w" this stallcation activitius, including tenant.. TenanU art
d"ta repnil rcnutn their activt ies in accord

M. For NSN hzardoe w wt, i 0,uw Block W ane with RCRA and permit r•quirYmen at the
Sbe u * internal purposes and Block X must /facility. Tenant. will provide n•esmary documenta.

,ontain te uwd "wast~fol•M o• d the iiem'. proper tion, signed and completed, to the host for Permit ap.
ahippwi natme as hum inDoT 49 CFiR i r. plicationa andfor reporta as required by EPA or thw

(a)Block Y-U.uthuBlo (in e bltof ate'Submittal.will be in the format required by the

AA through E) fo th deposit account number, Note,: re oag ew
This is not si entry required on behaf of hazardtasm 6. The indiiidual feility oprrational managers

Sdoc•mentation but a movement o' d~a are respupoible, br conducting their aetivitiei in ac.
I to peMrit we f the preously identifted ourdance with RCRA. Thou j'QaiV managers, i. S , .',

blocka for o•the pu m cuding teant, will provide neeary docmentation
CO BW• AA and BB - Use tam twoo bioe for to the installation commander for permit applioa•

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tos will pruvk.A an BUeheewolafr ~ L the installation commanderth trnaporior's stame and EPA ide•tifwatlon to..•Ipoiet h flaltm otaar,
nepor, r nm n EAn rerts required by EPA or the otats. and will ensure

ncomplianre with RCRA rvyulattvna and permit re.

(g) Block CC-Hew transporter (identiffed in quire•'ent. at th4t fjility,
Block. AA and BE) sign and date Jbr hiipmnen re. r. The installation commander will sign as the

owner and the Defenwe Property Diepusal Region Cum.
(W0 Blode DDA •R, FF and CC -Insert the marder will Agn as the operator. 4,

f*LUowi statement in these block. (NoWe Rubber ,H aroeW l anem tPa.
814IMPe, 4T#pWritte Or MOMMOneproduced copy re-
quird4: "T'M is to eriof that te above named Inipnememteatiomta of the ,ompreheneive hasardobu waste
Materials are p ioperly classified, dciribed, p•k. inat•e•nuna prugnma, nammdated by RCRA, requir".
Saged, inWWdad labeled, and are in pre oondit ion maximum w•owration qu'all activities on an instalia.
for tr9arportaitmo according to the applicable regula. Lion. The Jbllowing guidance applies. to dewlopment
twion 0/ DoT avid EPA." To comply with RCRA. the and imp! n~uietirtwio of a Hadmarddru Waste Manage
turi%. activity will sip as the generator under the IwtI Pla. "-"

~ ~ a. The iiwtullWatin commatuder is retpoiwible
(V Blok.R. Enter DoT con•ainer claseirica. for develiping uand implementing a Hazardous Waste

tion. Management Plan to include ll a eWnte on the in.
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S *~~tallation. This plan ehai idmnliA and implement G. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INFORMATION z.
Imardoiu vwat. maniageYment actione required byj SYSTEM (HMIS)II-AZARDOUS MATERIALS ;:

pld1L 1~~. DO Inst ruct ion 6050,5, 1iuazrdow asia&lt

tiO R f 4 srwdbu Wat aaer lnad etablismen and wepoa of a DDhzardo usaera. Caietion
* *. ~~~~~ .Jwu~~inormbeo sytmrudi p4tgtt tfrniu j

M.tou The propis er rignisgad to uport te "wof dre

d. uired bt P widde rtnge RCR datawe re~s to IPafoJW hoWth, UIG nI
gusatwn, a ma~~teat ation eatnd Uw r ofene hazardatousnandr auwtioeawr

Ded~s) aow. TA. ermit h~der (i~tahatio boen negadator incu applying theeis an iout oratouti
nder)An. pviaiilit or einuug of the propean traih~nitng 6 n mthep mCý r,

Whe reuii by EP theo StaateaU andA derivedafahud ectct
O"Howeti, ah DPDOfes will ~.Ng abe p ""'W* i M adito Hto aaaepsteedmmcoih nga

apMe nwTW . in h aaroae oerty ot DLA GcCdph i =tublEo with qatel nomaltw ipatn lieu u pron hes and
oD$4)abv. Iithe permitahole. hr tA permtaiot com regli idmntuled If ter isN Marnydcturr andoPut us

deteate #iiiaurwautoriy totheDPD, OaLM0W Nuher (*,#TraeNae and sq taff shwould be cntaNe.
maiet.bimydlaesignature wilt appear

prepmzted In proser for-ama wh the operaithor de arandtridb NSN. JI~ Manfacurr.18ar

ceommader Aouxtrepatority. to EP or he tt wily one Nue~~omentber (Tare:a and~ eaaresaundbyNN
signdand re wiapear.teiaal~to omne.FT ** .aas

4. RordRapng ad Rporing.4. UX s aDLA ana#4 ontrcto oprwJ
jjV~~~~m~~~a~~io% ~ ~ Sorfo ehiaAnO~ jnO Cj

1*1911tiO &k OMlY A fdff~l nd lat IN AC~t. hndlng.9rQ*pOtQ~O% ispsalandon
k"Ardous~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~4 Wat 4.kpn ldrprtn e iem'UawsofIadu ~ei aae

qureensTnatsLWsbmt eprt eqird y meiHMC antin atlehoe esoseoaait
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CHAPTER XXI

ATTACHMENT I

DEFINITIONS

I. Hazardous Property. Includes material uad dust, gases, fumes, vapors, mists, or smoke with oiiv
waste having one or more of the following or more of the above characteristics;
characteristics: g. produces sensitizing or irritating effects;

a. has a flashpoint below 260" F (93° C) closed cup,
or is subject to spontaneous heating or is subject to h. is radioactive;
polymerization with release of large amounts of i. the item hius special characteristics which in the
energy when handled, stored, and shipped without opinion of the manufacturer could cause harm to pwr-
adequate control; n.Annel if Used or stored improperly;

b. has a Threshold Limit ValueO equal to or bielow j. the item is hazardous in accordance with 0Si8A
1.000 ppm for gases and vapors, below 500 mglm:' for "9 CFR i91o;
fumes, and equal to or less than 30 mppcf or 10 mg/in'
for dusts (less than or equal to 2.0 fibers/cc greater k. the item is hazardous in accordance with DoT 411
than 5 micrometers in length for fibrous materials): CFR 171-179 or the International Maritime

Dangerous Goods Code of the International Maritimec.aa single oral dtse that will causte 50 locrevot organizaiion (IMO) or the Dangerous Goods Regula-fatlites o tst nimls hei adiniterd ii (t s"N ions of the Internaktional Air Transport Association.
of less than 500 mg per kilogram of test aniimal lions o r
weight; (IATA); or

d. is a flammable solid as defined in DoT 49 ('FR 1. is regulated by the Environmental Protectioni
173.150, or is an oxidizer as defined in DoT 49 CI"R Agency under 40J CFR.
173.151, or is a strong oxidizing or reducing agent
with a half cell potential in acid solution of greater 2. Huzardou.s IVa•tes. Property which is regulated
than ± 1.0 volt as specified'in Latimer's table om the ;is a hazardous waste under the Resour'e Consorva.
oxidation-reductiun potential; tion and Recovery Act and subsequent legislation. in

e. causes first-degree burns to skin in shutrt-tiiihe 'x- 'luding state and local regulatory authorities.

posure, or is systemically toxic by skin contact; 3 Hazardous Mwerial. Any hazardous propert%
f. in the course of normal operations, may proulsce which is noi a hazardous wast,.

wU.S ..,OVERNME... PMINTINGOFFICL 1965 411 Is 10103

XXI-A- 1
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APPENDIX 2.1

Paint Removal Through Plastic Bead
Blasting-The Sensible Way

Robert A. Roberts
U.S. Air Force

-Hill AFB, UT •.

Roberts, R. A. Paint Removal Through Plastic Bead Blasting - The Sensible
Way, SAE Technical Paper Series 850712, 21st Annual Airline Plating and
Metal Finishing Forum, Atlantd, Georgia, February 18-21, 1985.

ABSTRACT BACKGROUND

Everyone who has something painted The technique most used to remove
must usually have the paint removed from protective and decorative coatings from c.
that itom at some time during its life aircraft and ground support equipment is
cycle. The following article covers one based on the chemical action of a
of the newest innovations devised for stripping compound against primer and a.
removing paint without contamination, topcoat materials. The workability of
hazards to personnel, the generation of this process depends on the number of
waste or the consumption of toxic successive coatings which are going to
chemicals. Defined as PLASTIC BEAD be removed, the length of time those
BLIASTING, the method provides an easy -Coatings have been on the surface, and
way of removing all types of paint in an the compatibility of the coatings to the
average of one-tenth of the time chemical stripper. If there are
previously taken to do the job with variables in any of these conditions,
costly chemicals. A wide variety of more than one type of paint stripper is
equipment manufacturers are avbilable required or a follow-up with hand
with "off-the-shelf" equipment designed sanding or buffing. This technique is
to do the job, and the plastic blasting expensive and time consuming, releases

-• - '---. um a the working area which are
Plastics and Chemical Company. This new undesirable, creates hazardous working

paint removal process is being hailed as conditions for the work force and
the next "State-Of-The-Art" method for results in removal products which are %
removal of paint from most aircraft and difficult and costly to diopose of
ground support equipment. without danger to the environment.

Because of these adverse conditions and
PLASTIC BLAST PAINT REMOVAL the ccntinued accelerated hazardous

- T H E R E I S A B E T T E R W A Y chemical disposal costs, alternate
methods of paint removal were required

We are living inr a world which is to meet the ever-tightening restrictions
slowly coming to Its senses in the of the Environmental Protect ion Agency.
matters concerning chemical pollution.
The Environmental Protection Agency is PROPOSAL
constantly tightening the restrictions
on what can be used and how much, and it With all of the above in mind, the %
Is just a matter of time before the cost new method described herein covers the
of control will far exceed the cost of use of a relativeiy new product
the materials used. developed by the U.S. Plastics and

Chemical Corporatior, Putnam, Conn.

With that as the driving force, a The product is a sort (Mohe scala 3.5)
decision was reached four years ago, by plastic with sharp angular edge
the Air Force, to develop a better way characteristics that have excellent
of removing paint from aircraft. The cuting qualities for the removal of
"development and success of that project paint while still rot being abrasive
to as folglows: enough to damage metals. The actual work
" 0~~~1U1.7¶1P5llSO2t511712•0 2 iO

Copyright I10 Society of Automotive Enneer,. Inm.
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p.process is night or iented which Plastic Slasting method ii available
establishes a very low training curve now, the equipment is categorized as
and allows personnel to become "off the shelf" and the function of
proficient in a short period of time. blast removal of paint from aircraft
Stand-off distances can be varied to surfaces is already approved by both the
produce different removal rates, and in Air Force and Navy. This plastic blast
some cases, the top coats may be removed process will not only fill the "five
leaving the under coat primers in place. year" development gap which the other
Carbon, grease, oil, and dirt deposits methods need to become operational, but
can easily be removed from difficult will save hundreds of millions of
access areas, and any of the blast media dollars while it is doing it, and the
left behind can be blown out with air, EPA standards for 1985 will be a goal
flushed with water or picked up with a which can be realized by everyone who
vacuum system. No products of corrosion has dust and pollution problems.
can be generated with the use of this
blast media because it is totally inert.

LIMITATIONS
ADVANTAGES

There are limitations to the
The advantages of using the Plastic Plastic Blasting method, but in all

Blast Media over other type of organic cases, these limitations are far more
blasting compounds (walnut shells for desirable than the present chemicalexample) is that It is more aggressive methods of paint removal with the i"

and therefore recuires less -nerating follow-on mechanical sanding required

of work. The operational pressures elimination of chemicals and the
recommended for blasting with the resulting effluent control will
U.S.P&C angular plastic are 30 to 40 PSI probably be the most far-reaching of the
at the nozzle. The plastic material does improvements gained as a result of this A
not break up readily and therefore nmw process. The Plastic Blasting,
product s very little dust. The method iT faster (generally tc n times
reusability characteristics for over the chemical process) cleaner,
recycling are very good, allowing the safer, and therefore produces cost
plastic material to be used continually effective savings over the present
until the screen size is categorized as methods. Use on radomes which are
dust. It can be stored without painted with "Rain Erosion" coatings has
deterioration and can be dried out and not been successful, but at the same
used if it inadvertently gets wet, all time, by reducing the screen site of the
without adverse effect on its ability plastic material to 30/40 mesh, we have
to perforrxas designed. Because it is been able to remove paint from carbon
man made, it is constant in both size composite Surfaces, fiberglass and light
-aeid--ga , entaluminum surfaces with no damage
batch to batch. Standar blast equipment to the substrates. The blasting action
like that produced by CLEMCO, Pauli & helps to stress-releive the surfaces,
Griffin, CAB Systems and Royce does not heal cracks in aluminum and
Mechanical Systems are now available for removes the paint from titanium,
use. Arrowhead nozzles seem to provide stainless steel, alclad and anodized
the best blast patterns and the Goodyear aluminum alike. Alclad aluminum surfaces
li -Flex hoses are the easiest to use and will have a "sand blasted" appearance
are the least fatiguing, after blasting because the soft tluminum

clad is softer than the plastic
OTHER METHODS compound. This soft aluminum coating is

moved, but not removed and does present
* There are many mechanical paint a much better surface for receiving

"removal proposals within the industry paint. Soft cadimum coatings on screws
which are in the development stage. will be removed to a certain extent and

S Laser, Flash Lamp, High Pressure C02 and plastic windows cannot be blasted. These
High Pressure water knives, to name a are the only limitations which have
few. Each of these methods have proved been identified to date.
that it is faosible to remove paint by
mechanical means, but not always without ECONOMICS
damage to the substrate. The basic
problem with these proposals is that The economics of the proposed
there is considerable time and money system can be divided into several
required to develop them to a usable categories according to the individual
category, and the luxury of that time order of priorities. MANPOWER is one of
is really not availible. The Proposed the major driving forces in today's

"10-2
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industrial world. Labor rates exceeding disposal of anything that is hazardous.
$40.00 per hour are common when standard The collection and the packaging add to
overhead costs are included. These labor the disposal costs to the point where
savings, realized through plastic disposal could equal the new acquisition
blasting, have been consistently better costs of hazardous paint removing
than a ten-to-one ratio, and these are chemicals. Add to these the reduction in
the kinds of savings that you can costs involving heat and air flow within
realize with the first item blasted, the paint stripping facilities, and you
Just imagine taking the total manpower hava an "economics" package which makes
costs of your present paint stripping this new state of the art method of
operation and reducing it to one tenth paint removal a must for industry.
of that figure the first day of your
operation. TRAINING has always been a SUMMARY
problem in the paint stripping business.
As fast as people are trained, they The research and development
move on to better jobs where they don't efforts continue at most Army, Navy and
have to put up with the disgusting odors Air Force overhaul facilities. After a
and the safety hazards associated with year of testing, the Navy recommended
chemical paint strippers. The training the use of this plastic blasting process
curve for learning how to remove paint for all aircraft and ground support
with this new process is one of the equipment. They are now in the process
lowest in the industry. Simply point the of upgrading their facilities to nclude
magic wand at the painted part and pull a blast booth at each of the major
the trigger - when the paint repair depots. The Army is successfully
disappears, move on to the adjacent removing paint from the interior of
area...a totally sight oriented process helicopters for the firs.t time and they
that eliminates the requirement for have discovered that there is a way to
people with the "Corrosion Control" remove teflon coatings without damage to
skill after their names...and the pay the substrates. The Navy is removing '..
that goes with those special skills, paint from aircraft wheels and struts
MATERIAL COSTS added to the manpower without disassembly at the Alameda Air
elevates the cost for removing paint Station in California and at Long Beach,
from $6.75 to $9.02 per square foot on they are working with fiberglass boats.
one of our military aircraft using the Hill Air Force Base in Utah has been the
chemical method. The same operation can center of the basic test program for the
be performed for $.70 per square foot past four years. They have been removing
labor plus an additional $.25 for the paint from the F-4, components removed
plastic blasting compound. Anytime you from the aircraft with no reports of
can save 90% operating costs you have paint failures throughout the test 7>.
the opportunity of impressing your boss program. Pickup trucks have been
with your "fabulous intellect"...and if completely strioped of all palnt in less

--- •e-le-bel--evethat you can just about glass, chrome or rubber. They now have
walk on water! Now, as if saving 90% of the first operational blast facility
your operating costs wasn't enough, which is large enough- to remove the
7onsider that you can practically paint from a complete F-4 aircraft with
eliminate your CHEMICAL POLLUTION enough room inside to do the support •.' r
problems at the same time. It is now equipment at the same time. This
time for the doubting Thomas's who are facility will become the model for
reading this, to start believing in future construction of other Air Force,
Santa Clause and the Easter Bunny1l!it! Army and Navy blast booths sized to meet
Those of you who are in the business of individual requirements. The world
stripping paint from aircraft know that is demanding a better way for paint
it is possible to use 400 gallons of removal without the hazards which have
very expensive paint stripper just to been associated with that process.
strip one aircraft. And as if that The plastic blasting method offers us
wasn't enough, you follow that by using the chance to meet the demands which are
20 to 30 thousand gallons of wash and being levied against us while providing
rinse water which becomes highly the multitude of savings and advantages
polluted and is extremely expensive to we have outlined here.
decontaminate - even to a "gray" level.
The elimination of this Chemical The plastic blast process for the
Pollution is the bonus which could very removal of paint is not a panacea, but
eASily become the maii driving force it works and the savings are real. It's
behind changing to the Plastic Blasting just possible that it is the
Process. The Enviromental Control Agency enviromental answer to our problems

* is tightening the belts of industry for throughout the world.
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* DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS OGDEN AIR LOGISTICS CENTER (AFLC)

HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UTAH 84056-5149

"'I"h MAQM (Clark/72874) 8 July 1985ATIN Of

='Effects of Plastic Dead Blasting for Paint Removal on Magnesium

and Aluminum Aircraft Wheels.

, MMEAR (Mr Hansen) 'X

1. The Metallurgical and Nondestructive Test Laboratory (MAQM)
conducted a series of tests on an A-10 Nose Wheel made of 2014-T6
aluminum and a KC-135 Nose Wheel made of AZ-91 magnesium to
determine the effects of tile bead blast paint removal method upon
subsequent crack detection. The alumirum wheel contained aservice-induced fatigue crack. Ouench cracks were introduced

into the magnesium wheel by heating and quenching it in water.
Those tests were conducted at the request of the NDI Program
Office at San Antonio ALC and the Corrosion Program Office at
Warner-Robins ALC.

2. In addition to the cracked samples, the Salt Lake National
Guard brought a KC-135 main aluminum wheel to the Laboratory as
an example of the difficulty the field installations might haveremoving paint from wheels with their available ekuipment. •",

3. From the restults obtained in this study and outlined in
paragrapl 4, thu following conclusions and recommendations appear
log ical s

a.- Eddy current inspection is a reliable inspection method
that can be used after plastic bead blasting for paint removal on
all aluminum and magnesium alloys.

b. Ponotrant inspection of a1liinu, parts after bead blast
paint remo•val at 30 psi or greater pressures is not a reliable
inspection technique and should not be required by the
overhaul/repair technical directives unless etching follows the
- 4brasivu blast and proceeds the penetrant inspection.

c. Anodize stripping and chemical cleaning of aluminum
alloys etch the aluminum so that cracks reopen when these
processes follow paint removal by plastic bead blasting.
Therefore, penetrant inspection can be performed reliably at the
depot level after plastic bead blasting if and only if penetrant
inspection is proceeded by one of these etching processes.

d. Since many aluminum parts do not have the anodize
stripped even at the deput level, penetrant inspection of these
parts after plastic bead blast is not reliable and should not be
required.

4•E10-4
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Etching and/or removal of anodize from aluminum alloys in

th field is generally not allowed, because anodize cannot be • I
reapplied in the tield. Therefore, the 'bead blast process of
paint removal should not be required of field installations.

f. If bead blast paint removal on aluminum alloys is
required of a field activity, penetrant inspection should not be

gq Penetrant inspection of magnesium parts after bead blast
paint removal at 30 psi or greater pressures is not a reliable
inspection method and should not be required by the
overhaul/repair technical directives unless special etching
techniques are used after blasting and before peoetrant
inspection. The special etching techniques referred to are not
normally done at either field or depot level.

h. Emphasis is again made of the fact that eddy current
inspection is a reliable inspection method even after abrasive
blasting for paint removal on all aluminum and magnesium parts
and should be required in place of penetrant inspection whenever
etching methods do not follow the blasting operation and
immediately preceed the inspection.

i. All of the conclusions and recommendations given in this
paragraph are consistent with the requirements of the applicable
directives concerning penetrant inspection -- namely,
T. 0. 33B-1-1 and MIL-I-6866.

4. The results of all of the tests completed in this study are
as follow:

a. Paint removal by bead blasting at 30 psi or higher
pressures causes peening at the edge of crack indications in both
aluminum 2014-T6 and maqndsium AZ-91 alloys. This is the case
whether the aluminum is bare or anodized and whether the
magnesium is bare, anodized, or Dow treated.

b. The peening resulting from bead blasting severely reduces
the detectability of cracks in both of these alloys.

c. Etching -- either with specific etchants intentionally
used to open crack indications after blasting operations or
chemical processes used in the shops to remove anodize and clean
aluminum alloys -- removes the disturbed metal introduced by the
blasting operation. Penetrant inspection can be used reliably
for crack/defect detection after blasting on the 2014-T6 aluminum
alloy only after such etching procedures follow bead blast paint
removal and preceed penetrant inspection.

d. The standard shop cleaning, anodize, and other chemical "'
processes used during overhaul of magnesium alloys does not
remove the disturbed magnesium metal closing the cracks in
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Pag e 3

macnesiu n lloys. Thurefore, penetrant inspection of AZ-91
magnesium wheels is not reliable after bead blast paint removal
unless a standard magnesium etchant is used after blasting andbefore penetrant inspection.

e. The standard bead blast procedure at Ogden ALC removes .4.

nearly all of the anodize from anodized aluminum parts.

f. The bead blast procedure available in the field (i.e.'
Salt Lake National Guard) does not remove all of the paint from
the KC-135 main wheel without removing large areas of anodize
also. In the field, limited areas of bare aluminum are allowed
to be alodined. Large areas of bare aluminum require overhaul
and reanodize at the depot level. It appears counterproductive
to require bead blast paint removal in the field.

g. Since the field is not allowed to use chemical etchants,
penetrant inspection of aluminum or magnesium parts after bead
blasting can not be performed reliably in the field. However,
eddy current testing can be performed because the eddy current
test is subsurface and does' not entirely depend upon surface
contour, as does the penetrant inspection.

h. At the depot level, chemical etching of some aluminum
parts (all aluminum wheels) occurs during standard stripping and
cleaning procedures. Reliable penetrant inspections can be
"performed after bead blast paint removal if the etching,
cleaning, or anodize stripping follows blasting and preceeds the
inspection. Again eddy current inspection is reliable after
blasting without any further chemical removal of the peened
metal.

i. Following bead blast paint removal at either the depot or '
field levels, magnesium parts can not be penetrant inspected
reliably for cracking without specific chemical etching A
techniques. Again eddy current inspection is a reliable
inspection method after blasting without subsequent etching.

J. Additional tests with other alloys, such as the 7000
series T-6 aluminums and other AZ magnesiums, indicate results
similar to those found with the 2014-T6 aluminum and the AZ-91
magnesium wheels. Since these are the highest strength aluminum
and magnesium alloys commercially available, the conclusions
reached in this report should be applicable to all aluminum and
magnesium alloys.

5. The procedure used in this study is given in the. following
paragraphs. Most of the investigation centered around three
parts. One A-10 aluminum wheel contained a service-induced
fatigue crack in the bead seat radius. The second part was a
section of KC-135 nose wheel made of AZ-91 magnesium which was
quench-cracked in the laboratory. A third wheel, a KC-135 main,
was brought to the laboratory by the Salt Lake Air National Guard

, .10-6
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because the Guard was unable to remove all the paint with the
bead blast system without also removing the anodize and exposing
large areas of bare aluminum. In each case with the cracked
samples tested in the laboratory, penetrant inspection (and
photography under ultraviolet light) was performed both before
simulated paint removal with the plastic bead blast and after.
During the bead blasting process, one half of each crack
indication was masked with heavy tape so that this half did not
come into contact with the bead blast media. A photographic
comparison was made of the crack detectability of the blasted
crack indications and the masked areas. Photographs 1 through 7
show the A-10 aluminum wheel. Photographs 8 through 10 are the
crack indications on the KC-135 magnesium whuel. Photograph 11
shows the KC-135 aluminum wheel from the Salt Lake Air National
Guard. The bare aluminum where the anodize was removed and the
areas where paint still adhered are shown in this photograph.

6. A summary of the procedure used with the aluminum A-10 wheel
(photograph 1) follows:

a. Cleaning and visual inspection (photograph 2 under white
light).

b. Penetrant inspection before plastic bead blast
(photograph 3 under ultraviolet light).

c. Bead'blast over one half of the crack indication for the
same time as required for paint removal while the other half was
*masked with tape. Note the peening at the edge of the crack
(photograph 4 under white light).

d.• Penetrant inspection of the entire crack after the
pldstic bead blasting process done with 30 psi pressure. Note
that the crack extends the entire distance between arrows but is
only clearly visible -on the half that was not bead blasted
(photograph 5 under ultraviolet light).

as The part of the crack that was not bead blasted was cross
sectioned for metallographic examination. Photograph 6 (400X) is
a cross section micrograph showing that the unblasted crack opens
to the.surfacu.

t. The part of the crack that was bead blasted was cross
sectioned for metallographic examination. Photograph 7 (400X) is
a cross section micrograph showing that the bead blasted crack
has been puunud closed. This is the reason that the blasted
portion of the crack is not clearly detectable in photograph 5
and during penutrant inspection.

g. After the above tests were completed, the bead blasted
aluminum whuel samples weru sent through the normal shop
production line for strip of the anodize, cleaning, and other
chemical operations. The cracks peened by the plastic bead

10-7
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blasting operation were etched sufficiently to open to nearly
their original size and were again detectable by penetrant
inspection techniques.

h. Immediately after plastic bead blasting, the aluminum
wheel was inspected by the eddy current technique. The entire
crack pattern, both the blasted and protected portions of the
crack, were detectable.

7. The test procedure used on the KC-135 magnesium nose wheel is
as follows:

a. The magnesium wheel section was heated and quenched in
cold water to produce various size quench cracks. The crack
pattern was inspected visually and under the microscope. The !*
crack pattern aftur application of penetrant and before plastic
bead blasting is shown in photograph 8 under white light and in
photograph 9 under ultraviolet light.

b. On the KC-135 magnesium wheel the entire crack area was •
blasted with plastic beads for the same length of time required
for paint removal. Subsequent penetrant inspection is shown in
photograph 10 under ultraviolet illumination. Cracks before bead
blasting (photograph 9) can be clearly seen;,, whereas, after
blasting (photograph 10) only the largest cracks are visible.

c. The KC-135 wheel section was sent through the normal
cleaning, stripi rig, and other chemical proce'uses that magnesium
parts are subjecLed to during overhaul. The peened cracks did
not open. Penetrant inspection after the overhaul processing
remained as shown in photograph 10.

d. All cracks on the magnesium wheel section were detected
after bead blasting when the eddy current inspection method was

• usd d.

8. Directives governing the use of abrasive blasting media for
paint rez.,oval prior to penetrant inspection are T. 0. 33B-1-1,
Chapter 6, paragraphs 1-36 and 3-69, and MIL-I-6866,
paragraph 5.2.

Paragraph 1-36, T. 0. 338-1-1, is quoted as follows:

"1-36. SMEAIRED METAL. Mechanical operations, such as shot
peening, machine honing, abrasive blasting, buffing, wire
bruriing, grinding or sanding will smear or peon the
surrace of metals. This mechanical working closes or
reduces the surface opening of any existing ,.

* discontinuities. Mechanical working (smearing or peening)
also occurs during service use when parts contact or rub
against each other. PENETRANT INSPECTION WILL NOT RELIABLY
INDICAT'E DISCONTINLJI''IES WIEN IT IS PERFORMED AFTER A
MECHANICAL OPERATION OR SERVICE USE THAT SMEARS OR PEENS
"IIE SURFACE." 10-8
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Page 6

Paragrapih 3-69, T. 0. 33B-1-1, is quoted as follows:

"3-69. EFFECTS OF MECIIANICAL WORKINC. Mechanical working
removes soils and contaminates by physical action. This
physical action also removes or deforms the part surface.
Deformation is in the form of metal flow or displacement on
the part surface. The amount of deformation depends on the
type and severity of the working plus the ductility of the
part. Even a small amount of deformation, such as that
caused by fine sanding or vapor blasting, will reduce the
surface opening of small discontinuities resulting in a
decrease in the effectivene•is of the penetrant inspection
process. Chemical etching (see paragraph 3-64) should be
accomplished when penetrant inspection is performed after a
less severe mechanical working process, Severe mechanical
working processes, such as metal removal, shot peening, Urgrit blasting, can seal or close the surface openings of ',.,

large discontinuities which prevents the formation of
penetrant indications. Penetrant inspection SHALL be
accomplished prior to mechanical workang processes, such asj.,
machining, shot peening, grit blasting or coarse sanding,
that severely displace sueface metal. If it is not
feasible to perform penetrant inspection prior to these
processes, then another inspection method should be
considered. An exception to this requirement is when
penetrant inspection is performed to detect discontinuities
formed by mechanical working, such as machining tears or
grinding cracks."

P4ragraph 5.2, MIL-I-6866, is quoted as follows:

"5.2 Precleanino, When inspecting by the penetrant
method or methods, all surfaces of basic materials and
parts shall be free from any rust, scale, welding flux,
burrs, feather edges, smeared material, spatter, grease,
paint, carbon, plating, engine varnish, oily film, dirt and
other contaminants which could tend to mask defects or give
irrelevant indications. Abrasive blasting shall be used to
clean metals only if the surface of the metal is not peened
by the process or if surface defects are not sealed or
contaminated with the abrasive material. PAINT SHALL BE
REMOVED BY CHEMICAL REMOVERS AND NOT BY ABRASIVE METHODS.
All descaling solutions must be neutralized and flushed
from the surfaces of the part or material as these cleaners
affect fluorescence of penetrants. All parts and materialsmust be thoroughly dried before application of penetrant.

Soft metals, previously machined, shall be etched to remove
smeared metal that could mask defects. When required,
steels and other high-strength, highly heat-treated metals
shall be etched to remove smeared metal and baked within
one hour after etching. Baking oa steel shall be at 375
degrees F for three hours to remove hydrogen; for other
metals it shall be the time and temperature specified for

10-9
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the particular metal. After baking, parts shall be cooled
to a temperature below 150 degrees F before dipping into
the penetrant. When cleaning plastic materials, solvents
which advursely affect these materials shall not be used."

Fred Soppi, Chiet cc: SA-ALC/MMEI (Mr Petru)
Metallurgical Lab Branch WR-ALC/MMEI (Mr Ivy)
Quality Assurance Division OC-ALC/MMEI,
Directorate of Maintenance MAO

MAQN
MAQII
MMIRC (Mr King)
MMIRC (Mr Hodges) .
MMIR
MMSR (Mr Elwell)
MABLU (Mr Roberts)
MANE (Mr Franklin)
MANEP (Mr Carter)
MANP

tI S

. '. .,
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APPENDIX 2.3

PLASTIC BEAD BLAST PAINT REMOVAL BOOTH
HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UTAH
Project No. W18680.A0.02
CH2M HILL, April 1985

ENGINEERING APPRAISAL

INTRODUCTION

A site visit was made on April 1, 1985 by R. Hanson of CH2M
HILL at which time the blasting booth facility was examined. .,.

."r using his military experience of aircraft maintenance and
repair, Mr. Hanson produced the following report.

OBSERVATIONS

The major items of equipment have been installed and are
ready to operate. Some minor air ducting and piping still
remains to be fitted. The internal wall covering and the,
suspended ceiling have yet to be installed and the live
floor pipe connections to be finished.

I The live floor appears to have been very well designed and
fabricated. The structural strength of tne floor has been
built into its integral ducting system and has been fabri-
cated in standard sized module sections to facilitate ease
of removal if damaged. The floor dust collection troughs
are steeply sloped to provide good material flow and are
protected from loads by the floors supporting members. Thesetroughs are covered by fine wire mesh screens to catch over-

sized debris or discarded "trash" and prevent plugging of
the "draw down" holes at the bottom of these troughs. The L
entire live floor trough system is covered by standard grat-
ing in panels sized for easy manual removal.

The live floor system covers the entire floor area of the
blast booth, wall to wall. The floors air duct system is
designed to provide equal suction force over the entire
fluor area. This will enable simultaneous blasting areas to

'.KL be used throughout the booth, under normal blasting pros-
S,, sures, without any loss of suction force in any particular

i rea. This system will prevent any "dead" area-s, a feature "
"r not found in other live floor air systems. v .

The floor was installed in a custom built concrete floor but
could easi.y have ben installed on top of anexisting con-
c•rete hanger floor. The life floor structure is only 6 inches
deep. If mounted on an existinq flc~or would only require
shallow ramlps to be poutred from existing grade to the top ofr
the floors qrati..q.

w'4.
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APPENDIX 2.3

PLASTIC BEAD BLAST PAINT REMOVAL BOOTH
HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UTAH
Project No. W18680.AO.02
CH2M HILL, April 1985

ENGINEERING APPRAISAL

INTRODUCTION

A site visit was made on April 1, 1985 by R. Hanson of CH2M
HILL at which time the blasting booth facility was examined.
Using his military experience of aircraft maintenance and
repair, Mr. Hanson produced the following report.

OBSERVATIONS

The major items of equipment have been installed and are
ready to operate. Some minor air ducting and piping still
remains to be fitted. The internal wall covering and the
suspended ceiling have yet to be installed and the live
floor pipe connections to be finished.

The live floor appears to have been very well designed and
fabricated. The structural strength of the floor has been
built into its integral ducting system and has been fabri-
cated in standard sized module sections to facilitate ease
of removal if damaged. The floor dust collection troughs
are steeply sloped to provide gor,, material flow and are
protected from loads by the floors supporting members. These
troughs are covered by fine wire mesh screens to catch over-
sized debris or discarded "trash" and prevent plugging ofr the "draw down" holes at the bottom of these troughs. The
entire live floor trough system is covered by standard grat-
ing in panels sized for easy manual removal.

. The live floor system covers the entire floor area of the
blast booth, wall to wall. The floors air duct system is
designed to provide equal suction force over the entire
Sfloor area. This will enable simultaneous blasting areas to
be used throughout the booth, under normal blasting pres-
sures, without any loss of suction force in any particular
area. This system will prevent any "dead" areas, a feature
not found in other live floor air systems.

The floor was installed in a custom built concrete floor but
could easily have been installed on top of an existing con-
crete hanger floor. The life floor structure is only 6 inches
deep. If mounted on an existing floor would only require
shallow ramps to be poured from existing grade to the top of
the floors grating.
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The live floor plenums are connected by ducting in the equip- A
ment room to the vacuum equipment and the dust collection
and separation systems. The dust separation and collection
equipment is located outside the building and consists of
screening equipment mounted on top of a dust collector. The
reclaimed plastic beads are returned to the bead storage
hoppers via steeply inclined chutes thru the wall of the
building. The collected dust is discharged from the bottom ,.
of the dust collector hopper into sealed drums outside the .

L
The plastic bead storage hoppers are located inside the equip-[ iment room and are mounted above the blasting system machines.
The blasting system consists of five Paulli and Griffin . A
10 cubic feet vessels each with its own set of controls an.
gauges which can be preset and locked. These vessels ai'e
each connected to header pipes running along the north and
south walls of the blast booth. There are five separate and
independent blasting hoses each having a helf-inch nozzlestrategically placed to cover the entire blasting area.

A single 100 hp air compressor supplies the blast air to all . ..I: 5 five blasting machines and enables a blasting pressure of
40 P.S.I max to be maintained at each of the five nozzles.
Make-up air is filtered and dried. The weight of each of
the blasting hoses will be carried by overhead counter
weighted mechanisms to reduce operator fatigue and -to keep
the hoses from dragging on the deck and clear of the equip-
ment being blasted.

Specially designed, wheeled work platforms have been built
to provide access to all surfaces of an aircraft or other
equipment being treated. The wheels are sized to operate
over the floor grating and include locking mechanisms. These
platforms include floor grating of industrial grade and all

' [the proper handrails. Where the work platform frame may
come in c,3ntact with aircraft surfaces, the structure has
been covered with thick rubber cushions to prevent damage to
"these surfaces.

The building which encloses the blasting booth is spacious
and provides an adequate working area with room to .-pare.
The building is divided into two separate areas both totally
enclosed and insulated. One area is the blast booth itself,
the other smaller areas is the equipment room. The blast
boo.h has four doors. The main access door, which spans the
entire width of the booth is located on the west end. The
door is a standard horizontal hinged split overhead hanger
type door. The south side of the booth has a staidard over-
head roll type door for equipment access and a standard per-

"' sonnel access door. Adjacent to it, is a similar personnel
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access door on the north side of the booth. Each of these
- I doors are connected to a warning device consisting of a red

strobe light mounted at the ceiling which will be activated
in the event that someone entert: the booth during blasting.
The opening of any one of these doors will also automatically

~ I shut down the blast air- supply to the nozzles.

Fire protection in the blast booth is provided by a halogen
gas suppression system mounted at the ceiling. This system
is used because the blasting and reclaim system is an abso-
lute dry system which prevents the use of a water sprinkler
type fire suppression system.

Lighting in the booth is supplied by twelve lights, recessed
into the booth walls, as well ,s overhead light ng whichi ~~should eliminate most shadows. ,•.

- The blast booth includes a suspended ceiling and finished
S. internal walls to reduce buildup of dust to a minimum. Due

to the downdraft nature of the recovery system, (live floor
and overhead return air) very little dust should be in sus- I',,

pension in the air. Because the dust is of an inorganic
I material, air, flow and dust level monitors should not be

required in this facility, and have not been included.
Should OSHA rule that they are required they can easily be
added at a later date.

The equipment room takes up about one-fifth of the building
and is located at the east end. It is completely isolated
from the blasting area and does not include access doors
between itself and the blasting area. This has been done to
prevent ingress of dust into the equipment room and the in-
"advertent access into the blent area by untrained personnel
who may be working in the equipment room. A control/obser-
vation room has been built into the wall dividing the blast- 1%;.4

ing area and t,,e equipment room with the access door inside
L the equipment room. This room should provide good observa-

tion of the blasting procedure for visitors, and later pro-
vide an excellent supervisors booth allowing supervision of
the blasting without having to enter the blasting area.

r GENERAL COMMENTS

The facility as it exists at Hill Air Foce Boase has beon
well designed. Its development and installation have pro-
"qgrisied concurrently with an ongoing program of research ind
development. Testing cn a smaller scale established the
parameters of ,n effici.ent, clean systenr leaving only the
sizing and selection of equipment to achie%'e the correct

10-16
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Compared to the conventional methods of paint str..pping by
- I the use of solvents, especially for aircraft, this system

can only be described as clean and non polluting. Having
been involved with aircraft maintenance in the Air Force,
this observer greatly appreciated the simplicity and
efficiency of the radically new system. This system
requires very little skill at all to operate the klast
nozzles to remove paint from any surface, and even if the
operator was lacking in normal coordinated hand/eye skills
it would be virtually impossible to damage the metal surface
under the paint. I personally used the system to remove
some of th3e toughest paint from an aircraft panel and
deliberately attempted to damage the aluminum surface by
over-blasting. I found it to be impossible once the paint
was removed to damage the surface in any w3y. In Lhe hands

~i r uf a completely unskilled, untrained operator the only
. result possible with this equipment is the complete removal

of all paint and other coverings from the metal surface.
This after all, is the purpose of the whole process.

When dealing with the removal of paint from "fiberglass"
surfaces, the degree of skill required is a little higher.
If the blasting media is directed onto the "fiberglass" sur-
face for too long a period after the paint is removed, some

* damage can result. This is easily seen however, even to an
untrained eye, that the process can be discontinued before
real damage occurs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

nI -order to reproduce the blasting booth facility at other
locations, it will be necessary to put together a complete:•" F engineering pdckage consisting of engineering drawings for
all disciplines, engineering and equipment specifications, ..,
installation and operating instructions.

It is recommended that the system be engineered as a fully i'i
complete and independent module that can be used in any com-
"bination to suit production requirements or site conditions
without the need for additional engineering. This way, one
module or combination of modules will suit all requirements
and the integrity of the blasting process will be maintained.
"The blasting booth at Hill Air Force Base can be the model
for the single booth module. This module is sized for one
fighter type aircraft and it's disassembled parts, two mod-
"ules back to back sharing the same equipment room, would

-N, service two aircraft simultaneously (see Figure 1). Two of
"these tandem units side by side would service four aircraft
simultaneously with the equipment room still central to the
whole facility (see Figure 2).

10-17
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In order to service a larger aircraft, i.e. a multi-engined

air tanker or similar sized aircraft, four or more single
modules could be used with the live floor sections adjacent
to one another, and the equipment rooms located on the sides
of the building (see Figure 3.)

By establishing a standard engineering package, standard
costs can be set within an acceptable range which need not
be exceeded no matter where the facility is built. Cost
control therefore remains with the purchaser and prevents
"the usual "add-ons" of equipment and processes. "Add-ons"
that would not significantly improve the blasting process.
For the military, this would provide insurance that they
would get the exact system they needed without deviation,

[over-runs, and delays.

Some features of the blasting hooth system are exclusive to
Royce Mechanical Systems of Ogden, Utah and are proprietory.
These however need only be treated as pieces of equipment
which can be specified as s'ach "or equal". It then becomes
the responsibility of the general contractor to supply this
equipment or its "equal" without infringing upon any patents.

The engineered module should include provisions for instal-
lation, of the system in existing buildings, as well as in-
stallation on "raw" sites. The system lends itself easily
to both conditions with only minor considerations. The
structural requirements of the building itself are only for
a cover or shell and does not require the support of any of
thp equipment. Therefore, local requirements can be easily
met without effecting the blasting process.

SA study will have to be made to determine standard aircraft
hanger sizes, both military and civilian before the module
size can be established. An alternative would be to size
the basic module, based on a range of aircraft sizes i.e. a
military fighter aircraft as the smallest, up to a Boeing 747
as the largest. Anything larger would require special con-
siderations but would still uitilize the standard multiple
module concept.

Blast booths for other equipment such as vehicles, tanks,
small boats, etc., would pose no problems as these all fit
well with the single or tandem module facility.

CONCLUSIONS

This blasting booth paint removal concept is so :n.imple and
efficient that it lends itself perfectly to a wide variety
of uses both military and civilian. Its most notable fea-
ture howev'or, is the "act that it almost entirely eliminates V,

i•.poll~tit on and] toxic wast.*:. The only wai.,te product oý this,'
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system is a comparatively small amount of dry fine plastic
dust and paint particles containing 12.2 PPM chrome, a small
trace of lead, and a small trace of cadmium. This waste is
easily contained within plastic lined drums, which when
sealed, can be easily transported for disposal or storage.
The possibility exists that this material can be injected
into a commercial furnace, as a fuel additive because of its
high BTU content, thus solving the disposal problem. There
is no liquid waste generates, by this blasting system, and
because the air system is self contained and recycling there
is no air pollution.

The plastic bead blasting media is recycled and used with
very little loss by degradation and the only negative aspects
of this material is that is is a single source product.
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APPENDIX 2.4

ABRASIVE BLAST CLEANING, A VIABLE ALTERNATE

TO CHEMICAL STRIPPING OPERATIONS

by

JOE GARDNER

Director, Government Sales

CLEMCO INDUSTRIES

and down time. An additional benefit is the
elimination of the disposal problems of
thousands of gallons of hazardous contaminated
water associated with the chemical stripping
process.

This new process is similar to
sandblasting where particles of sand are
propelled by compressed air through a nozzle.
There are vast differences, however, in the
abrasive media, equipment, blasting pressures
and operator techniques employed.

ABSTRACT In operation, a special pressure vessel,
commqnly referred to as a blast machine or

Low pressure abrasive blast cleaning, 'pot,* is filled with plastic abrasive.
utilizing plastic abrasives, has proven to be Compressed air is employed to activate the
a viable alternative to chemical stripping blast machine, creating a balanced pressure
operations for paint removal on aircraft and condition, which allows abrasive to be gravity
ground support equipment. fed thvough the conical bottom of the blast

The following article notes the benefits machine and through an abrasive metering
of -this new process, and focuses on the valve. Compressed air propels metered
equipment selection requirements. abrasive through static dissipating hose and a

venturi shaped nozzle, accelerating the
particles at speeds up to 660 feet per
second. Abrasive particles strike the work

CHEMICAL STRIPPING HAS BEEN the accepted piece and the force of this impact breaks down
method of surface preparation on materials and removes the layer(s) of paint resulting in
such as titanium, stainless steel, aluminum, a cleaned surface.
fiberglass, Kevlar and other composites until VARIABLES AS TO THE TYPE OF SURFACE FINISH
recently. ACHIEVED AND THE PRODUCTION RATE ARE:

In the last eighteen (18) months extensive -Blasting pressure at the nozzle, normally
research and development activities have been ranging from 35 PSI to 50 PSI for aircraft
undertaken by various Defense Department applications.
agencies, commercial aircraft manufacturers, -Distance of the nozzle from the workpiece
rapid transit districts and others, on the and the angle at which it is held.
process of blast cleaning with plastic -Abrasive type and mesh (particle size).
abrasives at low pressures. -Composition of, and coating on, the

The results have been dramatic and workpiece.
consistent. This new method allows paint We will elaborate on some of these points,
removal on even soft surfaces such as aluminum but will concentrate primarily on the subject
or fiberglass at a fraction of the time and of equipment design and selection.
expense of current chemical stripping
operations. Low pressure blasting with THE ABRASIVE MEDIA
plastic abrasive has been employed on several
com Ilete aircraft and numerous subcomponent The abrasive used in this method is a
parts. allowing a vast decrease in maintenance polymerized thermoset plastic composed of a

Gardner
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copolymer of unsaturated polyester and
styrene. Specific gravity ranges from PRESSURE BLAST CABINETS
approximately 1.15 to 1.50, with a hardness
range of 3.0 to 4.0 on the MOM scale. Typical Pressure blast cabinets, commonly referred
bulk density ranges from 45 to 60 pounds per to as "Glove Boxes. are ideal for surface
CubiC foot. This abrasive media is available preparation of aircraft subcomponents. It is
In graded Standard U.S. Sieve Sizes ranging important to differentiate between suction
from 12 to 80 mesh. blast designs,(which only achieve 20% of the

cleaning rate and are less suitable to this
EQUIPMENT application) and pressure blast cabinets. The

latter are high production units which
Clemco manufactures a wide range of incorporate a small blast machine (again, a 60

equipment to fit almost any conceivable degree conical bottom and a pressure regulator
application. It Is critical to note, however, are required).
that conventional sandblasting equipment is DESIRABLr 7tS'SURE 0AST CABINET FEATURES
not suitable for this process, and certain ARE:
modifications are required. Cyclone Reclaimer, incorporating a

removaeTdeierTs -screen, to process and filter
BLAST MACHINES the abrasive prior to reuse.

Dust Collector allowing continuous
Blast Machines are ASME coded pressure vessels cleaning of exhausted air by the use of
available in a variety of sizes. Six cubic tubular cloth filters mounted in a steel
feet is the most common capacity. A 60 degree enclosure.
conical bottom is critical to insure the
correct angle of repose for uninterrupted COMPLETE ABRASIVE BLASTING AND RECOVERY SYSTEM
abrasive flow. A pressure regulator with
gauge will be required to tailor precise air Complete abrasive blasting and recovery
pressure requirements. systems are available for under $16,000 and

DESIRABLE BLAST MACHINE DESIGN FEATURES are highly recommended for introduction of
INCLUDE: this process to an aircraft maintenance

Unrestrictiye Formed Piping to guarantee organization.
air flow without pressure loss caused by A typical system (available in either skid
elbows and sharp bends. mounted or yard towable versions) should

Self Cleaning Exhaust Muffler to reduce incorporate the following components:
bleed off noise to an acceptable level. Complete Blast Machine Package Including

Pneumatically Oerated Remote Controls operator safety equipment.
Incorporating an abrasive cutoff switch. This Abrasive Recovery System Design allowing
configuration provides not only the OSHA vacuum pick-up of spent abrasives from the
required Deadman on/off controls, but also floor area via a choice of lightweight hand
allows the blast operator the flexibility of held pick-up tools. A high pick-up rate of up
turning off the abrasive supply only, and then to seven (7) tons per hour is highly
using the compressed air for blow down and recommended to minimize disruptions and down
clean up purposes, time of the blasting operation.

Moisture Separator for moisture Abrasive recovery systems are available in
condensaton due to the hydro-agglomerating either pneumatically driven adjustable
nature of plastic abrasives, classifiers or mechanical multi-deck vibratory

Lightweight Flexible Blast Hose, Nylon screening systems. The pneumatically driven
Couplings and a Urethane Jacketed silicon adjustable -classifier offers the tremendous
Carbide Nozzle are employed because of the advantage of speed in separating dust and
degree of operator precision and control fines from reusable abrasives. This design
required, should be used In accordance with a simple

vibrating trash screen for removal of debris
OPERATOR SAFETY EQUIPMENT and large paint chips.

Multi-deck mechanically driven gryoscopic
Operator safety equipment should consist vibrating screen systems are also available as

of a Class A OSHA/NIOSH approved protective an alternative method of separation of debris
helmet with a wide span viewing lense, a and fines for reusable abrasive. These
helmet air filter, and carbon monoxide (CO) systems form a bottleneck to the entire
monitor/alarm (where applicable). A climate process however, due to their slow screening
control tube allowing the operator choice of rate.
air conditioned or heated air is highly The clean recovered abrasive is returned
recomnended to reduce fatigue. A leather to the blast machine either mechanically or
faced cottom backed blast suit and leather pneumatically. Again, the speed of abrasive
gloves complete the blast operator safety transfer should be a primary consideration.
package. An additional advantage of the pneumatic

design is the ability to rapidly load abrasive

Gardner
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from their original containers to the blast hopper would be covered by a grating which
machine. Conversely, this design also allows would be flush with floor level. For recovery
for a quick return of classified/screened purposes the spent abrasive would be 'blown"
abrasive into the original containers at the toward this recessed hopper via use of the
end of blasting operations, abrasive cut-off switch at the blast nozzle

A Oust Collector should be included In the Plastic abrasives are moved quite readily over
system for containment of all dust and fines a concrete floor by compressed air and the
separated from the spent abrasive. Dust clean up of even large areas is easily
Collectors are available in a variety of accomplished. Once in the hopper the abrasivedesigns ranging from a simple cloth filter is gravity fed to a pick-up nozzle, processed
system, manually cleaned, to sophisticated through the recovery/reclaimer system and
automatic systems. A reverse pulse jet returned to the blast machine for reuse.
design, automatically self-cleaning, provides A Room Dust Collection System should be
for continuous operation without any added to allow for operation visibility and
disruption to operator blast cleaning containment of dust emissions. In most cases
activities. This design allows for dust this will be an independent component and not
particles to collect on the outside of tied into the recovery system.
cartridge filters, with only clean air being Dust Collector sizing is directly related to
exhausted into the atmosphere. Timed air the interior dimensions of the blast
pulses automatically keep the cartridges clean enclosure. For rough calculation purposes the
and at peak efficiency, cross sectional area (W x H a sq. ft.) is

IN SUMMARY, a complete abrasive blasting multiplied by a 50 FPM ventilation rate to
and recovery system should allow for: arrive at the total air volume required. As

Uninterrupted Abrasive Blasting Activities an example, a 40'long x 30'wide x 20'high
At Variable Air Pressures. enclosure would require 30,000 CFM of

' Coplete Operator Accessories and Safety ventilation (30 x 20m600 sq. ft. x 50 FPM •
Equipment, featuring lightweight hose, 30,000 CFM). The major exception would be for
couplings, nozzle, abrasive cut-off switch for rooms over 50 feet in length where a mininum
ease of operation, wide span air of one air charge per minute should be
conditioned/heated air-fed helmet, leather achieved (i.e., 85'1length x 30'width x 20'
faced blast suit and gloves for comfort and height volume - 600 sq. ft. x 85 FPM - 51,000
Increased productivity. CFM).

High Volume Vacuum Pick-up of Spent There are various types and designs of
Abrasive From The Floor Area. dust collection systems available, the most

Rapid Abrasive Classification and comvmon system being the "baghouse" with a
Screenin . series of tubular fabric filters that collect

ii Pneuatic Loading Of New Abrasive From dust on the interior surfaces. "These units
Their Origina Containers and return of spent must be shut down during their mechanical bag
abrasive. cleaning cycle and thus are classified as

Reverse Pulse Jet Dust Collector, "Intermittent Dust Collectorso.
automatically self cleaning, for continuous The second major design is the previously
operation, mentioned reverse pulse-jet dust collector

which is capable of continuous operation and
MODIFICATION OF EXISTING FACILITY higher air to cloth ratios. It is also a more

compact design.
Modifying an existing facility is a cost From an equipment selection standpoint,

effective method of achieving a complete paint the baghouse design should not be discounted.
stripping operation. The basic components are: Although not state of the art in design, this

An Existing Weatherproof Hanger or similar system has proven to be reliable and is far
enclosure can be easily converted into a blast less costly than a reverse pulse jet dust
room, by the addition of a dust tight door, collector.
baffled/screened air inlets, an exhaust
outlet, and dust tight fluorescent light COMPLETE BLAST FACILITIES
modules. These modifications are primarily to
allow for ventilation of the enclosure for Complete blast facilities are available
dust control purposes. incorporating all the features noted in the

The enclosures should be sized to allow a Imodification" approach. Full area recovery
minimum of (4) four feet around the largest systv-s are available consisting of a series
work pice, but should not be significantly of recessed hoppers that pneumatically convey
larger as the enclosure size affects the dust abrasive through interconnecting ducts to a
collection requirements. classification and screening system, and then

A Complete Abrasive Blasting And Recovery redeposit the cleaned abrasive in the blast
Systýýhould Be Added Per lhe Previously machine(s) for reuse.
Noted Design Reco21endations. The only Associated components such as monorails,
additions would be a recessed hopper with workcarts, electrical control panels and
sides sloped at 60 degrees and the bottom similar items can easily be incorporated into
feeding a plck-up tool. The top of this the total facility design.

Gardner
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AIR COMPRESSOR

An air compressor is the final component
required for any paint stripping facility. A
rotary type compressor is preferable due to
its capability of consistently providing a
high volume of compressed air. They also
provide a reduction of moisture problems
created by older piston type designs.

AIR DRYER/AFTER COOLER

Excessive moisture presents a problem when
blasting with plastic abrasives. Even in
non-humid climates, the natural cooling of
compressed air from the compressor will result
in condensation in the system. If moisture
adversely affects system performance, It is
recommended that an aftercooler be used in
conjunction with coalescing filters. Under
extreme conditions of heat, humidity and a
poorly maintained compressor, the addition of
an air dryer may be necessary.

Gardner
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APPENDIX 3.0 MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE

'" TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
W• • A Subsidiary of US, Plastic and Chemical Corporation '

June 14, 1985

Brian Higgans

PEER CONSULTANTSI Suite 202
1160 Rockville Pike Ii

Rockville, HD 20852

Dear Brian:

It was great speaking with you the other day. I thank you for your courtesy in
returning my phone call so promptly. Hopefully it didn't interrupt your vacation
time,

As we agreed during our conversation, I have enclosed 20 sets of information that
describe our products and some of the applications for which the media can be
employed, particularly in reference to aircraft surface accumulation removal.

Drew Descher was kind enough to forward copies of the Phase I Report and the
Purdue University Paper. Both are excellent presentations which I took time F'.'

to carefolly review.

PudSome comments: an page 3o2, paragraph 2, referencet is made to the fact

that epoxy and urethane paints must be chemically pretoftened prior to fact
' dry blasting, This statement is no longer appropriate due to the fact

that modifications have been effected in both media selection and de-
• •livery systems that permit these types of paints to be removed without

requiring the use of chemicals as a softening agent. Some early
evnluatory testing had been conducted by both the U.S. Air Force and A
West German Air Force along these lines, but, to the beat of my knowledge

," ~it was discontinued as advancements in application procedures eliminated .4' .1
* this requirement. Recent test data indicates that wiLh the proper

incorporation of media type, media size, air pressure, and angle of
I attack even dead soft alclad aluminum can be blasted successfully. The

resultant finish will have a slightly roughened, sanded feel, which in
effect provides a superb anchor pattern for later paint adhesion.

Also on page 3-2, paragraph 4, mention is made that the media is not
amenable for treating thin-skinned composite structures. Recent

328 KENNEDY DRIVE, PUTNAM, CT 062601(203) 928-2707 1 (800) 243-1842 1 TELEX 92-9486
'% Of•v



developments in fact, present just the opposite case. Findings at both
Penuacola NARF and Corpus Christi Army Depot show the media to be an
exemplary matcrial for use in removing paint from extremely thin fiber-
composite helicopter fusalage assemblies. Corpus Christi just recently
preseuted a report in which the facility strongly advocates the use of
this system on virtually all helicopter components and assemblies from
which paint has to be removed during regular maintenance intervals. For
further information I suggest you contact John Bullington (512) 939-3555
or Randy Williams (512) 939-3243 about their findings and reconnendations
in this regard.

I hope that this information will be of assistance to you ia your report preparation.
Should you need any further information please do not hesitatp to contact me, %". ,

Sincerely,

U TCHNJJOG? '0 RATION

Vesa M. /a(ialni in,
Manager

VMR/rmb

enclosure

Important additional comment:

Please tqke note that U.S. Blast Cleaning Media is available for Government pro-
curement under the following contract:

General Services Administration
New Item Introductory Schedule (NIIS)

GS-OOF- 79342
(contract copies are enclosed within each literature package)
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S-BLAST CLEANING MEDIA

AIRCRAFT PAINT REMOVAL

US rWla Is an Important addition to the aircraft maintenance Induatry. The material has proven itself to be
extremely effective for the removal of paint, carbon, tP~lant, grease, oil, and dirt deposits from aircraft..'
components without causing harm to the substrate. ,

Periodically, surface coatings and other buildup must be removed from aircraft during their normally scheduled ____

repair And refurbishment cycles. Currently, the technique used to remove these coatings is based on the
application of toxic chemical strippers. This method is expensive, time consuming, and dangerous to both man
and the environment.

Because of the adverse conditions associated with chemical paint stripping, an alternate method is needed to meet
ever increasing EPA regulations. This method now exists.

US Media is capable of removing surface bu'ldup from areas which, up until now, necessitated the use of harh
chemicals. Because of the media's sharp edged surface characteristics and specific hardness range, the material Is
a superior paint remover when used with the appropriate blast cleaning equipment,

Fox example, the media can be used to remove:

0 protective coatings such as polyurethane, acrylics, lacquers, and structural adhesive off
exterior surfaces
* dirt and other buildup off landing gear components
a polysulphide aealants from fuel tanks
* surface accumulation off virtually any exposed area

The cleaning action of the media provides control for the removal of surface accumulation that never before was
possible with the use of toxic chemicals or damaging mechanical scraping and sanding operations, For instance,
the distance between the workpiece and the blast nozzle can be varied to provide the capablilty of removing one
single layer of paint, or several, all at once, down to the base substrate without marring or damaging the
surface.

IMPORTANTLY - US Media can be totally discriminatory in the number of layers of paint that are to be
r:reoved. Chemical stripping invariably removes either more or less than is actually required. Chemical stripping
also necessitates the follow-up use of mechanical scraping and sanding to take off whatever the chemical solvents
were not able to remove. This scraping and sanding always entails the loss of substrate material. This loss can be
eliminated by the use of US Media.

The use of chemical strippers poses significant problems. Their use releases dangerous fumes into the work area,
creates dangerous work conditions -for personnel, and results in waste products which are difficult and extremely
costly to dispose of. US Media provides an Immediate, off-thetshelf solution to the ever Increasing problems and
hazards Inherent in the use of the chemical strippers

N - TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
A lubeMe•yty ofUS. Ptl•n* ad Chmlku Cotm* o

m31 KINNIDY DRIVI, PUTNAM, CT S U ,O? i =31102M I M10 1 I•/X WMlEii4
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____________BLAST CLEANING MEDIA
I

S....' -.

INFORMATION HANDOUT

MATERIAL:

U.S. Blast Cleaning Media. Available in three formulations:

POLYEXTRA
POLYPLUS
TYPE III

Manufactured by:

U.S. Technology Corporation
328 Kennedy Drive
Putnam, CT 06260
(203) 9!8-2707

'•" ~GENERAL DESCRIPTION,: '

a. Basic Use - material is a non-abrasive plastic blast cleaning media

used to remove surface residue, buildup, and contamination. The
media is expelled via a pressurized air stream from any of a number •..
of blast cleening cabinets or machines. The item to be cleaned is
subjected to the media/air stream and is cleaned by the non-abrasive
cutting action of the iwpaoting mrnia par'ticles.

"b. Capabilities - the individual media particles are irregular in 4

" configuration, with granular surfaces, incorporating sharp, angular
edges Vor an extremely effective cutting, shearing, chipping action. MA
This unique cleaning capability makes it possible for the media to
remove surface buildup without etching, marring, or otherwise damaging"'- ~~most su~bstrates, thus preserving vital surface integrity. ,

3PECIFIC PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

POLYEXTRA POLYPLUS TYPE IIl
Hardnees, Moh Scale 3.0 3.5 4.0
,,endity (gns/0c) 1.2 1.5 1.5
Bulk Density (lbs/cu. ft.) 45-48 58-60 58-60
Operationel Temp. Range 00EF-2509F OOF-300OF 00F-350'F
Moisture Content 40.1% 40.1% C0. 1%

1.1-.4
, i---- TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

A Subtdlar of vi s. Pi rim; anm Chemicel Corpmetlon

4 331 KONN90Y DAISI KrD"M, CT OUNIO WU~3 9W.2i7071001 24316U I TILIK 9244a



SIZING AVAILABLE:

In Standard U.S. Sieve Sizes for each media PACKAGING AVAILABLE

12-16 Mesh .066-.045 inches 50 lb bags
16-20 Mesh .047-.030 inches L-A 0 lb drums
20-30 Mesh .033-.021 inches 1Ylb bags
30-40 Mesh .023-,015 inches 250 lb drums
40-60 Mesh .016-.009 inches TYPE 111: 50 lb bags
60-80 Mesh .010-.006 inches 250 lb drums

OPERATING SUGGESTIONS:
Because of the physical characteristics and composition of the media, it -:

works efficiently and performs most economically in conventional air
blast systems at lower operating pressures than those generally used
with traditional agricultural or mineral media. Recommended nozzle
pressures are 30 p.s.i. to 60 p.s.i. Lower wheel speeds (lower linear
velocities) of 1,000 - 1,500 r.p.m. are recommended for centrifugal
wheel machines.

Care should be taken to finely tune the dust separation/media reolaimation

System to prevent the removal of good, reusable media from the blasting
cycle. An efficient return classification system will provide material
and process savings.

APPLICATIONS:

CLEANING ,';'•paint ri~moval auto bodies pistons '• ".,.
molds core boxes propellor blades

aircraft fusaiage truck wheels boat hulls
ship bilges heat exchangers armature wire
engine components airline ovens aircraft nose cones

buses aircraft landing gear fiberglass components

DEBURRING & SURFACE

DEFLASHINO PREPARATION

electronic components aluminum housings
lead frames watch casings
plastic moldings zinc die castings
alloy die castings gear faces
diodes alloy fuel tanks

plastic components
~. 

.0
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SYNOPSIS OF TESTING PERFORMED

BY U.S. MILITARY FACILITIES

EVALUATING

U.S. TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

PLASTIC ABRASIVES

POLYEXTRA

POLYPLUS

TYPE III I ..- .p

4''' ..

SENP FTEMTBNR PE E 1
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The plastic blast cleaning abrasives manufactured by U.S. Technology
,', Corporation look to have a profound impact on the removal of surface coatings,

buildup, and contaminents off surfaces that previously necessitated the use of
toxic chemical solvents.

*'POLYEXTRA

The Materials Are: .POLYPLUS

-TYPE III

The U.S. Military in particular has shown tremendous interest and excitement in
the use of the media for the removal of paint off aircraft. Components from a
number of aircraft have been de-painted using this unique new method. They
include: F-4, F-16, F-100, C-141, S-3, S-2, P-3, A-7, B-52, AWAC, H-3 and H-53
helicopters. '''A

COMPONENTS

rudders H-53 main gear box -actuator assemblies
flaps H-53 main gearbox housing -ground support equip.

-slats -H-53 sponson .spindles
engine blades and vanes *H-53E stablizzer -nose cone assemblies

-ailerons -H-3 rotor hub .C-5 landing gear
'outer wing panels H-3 sump housing -wing attach fittings
-stabilators -H-53 swashplate -internal flap contro)ls

-speed brakes 'H-3 tail rotor 'B-52 wheels
•vari-ramps 'H-53 floodboards

SUBSTRATES

magnesium -aluminum
- magnesium anodize - aluminum, Alolad

-titanium - aluminum anodize
.steel -carbon graphite
.Kevlar -honeycomb
-fiberglass

COATINGS REMOVED

polyurethane -structural adhesive .polysulphide sealent
-epoxy polyamide 'corrosion buildup .metallic spray
-rain erosion .teflon dry film .carbon buildup
-acrylic lacquer 'lubricants ,Koropon primer
. fuel sealents -enamel -flurooarbon coatings

Some General Guidelines:

POLYEXTRA - paint/primer removal from composite (graphite epoxy) surfaces

POLYPLUS - paint/primer and resin removal off metal surfaces

TYPE III - sealent and structural adhesive removal

Optimal blasting pressure: 40 p.s.i

Cleaning rate: 2 to 4 sq. ft./min. with 1/2" nozzle

Selection of the proper media in the correct size range can result in substantial time
savings over the presently used chemical stripping procedures.

11-7
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""' F-� COMPONENT PARTS - REMOVED FROM AIRCRAFT I

TIME COMPARISON CHART A ,

LABOR RATE LABOR RATE
COMPONENT (CHEMICAL) MINUTES (PLASTIC BLASTING) MINUTES

RUDDER 3.60 216 0.26 16
INBD LE FLAP 2.81 168 0.36 22
SPOILER 0.67 140 0.2-4 14
OTBD LE FLAP 2.81 168 0.31 19
AILERON 6.147 388 0.54 u 32

An in-service F-4 was stripped with the plastic blasting method at Hill AFB
August 1984. The nose, canopy and afterburners were masked. Tape and plastic
plugs were used to seal openings and drain holes. The engines were left in
place with the inlets plugged. The plane was mounted on jacks with the landing
gear up.

RESULTS: - the plane was stripped in 34 hrs. nozzle time plus 9 hrs.
masking time. This compares with the chemical Standard Time

.plus 11 hrs. masking time.

the total time of 43 plastic blasting hra. vs. 349 chemical
stripping hrs. a 12% of the presently accepted norm.

- the aircraft was finished in 1 calendar day vs. 7 days
allocated for the chemical system

- ingress of media occured which later had to be vacuumed out

- Alclad panels, which have tendency to be roughened and pitted,
were first located with a small 3/16" nozzle with POLYPLUS 30/40
and then blasted before rest of aircraft was cleaned with larger
12/16 sieve size media

- overall appearance of F-4 after blasting was called "superlative"

OTHER EXAMPLES:

The entire exterior fuselage of an out-of-service F-100 was stripped with
the plastic blasting method. The Standard Time to remove the paint from
the t069 sq. ft. surface with chemicals is 296 hrs. This same function
was accomplished in 24 hra. 50 min. with plastic blasting.

- A Coleman Tractor was stripped of 7 coats of enamel. The Standard Time
for the present hand sanding method is almost 2 days. This was performed
nr' 4 hra. 14 min. with plastic blasting. (It is important to note that

masking of the glass windows and rubber seals is not required for plastic
blasting)

- The System Manager for the F-4 has approved the use of the media on all
component parts removed from the F-4 aircraft. On most of these components
the 12 to I ratio prevails.

11-B*



- A Wingfold of an F-4 takes 8.5 hrs. to clean with chemicals. This same
job can be accomplished in 45 min. with the plastic blast system. Hill AFB
is now cleaning these wingfolds on a normal production basis using the
plastic media. r'

- An F-18 actuator assembly requires 2.5 hrs. to clean with chemicals.
The same component can be cleaned in 1.5 min. with plastic blasting. ''"
(Note: disassembly of the component is not required as it would be with
chemicals)

CONSIDERATIONS:

The plastic blasting method is not a panacea, in that it is not the answer
to all surface coating removal requirements. Negative results have occurred
for certain applications:

- plastic blasting sometimes is not sufficient to remove severe
corrosion products

- use of large sized media at high pressures can result in penetration
through alolad surfaces and anodize coatings

- partial crack closure can occur on alclad

- it is possible to remove cadmium if blasting pressures are to
high

- damage can occur to certain types of fiberglass and thin honeycomb
if the process is not carefully controlled

However, properly utilized, the plastic blasting process offers immediate labor,
time, equipment, material, and energy savings in the many applications for
which the material's use is appropriate.

It is the stated objective of the Department of Defense that by year end 1986
all chemical solvents will be eliminated from waste products. The plastic
blasting system can be a major factor in reducing the contaminants presently
produced by the military industrial complex. Military estimates indicate that
aircraft stripping wastes can be eliminated by a factor of 75% - 99% with the
proper utilization of this method.

WHY BLAST WITH PLASTIC ABRASIVES

eliminate chemical contamination

eliminate most air contamination

-eliminate water contamination and clean up

reduce personnel exposures to chemical hazards

reduce man hours

reduce consumption of commodities

.reduce energy requirement

reduce aircraft flow time

improve readiness posture

11-9
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F-4 COMPONENT PARTS - REMOVED FROM AIRCRAFT

TIME COMPARISON CHART

CLEANING TIME MINUTES CLEANING TIME MINUTES
COMPONENT (CHEMICAL) (DRYSTRIP)-o,-

RUDDER 216 16

INBD LE FLAP 168 22

SPOILER ~40 14

OTBD LE FLAP 168 19

AILERON 388 32.

WINOFOLD 525 54

STABILATOR 589 55

- OTHER EXAMPLES -

CLEANING TIME CLEANING TIME

ITEM (CHEMICAL) (DRYSTRIP)

F-100 AIRCRAFT 300 HRS 37 HRS

F-4 AIRCRAFT 340 HRS 39 HRS

COLEMAN TRACTOR 40 HRS 4 MRSK .

P-8 PUMPERTRUCK 52 HRS 5 HRS .,.,,

F-18 ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY 2.5 HRS 1.5 MIN

11-10
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DC-9 Co141OENT PARTS - REMOVED FROM AIRCRAFT

TIME COMPARISON CHART

CLEANING TIME MINUTES CLEANING TIME MINUTES
COMPONENT (CHEMICAL) (DRYSTRIP) 5,

FLAP HINGE FITTING 240 5

FRWD AIR STAIR STEP 120 5

OXYGEN BOTTLE 120 10

SPOILER CAM 60 2

DOUBLE SEAT FRAME 240 15

(time savings for 1 complete aircraft set
is 220 hra.)

NOSE WHEEL 60 2

Total number of items tested: 4

Items failed: 1

Items with no time savings: Evaluation Results

Total number of items with 6

appreciable time savings: 38

OVERALL TIME SAVINGS ACHIEVED: 93%

2~ 11-il
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GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION I A

FEDERAL SUPPLY SERVICE

AUTHORIZED FEDERAL SUPPLY SCHEDULE CATALOG

• BLAST CLEANING MEDIA ...'

1, Special Item Numbers: attachd dat
NIS-.G.985 See attached data,..
NIS.G-7191 sheets for details
NIS-G-8566 on each product. ..

2, Maximum Order Limitation: $25,000
NEW ITEM INTRODUCTORY SCHEDULE ti,:/

3, Minimum Order: 50 lb. bag

FSC CLASS: 5350 4, Delivery Area: 48 contiguous states and Washington, D.C.

5. Point of Production: Danielson, Windham County, CT
CONTRACT NUMBER: GS-OOF-79342

6. Net Price: $1.70 per lb. F.O.B. Origin

CONTRACT PERIOD:, 4/24/85 - 4/24/86 7. Prompt Payment Terms: net 30 ,

BUSINESS SIZE: SMALL 8. Quantity Volume Discount: $ 5,001 - $10,000 1/2%

BUSINSS SZE: MALL$10,001 -$20,000 1-1/2%
$20,001 $25,000 2%

CONTRACTOR - ORDERING ADDRESS g, Time of Delivery: 30 days 'I

U,S, TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
328 KENNEDY DRIVE 10, F.O..: origin (Danielson, CT)
PUTNAM, CT 06280
Telephone: (800) 243-1842

(203) 928.2707 11, Warranty Provision: see Inside data sheets

12. Payment Address: S

U.S. TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
P.O. Box 302
Worcester, MA 01814
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U.S. Technology Corporation
(A subsidiary of U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corp.)

328 Kennedy Drive
Putnam. Conn. 06260
Tel. 203-928-2707
Toll Free 800-243-1842

Meet your surface finishing and cleaning
needs with three different grades of

= =-.--. BLAST CLEANING MEDIA

If your operation includes deflashing, chipping and cutting action that rapidly
deburring, descaling, or any type of surface removes surface contamination and build-up
conditioning, you should consider the that other abrasives cannot effectively remove.
advantages of US Blast Cleaning Media. Tough cutting edges permit maximum
EDGE AHEAD.. with the sharp, angular cutting productivity at low particle velocity.
edges of US Media. The granular shape of To satisfy varied requirements, a wide range of
individual particles enables POLYEXTRA, cleaning capability and aggression is provided
POLYPLUS, and TYPE III to quickly and by these three products for the best possible
efficiently clean with a unique shearing, match of media to application.

POLYI XTRA Introduced in 1978, the media is answer. It has found tremendous

designed for use in soft abrasive acceptance as a replacement for
The Original Koppers Blast finishing and deflashing. Where walnut shell and apricot pit.Cleaning Media. surface tolerances are critical, and particularly for electronicthe integrity of the substrate cannot component cleaning.

be compromised, POLYEXTRA is the

POLYPLUS Next on the scale of aggression that still will not be too harsh or
POLYPLUS is harder, denser, and damaging for most surtace finishing

A more aggressive grade of faster-acting than POLYEXTRA. It is applications. It is designed to be
US Media. applicable for a great variety of light used at low p.s~i. settings for

industrial uses. This media fills the optimum performance with lowneed for a more abrasive material energy consumption.

This material is an extremely a plastic media, it will not harm blastT7PE 111 aggressive and abrasive media, cleaning equipment. TYPE III is very
The most aggressive It approaches the cleaning fast-acting, even at reduced p.s.i.
US Media. capabilities of much more harsh, settings. It is particularly effective in

metallic and mineral abrasives such many alloy metal finishing andas aluminum oxide. Yet, because it is deburring applications.

If your finishing procedures use: --,-
b glass beads Then consider the
t. aluminum oxide edge you'll gain
* walnut shell with US Media:
• apricot pit • cleaner parts
• chemical solvents • less rejects

It these products are: • greater throughput
P Ineffective In performance n higher productivity
• dusty and dirty b SAVINGS
5 damaging to equipment and parts
v Inconsistent In quality
• to hazardous to use or dispose of

11.14
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U.S. Technology Corporation
(A subsidiary of U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corp.)

328 Kennedy Drive
Putnamn, Conn. 06260
Tel. 203-928-2707
Toll Free 800-243-1842

Mon=oon BLAST CLEANING MEDIA

POLYEXTRA
The 0 igina(POLYEXTRA POLYEXTRA is fast and efficient,
blastcleaning media is asoft yet isdesigned tomaintainthe
dellashing andcleaningplastic integrt of thetfnished surface.
abrasiye. Due to its compositon It is an excellent media in appli-
and sharp. arngular surlace cations where critcal dimensions
characteristics, the media has and tolerances must be main-
excellent cutting qualities, cleans tamned while removing surface
efficiently, but will not peen or mar contamination.
material substrates.
POLYEXTRA is a carefully manu-
factured product that is uniform
from batch to batch, in contrast to
agricultural media, for instance.,
that otten varies in consistency JU Al 9 mm m m M %from one tot to another.,til l iII I IIIIIlIlliU I
POLY EXTRA presents no storage . i'L 5V W
problems. Concern over spoilage.
rodent attraction, mildew and
bacteria growth is eliminated, IP 11
Also, the media does not create
the type of dust and oily residue
problem traditionally associated

Agri.Medwit Mgi-e inea Arsie

Oen aarssv score agrssv compaativ

( Walnut Shellt PoLW[XThA'" MOYPLUS" TYPI tIE (Aluminumn Oxide)

New Item Introductory Schedule SPECIAL ITEM NO.
GSA Contract No. GS-OOF-79342 J

* 4124185 - 4124186
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Available Through:

GSA Federal Supply Service
NiIS Contract No. GS-OOF-79342

APPICATIONS
Encapsulated electronic components: Will not Lead frames: Prepares leads for easier and more
damage delicate parts or mar surfaces Leaves uniform tinning and coating procedures. Will not
product surface clean and dust free, ready for impinge the surface while removing flash and resin
identification printing and soldering. smear.
Plastic molded parts: Effectively cleans flash off Engine maintenance: Removes carbon, sludge and
parting lines. Cleans surfaces without harming the gum deposits from internal combustion and diesel k
part. Cleans mold without damage, engines without causing surface damage.
Aircraft maintenance: Removes paint layers and General deburring: Removes light burrs from
coatings for inspection/recoating. Cleans precision miscellaneous materials without surface distortion. ,'
parts with no base metal removal.

BENEFITS
Cost savings: Reduced costs are realized from low Consistent quality: Media does not vary from batch
media consumption and greater product feed-thru to batch as with various agri-media. The material is
rates at lower PSI. constant and consistent It is manufactured, not
Processing savings: The extra costs associated grown.
with agricultural media for inspection, degreasing Easy storage: No special storage or deterioration
and wiping are lessened. Entire post cleaning prevention requirements are necessary.
procedures can be eliminated from the production
cycle

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Hardness. Mohs Scale 3
Moisture Content <0.1%

Specific Gravity 1.15-1.25

Packaing-l PLYEXlTA Bulk Density 45-48 lbs./cu. ft
Operational Temp. Range 0°F-250'F
Color white to gray (varied)

- Chemical Nature flammable, hydrophobic,
inert to mild acid or
alkali, non-biodegradable

Particle Shape irregular. granula,, with
sharp angular edges

SPECIFICATIONS
The media is graded in the following Standard U.S. Sieve Sizes
Sieve Size Inches (mm)
12-16 .066-045 (1.68-1.14)
16-20 .047-030 (1,19-0.76)

50 lb. bags 20-30 .033-021 (0.84-0 53)
200 lb. drums 30-40 .023-015 (0.58-0.38)

40-60 .016-009 (0.41-0.23)
60-80 .010-005 (0.25-0.13)

GUARANTEE Note.
Material is guaranteed to comply The actual size as stated in inches will apply to at least one
with published specifications diagonal direction of any particle. Due to irregular shape.
concerning mesh size, specific as much as 5% fines may be contained in any grade size.
gravity, shape, hardness, moisture
content, storage stability and
operating temperature range. ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS FOR POLY TRA

Responsibility is disclaimed in Please order by TYPE and SIEVE SIZE in either 50 lb bags
the handling, use and storage of or 200 lb. drums.
this material since it is beyond the Type Sieve Size
scope of our control. PE 12-16

PE 16-20
PE 20-30
PE 30-40
PE 40-60
PE: 60-80

11-16NO
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U.S. Technology Corporation
(A subsidiary of U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corp.)

328 Kennedy Drive
Putnam, Conn. 06260
Tel. 203-928-2707
Toll Free 800-243-1842

"= '~ 'BLAST CLEANING MEDIA

POLYPLUS
POLYPLUS is a granulated POLYPLUS is easy to use and
plastic blast cleaning media handle No special storage
that is significantly denser. precautions are necessary. The
harder and more aggressive than media is clean in applicaton and
most other soft abrasives Particle virtually dust free. No oily residue
shape is sharp and angular This is created that is common with the

special configuration enables use of most other media in this
POLYPLUS to clean with an hardness range.

enhanced cutting. shearing and
chipping action to remove surface
residue and buildup that other soft
abrasives are not able to clean.

POLYPLUS is considerably more
aggressive than commonly used
agricultural media This media is
often the answer when a more
abrasive material is required that
still will not be too harsh or dam-
aging for most surface finishing
applications POLYPLUS is de-
signed to be used at low pres-
sure settings. Proper set up and

utilization will yield significant
savings due to decreased energy
consumption and increased
cleaning per unit of media.

On a scale of comparative
aggression with the other
US Blast Cleaning Media products,
POLYPLUS lies between POLYEXTRA

and the aggressive TYPE Ilt.
Media M~neral Abrasives

"Ltl Shell) POLYIXTRA'" POLYPLUS" MPIn (AlJminum Oxide)

aggressive more aggressive >

New Item Introductory Schedule SPECIAL ITEM NO.
GSA Contract No. GS-OOF-79342

4124185 - 4124186 NIS-G-7 1 9 1
S .... I3-A



Available Through:
GSA Fodoral Supply Sorvice
NIIS Contract No. G8-OOF-79342

APPIq CATIONS

Are glass beads too damaging? Is polycarbonale ineffective?
Walnut shells aren't aggressive enough? Then POLYPLUS may be
the answer to your finishing needs for..
ozinc die castings 1, marine equipment bIiUght deburing
b, paint removal ielectronic components bplastic deflashing
1sircraft fuselage lp~metal surface conditioning plsurface decontamination

POLYPLUS is designed to be effective in a wide range of uses, from
electronic component dellashing to light industrial finishing.

SAVINGS
Durable composition and sharp-edged configuration enable this
media to clean quickly at low pressure settings, thereby reducing
cost. Savings are realized from:
ii.dectrased media consumption lofaster product throughput
Ioreduced compressor needs jlower energy consumption
oi-onger equipment life

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Hardness, Mohs Scale 3.5

Moisture Content <0.1%
a Specific Gravity 1.5

Bulk Density 58-60 lbslcu. ft.
Packaging: POLYPLUS Operational Temp, Range 0°F-300'F

Color while to dark gray (varied)

Chemical Nature self extinguishing,
hydrophobic, inert,
non-biodegradable

Particle Shape irregular, granular, with
sharp angular edges

WM- SPECIFICATIONS
The media is graded in the following Standard U.S. Sieve Sizes
Sieve Size Inches (mm)
12-16 .066-045 (1.68-1.14)

16-20 .047-030 (1.19-0.76)
20-30 .033-021 (0.84-0.53)50lb. bags

250 lb. drums 30-40 .023-.015 (0.58-0.38)
40-60 .016-009 (0.41-0.23)
60-80 .010-005 (0.25-0.13)

GU1ARANTEE NoteThe actual size as stated in inches will apply to at least one
Material is guaranteed to comply diagonal direction of any particle. Due to irregular shape,
with published specifica!ions as much as 5% tines may be contained in any grade size
concerning mesh size, specific
gravity, shape, hardness, moisture
content, storage stability, and ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS FOR POLYPLUST "
operating temperature range. Please order by TYPE and SIEVE SIZE in either 50 lb. bags or

Responsibility is disclaimed in 250 lb. drums.
the handling, use and storage of lype Sieve Size
this material since it is beyond the PP 12-16
scope of our control, PP 16-20

PP 20-30
PP 30-40

PP 40-60
PP •60-80

"1118 JSPECIAL ITEM NO.

NIS-G-7191



U.S. Technology Corporation
(A subsidiary of U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corp.)

328 Kennedy Drive
Putnam, Conn. 06260
Tel. 203-928-2707
Toll Free 800-243-1842

I =I BLAST CLEANING MEDIA

TYPE II1II
...The most aggressive No other abrasive matches the

US Media... uniquely controllable aggressionof TYPE Ill. The sharp angular
TYPE Ill is a unique, extremely surface configuration of the me-
aggressive, synthetic plastic dia particles provides the most
abrasive that approaches mineral effective cleaning action possible
and metallic abrasives in its sur- for maximum efficiency with mini-
face finishing capabilities. Fast mum media consumption.
acting and durable. TYPE Ill can
be the answer to your finishing
needs for those very difficult to
clean materials where no other a
synthetic abrasive or agricultural - .

media has properly worked be- -4
fore or where hard abrasives

have proven to be overly harsh
or dlamaging.
It is important to note that, despite
its high degree of aggression,
TYPE Ill is a plastic media and, as
such, is not harmful to blast clean-
ing equipment or cabinetry. It
does not wear out machinery,
thereby realizing substantial
savings by eliminating the need
to purchase expensive replace-
ment parts.

On a scale of comparative
aggression, TYPE Ill is more
aggressive than the other
US Blast Cleaning Media products,
POLYEXTRA and POLYPLUS.

Agri-Media Mineral Abrasives
(Walnut Shell) POLYKXTRA'T POLYPLUS'" TYPE 1111'" (Aluminum Oxide)
less aggressive more aggressive

New Item Introductory Schedule SPECIAL ITEM NO.I
-• - GSA Contract No. GS-OOF-79342

4124185 - 4124186 1/19 NIS-G-8556



Avallable Through:
GSA Federal Supply Service
NItS Contract No. GS-OOF-?9342

EXAMPLES OF USES
Surface Residue Removal Surface Conditioning
1flash from metal die castings lo-metal surfaces: pre.treatment/cleaning/def lashing prior to plating
Noburrs off gear face surfaces N.plastic composite parts: to roughen surface for better adhesive
losurface build-up off aircraft components application
Nopolyamid coating off armature wires Noaluminum computer components: to produce attractive matte finish
0- paint from ships hulls flo-plastic controls: to prepare surface for improved paint adhesion
lo-carbon deposits off engine parts p-marine equipment. reconditioning by removal of rust and corrosion

DO YOU... TRY TYPE i1lt YOU WILL FIND THAT...
NOfind aluminum oxide is too toit is easy to use. There are no

harsh, but nothing else works storage problems. Spent media
is easily disposed of.

N-use dangerous and expensive No, money will be saved by elimi-
chemicals that are difficult to nating the need to purchase
use and dispose of equipment worn out by media

I1spend a lot of money to replace THN it can be continously recyce
machine parts that media

wears out
0-want to clean and finish your W~it's extremely effective at low

parts quicker and better ps i. settings

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Hardness. Mohs Scale 4
Moisture Content <0.1%
Specific Gravity 1.5

Padciaing. TyP III Bulk Density 58-60 lbs/cu. ft
Operatfonal Temp. Range O°F-350°F
Color multicolored: may vary
Chemical Nature self extinguishing

hydrophobic, inert
non-biodegradable

Particle Shape irregular, granular.
with sharp angular edges

SPECIFICATIONS
The media is graded in the following Standard U S. Sieve Sizes

Sieve Size Inches (mm)
12-16 .066- 045 (1.68-1.14)
16-20 047-030 (1.19-076)

50 lb bags 20-30 .033-021 (0.84-0 53)
250 lb drums

30-40 .023- 015 (0 58--038)
40-60 .016-009 (0 41-0.23)
60-80 .010-005 (0.25-0 13)IUARANTEIr Note

Material is guaranteed to comply The actual size as stated in inches will apply to at least onewith published specifications diagonal direction of any particle Due to irregular shape.
concerning mesh size, specific as much as 5% lines may be contained in any grade size

gravity, shape, hardness, moisture
content, storage stability, and ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS FOR TYPE II1 "
operating temperature range.

Responsibility is disclaimed in Please order by TYPE and SIEVE SIZE in either 50 ib bags
the handling, use and storage of or 250 tb drums.
thyir material since it is beyond the Type Sieve Size
scope (, our control TP 12-16

TP 16-20
TP 20-30
TP 30-40
TP 40-60
TP 60-80

SPECIAL ITEM NO.
NISG5856
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'.4 Specifications

-Model NOVA 290

r7Model NOVA 150

7.9

of Abrasive4.3. e

Typical conveying rates for sophisticated abrasives such as

aluminum oxide, agricultural, glass beads, plastics, etc,

Models Accessories
NOA29SSttoar 90cmVacuum Syte Remote VPR Actuato

NOVA 290P-Portable 290 cfm Vacuum System Remote Pot Pressurizing & Depressurizing
NOVA 11011-Stationary 150 cfm Vacuum System Vibrating Screen: 3 Deck, 2 Screens (electric powered)
NOVA 11OPII-Portable ISO din Vacuum System Explosion-proof motors

CMA lCarbon Monoxide Alarm)
Dimensions Hoses and Tool Package ~
Skid Mounted Unit I N

Width 4'611(137 cm) Compressed Air Requirements
Length 1416" (442 cm) Vacuum Producers 290 cfm or 1S0 cfm a 100 psug 16,8 bar)
Height 111311 (343 cm) Operator Safety Equipmenti 20 cfm @ 80 psig (5.4 bar)

(Portable unit dimensions vary slightly.) Vibrating Scretens 5-to0 cfm a 40-80 pslg (2,7-5,4 bar)
For transportation, overall height can be reduced to 81, Dust Collectors 2-3 cfm a 100 psig (6 8 bar)

*Weight 2,900 lbs 1131S Kg) Skid mounted. Blast Novaules Based on orifice size.
3,400 lbs (15 42 Kg) Portable. Pw rR qie et

Standard NOVA Components Vicltagaii ItO VAC 112 VDC on request)
Miano MachineiI,
Pressure Regulator with Gauge GEMINI
Supa Extra Flexible Blast iHose Complementing NOVA, Clemco's GEMINI system allows
Ciemlite Nozzle "tailoring" particular components to specific applications,
Nylon Couplings GEMINI Is ideal for the retrofit of existing enclosures to

or AplonAicaedHlmbotto complete blast facilities, Ciemcos complete line of blast rooms,
600 onicl botomdust collecting systems and associated units Is available,

Pinch Tube Metering Valve Complete engineering design assistance on customized
Single Vibrating Screen applications Is available from Ciemco without charge.
Remote Controls
Helmet Air Filter
Blast Suit-Leather Gloves
Climate Control Tube
Moisture Separator

Liquid Filled Pressure Gauges
H-ose Racks
Forklift Slots & Lifting Eyes C EC

SO f3" Pick-UpHoeC EO
3"' Bulk Abrasive Vacuum Nozzle Post Office Box 7680 &A
3"1 Flare Abrasive Vacuum Nozzle ~14San Francisco. CA 94120 1

Stock No: 09001 *Copyright 11104 Cluiwco Industries 614-1164 Printed in U.SA
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Pauli & Griffin
PRAMT Machines

• .<, •, Portable De-Painting Machines with vacuum+ •. recovery and automatic media recycling- ,..
, . ,' , Engineered for optimum production with

U.S. Plastic reclaimable media

A New Media PRAM Model 45
High Production System

The revolutionary US, Plastic Blast
Cleaning Media has proven it will ag- The P&' PRAM Model 45 combines Each time the operator stops blasting,
gressively remove paint, sealant, and the benefits of high production, direct the PRAM machine exhausts auto-
coatings frorn aircraft and other aluml- pressure cleaning and depainting with matically, and the media in the hopper
num surfaces without damaging the automatic vacuum recovery and Clean- refills the machine.
surface cleaned, The US, Plastic ing end recycling of the media. The
Media also cleans seven times faster, In PRAM Model 45 consists of an external System Components id",
terms of. labor hours expended, than gun assembly, conveying hoses, cy- ttAMcodPMpsu
conventional chemical stripping, and clone reclalmer, special PRAM pres- sure
eliminates the serious hazardous sure vessel with 600 conical bottom, vessel with specialized aeration
waste disposal problem of the chemi- dust collector and 320Ocfm airoperated and fluidizing section; 600 conical V
Calm and water used for stripping, vacuum Dump, all mounted on A steel bottom for smooth, even media

wheeled chassis, flow Into delivery air stream, '4-

0 Air entry system with moisture
separator, pressure regulator andP&G PRAM Portable gauge, ;

Cleaning Machines Principle of Operation Cyclone reclalmer with two stage,
Cyfine-tunable air wash system,.

Through Its Aeronautical Products Operator controls cleaning operation engineered specifically for the
Division Pauli & Griffin has conducted at external blast gun with fast-acting density of plastic media,
extensive tests with the new US, Feathertouch® remote control, Air/ * 1 ft 3 media hopper with vibrating
Plastic Blast Cleaning Media, and has media mixture Is accelerated through a screen, .
developed a full line of cleaning and venturl nozzle, and directed to the E External blast gun with 5/18" tung- ,.;.,4

depainting equipment specially work surfece, Media, dust and debris sten carbide, venturi nozzle: nylon
engineered for optimum production are contained within the external gun, brush to contain dust, plus three
with the light, plastic media, and pneumatically conveyed to the caster wheels on removable ring to

cyclone reclaimer, fscllitate movement along work
surface.The controlled cyclonic action separa- Totally enclosed 320 otm dust

Advantages of P&o PRAM tee the plastic media and heavy debris collector with 7 tubular dust bags.from dust and other fines, A fine- powered by air operated vacuumSpot Depainting Machines tunablc, two stage a;i wash system pump.
•Dust free cleaning or dlepainting In brings air Into the cyclone to Imptiove •28 It. hose astsembly, consisting of • 'general maintenance areas without the separation of fines from tho media, media hose, vacuum hose, and twin

Interferring with other operations The dust and fines are pulled from the line control cable with patented
or personnel. center of the cyclone and conveyed to Feathertouche remote control,
Immediate start-up of cleaning or the dust colleotor with high efficiency * Wheeled chassis for easy mobility
depainting operation, while major tubular dust bags, The bags filter re- around work area.
blast facility Is under construction, turn air down to 1 mi'2ron particles,• Quick, easy small job cleaning of , '

selected parts or limited areas of Meanwhile, cleaning media and heavy See last page for moro detailed
larger workpleces, debris UII to a vibrating screen, which Information.

* Touch up cleaning anywhere, after contains the debris, and allows only h .

aircraft or other large wLirkpiece reusable, corrc tly sized media to fall
has left major cleaning facility, through to the storage hopper, located

over the PRAM pressure vessel.

11-26
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Typical Applications

and
S!'-' • ~ P&G PRAM Series Machines ,...

U.S. Plastic Blast
Cleaning Media:

Aircraft/Components,
Military Installations
T Removes surface coating or build-

up without damage to substrate,S. • Allows precise control over layers
removed, while preserving sub-
strate layers of alcled, anodizing,
cadmium plating, etc,

SPRAM Model 41 Electronics/instrumentation
• Deflashes epoxy encapsulation 5

to 10 times more effectively than
agrimedla, with no need to mask
individual encasulations or critical
components.

SAuto Bodies
* External blast gun with 3/16" air Jet Removes paint fast, without need

and 3/8" tungsten carbide nozzle, to mask glass, rubber or chrome

PRAM Model 45 easy start/stop control valve, re- surfaces, and without damage to ,.,
placeable nylon brush. surface,
20 ft. hose assembly, consisting of Mold Cleaning .,:CAeair hose, media supply hose and • Removes surface buildup without
reinforced vacuum recovery hose, changing mold tolerances.0 Totally enclosed dust collector Die Castings

The PRAM Model 41 is a small, corn- with 9 tubular duet bags. DefiCahes parts without affecting

pact cleaning and depainting machine 4 Cyclone separator with vibrating critical surface dimensions.

that offers the same vacuum return, screen,
dust free blasting of the Model 45, and * Media hopper with steep conical Actuator Assemblies
is ideally suited for tight spot blasting, bottom and fluidizing section for • Cleans In far less time than chemi-

where a lower production rate can be smooth, even media flow Into the cal stripping, with no need to

tolerated, feed tee and cleaning stream, disassemble,
Storage box for spare brushes, Copper Armature Wires
nozzles and supplies, a Removes polyamide coating withOn Compact, wheeled chassis and out damaging wlreý does not cause

Th Operat handle for easy mobility through rapid oxidation like metallic

The external blast gun has a 316l air tight spaces, abrasives,
SJet and 3/8" tungsten carbide nozzle. Choice of air operated or electric
Compressed air flowing through the motor powered vacuum pump,
air jet pulls the cleaning media Into the a Air line moisture separator, air
gun, and directs It through the nozzle pressure regulator and gauge, and
at the work surface, All media,dust and isupylnprsregue,'..,

debris are contained within the blast 
, .p. 

lin p

gun, and pneumatically conveyed to
the cyclone reclaimer for cleaning and
separating dust and debris from the
good, reusable media, With the PRAM

41, correctly sized, reusable media 
101

constantly replenishes the hopper
during the depalnting operation,

11-27
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Orde ring Informsation/SpecIficatIons

Mo~del: PRAM'45 PRAM 41A PRAM 41E
Stock No.: 039-000 038-010 038-000
Length: 68 In. (173 cm) 35 in. (89 cm) 35 In. (89 cm)
Width: 36 In. (91 cm) 19 in. (48 am) 19 In. (48 cm)
Height: 86 In. (218 cm) 35 in. (89 cm) 35 in. (80 cm)
Dust Collector. 320 CFM (9.1 rni-/min.) 120 CFM (3.4 M

3
/m In,) 110 OFM (3.1 rnl/m~n.)

Dust FilteWUgcs: 7 tubular 9 tubular 9 tubular
Filter Area: 35 sq. ft. (3.3 r'ý 16 sq. ft. (1.6. mn) 16 sq. It 1. l
PRAM Vessel: 1 cu, ft. (.03 inl) ABME NONE NONE

coded, with 600 cons end
______________ ~fluidizin~g section _________

Media Hopper. 1 cu, ft. (.03 M3) 121.4 cu, In, (1989 cm') 121.4 cu. In. (1989 om')
_________with fluidizing section with fluidizingsection

Vacuum Pump:, Air Powered Air Powered Two I HP, 120v, 60 H]z 1 Ph
15.8 amp

Cleaning Hose: V4 n, 10 x 25 ft, In. 1DMX20 ft. In. IlDx 20 ft,I(19 mmrx 7.6 m) 1 m 6. 1m )J!(6.mrl 8.
Vacuum Hose: 2 In. x 25 ft. 1I% In. x 20 ft. 1% in. x 20 ft.

Control Line: 25 It, (7.6 m) with 4' In. ID x 20 fti with 1h In. ID x 20 ft. with
Peathertouche control trigger valve trigger valve ..

Nozle 818 n,(8mm)Tugsen (13 mm K6 81 m) (13 mm X 6I mr **
Noze /6I,( m ugtn % In. (10 mm) with % In, (10' mm) with ba

Carbide Venturi 3/6in. 15mm)Iarsjt 3/1nI,(5 r air let

Nominal Cleaning Flats: 3 eq. ft, (28 inl) 72 sq. in, (465 arm') 72 sq. In. (465 cm')
Vper mntper minute per minute

Air Consumption:
@40 psi (2,8kg/cm'2) 196 CPM (15.6 ml/min.) 78 CFM (2.2 ml/inln,) 28 CFMV (.8 m$'/mln,)
@6 s 41gcl 267 CFM (7.6 ml/rhin.) 86 CFM (2.4 ml/mln,) 38 CFM (11.1 m2/min,)

Recommended Air Supply:
@100 psi 7,Okg/cm2 30 CFM (9,6 m3/min,) 106 CFM (3.0 m2/min.) 58 CFM (1.6 rn,5/mnn.)

Shipping Weight. 860 lbit. (387 kg) k65 lbs. (11517 kg) 255 lbs. (116,7 kg) ~

Small Gun Assenmbly with optional outside corner, Inside
corner and uneven surface brushes. Supplied with suction
gun as standard equipment with PRAM 41; also available
with 1/4" venturi nozzle as part of the optional small gun con-
version kit for the PRAM 46, giving It the same maneuver-
ability and versatility of the smeller PRAM 41. The complete
Small Gun Conversion Kit. Stock No. 164-006, Includes:
Blaat gun with 1/4" tungsten carbide nozzle, 20 feet of 1/2

~ Inch mredia hose, 20 feet of 2 Inch vacuum hose, tapering to
1-1/2 Inch; and 20 feet of twin linc control cable with fittings.

in accordane with our policy of continual product Improvement, changes In features, standard equipment, aind
* specifications may be made at any time.

Distributed by:

renhi mnirrin
Paull & Griffin Company

907 Cotting Lane,
Vacaville, California 9568 USA

Copyright 1985 Pauli & Griffin Company (707) 447-7000 *Telex: 176328
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The PAULI & GRIFFIN
PRAM Series:PRM11wt

* Equipment engineered specifically iOertrPocinPakg )
for optimum cleaning speeds and ASME-coded pressure vessel

* reclaiming efficiency with the -- Air pressure
revolutionaryregulator wtgauge --

revo lasticnr Moisture separator

reclaimable 60 S'cons for
blast cleaning smotmedafo w

media.Special metering valve

gh * ght, fle~xible PRAM hose

I t

S PRAM Portable Blasting Machines - -__ _________-___
Pauli & Griffin's PRAM Series blast cieanlnQ machine.- are
sperialiy designed to. yield opti1mum production with this *High voiume 11/. in, Internal and external piping.
light plastic blast cleaning media. Several machines are * Special lightweight, flexible, long-lasting, abrasive-duty

* available, each built to the same standards that have made PRAM hose: 1 1/4 in. I.D. and only 1'f, In. O.D. - the easiest
P&G machines an Industry leader for more than 40 yearý. to handle hose on thc, market today.

P&G BMALV-.8 Blue Maglc'm tungsten carbide, 1A In. orifice,
P&G's Aeronautical Products Division is taking this leader. long-venturl nozzle for greatly increased velocity and
ship to new dimensions, with PRAM Series systems already impact of media, and the fastest cleaning potbsible.
established as the choice for the first four major cleaningPRM1Pakg
projects using U.S. Plastic Blast Cleaning Media. PA 1 akg

The P&G PRAM 12 package features a 3 ft0 vessel, equipped
PRAM machines are supplied complete with integrated identically to thK PRAM 11.
accessories, ready to give you the fastest cleaning perfor.PAM1Pakg
mance already proven in field fests.PRM1Pakg

The) PRAM 13 Package features a small, 1½ fAt,' capacity
Features and Components machine th.at offers easy portability for demonstrations,
PRAM 11I Package testing surface conditirns, or for small jobs, It has 1 In, piping

* 6 It.' capacity ASME coded pressuru vcssel, and remote control valves, and is supplied with 50 ft. of I in,
60* conical bottom for total rnedia flow, down to the las! PRAM liose, plus BMLV-6, % In. long-veniuri, tungsien carbide

*pound. nozzle. XI other features and components are identical to foe
Specialized fluidizing section for smouoth, e'jen flow of PRAM 11 and 12 packages.
media.

*Metering valve with exclusive straight through flow design. PRAM OPI Operator Protection Package
featuring two thorizon'al stainless steel discs fur preci,,e Compiete package is designed for operator protection
conlrol of media flow Into the cleaning streamn. against dust aiid rebound~ing inedla. Components include:
Threadless cleanovt for fast, easy auct-zs tu valve 1i111-1r MSH-AINIOSH- approved air supplied helmet with approved
without any tools, air supply hose.
AIr Inlet control assembiy, including high ofliciency *Model 903 breathing air filter with replaceable seven stage )
mnoisture separator plus pressure regulator and gaugg for filter.
,etting anid maintaining pressure at recommended 40 psi. *re ae n oeasrbyfrcrrntrg~rltrI
RCISCP wrernte control system w~th patented Foathor- air supply at PRAM machine infet
touch-t non-bleudlng valvq for fast, se'te operator control * Chrome lealther p~otoective clothing, including gloves3,
at the nozzle. jacket, arnd spitl lug 'Iprofi

*Patented self-cleaning media tvap to protect oxh;'ust vaivo.

SO 1
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PRAM 21 system set up for cleaning wing section of F.4E fighter aircraft.

PRAM 21 Portable Cleaning and Reclaiming System
The U.S. Plastic blast cleaning media is highly reclaimable
and recyclable when used at recommended 40 PSI. Field System Components
tests show that less than 5% of the media is lost per hour The Pauli & Griffin Portable Reclaiming System includes:
when blasting under most conditions. The PRAM 21 Portable * PRAM 11 blasting machine, 6 ft.' pressure vessel, with
Reclaiming System is designed to allow continual reuse of RC150P remote control system, 60° conical bottom,
the media, and consists of PRAM 11 machine, a cyclone special metering valve and fluidizing section, moisture
reclaimer, and a 495 CFM dust collector, all mounted on a separator, pressure regulator and gauge at inlqt. See page
wheeled frame for easy mobility at the job site. 6 for detailed specifications.

495 CFM cyclone reclaimer with vibrating screen plus four
Principle of Operation. air valves and internally adjustable cones - a fine tunable
A 24 in. x 24 in. loading hopper can be located anywhere two stage air wash system.
within 100 feet of the reclaimer inlet. As the media is loaded * 495 CFM dust collector with 71/2 HP TEFC motor and high
into the hopper, the reclaiming system, powered by a 71/2 HP static blower, side mounted hose storage rack.
motor with high static blower, pneumatically conveys it to a * Removable loading hopper with 25 ft. of 4 in. I.D. reinforced
cyclone separator designed especially for the density of this vacuum hose (Up to 100 ft. of 4 in. I.D. hose may be used).
plastic media. The controlled cyclonic action separates the * Wheeled mounting frame of channel steel, 6 ft. x 71/2 ft.,
plastic media and heavy debris from the dust and other fines, with four 16 in. 16 x 400 zero pressure tires at one end and
A finetunable air wash system brings air into the cyclone to two 8 in. swivel wheels with brakes and towbar at other
improve the separation of fines from the media. The dust and end.
fines are pulled from the center of the cyclone and
pneumatically conveyed to a high efficiency dust collector
with tubular dust bags. The bags filter all dust down to 1
micron, so only clean air is exhausted into the atmosphere.

Meanwhile, media and heavy debris fall to a vibrating screen,
which contains the debris, and allows only reusable, correctly
sized media to fall through to the storage hopper, located
over the PRAM machine.

Each time the operator stops blasting, the remote control
valves automatically depressurize the machine, and the
reclaimed media falls from the storage hopper to refill the
PRAM cleaning machine. 11-31
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*" The P&G PRAM 31 Blast Cleaning Osbinet is a
". ~complete, self contained, dust-free cleaning system System components

designed specifically for cleaning parts with U.S, Sealed cabinet with 60 in. W x 48 in. D x 36 in. H V'.
"Plastic Blast Cleaning Media. Like the PRAM 21 work area, illuminated by two 150 watt lights, with a
Portable Reclaiming System, the PRAM 31 offers the 10% In. x 22 in. sealed safety view window; % in.
combined benefits of direct pressure blasting and tungsten carbide venturl nozzle; gloves and gaunt.
finely tuned media cleaning anr reclaiming, plus lets; footloperated blast control valve and air
offers a totally enclosed, tightly sealed 60 in, x 48 in. blow-off nozzle, 1 In. I.D. piping, valves, and PRAM
"blast chamber. hose.

"1 ft.2 pressure vessel with aeration system and 60"
"Principle of operation cone, remote control Inlet and exhaust valves,
The blast cleaning operation Is accomplished within a pressure regulator and gauge, and moisture separ.

- large chamber, controlled by an oper&,tor working ator.
outside, protected from media and dust. Cleaning 840 CFM cyclone reclalmer with vibrating screen,
media is directed through and accelerated by a venturi mounted over storage hopper.
nozzle, After striking work surface, the media falls to * 840 CFM dust collector, powered by 2 HP, 2301460
the bottom of the tapered cabinet hopper, from which volt, 3.phase motor.

* it Is pneumatically conveyed along with dust and
debris, to the cyclone reclalmer. There the "iame
cleaning and refining operation as described with the
PRAM 21 is accomplished. Clean, correctly slzed
media falls through the vibrating screen to a storage
hopper over the I ft.' pressure vessel.

Each time cleaning is stopped, the PRAM vesoel
depressurlzes, allowing the reclaimed media to refli!
the PRAM cleaning machine.
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Drawing courtesy of -

Royce Mechanical Systems,
Ogden, Utah.

A Now Media________________________ _____
The revolutionary U.S. Plastic Blast Cleaning Media 1:%
"has proven It will aggressively remove paint, seaiant, Further advantages of the plastic media Include:
arid coatings from aircraft and other aluminum • Higher degree of consistency and conformity of the
surfaces without damaging the surface being cleaned, media over traditional, soft, agricultural media.
The U,S, Plastic media also cleans seven times faster, * Extremely low breakdown rate (most field tests
In terms of labor hours expended, than conventional show a nominal 1 to 5% media loss per hour),
chemical stripping, and eliminates the serious toxic 0 RFduced air consumption at lower blast pressure.
waste disposal problem of the chemicals and water * Precise control over amount of paint, number of
used for stripping, layers, etc. removed from the surface,

Aircraft paint removal For additional Information on this revolutionary blast
At a recent demonstration at Hill AFB In Ogden, Utah, cleaning media, contact:
a single nozzle P&G PRAM Blast Machine cleaned U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corporation
more than 50% of an F-4E (*68.0345) fighter aircraft in 328 Kennedy Drive
9 hours of nozzle time. Because the P&G PRAM Putnam, Connecticut 06260
machine was specially designed for this new U.S. Telephone: (203) 928.2707
Plastic media, it easily out-performed three rivals; in Tol
ftthan al/three Pco r PRAM Machombineleaned more surface or call Paull & Griffin Company

(707) 447.7000, Telex: 170328 0
Obsoletes Chemical Stripping
Traditional chemical stripping of an F4E aircraft-,..
takes over 390 hours, and generates over 20,000 ",,
gallons of contaminated water. Additionally, the
chemical stripping process Involves mechanical %4%
scraping, which damages the aluminum substroite.
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Specifications and ordering information

PRAM Portable Machines:
Model: PRAM I1I PRAM 12 PRAM 13
Stock No.: 824.099 816-0gg 814-099
Diameter: 24 in. (61 cm) 16 In. (41 cm) 14 In. (36 cm)
Height: 611 'in I. (1560 cm) 6551 In. (141 cm) 45 In. (114 cm) p-
Weight: 385 l bs (174.6 kg) 275 lbs (127.4 kg) 185 lbs (83.9 kg)

* Piping: 11/4 in. (32 mm) 11/4 In. (32 mm) 1 in. (25 mm)
* Caaciy: ft. 1017 n')3 ft.' (0.08 ml') 1.6 ft.' (0.04 inl)

Reote Controls: RC150P RCISOP FIC100P _______

Nozzle: BMLV-8, 1/a In.(13 mm) Venturi BMLV-8, Va In. (13mm) Venturi BMVLV6, % In, (10mm) Venturi
P&G PRAM Super-FIOXTm Hose, ooupied: S0 ft, x 11/4 In. ID x 1 1kIn, 0D0 0 ft, x I1A In, ID x ilk, In. 00 50 ft. x 1 In. ID x 1 1A~ In. 0D

Coto~n:(15.2mr x 32 mm x 48 mm) (15.2 m x 32mm x 48 mm) (15,2 m x 256mm x 38 mm)
-oto ie 55 f1, (18.8 m) Twin Line Polymiroable with flittings

*OPN Operator Protection Pacokage:
Stock No,: 164-015
Helmet: P & G No. 907 air supplied helmet w150 ft. hose & hardware
AIr F ittrPP& No. 903 wil outlet, tee, valve, and hose assembly
Clothing: Chrome leather outfit with gloves, jacket, & split log apron

PRAM 21 Portable Cleaning and Reclaiming System: ____________

Stock Number:0417
Overall Dimensions: 72 In. wide x 90 in. long x 146 In. high (183 am x 229 cm x 371 cm)

NOTE: Muffliar (supplied) adds 36 In. (91 cm) to overall height
Reolalmern 73 In. high (185 cm)

* RM Machine: 61½ YIn, high x 24 In. diameter(166oam x 81 cm) with 600 ons and fluidizing section
Pick UpHopper~ 24 In. wide x 24 In. deep x 25Y/, In. high (61 am x 61 cm x 65 cm) .

Dust Collector 36 In. wide x 36 In. deep x 124 In. high (92 cm x 92 cm x 316 cm)
Conveying Rate: 495 CFM (14 mlImlnute)
Tubular Dust Filter Begs: 30; 140 ft.' (13 ml) flilter area_______________________
Motor, TEFC 71/i hp, 3450 rpm, 3 phase, 80 Hz, 22 amps a 230y, 110 amps 0440v-
Conveying Hose: 25 ft. x 4 In. ID (7.6 m x 10 cm) reinforced vacuum hoses

* Exhaust Hose: 7 ft. x 5 In. ID(2,1 mn x 13 cm) flexible exhaust hose
Shipping Weight: 3990 h(1b 810 lkg)
Accessories: As spec ifiled for PRAM I11

jPRAM 31 Cabinet:
Stock Number: 040.186S
Cabinet: 60 In. wide x 98 In. high x 48 In. deep (152 cm x 244 cm x 122 cnn) ___

' ~Work Area: 80 In. wide x 36 In. high x 48 In. deep (152 cm x 91 cm x 122 cm)
DoorOpening: 42 In. wide x 31 In. high(101 cm x 79 cm)
Dual Collector. 39In, wide x 102 In.high x 39in. deep (99 cm x 280 cm x 99 cm)
Ventilation Rate: 840 CFM (23.8 m'imin.)__________________
Tubular Dust Filter Bags: 30; 140 11,' (13 ml) f Ilter area
Motor: 2 HP, 60 Hz, 3 ph, 2301480 v
Pressure Vessel: 1 ft, capacity (0.03 ml) ASME Coded, with W0 cone and f luidizing section

Bast Hose: 1 In. ID (25 mm) ________________________

Conveying Hose: 6 In. ID x 15 ft. (152 mm x 4,15m) reinforced vacuum hose
vNozzle: In, (10 mm) orifice, tungsten eprbolde, venturi design -

View Window: - ~10½A In. x 22 In, (27cm x 56 cm) _ ____________'.~.

Lights: Two 160 Watt inoandescenl, lamps _________________
Shipping Weight: 1500 lbs (6!5 kqL _____________--

Inaaoiodance with out pok yotontlnuad product impovmenl, chmnges In, features, aemnclardoqudpinent and spoaltaetions may be timde ut any eime.

Paull & Griffin Companya
907 Cotting Lane,

Vacaville, California 95688 USAA
11-34 (707) 447-7000 *Telex: 176328

(0 Copyright 1984 Paull & Grif fin Company - 6-

v. . , , * *.



SCHMIDT MFG,, INC.
P.O. Box 37, Fresno, Texas 77545
11927 Hwy. 6, Houston, Texas 77045

S I~'IK R~ 713/431-0581 i "
800/231-2085

September 30, 1985

Dr. Brian Higgins, PHD, C.E.
c/o Peer Consulting
1160 Rockville Pike
Suite 202
Rockville, MD. 20882

Dr. Higgins:

Thank you for your interest in our Plastic Blast Media System-
Blast N' Vac (PMB-BV). The use of plastic media blasting to
remove paint has developed a great deal of interest recently
because of the adverse environmental effects of chemical paint
stripping. Plastic media blasting has generally been found to
be capable of removing paint without damaging the substrate,
and it is therefore a viable substitute for chemical stripping
in all of the applications that we have investigated thus far.

The Advantages of Plastic Media Blasting

The currently accepted practice is to use sand blasting (or K'
other mineral abrasive) to remove paint whenever the substrate
is of sufficient hardness that it will not be damaged by such
an agressive media. To strip softer substrates, or substrates
that must not receive an etch (anchor pattern) the normal practice
has been to remove the paint manually using chemical paint strippers
or sandpaper. Since the introduction of plastic media it has now
become possible to formulate media soft enough that it does not
damage some of the softer materials such as aluminum, magnesium,
steel sheet, fiber composites, etc. Plastic media blasting tests
conducted at Hill A.F.B., Corpus Christi Army Depot, and Safe
Strip of San Jose, California have shown that paint can be removed
from these surfaces much quicker than with the laborious methods that I\
have been used in the past. The labor savings using plastic media
blasting normally reduce the cost of paint removal to a fraction of
what it was using the alternative methods.

The Disadvantages of Plastic Media Blastin"

The disadvantages of plastic media blasting:

•Te dust prcduced by the blasting operation must be contained.
oubusequent disposal is normally not a problem because the
plastic media is inert and non-hazardous.
The cost of the plastic media is high. This disadvantage '
can be mitigated by the fact that it can be re-used several
times provided the blasting equipment provides for this feature.
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* DOD DOES NOT AGREE WITH THIS STATEMENT (R. Boubel, DELP, November 18, 1985)

A ventilated blast room with a reclaim floor eliminates
the above mentioned disadvantages; however, the cost for
such a facility is high and the lead time is usually a
matter of years. Its flexibility is also limited by the
fact that biasting can only be'done at one location and the
size of the work is limited by the size of the room.

. The blasting operation will be' uncomfortable unless pro-
tected from the dusty environment by using an air-fed
blasting hood. U

* The plastic is flammable, so an accummulation of dust can
produce an explosion hazard similar to a grain dust or coal
dust explosion hazard. * I

The Disadvantages of Chemical Stri_ pn2: '..

• The chemicals are expensive.

. The chemicals and contaminated dillution water are expensive
to dispose of (legally).

. It is labor-intensive and therefore costly.

• The chemicals are toxic and therefore damaging to the environ- K.".
ment. .,.

. The chemicals are destructive to the facility in which they
are used, corroding steel structures, dissolving concrete
floors, and damaging equipment.-

The chemicals are hazardous to humans. Some have been found
to be carcinogenic, and the acids (both paint removers and
etchants) can cause acid burns, respiratory damage, and
vision loss.

* Stripping of aircraft paint and coating systems with chemi-
cals presents the hazard of interior seepage, therefore
causing possible wiring and instrumentation damage which
could result in a fire during flight.

The Schmidt PMB-BV

The PMB-BV removes paint with a standard plastic media blast
nozzle that is enclosed by a vacuum shroud that immediately .
re-captures the blast media, blast media dust, and paint
dust. It acts as a localized blast enclosure and does not
allow the media and dust to be released to the environment.

•The shroud has the added benefit that it dampens the blasting9 '••
noise greatly reducing the noise exposure to the operator.

By containing the media, dust, and noise inside the vacuum
shroud' the immediate working environment is so much improved
that the operator does not need to be encumbered with any
special protective clothing'or blast hood.
It can be used in almost any location without inconvenienc-
ing other workmen who may be masking, painting or carrying
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on a conversation right next to him. It allows an inspector
or supervisor to closely monitor the work in progress with-
out subjecting himself to the noise, particle ricochet, and
dust of a blast room environment.

The flammable dust explosion hazard is controlled by con-
taining all of the flammable dust in a dust filter and cy-
clone that is designed to contain the explosion pressure if
an explosion should occur.

The PMB-BV is designed as an integrated unit so that no ex-
"ternal handling of the dust or media is necessary, thereby
minimizing dust loss to the atmosphere.

•The paint and media dust is removed from the unit as a wateri.•

slurry, again minimizing dust loss to the atmosphere. The
slurry can be dried easily if disposal as a slurry is un-
desirable.

The PMB-BV offers variable control capabilities in both the
blast and media recovery (vacuum) operations enabling suf-
ficient control to allow the stripping of materials ranging
from fiberglass to titanium without danger of substrateskin deformation when used properly.

Further Detailed Information on the PMB-BV

This system is capable of removing surface coatings from surfacesc such as 2024 alclad aluminum (T-3), 7075 anodized aluminum (T-6),aluminum skins/components, aluminum skinned/honeycomb, magnesium skins/

"components, fiberglass composites/advanced composites, engineered
plastics, steel, stainless steel, kevlar, and titanium.

The PMS-BV is a closed cycle blast and simultaneous recovery system,
for use with Plastic Blast Media. The system incorporates a stan-
dard long venturi blast nozzle which is surrounded by a "Blast N Vac"
vacuum head; this head is used for recovery of dust, abrasive and
paint residue at the point of blasting. This provides total visa- 1-.
bility and dust free blasting both at the point of blast and at the
recovery system. The plastic media is recycled within the system,
cleaned, and residue separated for disposal.

This aircraft paint stripper can be used with a variety of plastic
materials, US Technology Corporation has been a main source of supply.
The media is available in three grades with hardness (Moh) of 3,3.5 and 4. :.K

The PMB-BV system operates with a wide range of pressures from 2 psi to ___

100 psi. This capability makes paint removal from substrates possible
without damage to the substrate.

These substrates include aluminum, composites, fiberglass and other
skins and soft metals. Because the material is recovered at the
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blast nozzle, dust and flying media is eliminated. This system is
also beneficial for use in close proximity to other work and equip-
ment during spot repairs. Improved visability and environment
greatly enhance safety and operator comfort. This closed cycle
system provides for automatic media recycle greatly reducing
material contamination and loss.

The production rate/speed is a function of type of media, hard-
ness of media, blasting pressure, substrates, type of coating and
thickness of the coating. Typical production with #4 nozzle ranges
from 1 to 3 square ft. per minute; however increase nozzle size
within the same head can substantially increase production rate.
The nozzle is held perpendicular to the work piece and the distance
from the nozzle to the work piece remains constant with increase
or decrease in the pressure becoming the variable.

It is supplied with 25 ft. of light weight blast hose and 25 ft.
flexible vacuum hose. The PMB-BV blast and vacuum hose can reach
up to 100 ft. from the machine. It is capable of loading, re-
covering, relcaiming, cleaning and recycling the plastic media and
capturing the dust for disposal. It incorporates a cyclone sepa-
rator with screen separation. It has a liquid coalescing dust
removal filter system, liquid level indicator and is explosion
safe construction. It is mounted on a hand trailer or skid mount.
The trailer design is castor and dolly and has "zero" turn radius L
for one man operation. It also has fork lift pockets and a lifting
eye and can be towed with minor modifications at low speeds. The
unit is 7 ft. high by 7 ft. long and 5 ft. wide; its weight is
1200 pounds.

The pressure vessel is built to ASME Code Section VIII, division 1
specifications, and registered with the National Board of Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Inspectors. The blasting vessel is equipped
with a 600 cone bottom, automatic pneumatic vibrator and air fluid-
ization system which insures proper plastic abrasive flow. It in-
corporates 149 Thompson automatic control valve and deadman controls.
In this normally closed system the media valve is opened and shut
each time the deadman valve is activated; this eliminates any
material build-up in the blast hose when blasting stops. In a nor-
mally open system, where the media valve does not open and close
each time the deadman is turned on and off, there is excessive
media build-up in the blast hose which causes surging and slugging;
this is time consuming and uses excessive abrasive. This normally
closed system also eliminates excessive moisture accumulation
found in systems that depressurize the vessel each time the deadman
is activated.

Pric,-e are FOBE Houston, Texas. Approximate delivery two weeks.

Pr,.urra tic $13,300.00
I,, r ,"$17,100.00 (single phase) $16,800.00 (three phase

' prrumat.JI c/ $18,100.00 (single phase) $17,800.00 (three phase.,
11'-:3 r A.c
1138 Best Available Copy
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Thanks again for your interest.

Very truly yours,

Marshall J. Seavey
V.P. Marketing

MJS:js
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